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CHARLIE ANDREWS"

Rabindranath Tagore

The lifeless body of our beloved friend Charles Andrews is at

this hour being laid to rest in the all devouring earth. Wc try

to steel ourselves to endurance in this day of sorrow by the

thought that death is not the fioal destiny of life, but we find as

yet no consolation. Day after d2v, in the countless familiarities

of sight and speech, love, the nectar of the gods, has filled our

cup of life to the brim. Our minds, imprisoned in the material,

have grown accustomed to depend on the bodily senses as their

channels of communication with each other. When these channels

are suddenly blocked by death, the separation is felt as an in-

tolerable grief. We have known Andrews for long years, and

in a rich variety of ways. Now we must accept our fate—never

again will that dear human comradeship be possible. Yet our

hearts grope yearningly for some assurance of hope and comfort

in our loss.

When wc are separated from a man with whom our relation-

ship touched only the necessary business of life, nothing remains

behind. We accept the ending of that relationship as fioaL The
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gains and losses of material and secular chance are subject to the

power of death. But the relationship of love, infinite, mysterious,

is not subject to the limitations of such material intercourse, nor

cabined and confined in the life of the body. Such a rare com-

panionship of soul existed between Andrews and me. Coming

unsought, it was a gift of God beyond all price. No lesser

explanation on the human plane will suffice to account for it

One day, as if from nowhere, from one who was till then a

complete 9tranger to me, there was poured out upon me this

generous gift of friendship. It rose like a river from the dear

spring of this Christian Sadhu’s devotion to God. In it there

was no taint of selfishness, no stain of ambition, only a single-

minded offering of the spirit to its Lord. The question in die

Kena Upaniskad came into my mind unbidden : By s'/toss grass was

this icul sent to me, in wbat secret is rooted its lift ?

Rooted it was, I know, in a deeply sincere and all-

embracing love of God. I should therefore like to tell you

of the beginning of this friendship. At that time I was in

London, and was invited to a meeting of English men of letters

at the house of the artist Rothcnstcin. The poet Yeats was

giving a redtacion of somi poems from the English translation

of my Gitarfali, and Andrews was present in the audience.

After die reading was over I was returning to the house where T

was staying, which was close at hand. I crossed at a leisurely

pace the open stretch of Hampstead Heath. The night was

bathed in the loveliness of the moon. Andrews came and

accompanied me. In the silence of the night his mind was filled

with the thoughts of Gitanjali. He was led on, through his

love of God, into a stirring of love towards me. Little did I

dream that day of the friendship in which the streams of his life

and mine were destined to be mingled to the end, in such deep

intimacy, in such a fellowship of sen-ice.

He began to share in the work of Sanriniketan. At that

time this poor place of study was very ordinary indeed in out-

ward appearance, and its reputation was very small. Yet, its
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external poverty notwithstanding, he had faith in the spiritual

purpose to which it was dedicated, he made it a part of the

spiritual endeavour of his own life. What was not visible to rhe

eye he saw by the insight of love. With his love for me he

mingled a whole-hearted affection for Santiniketan. This indeed

is characteristic of true strength of character, that it docs not rest

content with a mere outburst of emotion, but finds its own
fulfilment in superhuman sacrifice for its ends. Andrews never

amassed any wealth : his was a spirit freed from the lust of

possession. Yet many were the times, ( how many, we can never

know
)

when, coming to know of something the ashram lacked,

he found, from some source, sufficient for our need. Over and

over again he begged from others. Sometimes he begged in

vain, yet in that begging he did not hesitate to humiliate that

‘'self-respect” which is the world’s ideal. And this, 1 think, was

what attracted him with special force—that even through a weary

time of poverty Santiniketan strove faithfully for the realisation

of its inner vision.

So far I have spoken of the affection of Andrews towards

myself, but the most unusual thing about him was his devoted

love of India. The people of our country have accepted this

love
;
but have they realised fully the cost of ic to him ? He was

an Englishman, a graduate of Cambridge University. By language,

customs, culture, by countless links, the tics of birth and blood

bound him to England. Family associations were centred there.

The India which became the object of his lifelong devotion was

far removed in manners and customs from his own physical and

intellectual traditions. In the realisation and acceptance of this

complete exile he showed the motal srrength and purity of his

love. He did not pay his respects to India from a distance, with

detached and calculating prudence
: he threw in his lot without

reserve, in gracious courtesy, with the ordinary folk of this land.

The poor, the despised, those whose lives were spent in dirt and

ugliness—it was these whose familiar life he shared, time and

time again, naturally and without effort. Wc know that this
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manner of life made him very unpopular with many of die ruling

class of this country, who believed that by it he was bringing die

government into contempt, and they became his bitter opponents

;

yet die scorn of men of his own race did not trouble his mind.

Knowing diat the God of his adoration was the friend of those

whom society despises, he drew support and confidence from

Him in prayer. He rejoiced in the victory of his Christian faith

over all obstacles whenever by his agency any man, Indian or

foreign, was freed from the bonds of scorn. In this connection

it must also be said that he many times experienced unfriendliness

and suspicion even from die people of our own land, and he

bore this unmerited suffering undismayed as part of his religious

At the time when Andrews chose India as the field of his

life work, political excitement and activity were at their height

here. In such circumstances it can easily be understood bow

exceedingly difficult it would be for an Englishman still to main-

tain quiet relationships of intimate friendship with the people of

this country. But he remained at his post quite naturally, with

no doubt or misgiving in his heart. That in this stem test he

should have held unswervingly to his life purpose is in itself a

proof of his strengrh of soul.

I have thus had the privilege of knowing two aspects of

the nature of my friend Andrews. One aspect was in his

nearness to me, the very deep love with which he loved me.

This genuine, unbounded love I believe to have been the highest

blessing of my life. I was also a daily witness of the many

expressions of his extraordinary love for India. I saw hi3 endless

kindness to the outcastcs of this land. In sorrow or need they

would call him and he would hasten to their assistance, throwing

all other work aside, regardless of his own convenience, ignoring

his own ill-health. Because of this it was not possible to tic

him down to any of our regularly organised work.

It would be a mistake to think that this generous love of

his was confined within the narrow limits of India. His love for
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Indians was a pact of that love of all humanity which he accepted

as the Law of Christ. I remember seeing one illustration of this

in his tenderness for the Kaffir aboriginals of South Africa, when

the Indians chere were endeavouring to keep the Kaffirs at a

distance and treat them with contempt, and imitated the Euro-

peans in demanding special privileges for themselves. Andrews

could not tolerate this unjust spirit of aloofness, and therefore

the Indians of South Africa once imagined him to be their

enemy.

At the present time when a suicidal madness of destruction

seizes our race, and in uncontrolled arrogance a torrent of blood

sweeps away the landmarks of civilised human society, the one

hope of the world is in an all-embracing universal charity. Through

the very might of hostility arrayed against it there comes the

inspiration of the God of the age. Andrews was the embodi-

ment of that inspiration. Relationships between us and the

English are rendered difficult and complex by their attitude to

the privileges of race and empire. An Englishman who in the

Tnagnqn itHi iy of his heart endeavours to approach us through

this network of artificiality, finds his way obstructed at every

step. To keep an arrogant distance between themselves and us

has become a chief element of their pride of race. The whoie

country has had to bear the intolerable weight of this indignity.

Out of this English tradition Andrews brought to us his English

manhood. He came to live with us in our joys and sorrows,

our triumphs and misfortunes, identifying himself with a defeated

and humiliated people. His attitude was absolutely free from

any suspicion of that self-satisfied patronage which condescends

from its owa eminence to help the poor. In this I realised his

rare gift of spontaneous universal friendship. A poet of our

country once said :

“Man is truly lord of all.

Higher than man is naught.”

We quote this saying when it suits our convenience, but

it is doubtful whether any other race equals us in our practice
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of confusing the dubious accretions of communal tradition with

the teachings of pure religion, and thereby dishonouring its

essential truth. That is why, I must claim even in the face of

ridicule, I have established in Santiniketan a little place of wel-

come for all men. Here, from a foreign land, I gained a true

man. In this ashram he was able to give his whole heart to the

work of reconciling men. This was my highest gain, a gain

which is imperishable. Time after time and in place after place

his conscience drew him into the field of political struggle, and

sometimes too the peaceful acnosphcrc of our ashram was

disturbed by his activities. But he soon realised his mistake,

and to the very end be guarded the ashram from intoxication

with the heady wine of politics.

This, finally, is what I wouid say to you who live in the

ashram, in solemn confidence, at the very moment when his

lifeless body is being committed to the dust—his noblest gift to

us, and not only to us but to all men. Is a life which is

transcendent over death itself, and dwells with us imperishably.



TWO POEMS*

Rabindranath Tagore

1

Fat as I gaze at the depth of Thy immensity

1 find no trace there of sorrow or death or separation.

Death assumes its aspect of terror

and sorrow its pain

only when, away from Thcc,

I turn my face towards my own dark seif.

Thou All Perfect, everything abides at Thy feet

for all time.

The fear of loss only clings to me

with its ceaseless grief,

but the shame of my penury

and my life’s burden

vanish to a moment

when I feel Thy presence

in the centre of my being.

* Treacled from lho originaJ Btofiftll by the Milfcor.
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Through death and sorrow

there dwells peace

in the heart of the Eternal.

Life’s current flows without cease,

the sunlight and starlights

carry the smile of existence

and springtime its songs.

Waves rise and fall,

the flowers blossom and fade

and my heart yearns for its place

at the feet of the Endless.



MY LIFE STORY*

C. F. Andrews

My Lira story has been on the whole a very romantic one. I

was born in Carlisle on February 12, 1871, but my early days

were spent in Newcastle-on-Tyne. I have always felt myself to be

a Tyne-sider and loved intensely the North countiy of England.

My mother was related by family tradition to the Highlands of

Scotland, and my father came from the Eastern Counties of

England, so that 1 have in my veins both Celtic and Anglo-

Saxon blood.

We were a very large family of fourteen children, and one

of the happiest households in the world. My father was a

clergyman—an idealist—and almost indifferent to human affairs.

My mother had to economise. She had to look after all the

household matters, therefore probably 1 learned from her more

than any one else, the faculty of using every moment of time in a

thrifty manner. She had a very hard struggle bringing up a

large family of sons and daughters, but we all helped one another,

and there were few more charitable and contented families in the

British Isles than ours.

In my boyhood we moved from Newcasdc-on-Tync to the

Midlands, and my whole adult school life was spent at King

Edward VII School, Birmingham. This school had the great

tradition of being the Alma Mater of Westcott and Ligbtfoot and

of Burnc Jones, the artist. Both at school and at Cambridge

University 1 was able easily to win sufficient scholarships to carry

on my studies not only independently of our family resources,

which were limited, but even to pay back into them from time

to time, so as to help the younger members of the family.

At school and at college the athletic life had a very great

' Hilii abort »utobio*t»phloiJ tAatcb vrt» -ilMca to JWT --hen ib« tuUioi »» In

Booth AIxic».-iy.
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attraction for me. Therefore, it was easj' for me to get into

the cricket team at school and also to row for my college. In

later years, when I was a Don at the University I was well-known

on the river as a coach of college boats. Golf, also, had always

a great attraction for me.

While at the University at Pembroke College, the passion

ofmy early boyhood for adventure across the seas took posses-

sion of me, and became linked with a very deep religious

conviction which had become at this time the centre of my life

and character.

The first idea to attract me was the thought of going out

to Central Africa and joining the University’s mission in that

part of the world. This desire to do pioneer work in Africa

held my imagination for many years. I think I must have read

every single book concerning adventures in Africa, whether

secular or religions. The story of Livingstone's great marches

across Africa fascinated me most of all.

At this critical moment a friendship came into my life

which was of supreme importance to me, and shaped the whole

of ray future history. Basil Wcstcott, the youngest son of the

saintly old Bishop of Durham, became ray most intimate college

friend. He had decided to go out to the Cambridge University

Mission in Delhi as a teacher. This drew my attention to India

as a possible field for my future life’s work. But I had not

yet made up my mind, and the call of Africa was still strong

upon me.

Before leaving college in 1896, after spending there nearly

six of the best years of my life, I had gained the practical cer-

tainty of a fellowship in my college when the next one should

fall vacant. By this time I had become ordained and was deeply

interested in the Labour movement from the Christian social

standpoint. Canon Henry Scott Holland and the Bishop of

Durham were the leaders of this movement, and they were my
two great heroes.

Under this impulse, while waiting for a vacancy in the
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college staff of my own college, it seemed good to learn at 5m
hand something about the labour conditions in the slums of
England. First of all I went to Sunderland in the north. There

I spent a delightful time with the ship-builders, living among
them almost as one of themselves. I had intended to continue in

the North of England, near to my own birthplace, but the call

came to me suddenly to undertake the headship of the Pembroke
College Mission in the slums of south-east London near the Old
Kent Road. There I lived for some years among the dock
labourers and costermongers, in a district which was marked on
Charles Booth’s map as one of the black spots of poorer London.

It was one of the thieves’ quarters ; my class of young

men was composed almost entirely of pickpockets and thieves,

some of them well known to the police. Drunkenness was rife

in this district It was not an unusual thing to be called up on
Saturday nights to go out at midnight and put a scop to a

drunken brawl in some part of the district where men and women
were fighting.

Here my health broke down for the first time, and when
an opportunity came to go back to Cambridge as a Fellow of my
college to take up college dudes, it was necessary to do so not

only on account of the importance of chc work among young
Cambridge students, but also for health reasons. The strain of
work in the slums of London had proved more than I could

bear.

But all the while my heart was aching to go abroad. My
friend, Basil Westcott, had died at Delhi under peculiarly pathetic

circumstances. He had never been strong in health. One night

he undertook the nursing of a young British soldier who had

been suddenly attacked by Asiatic cholera in the Fore at Delhi.

The next day Basil Westcott himself was a victim to the same fell

disease. In a few hours his death came, and it was one of the

greatest blows I had ever had in my young experience.

From the time of his death it seemed to me a sacred duty

(
which I could not put aside ) to go out to India and take up his
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work at Delhi. After four years’ teaching work at Cambridge as

a college lecturer and Don, 1 found myself on the wav to India

to join the Cambridge University Mission.

It is with some amusement that I remember how the boat

that I was coaching on the liver for the Lent races at Cambridge

promised to send me a cable with regard to the result of their

prowess ou the river, which should reach me on the voyage out

to India.

When I reached Port Said this cable was forwarded to me
on board and, to my great delight, this last boat I had coached on

the River Cam made its four bumps on four successive nights

and thus gained its oars. The congratulatory cable was a pleasant

experience on my voyage out to the East.

At Delhi it was necessary at first to settle down to the

humdrum work of college life, teaching English history and

English literature to Indian students. But 1 soon became elected

to the Syndicate of the University and had a great deal of pioneer

University work to perform which brought me into touch with

the leaders of Indian thought. This opened my eyes to the great

National Movement over the Continent of India.

The war between Russia and Japan had just come to its

conclusion. The whole of India was tingling with the news of

the victories of the East over the Western powet of Russia. In

many ways this was the greatest incentive of all, to the national

movement which now spread over India. From the first, as an

educationalist, the movement intensely attracted me by its

potency foe creating a new India, and, indeed, a new Asia, in

which East ana West should meet together.

Strangely enough, looking backward, it was at the very

same time that the question of South Africa, in its relation to

India, brought my thoughts back to my early desires to come out

to Central Africa as a missionary.

The problem of the relation of South Africa to India, at

that time, was concentrated in the question of the advisability

or otherwise of sending indentured labour to Natal. Mr. Gokhale
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had taken up this question very thoroughly indeed, and I had
read what he and others had written about it- Also, 1 had come
into touch with the leaders of the Indian educational renaissance.

Thus I gained, at first hand, Indian opinion both with regard to

indentured labour, and also to the problem of modern nationalist

India as it was related to the new countries of Canada, Australia

and South Africa.

Indian educated leaders pointed out to me that these young

white nations were all shutting their doors to Indian immigration,

while there was still being carried on, in many of the colonies,

a disgraceful Form of indentured labour, which was little else

than servitude. They said that it was surely a crowning injustice

that their educated Indian people should be shut out from these

new lands, while their uneducated and illiterate Indian labourers

should be taken away, against their own wishes, for the sugar

plantations by a process of recruiting which was notorious under

the name of "coolie catching", The subject fascinated me,

because South Africa was at this time the scene of the great

struggle against indentured labour. The longing came to me to

go out to Africa and investigate the subject for myself.

When Lord Minto, who was Viceroy, summoned me in

1906, to ask my opinion with regard to the immigration of

Indians into Natal, I had urged vehemently upon him the folly

of continuing this indentured immigration under such degrading

conditions. From Mr. Gokhale 1 had already learned that if thus

immigration into South Africa continued on these lines, it would

inevitably bring with it a crucial situation which would endanger

the friendship between India and the rest of the Dominions.

Looking back, one can see that if this indentured Indian labour

had been stopped thus early, much of the later Indian trouble

would have been avoided.

After 191a, this problem became the central factor in my

life. By this rime, I had practically left my educational work at

Delhi, and had been attracted to the service of education in the

school of Rabindranath Tagore at Santiniketan. But just before
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taking up this new work at Tagore’s school, the poet very nobly

gave me leave to go out to South Africa at a very critical moment.
Thus I was able to take part in the great passive resistance

struggle which Mr. Gandhi was carrying out in Natal for the

purpose of abolishing the £5 poll tax.

After our landing, General Smuts called for a parley. Mr.

Gandhi went up to Pretoria, taking me with him as his com-
panion. Those were the days of the great syndicalist strikes on
the railways and the gold mines. Pretoria and Johannesburg
were under Martial Law. Trains were being dynamited, and

life itself was unsafe.

It was in this atmosphere of storm and fury that peace was
made on the Indian question. The famous Smuts-Gandhi

Agreement was signed. It is of great interest to me now to

remember that I was present when General Smuts put his own
signature to the draft Agreement.

During the time I was resident in Natal, I saw something of

the conditions of the indentured labourers in the Natal barracks.

The enormously high suicide rate, within those barracks, deeply

impressed me. Thus I went back to India more convinced rhan

ever that the indenture system of Indian labour was not only

a blunder, but a crime.

In the next year, which was the first year of the Great War,

I was suddenly attacked in Bengal by Asiatic cholera. For thirty-

six houts my life was entirely despaired of. Indeed, there is a grim

humour in the fact that the grave which was to contain my
mortal remains was dug in preparation for my burial.

For very many months after this, I hovered between life

and death, as an invalid, with scarcely any strength left. It was
during this period of convalescence that the facts came home to

me, through a celebrated Blue Book, that the condition of inden-

tured labourers in the Fiji Islands was worse than that which I

had witnessed myself in Natal. The suicides were nearly double

the Natal rate. This alone showed the unhappy condition of

these Indian villagers, who had been inveigled out to this far
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away land by the process of “coolie catching”. Soon it came

upon me that I must go out to Fiji.

Mr. W. W. Pearson, a son of Dr. Samuel Pearson, of

Manchester, accompanied me to Fiji when I was well enough

to go.

After our investigation there, we called on the return

journey at New Zealand. Both chore and in Australia we studied

the policy of “White Australia”, in its relation to India. We
were both of us more than ever convinced that Mr. Gokhale’s

solution of the main problem was the right one, namely that all

indentured and other forms of immigration from India should

be abolished, on the clear understanding that Indians already

domiciled within those vast Dominions should be treated with

courtesy and respect.

The next year, the poet, Rabindranath Tagore, took me
out with him as companion to Japan and China. There 1 had

the most wonderful privilege of seeing at first hand the condi-

tions of life in the Far East.

The next year, 1917, saw me again in Fiji. For I was

obliged to go back there once more, in order to finish thoroughly

the earlier investigations into Indian indentured labour condi-

tions, with the idea of helping to bring that pernicious system

finally to an end.

On my return to work at Santiniketan, this Indo-Dominion

subject occupied my attention. Also, I was called in to arbitrate

in labour matters. Thus I gained a very wide experience of

Labour conditions in India. It was this experience and knowledge

which brought at last to me a unanimous election, twice over,

as President of the All-India Railwaymen's Union, the largest

union of workmen in the whole of India.

Later on, also, this led up to my appointment as President

of the All-India Trade Union Congress, and Chairman of the

Trade Union Council.

It is very difficult to continue the series of events which

have crowded in upon my own recent years. The chief of these
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have been connected with Africa. Twice over, I had to go
out to Kenya as a peace-maker in Indian affairs in those Eastern

regions of Africa.

It is strange to look back and see how nearly half my life,

:n the last fifteen years, has been spent in Africa, while the other

half has been spent in India. Thus the dream of my childhood,

about coming out to Africa and making Africa my home, has

become partly fulfilled. Every time that I have made the journey

I have learnt to love Africa better. It is a continent that grips

the heart.

This rime, at the end of eight months’ stay in South Africa,

I am being called once more to journey widely to other parts

before I return to the quiet and peaceful atmosphere of study at

Santinikctan.

Let me describe, in conclusion, something of the life we
lead at Santioiketan, in company with the poet Rabindranath

Tagore. Whenever these wider activities allow me to return

and settle down to study and work, the following is my ex-

perience at the school of the poet, which has become world-

famous as an educational centre.

It is needless, perhaps, to say that in such a place and

environment the dress and habits of the West which one naturally

adopts in South Africa or other Western countries, arc complete-

ly thrown aside. Like Dr. Pennell, on the Afghan border, it is

absolutely necessary, in living such a life, to adopt the habits and

dress of the country. Therefore I naturally live there in the

simplest Eastern fashion, taking Eastern food and wearing Eastern

dress.

Many people have asked me whether this has done any

injury to my health. It is not possible to answer that question

exactly. In some ways it has been very difficult from the

health point of view ; but in other ways, it makes one more
easily able to bear severities of the intensely hot climate in

India.

Tagore himself rises at the very earliest hour of the
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morning—even before the break of day. It has become a

natural custom for me to rise very soon after be does, and spend

the early morning hours in quiet and meditation. Probably it is

this part of the life of the East which I miss most, and hunger

for most, when I come out of that atmosphere and get to the

West. The rush and hurry of Western life is extremely difficult

after the peace and repose of Santiniketan days.

Rabindranath Tagore is a creative gcuius of the very first

order, and he has allowed me to enter into his life and work,

when I am able to be with him, to the fullest extent. Iq bis

daily habits he is full of simplicity and loving-kindness. He is a

bom teacher, and I have learned from him, more than any one

else, what the true genius of the East means, as compared with

that of the West- In no sense docs he condemn or despise the

West. Indeed, he has an instinctive attraction for the West. In

the same way, the West has been attracted by him.

He holds, however, that the two forms of civilisation and

culture—the Eastern and the Western—arc vitally necessary, as

complements of each other. He regards the East as in danger

of stagnating, unless roused by the practical activity of the West.

He regards also the West as in danger of rushing over precipices

to ruin and destruction, unless steadied and helped by the calmer

wisdom and older experience of the East His own idea of the

harmony of humanity is that the East and West should meet to-

gether. They must learn from each other their own different

gifts. The spiritual genius of each must be developed by contact

with its neighbour. East and Wc3t must unite in mutual respect.

Personally, I have never in my whole life met any one so

completely satisfying the needs of friendship and intellectual

understanding and spiritual sympathy as Tagore. His very

presence always acts as an inspiration. To be with him, to be

at unison with him in some creative work, is a privilege which it

is very difficult to state in words. Indeed, it has been by far the

greatest privilege of my life. No one has been more fortunate

than I have, in personal friendships.

i
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Side by side with this friendship with the poet, I have had

the supreme happiness of a second personal friendship with

Mahatma Gandhi ( as he is called ). His marvellous spiritual

genius has appealed to me in a very different way. For his

character, in its own way, is as great and as creative as that of

Tagore himself. It is, however, of the more ascetic order. It

has about it rather an air of the religious faith of the Middle Ages

than that of modern times. Tagore is essentially a modem

:

Mahatma Gandhi is the St. Francis of Assisi of our own days.

You will understand, therefore, how eagerly I look bade,

when I am away in South Africa, to those friendships which are

my very life in India. You will also realise how I long for the

day to come when I can get back to India and live there again

the life of the East, as I have lived here the life of the West.
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APPENDIX

I
The following Utter written by Mr. C. F. Andrews to Sj.

AkJay Kumar Roy, bisfriend and so-aorksr at Santiniketan, is worth

quoting here.—Ed.
]

Sydney,

My dear Akhay Babu, June r, syi7.

I have been thinking about you so much again that 1

cannot help writing also to you. I have felt so very much this

absence from the ashram and it docs not seem to get any less.

You will remember how deeply touched I was when I first

knew you by your little offering of flowers at the foot of my
Mother’s portrait on the Table in my room. I want to tell you

something about her which has recently given me much joy. I

think 1 told you once how she had felt most deeply the sufferings

of the Indian women in South Africa about which I had written

to her. And then in her last illness she urged me to go out to

them and not to come back home first to see her. 1 had always

felt after that, in a peculiar way, that she was present with me
in this great struggle : and when T went out to Fiji before, I felt

this very much indeed. Now this is what gave me great joy.

On my Mother’s Birrhday itself this year which I was keeping

and remembering out here in Australia the news came from

England in the evening that on this very day Mr. Chamberlain

had declared publicly in the House of Commons that the Indian

indenture system would not be revived, ever after the war, but

that it had come finally to an end. It seemed to me so very

beautiful indeed—almost as a message from God—that on my
Mother’s own Birthday the very last step in abolition of indenture

should be taken.

I have told this in letters to many whom I love and I felt

that I should like to tdi it to you also.

Your affectionate friend

C F. Andrews.



MID-DAY*

C. F. Andrews

How silent is the light

!

What depth is in the clear blue sky !

The eyes grow weary of the daz2'.ing light

The forest depths arc plunged in silence.

Who ate these that pass so softly by the garden

Wandering with soft whispers and still softer steps ?

Ah, my heart, why despair at such an hour as this.

Thy lute untouched, chy song of joy unsung.

Hushed in a sudden wonder with wide open eyes

Life’s narrow frctfulncss is lose in light profound.

What a glory of the sun floods the world 1

The light is still. How deep the sky 1

The mruiuerrlje of till net found tmtmg Mr. Andrew' (open.—Sc.



GANDHIJI ON RICHES AND RICH MEN

Nirmal Kumar Bose

In his earlier speeches, Gandhiji was in the habit ofusing passion-

ate language against riches and rich men. A portion of the

speech delivered in February 1916 on the occasion of the opening

of the Benares Hindu University may be died as a typical

example :

“I now introduce you to another scene. His Highness the

Maharajah who presided yesterday over our deliberations, spoke

about the poverty of India. Other speakers laid great stress

upon it. But what did we witness in the great pandal in which

the foundation ceremony was performed by the Viceroy ?

Certainly a most gorgeous show, an exhibition of jewellery which

made a splendid feast for the eyes of the greatest jeweller who

chose to come from Paris. I compare with the richly bedecked

noblemen the millions of the poor. And I feel like saying to these

noblemen : ‘There is no salvation for India unless you strip

yourselves of this jewellery and hold it in trust for your country-

men in India’ . . . Sir, when I hear of a great palace rising in any

great dty of India, be it in British India or be it in India which

is ruled by our great chiefs, I become jealous at once and I say :

‘Oh, it is the money that has come from the agriculturists.’ Over

seventy-five pet cent of the population ate agriculturists and Mr.

Higginbotham told us last night in his own feiicitious language

that they are the men who grow two blades of grass in the place

of one. But there cannot be much spirit of self-government

about us if we take away from them almost the whole of the

results of their labour. Our salvation can only come through

the fanner. Ndther the lawyers, nor the doctors, nor the rich

landlords are going to secure it." ( Sputkts and Writings oj

Mahatma Gandhi, 4th edition. G. A. Natesan & Co. pp. 322-13.

)

In the same year, he laid down in a speech at Madras,
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something which may be considered to be his basic view with

regard to economic morality :

“We are thieves in a way if we cake anything that we do
not need for immediate use, and keep it from somebody else who
needs it. It is a fundamental law of Nature, that Nature produces

enough for our wants from day to day, and if only every body

rook only enough for him and no more, there will be no poverty

in the world, and there will be no man dying of starvation in this

world. And so long as we have got this inequality, so long I

shall have to say we are thieves."

Then he went on to say,

“I am no socialist, and I do not want to dispossess those

who have got possessions, but I do say that personally those of

us who want to see darkness out of light have to follow this

doctrine (
of non-thieving ).” {Mahatma Gandhi, 1918. Ganesh

and Co., Madras, p. 189. )

The same sentiment is expressed in his book cnriiled

Ethical Religion ( date of first publication ? ) in the following

terms

:

“If all men realised the obligation of service, they would

regard it as a sin to amass wealth
;
and then, there would be no

inequalities of wealth, and consequently no famine or starvation.”

( Chapter VIII.

)

Gandhiji thus already held chat the pursuit of wealth was

a sin ; it made it difficult for a man to follow a truly moral life.

Such a life could only be built upon the foundation of a volun-

tary restriction of wants. These were days when Gandhiji had

not yet actively identified himself with the struggle for political

liberation ;
and so, more emphasis was laid by him upon volun-

tary effort than upon reform through State-made laws for rhe

eradication of poverty. Wc shall see, later on, how his views on
this subject underwent a certain amount of modification.

But there has always been another, and a more important,

reason with him why he purs so much reliance upon voluntary

effort for bringing about social equality. He considers that
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“No action which is not voluntary can be called moral. So

long as we act like machines, there can be no question of morality.

If we want to call an action moral, it should have been done con-

sciously, and as a matter of duty.” ( Ethical Religion, Chap. IV. )

If social equality were brought about through law,

Gandhiji would not consider it to be an enduring thing. So he

wrote in the Harijan of 29.6.55 :

“Brahma created his people with the duty of sacrifice kid

upon them and said, 'By this do you flourish. Let it be the ful-

filler of all your desires' . . . ‘He who cats without performing

this sacrifice cats stolen bread
1—thus says the Gita. ‘Earn thy

bread by the sweat of thy brow,’ says the Bible. Sacrifices may

be of many kinds. One of them may well be bread-labour. If

all kboured for their bread and no more, then there would be

enough food and enough leisure for all. Then there would be

no cry of over-population, no disease, and no such misery as we
see around. Such labour will be the highest form of sacrifice.

Men will no doubt do many other things either through their

bodies or through their minds, but all this will be labour of love,

for the common good. There will be no rich and no poor, none

high and none low, no touchable and no untouchable.

“This may be an unattainable ideal. But we need not,

therefore, cease to strive for it. Even if without fulfilling the

whole law of sacrifice, that is, the law of our being, we performed

physical labour enough for our daily bread, we should go a long

way towards the ideal.”

Thus Gandhiji’s attitude towards wealth and social or

economic equality has been the same from 1916 to 1935. But

his references to rich men have always been more subdued than

towards riches in general. For he holds that a man is very

often the creature of circumstances, and so deserves pity instead

of condemnation, which should be reserved for the impersonal

situation. Even so, there have been occasions when he has

flared up against persons and classes, as the two following

passages, written in 1924 and 1922, will show.
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“What docs the correspondent mean when he refets to

‘lower orders who know no responsibility and can anyway make

both ends meet ? Is he sure that ‘lower orders know no
responsibility’ ? Have they no feelings, are they not injured by

an angry word ? In what sense arc they lower except in their

poverty for which we middle class are responsible ? And may I

inform my correspondent that the 'lower orders’ not only do not

'make two ends meet’ but the majority of them ate living in a

state of semi-starvation ? If the middle class people voluntarily

suffer losses for the sake of the 'lower classes’ it would be but

card}' reparation for their participation in their exploitation. I

invite the correspondent to think in terms of the masses and

identify himself with his less fortunate countrymen.”
( Young

Inaja, 17. 7. 24. )

“Little do the town-dwellers know how the semi-starved

masses of India are slowly sinking to lifdcssness. Little do they

know that their miserable comfort represents the brokerage they

get for the work they do for the foreign exploiter, that the profits

and brokerage are sucked from the masses. Little do they rea-

lise that the Government established by law in British India is

carried on for this exploitation of the masses. No sophistry, no

jugglery in figures can explain away the evidence that the skele-

tons in many villages present to the naked eye. I have no doubt

whatsoever that both England and the town-dwellers of India

will have to answer, if there is 2 God above, for this crime

against humanity which is perhaps unequalled in history.”
( Young

India, 23. 3. 2a.
)

Gandhiji has also been passionate in his appeal to the

middle classes to dispossess themselves voluntarily.

“The village work frightens us. Wc who are town-bred

find it trying to take to village life. Our bodies in many cases

do not respond to the hard life. But it is a difficulty which we
have to face boldly, even heroically, if our desire is to establish

Swaraj for the people, not to substitute one class rule by another,

which may be even worse. Hitherto the villagers have died in
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their thousands so that we might live. Now we mighc have to

die so that they may live. The difference will be fundamental.

The former have died unknowingly and involuntarily. Their

enforced sacrifice has degraded us. If now we die knowingly,

onr sacrifice will ennoble us and the whole nation. Let us not

flinch from the necessary sacrifice, if we will live as au indepen-

dent self-respecting nation.”
(
Young India, 17. 4. 24.

)

In 1927, Gandhiji addressed the students of the Benares

Hindu University and said :

“Panditji
(
Pandit Madac Mohan Malaviya ) has collected

and has been still collecting lakhs and lakhs of rupees for you

from Rajas and Maharajas. The money apparently comes from

these wealthy princes, but in reality it comes from the millions of

our poor. For unlike Europe the rich of our land grow rich at

the expense of our villagers the bulk of whom have to go with-

out a square meal a day. The education that you receive to-day

is thus paid for by the starving villagers who will never have

the chance of such an education. It is your duty to refuse to

have an education that is not within reach of the poor, but I do

not ask that of you today. I ask you to render a slight return to

the poor by doing a littleyajna for them. For he who cats with-

out doing bisyafna steals his food, says the Gita. The jqna of

our age and for us is the spinning wheel. Day in and day out I have

been talking about it, writing about it.”
( Young India, 20.1.27.

)

His object in the propagation of Khadi was, as he said, the

distribution of wealth among the toiling millions in place of its

concentration into a few hands, as had been brought about

through mills and machinery.

“I want to save time and labour, not for a fraction of man-

kind, but for all. 1 want the concentration of wealth, not in the

hands of few, but in the hands of alL”
(
Young India, 13.1t. 24.

)

“Our mills cannot today spin enough for our wants, and

if they did, they will not keep down the prices unless they wetc

compelled. They arc frankly money-makers and will not therefore

regulate prices according to the needs of the nation. Hand-

4
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spinning is therefore designed to put millions of rupees in the

hands of poot villagers. Every agricultural country requires a

supplementary industry to enable the peasants to utilise the spate

hours. Such industry for India has always been spinning.”

(
Young India, 16. 2. it. }

Addressing certain Zemindars in 1929, Gandhiji said,

“A model Zemindar would at once reduce much of the

burden the ryot is now bearing, he would come in intimate touch

with the ryots and know their wants and inject hope into them

in the place of despair which is killing the very life out of them.

He will cot be satisfied with the ryot’s ignorance of the laws of

sanitation and hygiene. He will reduce himself to poverty in

order that the ryot may have the necessaries of life. He will

study the economic condition of the ryots under his care,

establish schools in which he will educate his own children side
* •

by side with those of the ryots. He will purify the village well

and the village tank. He wiil teach the ryot to sweep his roads

and clean his latrines by himself doing this necessary labour.

He will throw open without reserve his own gardens for the

unrestricted use of the ryot. He will use as hospital, school, or

the like most of the unnecessary buildings which he keeps for

his pleasure. If only the capitalist class will read the sign of the

times, revise their notions of God-given right to all they possess,

in an incredibly short space of time the seven hundred thousand

dung-heaps which today pass muster as villages can be turned

into abodes of peace, health and comfort. I am convinced that

the capitalist, if he follows the Samurai of Japan, has nothing

really to lose and everything to gain. There is no other choice

than between voluntary surrender on the part of the capitalist of

superfluities and consequent acquisition of real happiness of all

on the one hand, and on the other the impending chaos into

which, if the capitalist docs not wake up berimes, awakened but

ignorant, famishing millions will plunge the country and which

not even the aimed force that a powerful Government can bring

into play can avert.” ( Young India, j. 12. 29. )
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Bui the question naturally arises, how far can voluntary

effort actually achieve the desired results ? What are the chief

obstacles, and can they be overcome without wide-scale political

conflicts ?

Speaking about the obstacles on the path, Gandhiji wrote

in the Young India of 6. 2. 30, i.c. just on the eve of the Salt

“The greatest obstacle in the path of non-violence is the

presence in our midst of the indigenous interests that have

sprung up from British rule, the interests of monied men, specu-

lators, scrip holders, land-holders, factory owners and the like.

All these do not always realise that they arc living on the blood

of the masses, aod when they do, they become as callous as the

British principals whose tools and agents they arc. If like the

Japanese Samurai they could but realise that they must give up
their blood-stained gains, the batde would be won for non-

violence. It must not be difficult for them to see that the

holding of millions is a crime when millions of their own kith

and kin are starving and that therefore they must give up their

agency. No principal has yet been found able to work without

faithful agents.

“But non-violence has to be patient with these as with the

British principals. The aim of the non-violent worker must ever

be to convert. He may not however wait endlessly. When
therefore the limit is reached, he takes risks and conceives plans

of active Satyagraha which may mean civil disobedience and the

like. His patience is never exhausted to the point of giving up
bis creed.”

In his fight against any system, Gandhiji has always drawn

a line between the system itself and its sponsors. To the latter

he has given ample opportunity to mend their ways and reduce

themselves to poverty voluntarily. But when that docs not

work quickly enough, he has advised non-violent non-co-opera-

tion. That too has been for him a means ofconversion. In die

Young India of 26.1r.31, he wrote :
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“The masses do not today see in landlords and othe:

profiteers their enemy. But the consciousness of the wrong done

to them by these classes has to be created in them. I do not

teach the masses to regard the capitalists as their enemies, but I

teach them that they arc their own enemies.

“The system must be destroyed and not the individual.

The Zemindar is merely a tool of a system. It is not necessary

to take up a movement against them at the same time as against

the British system. It is possible to distinguish between the two.

But we had to tel! the people not to pay to the Zemindare,

because out of this money the Zemindars paid to the Govern-

ment. But we have no quarrel with the Zemindars as such, so

long as they act well by the tenants.”

But we have seen already what he expects of a model

Zemindar, namely that they may retain their post of moral leader-

ship and surrender economic gains completely.

Speaking to an audience of Indian socialists in London, in

1931, Gandhiji cleared this point still furcher.

“Q. How exactly do you think that Indian Princes, land-

lords, mill-owners and money-lenders and other profiteers are

enriched ?

“A. At the present moment by exploiting the masses.

“Q. Can these classes be enriched without the exploitation

of the Indian workers and peasants ?

“A. To a certain extent, yes.

“Q. Have these classes any social justification to live more

comfortably than the ordinary worker and peasant who docs the

work which provides their wealth ?

“A. No justification. My idea of society is that while all

are born equal, meaning diat we have a right to equal oppor-

tunity, all have not the same capacity. It is, in the nature of

things, impossible. For instance, all cannot have rhe same height,

or colour or degree of intelligence, etc, ; therefore, in the

nature of things, some will have ability to earn more and othets

less. People with talcncs will have more, and they will utilise
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rhcir talents for this purpose. If they utilise their talents kindly,

they will be performing the work of the State. Such people exist

as trustees, on no other terms. I would allow a man of intellect

to cam more, I would uot cramp his talent. But the bulk of his

greater earnings must be used for the good of the State, just as

the income of all earning sons of the father goes to the common

family fund. They would have their earnings only as trustees.

It may be that I would fail miserably in this. But that is what I

am sailing for.” ( Young India, 26.11.j1.
)

“Q. How will you bring about the ttusteeship ? Is it by

persuasion ?

“A. Not merely by verbal persuasion. I will concentrate

on any means. Some have called me the greatest revolutionary

of my time. It may be false, but I believe myself to be a revolu-

tionary—a non-violcnc revolutionary. My means ate non-co-

operation. No person can amass wealth without the co-opera-

tion, willing or forced, of the people concerned.” ( Yeung India,

26.11.31. )

Gandhiji’s intentions are thus clear. He wants the dissolu-

tion of capitalism
;
and be piefets the voluntary method. Where

it fails, he employs chc method of non-violent nou-co-opcration.

He has often held that inequalities will remain till the end of

time
;
but that has been a concession to human weakness.

“My ideal is equal distribution, but so far as I can see, it is

not to be realised. I therefore work for equitable distribution.”

(
Young India, 17.3.27. )

His non-violence “rules out exploitation” altogether

(
Harijan, 21.5.38); i.e. in the noc-violent civilization of his

ideal, everybody is a labourer.

This approaches the Socialists’ final ideal very cioscly,

but there is a significant difference in emphasis. The question

was asked him whether he would agree to State ownership of

the means of production if the voluntary method failed. As

long ago as 15. 11. 1928, he had written :

“According to me the economic constitution of India
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and for the matter of that the world should be such that no one

under it should suffer from want of food and clothing. In other

words everybody should be able to get sufficient work to enable

him to make the two ends meet. And this ideal can be

universally realised only if the means of production of elementary

necessaries of life remain in the control of masses. These should

be freely available to all as God’s air and water arc or ought to

be
;
they should not be made a vehicle of traffic for the exploita-

tion of others."

It was not clear in the above passage whether the owner-

ship was to be vested in a centralized State in which the interests

of the masses were supreme, or whether the latter were to hold

the means of production, in a decentralized form, through

ownership vested in village communities. So the questions

proceeded.

“Q. Is love or non-violence compatible with possession

or exploitation in any shape or form ? If possession and non-

violence cannot go together, then do you advocate the

maintenance of private ownership of land and factories as an

unavoidable evil which will continue so long as individuals arc

not ripe or educated enough to do without it ? If it be such a

step, would it not be better to own all the land through

the State ar.d place the State under the control of the

masses ?

"A. Love and exclusive possession can never go together.

Theoretically when there is perfect love, there must be perfect

non-possession. Those who own moacy now, are asked

to behave like trustees holding their riches on behalf of

the poor. You may say that trusteeship is a legal fictioD. But

if people meditate over it constantly and try to act up to it, then

life on earth would be governed far more by love than it is at

present. Absolute trusteeship is an abstraction like Euclid’s

definition of a point, and is equally unattainable. But if we
strive for it, we shall be able to go further in realizing a state

of equality on earth than by any other method.
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"Q. If you say, private possession is incompatible with

non-violcncc, why do you pur up with it ?

“A. That is a concession one has to make to those who
earn money, but who would not voluntarily use their earnings

for the benefit of maukind.

“Q. Why then not have State-ownership in place of private

property and thus minimize violence ?

"A. It is better than private ownership. But that too is

objectionable on chc ground of violence. It is my firm con-

viction that if the State suppressed capitalism by violence, it will

be caught in the coils of violence itself, and fail to develop non-

violcncc at any time. The State represents violence in a concen-

trated and organized form. The individual has a soul, but as

the State is a soulless machine, it can never be weaned from

violence to which it owes its very existence. Hence 1 prefer the

doctrine of trusteeship.

“Q. Let us come to a specific instance. Supposing an

artist leaves certain pictures to a son who does not appreciate

their value for the nation and sells them or wastes them, so that

the nation stands to lose something precious through one man’s

folly. If you are assured that the son would never be a trustee

in the sense in which you would like to have hun, do you not

think the State would be justified in caking away those things

from him with the minimum use of violence ?

“A. Yes, the State will, as a matter of fact, cake away chose

things, and I believe it will be justified if it uses the minimum

of violence. But the fear is always there that the State may use

too much violence against those who differ from ;it. I would be

very happy indeed if the people concerned behaved as trustees
;

but if they fail, I believe we shall have to deprive them of their

possessions through the State with the minimum exerdse of

violence. That is why I said at the Round Table Conference

that every vested interest must be subjected to scrutiny, and

confiscation ordered where necessary—with or without compensa-

tion as the ease demanded. What I would personally prefer
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would be not a centralisation of power in the hands of the State,

but an extension of the sense of trusteeship
;

as in my opinion

the violence of private ownership is less injurious than the vio-

lence of the State. However, if it is unavoidable, I would support

a minimum of State-ownership.” ( Modern Rrvie», October 1935,

p. 412. )

When wc examine the above statement carefully, we notice

that although Gaudhiji agrees with communists in so far as the

ultimate ideal is concerned, he differs from them considerably in

the emphasis which he lays upon voluntary effort as a means to

that end. It almost appears that he chinks, men live by reason

alone and not by habit ; and, moreover, that organizations of the

character of the State arc not necessary. He made it clear in the

following passage thac organizations were necessary, but they

were to be of a voluntary character.

“Q. Then, Sir, shall we take it that the fundamental differ-

ence between you and rhe Socialists is, that you believe that men
live more by self-direction or will than by habit, and they believe

that men live more by habit than by will ; thac being the reason

why you strive for scif-corxcction while rhey try to build up a

system under which men will find it impossible to exercise their

desire for exploiting others ?

"A. While admitting that man actually lives by habit, I hold

that it is better for him to live by the exercise of will. I also

believe thac men arc capable of developing their will to an extent

that will reduce exploitation to a minimum. I look upon an

increase of the power of the State with the greatest fear, because,

it does the greatest harm to mankind by destroying individuality,

which lies at the root of all progress. Wc know of so many
cases where men have adopted trusteeship, but none where the

State has really lived for the poor.

”Q. But have not those cases of trusteeship which you

sometimes cite been due to your personal influence rather than

to anything else ? Teachers like you come infrequently. Would
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it not be better, therefore, to trust to some organization to effect

the necessary changes in man, rather than depend upon the

casual advent of men like yourself ?

“A. Leaving me aside, you must remember that the influ-

ence of all great teachers of mankind has outlived their lives. In

the teaching of each prophet like Mohammed, Buddha or Jesus,

there was a permanent portion and there was another which was

suited to the needs and requirements of the times. It is only

because we try to keep up the permanent with the impermanent

aspects of their teachings that there is so much distortion in

religious practice today. Bu: that apart, you can see chat the

influence of these men has sustained after they have passed away.

Moreover, what I disapprove of is an organization based on force

which a State is. Voluntary organization there must be.” {Modem

Rm>;v, ibid. )

Lately, he has written in the Harijan ( 16.12.39. ):

“I am not ashamed to own that many capitalists are friendly

towards me and do nor fear me. They know that I desire to end

capitalism almost, if not quire, as much as the most advanced

Socialist or even Communist. But our methods differ, our langu-

ages differ. My theory of ‘trusteeship’ is no makeshift, certainly

no camouflage. I am confident that it will survive all other

theories. It has the sanction of philosophy and religion behind

it. That possessors of wealth have not acted up to the theory

docs not prove its falsity, it proves the weakness of the wealthy.

No other theory is compatible with non-violence. In the non-

violent method the wrong-doer compasses his own end, if he does

not undo the wrong. For, either through non-violent non-

co-operation he is made to see the error, or he finds himself

completely isolated.'’

We may now attempt to sum up Gandhiji’s views with

regard to riches and rich tnen. Gandhiji holds that the aim of

human life is the acquisition of abiding happiness. Such happi-

ness docs not come through riches. But a minimum of wealth

is necessary to serve as the basis of “high-thinking”. The existing

5
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distress of mankind is due to the operation of selfishness which

resides in ever)' breast. In order to overcome that selfishness and

to make the lives of all men happy, we should dedicate ourselves

to sendee. It should, however, be intelligent service, designed

to bring to us a fuller realization of the unity of all human beings.

Such a dedicated life, with its consequent philosophical realiza-

tion, can alone give us abiding happiness. And ic lus to be

built upon the foundation of a voluntary restriction of wants.

Mer. should be persuaded to shed their selfishness through

non-violent non-co-operation. The basic economic equality, or

rather cquitability, will be reached when all have turned labour-

ers and own the means of production jointly. The ownership

should preferably be vested in voluntary organizations. But if

that is not wholly possible, then it should be vested in the Stare

to the necessary extent. The power of the State should be

limited as fat as possible. The object should be to preserve

individual freedom, for real progress can only be built upon ics

foundation.

“The individual will not however have the freedom to

exploit. That will be kept in check by intelligent non-

co-operation.

“Where the rich do no: dispossess themselves voluntarily,

and where the poot 2rc not sufficiently trained in non-violent non-

co-operation to keep them in check, the State should step in, and

dispossess the rich to the necessary extent through the minimum
exercise of violence.”

This is how Gandliiji and die Socialists agree with each

other with regard to their aim, but differ widely from one

another with regard to the means.



SOME REMINISCENCES OF C. F. ANDREWS

Gurdial Mallik

I first met Mr. C. F. Andrews in 1917, at Bombay, on his return

to India from Fiji where he had been on one of his

periodical missions of peace in connection with the hardships of

our countrymen abroad. It happened this way : in those days

Sir N. G. Chandavarkar, one of the judges of the Bombay High

Court,
(
now dead ), used to take a class in Browning’s poetry,

every week, for a small group of select undergraduates from the

various colleges in the city. On one occasion he was late in

coming to the class and we were just wondering what had happen-

ed, because usually he was very punctual, when there walked in

Sir Narayan, accompanied by Mr. K. Natarajan—the veteran

editor of the Indian Social Reformer—and a clean-shaven, tall,

well-built, handsome young Englishman. Wc all sprang to our

feet to welcome the visitors. After they and we were seated. Sir

Narayan straightaway began reading Browning's poem "Rabbi

Ben Ezra”, which he explained in his own inimitable way ( for

he was an ideal teacher ). No sooner was the class over than wc

were introduced, one by one, to the young Englishman ,
who was

no other than Mr. C. F. Andrews. As he held my hands in his

and 1 gazed at his face
—“a compact of consecration 2nd con-

cord”,— I said to him in a voice, tremulous with deep emotion,

“Sir, India is grateful to you for all that you are doing for her

children.” He smiled and replied, "My young boy, it is die

other way round. It is I who am grateful to India for being

what I am.” 1 was at once struck with this observation, made

in all sincerity and spontaneity, because, being one of those

thousands of students who had been for some time swept off

their feet by the wave of Westernism, I had never realized till

then that my own country could ever be held in such high esteem

by a "foreigner.”
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Two years afterwards, in 1919,

1

went on pilgrimage to

Santioiketan in order to pay my respects to Guradeva Rabindra-

nath Tagore, to sec whom I had been longing for full five years.

When I arrived there at long last, as ill-luck would have it,

Gumdeva was away to Calcutta on account of an attack ofillness.

Mr. Andrews, however, softened for me the shock of disappoint-

ment, by his overflowing affection. Gurudeva returned in due

course to Santiniketan, but it was on the eve of my departure

from there. So Mr. Andrews fordiwith ushered me into his

presence with the remark, “Guradeva, here is a young pilgrim

from Baluchistan. He has heard the call of your love and of

Santiniketan.” I touched Gurudeva's feet reverently and received

his blessings in a manner, which released the thin stream of my
spiritual life which had been buried for years under the deaden-

ing desert of dogma and institutional religiosity. Thus, it is to

Mr. Andrews, that 1 owe the unforgettable occasion of my re-

birth into the realm of the life of the Spirit.

I then returned to Karachi, where I was serving my
apprenticeship in a mercantile office. But hardly had I settled

down to my ledger-keeping when I received a telegram from Mr.

Andrews asking me to join him at Lahore, where he was proceed-

ing for the purpose of making inquiries into the terrible happen-

ings of the Post-Rowlatt Act period in the Punjab. I obeyed

the summons instandy and so bad the happy privilege of being

associated with his humanitarian work in the Punjab for several

months. Many arc the reminiscences of those days which I could

recall, but I shall content myself with sharing with the reader only

a few, chosen at random from my repertory.

Once in the course of our travels in the affected areas he

visited a village, near Gujranwalla. He had heard that one

of the retired Indian military officers there had suffered much

during the Martial Law regime, because he had refused

to he tutored into tendering evidence of a nature which was far

from his own knowledge of the facts of the ease. As a result, a
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scries of stripes were inflicted on his aged body. After half an

hour’s search we succeeded in locating this officer and Mr.

Andrews begged of him to tell him what had been done to him.

At first, he bluntly asked us to go away, saying he had nothing to

impart, for he had had enough of Englishmen. Butthis English-

man, he did not know, was a coin of a different mint- Immediately

Mr. Andrews embraced the officer, who was surprised beyond

his wits to see a member of the ruling race behaving in that

informal and affectionate fashion. "Brother,” said Mr. Andrews,

“do please tell me what they did to you.”

The officer, whose suspicions about the bona fides of Mr.

Andrews had by this time been dispelled, then stripped himself

bare and exposed a body ghastly with lash marks. At

first Mr. Andrews was unnerved but he soon recovered and his

countenance beamed with divine tenderness. With eyes filled

with hot tears, he fell down at the feet of the officer and, with

hands folded and a voice choked with feeling, said, "Brother, on

behalf of the English nation I beg your forgiveness.”

The deep sounded unto the deep. The officer embraced Mr.

Andrews and with a torrent of tears coursing down his cheeks,

rejoined, "Sahib, as long as there is one Englishman like you

in India, I can have the heart ro forgive your whole nacion.”

It was then that the interpretation of C. F. A.—the initials

of his name—as Christ’s Faithful Apostle dawned first upon me.

And was not his long life one unending apostleship of the

Christ ?

The scene is once again laid in a village, somewhere bet-

ween Lyallpur and Sangla ( both in the Punjab ). The entire

population, numbering several hundreds, had been punished

because some of them, so it was alleged, had burnt an effigy of

the King-Emperor on April 6, 19x9. The result was that they

were so completely terror-stricken that Mr. Andrews’ repeated

requests to many of them to unfold to him the sad tale of their

suffering, had been so far turned down unceremoniously. He
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and I, therefore, decided to leave the place the next morning after

breakfast. At night Mr. Andrews was suddenly attacked with

dysentry ; consequendy he could not sleep and 1 kept watch by

his bedside. I heard him, again and again, praying, “Lord, for-

give them for they know not what they do.” In the small hours

of the morning, however, he rallied round somewhat and asked

me to accompany him to the temple, saying, ‘T have faith that

in the presence of God, they will feel bold and speak the truth."

And his faith was justified by what followed. For, as soon as the

divine service was over we enteted the temple and everybody in

the congregation looked up, when Mr. Andrews implored them

to tell him the truth of the matter. And, lo 1 the very priest,

who had so loDg refused to open his lips, got up and related the

whole story, from beginning to end, with child-like candour. It

may be added that, later on, this version was found very valuable

in unravelling the tangled skein of half-truths and hearsay.

One day Mr. Andrews, with his dhoti tucked up to his

knees and thin white muslin shirt unbuttoned, bare-headed and

carrying a hand-bag, was seen walking down Harrison Road in

Calcutta. It was morning and the newsboys were selling the

daily newspapers. Beckoning to one of them he asked for a

copy of the Amrita Ba^ar Patrika, which was readily handed

over to him by the vendor. But imagine the latter’s surprise

when Mr. Andrews, after fumbling in his pockets for a one-anna

piece, said to him that he had no money to make the payment.

( What had happened was that on his way from the railway

station he had parted, as he used to do often, with all the change

on his person to the first street-beggar. ) Consequently, he

returned the paper to the news-boy who was all the time looking

intently at the face of his Christ-like customer. The boy gave

it back to him, and saving, “Arc you not Andrews sahib ? I

shall not take any money from you,” ran away. Some weeks

afterwards Mr. Andrews slipped a rupee into the hands of this

young admirer of his who had honoured him with his ttust.
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Many years ago a high official of the Bengal Education

Department,—an Englishman—visited Santiniketan and stayed

for a day in the Guest-house. It was summer, when the

thermometer often touches ii2
c

. Mr. Andrews went to sec him

at noon. He was dressed in the Santiniketan style, dboti, shirt

and hat, while the visitor, in spite of the sweltering heat, was

wearing a smart lounge suit. The official was very much put

out by one of his fellow-countrymen appearing before him in

the dress of die “uncivilized natives”, and he burst out, “Mr.

Andrews, are you not ashamed of yourself ? Is this dress of

yours in conformity with the dignity and decorum of English-

men ?” Mr. Andrews only smiled and went away, saying he

would be back soon and join him at lunch. And lo I the honor

of horrors, when about half-an-hour later he returned, minus his

shirt, and sat down at the table, opposite the hundred-percent

little Englander 1

Mr. Andrews usually travelled third, except when his

health was not good, during his six-month sojourn in the Punjab

in 1919. On one occasion, however, he purchased an inter-

mediate-class ticket. At one of the small stations, he noticed an

aged Hindu woman being helped in getting into a third-class

compartment. She was crying in pain because of some physical

infirmity. Immediately he got down and going up to the sufferer,

said, "Mata, ap us gari men baitbsrf'
(
Mother, sit in that compart-

ment ). At first she refused but eventually she was won over

by the child-like, persistently pursuasivc love of that angel of

mercy, who himself took his seat, instead, in a third-class

compartment.

It was raining very hard. Mr. Andrews was at his desk

and writing an article for the press. Suddenly, at the door,

there appeared a blind Sacthal, wearing a scanty loin-cloth and

supporting himself on a stick. He sat down with his face turned
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cowards Mr. Andrews. Only when the latter got up after some

time to take out some paper from his suit-ease, did he see his

visitor. So along with the particular paper that he wanted to

find out, he also cook out a btand new English suit, which

Swami Shraddhanand had got made for Mr. Andrews as part

of the lattei’s outfit for going abroad. Then raising the visitor

and embracing him with deep affection, he gave him die suit and

resumed his writing.

Let me conclude with my last reminiscence of that painful

period. We were staying in a certain town in the Punjab.

Mr. Andrews thought that he would attend die Sunday

service in the local church and asked me if I would also

go, to which I agreed. And so we went to the church. When

we reached there, the congregation had already gone in. So we

walked in on tiptoe and took our seats in the last row. Now
somebody who was sitting near the pulpit saw us entering and,

though mosc of the people sat with heads bowed in silent

adoration, he at once came up from behind and pulled us out.

On being asked by Mr. Andrews why he had acted in that

peculiar way, the gentleman retorted, his face flushed with fury,

( presumably he had heard of Mr. Andrews’ work of inquiry

into the events and injustices of the Martial Law regime ), “This

house of God is not for rebels.”

“But Christ was a rebel, too,” answered Mr. Andrews

with the joy of resurrection in his eyes, as he walked away.



POETRY AND THE ANALYSIS OF THE EGO

Dr. A. Aronson

Anyone studying the psycholog)' of artistic creation will realize

die difficulty of drawing the exact borderline between the normal

and the abnormal, the sane and the insane. This difficult)’ is due

to the fact that a scientific investigation into the origin of the

creative art-impulse, both individual and collective, has to face

problems mostly belonging to the realm of Abnormal Psycho-

logy. In the same way in which the biologist looks at the

behaviour of lower organisms through a microscope and comes

to conclusions regarding the peculiar behaviour of some tiny

individual organisms, a sociologist or psychologist deduces from

his observation of human beings certain general laws regarding

“normal” standards of behaviour or activity and their deteriora-

tion into the abnormal and the insane. The true test of such a

law lies in its application to given individual and social condi-

tions. With regard to artistic creation these general laws have

failed to a considerable extent to elucidate its place and

function in both the life of an individual and that of a collective

body. And while we know almost everything about the beha-

viour and activities of lower organisms, we do not know much
about the impulses of human beings which make them in an

essentially unbiologicai way create something out of nothing, be

it a poem, a piece of music, a painting, a new system of philo-

sophy, in short “culture”. It is with this creation of culture, a

phenomenon not to be met with among other living organisms,

that both the sociologist and the psychologist have to deal.

Much has been written lately on dreams, their essence,

their interpretation, and their functional importance in human

life. According to modem psychology and especially psycho-

analysis, day-dreaming has a very important function to fulfil in

the life of every adult individual
; in fact, it serves the purpose

6
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ol an escape from reality, a voluntary withdrawal from an exis-

tence in which it is so much easier to be unhappy than to be
happy. This peculiar phenomenon is to be found both among
normal adults and neurotics ; in its diseased form we shall find

it altogether divorced from logic, creating fantasy-pictures which

have a reality of their own, but which are certainly unrelated to

actual conditions of existence. The extreme type of this "autistic

thinking” by means of which happiness is achieved and wishes

arc fulfilled, is to be met with among the schizophrenic insane
;

in his case the repressed tendencies that dominate his autistic

thinking arc more completely repressed until dissociation takes

place and reality and dream arc no longer distinguished. There
is, however, no doubt that for the insane, autistic thinking lias

a logic of its own, a kind of associative continuity in ideas,

imagery, and emotions. It is this very continuity in associations,

this peculiar logic inherent in the repressed instincts and desires

that break through whenever autistic thinking is substituted for

direct experience, that establish a natural link between the wish-

fulfilments of an insane and the day-dreaming of a poet.*

This dees not imply that every poet is a potential patient

of schizophrenia
;
but it certainly means that tendencies that

are normally repressed by adults find an outlet in artistic crea-

tion, in which both the wish-fulfilment and the escape from

reality play an essential part. On the other hand, not every

schizophrenic patient is a potential poet, but wc may certainly

say that his existence is one of infinite possibilities where any-

thing might be attained—in “imagination.” Wc read, in fact,

that considering the schizoid material as a whole

“*'« can form b continuous mi*?, beginning with what I call the

‘Holderlin typo', those extremely sensitive, abnormally tor-1cr. constantly

woundtd, mimosa-like natures who are 'all nerves'—and winding up with

those oold, numbed, almost lifeless roina lot# by the ravages of a severe

attack of Dementia Preocox, who glimmer dimly in the corner of the aaylnm,

1. of. Prof. BlecUr : “inlistlt Thinking." In : Avurvan 0/ J*ion-lp, Vol.

fra.-jQ«a3 la W. MoDougaU'e OtSh*, Atvrwl PV\c!cn . l^C. p. SOfegq.
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dull-witted like cowb .
. , Tho half-doid sohlsophnu will, il he ia educated,

became an actor or a musician during the transitional stage. The exhibition

of oneself is still an oxoiacroont :
perhaps he will even become a futurist

painter, an axpreuioniat poet, an inventor, or a buiidor of abstract philoso-

phical system*.”!

Htilderlin was a German poet who lived towards the

beginning of the 19th century
;
he was probably the most

“poetical” of all the German poets, 2nd he lived the last forty

years of his life in an asylum. There is, however, no reason to

suppose that this type of schizothymic personality is limited to

Germany alone ; the repression of memories of experiences

inspired by fear or of others coloured by sex emotion, is common

to all races and so is also the resulting complex formation.

There is no doubt that the explosion of affects, the psychological

phenomenon that Jung called Abriaktion, may lead in the case

of the arrist either to arcistic self-expression or, ifthe “abreaktion"

fails to occur, to a state of mind bordering on insanity. Self-

expression in this sense means an attempt to reintegrate once

more into consciousness the complex that has become autono-

mous. If the artist fails at this reintegration he is liable to suffer

from morbidity, melancholy, numbness, and other states of mind

that we commonly associate with the mental life of the neurotic.

In the biographies and letters of poets we find from time to time

a hint at what a poet feels like, if for a long time he has failed

for one reason or another to sublimate his affects :

“I had become all in a triable for not b&riDg written any thing of

Utc—the aonnefc over leaf did too sorco good. I slept the letter last night

for

And "I never was in love—yet the Toico and shajxi a( u woman him

haunted mo those two days—*5 each a time, when tho relief, the fovorota

relief of poeory ssoma a much leas crime. This morning poetry ha* oon*

quered. I have relapsed into thaao abstractions which are my only life—

I

1. Dr. £. &r*ttch=>or : <m4 1995, qooeed In XcDosgiU, op.cll

L

2. John : LttUrs, edited try MatirlOe Bolton TVrman, lfftl, p. 21
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fool oocapod from n oew strange and threatening sorrow—and I wo thankful

for it."*

The way in which such an explosion of affects takes place

in the case of a poet is more a matter of technique and does not

concern us here. The sublimation of repressed instinccs, desires,

and fear-complexes with regard to a normal adult is most

frequently a new attempt to adjust himself both socially and

‘‘culturally” to actual conditions of existence. And in most

cases this le-inccgration will be successful. The poet has to take

a roundabout way. The unconscious itself will have to break

through ; and reality will be replaced by fantasy-formations.

Such a process is no doubt best achieved in dreams both

during day-time and at night. There is no reason to doubt

Coleridge’s statement that “Kubla Khan" was written during

sleep. Sometimes the very best poems of a particular writer are

written in this automatic sort of way, the poet himself being

almost unaware of what he was doing. Keats, for instance,

says with regard to the Sonnet to Burns in one of his letters :

“This sonnet I have written in a strange mood, half-asleep . .
.”2

Ifwc apply standards of “normal” behaviour to this type of

activity, we shall most probably reach the conclusion thac a

poet’s mental status is of a different order altogether and we
shall find in him elements of intellectual and emotional habitus

belonging to the neurotic as well as to the magician of a primi-

tive tube. And the effects of writing poetry or of the temporary

inability to express himself, remind us of the emotional attitudes

of a normal individual who cither finds satisfaction in an altir

ego or for some reason or other is unable to fulfill his wishes and

desires in the company of his beloved. In the case of veiy

sensitive writers the poem, therefore, takes the place of this

alter ego and only by way of self-expression will satisfaction be

obtained. In the case of Keats, for instance, it seems as though

1. Ibid. ». 388.

2. Ibid, p 1T8,
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the poem itself is substituted for the person of chc beloved and

his individual happiness or unhappiness made to depend entirely

on his ability to write. The result is frequently a struggle within

the poet himself between his wish aspirations and the unsatis-

factory realisation of the wish. It is, we may almost say, a

perfectly Freudian situation :

"At this monont I am ia do enviable situation— I fact this I am uot

m a Moed to wtiw any to-day ; aod it appears that the lose of is is tbo

fcoRiooine of ail sorts of irroeolaritios . .
."1

“I hope soon to bo ablo to resume my work—I have endeavoured to

do no once or Swico but to no purposo—initoad of poetry—I have a swim-

ming in my bead And fool all the offcots of a Montal Dobsuch —lowness of

spirits—anxiety to go on without the power to do so . .
"
2

"I hove been writing very ham lately oven till an utter incapacity

esme on, and I feel it now abut my bead ao you must not mind my little

oat of the way eayings . .
." D

Sigmund Freud in one of his shorter “papers” on applied

psycho-analysis attempts to establish a relation between the poet’s

creation and his autistic thinking, which he calls day-dreaming.

The poet, he says, has this in common with the child that he

builds a world of his own in his imagination just as the child

docs, and he orders this imaginary world in a way that pleases

him better than reality. Day-dreaming for the pocr is a kind of

substitute for the child’s play. Now, in any traumatic situation

occasioned by some event in the present, the poet will take

refuge in day-dreaming, and will create an unreal situation which

will in itself be a continuation of the child’s play. He will

“remember” the happiness of his childhood, and this memory

will dominate his day-dreams. This constant pic-occupation

with his own individuality, and especially with his own uncon-

scious, characterises both the child and the poet. The statement

that a poet’s creation ultimately derives from some memory of

1. IbW..p.81.

2. p.85.

8. p. 41.
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his childhood, is, however, only an hypothesis and it would

indeed be difficult to prove. But the seriousness with which

he deals with himself is beyond doubt, and reminds us of die

same type of seriousness with which the child considers the idle

dreams of h:s imaginations.! We have seen, however, that to

take the creations of one’s own fancy seriously is one of the

essential characteristics of the neurotic mind. Intellectual

Narcism and the regressive tendencies involved in it, arc part of

the make-up of a poet and a neurotic. This earnestness com-

bined with a very strong belief that the world created in imagina-

tion is teal, whereas Reality outside himself is nothing but dream,

or rather, a chaotic nightmare, leads to an overestimation of all

psychic facts, a belief that the outer world can be changed by a

mere thought of his. The proto-type of this intellectual narcism

can be found among primitives or savages, where fantasy-

creations take the place of reality not only in religious life,

but even in their commonplace daily occupations. It is diis

“Omnipotence of Thought” of which Freud speaks so frequendy

that establishes a link between both the poet and the ncurodc

and the savage. The intellectual narcism of the savage by means

of which he transforms his dreams and his fantasy-creations into

“reality" and actually believes in them as in something “real”

shows quite clearly that an interpretation of the poet’s creation

in terms of Abnormal Psychology will never be able to cover

the whole ground ; for there is no reason to suppose dm a

primitive tribe is composed of neurotics only. Magic and all

it implies for the savage, seems to have deeper roots in the

human soul than can be explained by a study of Abnormal

Psychology. And the application of intellectual narcism to art

and its magic implications seems to be justified :

"Only in ono field has the omnipotence of thoeght teen rotninod in

on» civilisation, namely in art In art alone, it still huppeas that man

1. «i. B. Freed ; Celt Pnprrt, vol. if, 1985 : fistaMm ef Ott Perl to Dap
drsamftifl, p. 17B *5q.
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consumed by hi# wishes, procaoes Bomechiog to the gratification of these

wishes, sod this playing, thanks to artistic illusion, calls forth e3ecW as if

it were something real. W« rightly spook of the magic of art and compare

the artist with a magician, Bnt this comparison is perhaps more important

than it claims to be. Art, whiob certainly did not begin as art for art’s

sake, originally served tendencies which to-day have for the greater part

oeasaJ to exist. Among these we may suspect various magio intentions."*

It is here that we have to discuss die functional importance

of repression for the creation of art and culture in general. Only

those impulses will be repressed that might be. harmful eirher to

other individual members of the group or to the group at large.

This repression and the ensuing complex formation is not

a voluntary privation of happiness
;

it is forced upon the

individual by laws both written and unwritten that limit

the individual’s self-expression, his conduct, behaviour, and all

his activities, to what is considered to be “decent” and harmless

in the social sense of the term. The necessity of laws, however,

arises only if there is a strong inclination in the individual mem-

bers of the group to do what is prohibited and forbidden. At

the basis of all observance of the taboo therefore stands a renun-

ciation of all those impulses that might justly be called a-sodal

and which, because the)- are a-social, ate by far the strongest. An

impulse that is taboo, and this applies especially to sexual

impulses and those coloured by intense emotion, will try to break

through in one way or another. In this connection it is useful

to know that a repressed instinct is liable to develop in a more

unchecked and luxuriant fashion, if it is withdrawn from consci-

ousness. What originally might have been a feeble impulse to

do “something forbidden” will become, as long as it is repressed,

an extraordinarily dangerous craving for the satisfaction of this

particular instinct. This craving for imaginary satisfaction is to

be found in neurotics and artists alike, only that the expression

of the instinct, (he violent explosion of affects, is essentially

J. 8. fc'r.od : TtUn and ‘ibiro : EuratNflMMMum the ciP(Aw Hvti cfi<xae*i and

nturctut. p. 100.
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chaotic in the case of the neurotic, whereas it is well-balanced,

at least to a certain extent, with the artist

:

'Id one way tho neuiosoa show a striking ftnd far-reaching eorrsj-

noniionoe winh tho great social piodooliom of art, religion anil philosophy,

whilo again they ooom lilto distortions of them. Wo may say that hyBteria

is a Ciirioature of an artistic eremlion, a compulsion neurosis a carioslure of

n religion, and a paranoiac delusion a caricature of ft philosophic syotom. In

the last annlysis this deviation goes hook to tho fact that the neurone* ere

a-sooial formations
; they oeok to noeompltah by private means what arose In

society through oollcotive labour."*

Freud's hypothesis in this statement is that the craving for

a satisfaction of the repressed instinct is equally strong in a

neurotic and in an artist, but that in the case of the former the

expression given to it is a-$ocial, whereas the latter’s creation will

be based to a considerable extent on the collective experiences

of the group, and will therefore in its essence be a social activity.

In ever)’ individual we find this struggle between what he

desires most and what is imposed upon him from his very early

childhood by the social forces of family and group life in general.

In the case of a normal adalt these prohibitions from outside will

be absorbed almost automatically and he will behave and act

according to the given standards of his society. After the direct

influence of education has ceased and the taboo-material has been

thoroughly assimilated, the Ego will find himself no longer

watched by the social forces from outside, but by some inner

automatic mechanism which we commonly call “Conscience”.

It implies a sense of guilt, fear, or shame with regard to all the

repressed impulses which from time to time break through in

their “pure” or sublimated form. In the well-balanced mind

of a normal adult the super-ego will keen watch over the real

Ego, and whenever a conflict arises between the two tendencies

the super-ego will almost automatically win the upper hand.

It is the striving after an ideal, the dualism in every soul of a

human being, that itself has become a habit, a kind of second

1. B. Freud, ibid, p. 128.
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nature. Conscience, in this sense, is a habit-formation of utmost

importance in all social life. Without this conscience or super-

ego imposed from outside and without this dualism, no social

life would he possible, and lastly, no culture could be created.

It may be for some a bitter truth to realise that human
relationships and the building of culture is based upon a sense

of guilt, shame, and fear. When Hamlet says “thus conscience

doc3 make cowards of us all...” he most probably voices the

discontent of numerous intellectuals, artists, or philosophers, and

their awareness that culture has been paid for at the price of

happiness and that unrestrained action will lead to a breakdown

of culture
;
and yet they know that true happiness lies exactly

in those unrestrained actions which in their essence must

necessarily be a-social. Hamlet’s impulses are at bottom a-socia!

and through being repressed for a long time they seem to grow
in magnitude and force

;
and yet all he can do is to “protest”.

The poet is throughout his life in a similar position. He will

“protest” against the “cultural privations” that dominate the

whole field of his relations with other human beings ; he will

find satisfaction, and even happiness, in his protest, and his

wishes and desires for “unrestrained action” will be fulfilled in

his artistic creations. Hamlet’s monologues arc substitute grati-

fications in the same way as for instance, Shelley’s Ode to tie

West Wind. 1 The greater part of a man’s life is, therefore, filled

with attempts at compensation-formations replacing the suppres-

sed instinctual drives. But the dualism between the ego and

the super-ego, or rather the unconscious and the conscious, will

remain visible in the work of the artist, whereas it will have

vanished altogether from the behaviour, conduct, and activities

of a normal adult. In case it should break through in form of

“brute force” or an attempt at unrestrained instinctual grati-

fication, there arc Laws that will successfully prevent any further

violent explosion of affects. Although the poet docs not “act”,

1. of. 6. rVfod : CioiUtMio* and il$ DiumtmU. 19SQ < Intention.) P«<Xc-
nulytlo*] Iobinry, No, ST. ) p. 63sq.
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the very expression of his straggle, the dualism that is so obvious

in his poems, makes him a social outcast, one whose profession

is frequently regarded as doubtful, demoralising, and not con-

forming to the standards of the group :

"Human life in communities only l«oome> jioieibio whott a number of

mon unite toflother in strength toporior bo any single individual and remsin

united against all single individuals. T.ie strength of this united body is then

opposed ae "Biglit” against the strength of any individual, which i» condem-

ned uu "bruto foroo." TTiis aubstitulion of the power of a unisod number for

tbe power of a sicgle mnn ie tho docisive step towai'de civilisation. The

essence of it lies in the circumstance that the members of the community

have rootrictcd their possibilities of gratification, whereas the individual

reoognirw no *unh reotrictrioBS.” 1

5ocicty has not restricted Art. As long as it remains a

substitute activity it is tolerated by most civilised countries. In

religion it has not only tolerated, but even to a large extent

encouraged collective attempts at substitute gratifications. It is,

therefore, no exaggeration to say, that both art and religion in

modern civilised society constitute natural oudets for repressed

instinctual urges of the individual and the group at large.

Each social change, therefore, determines in the most

automatic way a new kind of outlet for violent explosions of

affects, in short the way in which poetry should be written.

By means of his own habit-formations the poet will be guided

towards the right kind of oudet
;

he will give expression to

those impulses only that had to be suppressed because of this

social change and we shall, on the other band, not find in his

poetry an expression of those emotions that could to a large

extent be satisfied by direct experience, and therefore need not be

expressed in form of a substitute activity. Sigmund Freud in

some of his later books realized the magnitude of the task still

before him, namely to adjust his theories to the ever-changing

social conditions of human existence, to distinguish between the

pleasure-principle or the standards of happiness in iifftrtnt

I. 8. Ercofl, p. S9.
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societies and at dijjtrtnt times. Instinctual gratifications that arc

"taboo” to-day, have not been prohibited in the Middle-ages,

and a typically “modem” conflict or emotional tension might

have been unknown and “undreamed" of during the reign of

Louis XIV. And if wc follow the poet, his ego and his super-

ego, throughout the history of modem Europe wc shall find

changes of the utmost importance for an understanding of the

psycho-genesis and socio-genesis of modern poetry, and of

modem art in general.

The various affect-regulations imposed upon the individual

by society will, therefore, determine the kind of poetry written

at a particular time. The super-ego, or what we have called

Conscience, will be formed from very early childhood whenever

in the process of educating the child, a strong sense of shame,

guilt, or fear is created, especially with regard to the expression

of affects, intense emotions, or instinctual gratifications. Con-

science chat has become a habit, conduct and behaviour that ate

automatically regulated, will always lead to repressions, and will

find their way into poetry in the form of substitute gratifications

or wish-fulfilments ; and with a gradual evolution of society and

its standards of behaviour and conduct, the standards of indivi-

dual conscience will change also, and it is this change that wc
shall find reflected in poetry :

"Whether innate tendencies are repressed, sublimated, or given fall

play depends to a Urge ©stent upon she typo of family life sod the tradition

of the luge? society . , , Consider for ©simple, the difficulty of determining

whether tho aversion to ir.coetuoa* relationships has on instinctive bade,

or of disentangling tho gonotio factors underlying the various forms of eoxnal

jealousy. The inborn tendencies, in shore, have a certain plasticity and

their mode of expression, or sublimation is, in varying degrees, socially

determined ." 1

A genetic study of poetry, for instance, will show us that

throughout the Middle-ages in Europe and well into the Ren-

aissance free expression was given both in poetry and in prose to

1. K. Qloiters : Bolicim. P- >18-
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affects coloured by strong sex-emotions, that there existed a

complete lack of restiaint with regard to a detailed description

of sexual life among the various classes of people, and that the

way in which those emotions were expressed show a complete

absence of a sense of guilt, shame, or fear. Whether we look

at Erasmus’ book on the sexual education of children, at

Boccaccio in Italy, Rabelais in France, or Thomas Nashe in

England, everywhere we find a natural and direct expression of

affects, which in modem times, if these writers were not con-

sidered to be “classics”, would be called “obscene”, "indecent”,

or simply "disgusting”. If, however, we look at any book

written during the 19th century, we shall hardly find the same

type of frankness and directness in the expression of emotions.

Between tire 15 th and 19th century affect-regulations have taken

place which led to a repression of instinctual gratifications, and

to all sorts of substitute activities both among people in general

and poets. The affective life of the individual in the newly

created middle-classes has been pushed back into the narrow

limits of the family, into secrecy and ptivacy, and is no longer

part of social conduct. The development of a very strong scose

of shame has made it impossible for the writer to mention those

facts of emotional life that in former centuries were taken for

granted by everybody. Language itself had to undergo a

similar change. And a socio-gcnetic study of language might

show how it adapted itself throughout the times to the ever-

changing standards of behaviour and conduct, and how words

that were once on the lips of every aristocrat, arc to-day

taboo in a middle-class society. Tier/ is no doubt that a

rt&lation of affects takes place whtnmr in a society the

factors determining physical as well as commercial supremacy are

monopolised within the social group. Such a process towards

monopolies covering almost all the field of social, political and

economic life is observable in the West from the Middle-ages to

out own time. These monopoly-formations always imply a

gradually growing interdependence among human beings, first
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within a small feudal staec, then within society at large with its

geographical and linguistic boundaries, and lastly today covering

all civilized countries. The more this interdependence, which

is both functional and institutional, grows, the more is the

individual menaced in his social existence, especially if he wants

to give way to his emotions and passions. This gradual mono-

poly-formation and the resulting interdependence among human

beings brings about the necessity of repressing the ego with all

its primitive urges and its aspirations towards instinccuil gratifica-

tion. This slow process is observable already among the aristo-

cratic classes, first during the feudal times of the Middle-ages

and later on during the 17th and 18th centuries ; “civilised” be-

haviour aad conduct were expected of a nobleman in his dealings

with equals ; towards those who were socially his inferiors no

such restrictions were considered necessary. Shakespeare’s plays

arc a good instance to the point. In the 19th century affect-

regulations were imposed upon everyone alike, and nothing is

more significant than the way in which noblemen arc depicted

in books at that time. A heightening of the sense of guilt,

shame, and fear in a democratic society brought about a

growing self-consciousness, self-respect, and dignity among the

members of the middle-classes. The 19th century was the most:

"rational” of all centuries in the modern age because it succee-

ded in repressing almost completely all irrational elements and

motives in human life. And, furthermore, it did its best to

convince people that there was a rational purpose, an ideology,

behind each suppressed instinct. The rationalisation of human

conduct and behaviour went hand in hand with a rationalisation

of the human soul. 1

Civilization was not made possible only through a gradual

L For a itflUllcd disonuico cl »11 lbt« prchlons ut: N. Bibo UtSrr iu Priv.a

tor Zin Xowia;rKti*Kh4 utui PijciiyrtwHJfA* Culmtutangm. < ErOMM ‘f

CrtJuBten. Scc< OKd )
Vot. I/I I, Shurf. 18W. AoU

:

Karl Mannheim : Wroloyjj and Utopia, an InAwfoetfe* io Iht of XhovUdgi,
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purification of conduct and the rationalisation of social

motives. Both of them are functions only of a general

process of civilization and it would be futile to defend by means

of “ideas" an evolution which in its very essence depended on

social change and the resulting affect-regulations in the different

classes and groups of society. Only after the various affects had

been regulated a small number of gifted people formulated those

ideas that stand for purification of conduct and rationalisation of

behaviour. Prof. Whitehead in his Adventures of Ideas follows a

similar line of thought without however emphasizing sufficicndy

the psycho-genetic aspect of the problem :

“When there is progress in the development of favourable order, we find

conduct protected from relapse into hrutalimtion, by the increasing agency

of idoae contoiovtly efUcrlaititd."^

Ideas, in the psycho-genctic sense of the term, are the result of

affect-regulations, and chc intellectual phenomenon of scepticism

shows already in its extreme form the tendency towards repression.

If, for instance in religion, direct experience is no longer made

available to die individual, he will first pass through a stage of

scepticism repressing his wishes and desires for this direct

experience, but will later on, in order to avoid the growing feeling

of dissatisfaction and "unhappiness”, take to some substitute

or to some sublimation of this direct experience, which in the

case of religion is called Belief. To write for instance a psycho-

genetic history of religion would mean to show the origin and

gradual evolution of “belief” among human beings. And most

probably we shall find that the origin of belief is of a much more

recent date than is commonly supposed
;
when a direct experience

ofGod was no longer possible and had to be repressed, that means

towards the end of the Middle-ages, a slow sublimation of this

experience cook place which ended in the conviction that a prayer

without “belief” will not fulfil its purpose. And it is only much
later that “belief” came actually to stand for direct religious

1. 4. N. WiU*tfcd : A&.tKturii of Ideal, 1903. p. 31. ( ItaXia an nine.

)
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experience itself. Belief in this sense is again only a pan and

function of the process of civilization, of the rationalization of

conduct and behaviour. It is again only among the savaga and

neurotics that we find a direct religious experience which is not

based upon belief, but upon complete identification of the subject

and the object.

Where does poetry stand in this process of civilization ?

How does the poet adjust himself to the ever-changing restric-

tions upon direct experience and gratification ? If we follow the

gradual evolution of modem poetry from the Middle-ages

onwards, we shall very soon come across a dualism, a split, in

the poet’s personality which in our own time has become the

most characteristic feature of artistic experience. Everything

that has to remain hidden and secret is expressed in a veiled and

sublimated form. If for instance wc look at the literature and

paintings of the Middle-ages, direct experiences of amazing

plasticity will be found there. These poems and pictures do

not represent the wish-fulfiimcnts of day-riieaming, and all sense

of shame seems to be absent from them. If in later centuries we
find a similar representation of instinctual gratifications or direct

experiences in both books and paintings, it will either be a kind

of protest against the affect-regulations imposed on the lower

classes by a decaying aristocracy, or a “sentimental” wish-fulfil-

ment. It is no accident that the origin of sentimentality in both

painting and poetry is to be found in a middle-class, struggling

for recognition and idealising a "child of nature” or a "noble

savage” that never existed except in their own day-dreams. In

the same way lyrical poetry, in the best sense of the term, deve-

loped when the “gallant knight” of inferior social position first

began to address poems to a socially superior lady, as we find

it throughout the Middle-ages. His social position imposed

upon him greater restrictions and affect-regulations in human

relationships ; his craving could be expressed only in sublimated

and "refined” form. A psycho-genetic study of lyricism would

show how the growing interdependence among human beings
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and the resulting absence of "pleasure”, made this form of litera-

ture for a long time the most popular substitute for direct

experience. It is indeed this refinement of affects, this transfor-

mation of direct pleasure into wish-fulfilment that the poet calls

“love.” In the same way, as long as the individual could

experience Nature directly and not only through the medium

of his senses, we shall find no “nature-poetry.” It is only after

nature had ceased to be cither a fear-inspiring phenomenon or a

matter of usefulness only, that the poet begins to “sec” nature.

And he i9 made to see it, because a large number of direct

experiences and gratifications have been closed to him and the

eye becomes the medium through which a certain amount of

pleasure can be attained. A psycho-genetic investigation into

the origins of our modem conception of "beaut)’” would show

us a similar process as in the case of “belief”, “love”, and

“nature.” Aesthetic susceptibility arises in human beings when-

ever a direct experience of “beauty” is closed to them and

when a sublimated experience takes the place of a direct grati-

fication.

The zoth century has seen a gradual loosening of these

affect-restrictions
;
but this was mostly due to the effects of the

last Great War. In all probability, however, an even stricter

regulation of affects can be expected with the progress of civili-

zation, the growing interdependence of human beings within the

monopoly-formations of the modem state. Poetry, therefore,

will have to be more and more allusive and symbolical, until self-

expression will become the sterile reflection of a Freudian Un-

conscious, intelligible to no one but to the writers themselves.

Poetry will become an essentially a-social occupation resembling

more and more the aimless and purposeless playing of a child,

the dissociated fantasy-creations of a neurotic individual, or the

psychic identifications of a savage.



C. F. ANDREWS AS A WRITER*

Marjorie Sykes

To those who had the privilege of a personal friendship,

however slight, with Charles Andrews, it will be the man himself,

rather than his writings, that will remain most vividly in the

memory. For them, to re-read his books will be to conjure up

in die imagination the face of the man whose life and character

finds in them a partial expression. But it is no exaggeration to

say that there must be thousands, who never saw Andrews, who

will remember him as the author of books, the reading of which

has been in one way or another a turning point in their lives. In

a newly published book, India's Challenge to Christians, Sjt.

Cyril Modak tells how his own national consciousness was first

roused by Andrews' pamphlet, Indian Independent—the Immdiate

Need. From another angle, the present writer had charge of

correspondence coming to Santinikccan for Andrews during his

last illness, and was impressed by the number of letters from

complete strangers, who wrote to thank him for The Inner Lije,

and to ask for guidance in the spiritual quest upon which it had

inspired them to embark.

No attempt will be made in this article to give an exhaus-

tive account of Andrews’ many writings. For any complete

survey, a large part of his wotk would have to be dug laboriously

out of the files of newspapers, journals and reviews in all quarters

of the world, to which he was a constant contributor. But it is

fortunately possible, by the use of readily accessible material,

to arrive at an estimate of his work which may be enriched, bat

not seriously distorted, by farther and more detailed study,

• Th* fOrtnlt la colour o! lUbiadrana'i T*?or* done by Mr. 0. P. Amirs*, whlob

•I h»v. t-ptodon-1 In th. prtMol numb** W<u* kiditionM totumony to Mr. Andre.*'
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pr**ot«! by Mm lo th« KoUMiivam Kusruo, Sontlntkctan Ed,
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Andrews’ writings tall into several groups which while

closely inter-related may here be considered separately. One of

his very earliest published works was an essay entitled Christianity

and the Labour Conflitt, published over fortyfivc years ago. The
theme of this essay was expanded later into the booklet Christ

and Labour, and once more maintained, with the fruits of a wider

experience, in one of his mosr recent books, Christ and Human
Need. Such books show that the title Detnabandbu conferred on

him by Gandhi ji in later years, was earned already in his early

service to the poor of England. They also show that his sympathy

was no mere emotional sentimentality, but was based on accurate

historical scholarship and practical knowledge which command

our intellectual respect. Andrews believed rha: the socialist

revolt against the selfish individualism of the modern social order

may leam much from the Christian social thinkers of the

European middle ages, working as they did on the pre-Renaissance

principle of community. These books, short as they arc, are

full of stimulus to the student, though they speak chiefly to

Europe. It is significant of Andrews’ fine sense of the organic

nature of human life and history that when writing for Indians

on a similar subject, he urges us to seek similar guidance from

the social teachings of ancient and mediaeval India, and to beware

of the crude attempt to transfer to our own soil the full-grown

plant of a foreign-nurtured system.

A second group of writings are those concerned with

political, social, and economic conditions in India and among

Indians abroad. Some, such as The Opium Evi! in India and

India and the Paiijic, with countless articles on South Africa and

Kenya
,

reveal the same passionate campaigner for the poor and

oppressed as is seen in the “labour” books. Others, such

as India and the Simon Report, India and Britain, The Problem of

tht North Wat Frontier, are more directly political in the

accepted sense of the word. Most of them arc addressed

to the conscience of die ordinal}' Britisher in Britain.

An Englishman himself, a believer in the sincere good
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intentions of his own people, he believed that if the

facts of the Indian case were tcallv made available in

Britain, public opinion might once more rise to an act of

unselfish generosity such as that which, in the teeth of

vested interests, had abolished the West African slave trade.

Andrews set himself in these books to the creation of that public

opinion, with a disciplined fair-mindedness and a charm of presen-

tation which it is difficult to praise too highly. Many of them

are “dated”, as we say nowadays
;

they wete written in the

urgency of an immediate problem—the Civil Disobedience

Movement, the Simon Commission, the Government ofIndia Act,

the crisis of land tenure in Fiji, the evil influence of Miss Mayo's

Mother India on Wescein opinion. Conditions have changed,

new urgencies confront us, but the books are worth re-reading.

On doing so recently, in prepararion for this article, the feeling

most constantly recurring to my mind has been that of a moral

challenge. What has happened, in the intervening years to the

tenants of Fiji, the opium addicts of Assam,.the working mothers

of Bombay, whose wrongs he cried from the housetops ? Is all

well now f—and if it is not, must not our own calious indiffer-

ence carry part of the blame ? No greater thieg could be achieved

by Andrews’ books, nor one that would give him greater joy,

than the awakening of other spirits to the same vigilance which

he exercised on behalf of the weak and wronged.

A third group of writings arc those concerned with the

Christian devotional life. The first and last test of such work is

its honesty of personal experience and conviction. “That which

our hands have bandied, of the Word of Life ; that which we

have seen and heard declare we unto you”. The authenticity of

Andrews’ work in this field is vouched for by its power to

inspire and bless a multitude of readers. Books such as Christ

in the Silence, What Christ means to me, The Inner lift
,
Christ and

Prajtr, tell “with the humility and simplicity of a child” ( to

borrow one of his own phrases ) the central secret of a consecra-

ted life. They recur again and again to a few great themes—
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Gcd the Shepherd, the Lord’s Prayer, the Sermon on the Mount,
the "farewell chapters” of St. John’s gospel, with their harmony

of fellowship and service, and the quiet prayer of trust. They
do no: shrink from what for many is a hard thing, the sharing

of inornate experiences of spiritual failure and struggle and peace

in the hope that the record may help others. If that sharing was
costly, it found its reward in die many letters which poured in to

thank him for these very passages. Among such books indivi-

dual idiosyncrasies will play a large part in determining oar
preferences : the writer has found Christ in tht Si/tncs and Christ

and Praygr to be the most helpful of all. Nor do I think that a

reader of another religious tradition would be repelled by any

suggestion of exclusiveness in the Christ of these books, by any

hint that he is trespassing into alien country. The Christ who
was all in all to Charles Andrews was One whose spirit taught

him a sensitive and understanding tenderness for other men’s

ideals.

Nothing was further from Charles Andrews’ thought than

any exercise of self-conscious art in his writings. He wrote

because he had something to say, something which he felt it to

be his inescapable duty to say to the best of his ability. That
direct simplicity of purpose is reflected in his style

; it is a quality

not to be despised : no external difficulty stands between the

reader and his meaning. Nor is this merely a negative achieve-

ment : to express one's meaning in language which combines

clarity of presentation with an emotional quality which is itself a
part of the meaning, is to have the essence of good style. Some
will perhaps criticise Andrews’ writings for their frequent repeti-

tion in different contexts of the same story, the same illustration,

the same argument or exposition. Andrews himself would have

felt such criticism to be beside the mark. His aim was not to

produce a polished and balanced piece of literature, but to

convince and persuade, and he did not hesitate to use whatever
he found most effective for conviction and persuasion, whether
he bad used it before or nor.
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Nevertheless, this trained mind and sensitive heart was no
stranger to the urge of a more specifically literary creation. A
slender volume of poems, now out of print, and a few scattered

verses published since, testify to this. It is difficult for anyone

who stands in too dose a persona! rdationship to him and to the

sorrow of his loss, to attempt any objective evaluation of their

literary merit. Some have a special appeal in their connection

with crises in his life history of which he has told us dsewhere.

There is, for example, the poem "On Rioting Gitejafi”, which
carries our minds back to that moonlight scene on Hampstead

Heath of which the poet himself speaks in his own tribute to

Andrews in this number :

Soft as slow dropping waters in a Pool

Kissed by the moon at midnight, deep and cool.

Whose liquid sound upon the ear doth fall

Fraught with enchantment brooding over all,

Such was the spell which held my soul in fee

Entranced on hearing first Gitanjali.

There is the record of his own inner experience of turmoil

and calm in "The Palms at Sentiniketan",

Tossed to and fro I had sorely striven,

Seeking, and finding no release :

Here, by the palm-trees, came God-given

Utter ineffable boundless peace.

Finest of all, perhaps, is the description of mystical dream

experience in “Dtalb tin Reveaisr”, which one hesitates to mutilate

by quoting in less than its foil completeness.

One night there came to me a dream so rare

That by its touch the veil of earth was rifted.

All luminous and clear beyond compare

Heavcn’3 canopy was lifted.
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Holy and calm the passion of that hour

When love’s full tide through every inlet flowing

Hooded my life with unimagined power

Infinite peace bestowing.

The veil rolled back and earth reclaimed her own
And wings too frail to rise were downward driven,

Buc I have seen His face—have seen and known
This sacrament was given.

And I can wait the dawning of the day

The daystar on my night already gleaming.

The shadow and the veil shall pass away

Death shall make true my dreaming.

A re-issue of these scattered verses in one volume, if it

should prove possible, would be a tribute to a side of Andrews'

work which is little known, and would be deeply appreciated by

many of his friends.



BIRTHDAY

Prry the poor man,

caught in the storm of strident applause,

enmeshed in the web

of a thousand prying eyes.

Give him a little nook amongst the happy obscure oners,

oblivious of their birthdays.

The delirious crowd

hedges around him like a wall,

rudely isolating him

from the nameless many.

Fame like a clanging chain

makc3 of him a prisoner.

Poor man, he is daubed with many colours

and sec, where he is held aloft

on a brazen platform,

where shameless fingers point at him

day and oight. .
. .

Poor man, he cannot take cover,

he has nowhere to hide himself.

Why not let him alone

in his own solitary world,

where flickering light and sombre shade

intermingle in endless patterns,

where the eternal child lies frolicking

in the vast stretch of sands ?

*
TxjUAlaied irom the original Bengali by Eiluui Roy



RURAL ENGLAND*

Rabindranath Tagoic

Andrews arranged for our stay in the house of his friend—

a

clergyman who works in a village in Staffordshire.

It is August, high summer in England
;
townsmen are

longing to visit the countryside. People rush to parks and open

fields,—whenever they can get a few more hours they go right

out of town. Excursion trains are packed full, it is hard to find

a seat. Joining the flock of flying townsmen we also got away.

Our host was waiting for us at the station in his open car
;

it was cloudy when we arrived, it began raining as soon as wc

got a bit further.

When we reached die house, our hostess took us to the

warm drawing room where a fire had been lit. The house was

not an old parsonage but a new one ; the garden was also new,

perhaps they had themselves raised it. Ousters of many-coloured

flowers fringed the deep green lawn. Never had I seen such

profusion, such freshness o: flower and foliage as in an English

Spring. It is unbelievable, unless one has seen it, how richly

green and thick the carpet of grass can be.

The rooms of the house were neat and tidy, the library full

of books on many subjects
;
there was nowhere the least trace

of negligence. Furniture, decoration, and comfort here are of

a much higher standard than in our country ; every object is

kept spotlessly clean with vigilant care. Slackness in anything

would not be tolerated by these people.

In the late afternoon my host Mr. Outiam took us on a

walk ; the rain had stopped, but there was no gap in the clouds.

• Exlritta ire® » lettw written Ln 1913 wh«. ths PoM totalled In he English

orcntrysfao with G J. Andrew*

frrcn original BfOgftU by Dr. Arntya ChoVriviriy.
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On all sides was the deep green of undulating meadows divided

by low hedges. Though hilly, the landscape had nowhere the

roughness of hills
;

earth’s exuberance was held in a beautiful

harmonv.
J

Mr. Outram met an acquaintance while walking and dis-

cussed some business with him. I learnt that a rural committee

had been appointed for encouraging farmers to do some garden-

ing of their own ; some days ago a competition had taken place

and this stranger had got the first prize for flowers. Mr. Outram

took me to the house of a few farm-holders. They had every

one their kitchen and flower gardens round their cottages,

and there was an atmosphere of homely toil leading to

happiness and simplicity. After the whole day’s labour in the

fields they returned to their homes and then did gardening work

in the evening. In this way they developed a hood of joyful

companionship with trees and plants and this extra labour did

not hurt them at all. Another good result was that such enthu-

siasm kept them away from drink. I had occasion to see many

ocher proofs of the human comradely feeling, developed through

service and welfare work, that existed between Mr. Outram and

the village people who were under his care.

Institutional religion may occasionally hamper the progress

of the people but in spite of it the spirit of religion works in this

country and thcic is no doubt that the clergy have kept the

inacr standards fairly high in the life of the village people. In

our country this was the work of the Brahmins but being based

on varna the system led to inevitable neglect of individual

responsibility: I do not believe that all clergymen have accepted

the ideal of Christ in their lives, but they arc not clergymen by

birth, they have to be responsible to society. It would be diffi-

cult for them to allow their character or behaviour to be debased

—so, if not anything else, they have on the whole held up the

pursuit of pure character as an ideal of religion.

Whatever the scriptures might say, our society, in actual

practice, has little shame in having religious ceremonies per-

9
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formed by a characterless priest. This cannot but lead to the

severance of religion from purity of conduct—we arc tolerating

a daily insult to our humanity. Society, here, will not easily

tolerate a clergyman who breaks rules of religious behaviour ;

even if he is not deeply religious, he has to be a man of charac-

ter—in this way English society, generally speaking, is preserving

a dignity of sclf-rcspcct and undoubtedly getting its due reward.

The religious orders have arranged for a generalised

provision of religion for the communities. But this is not

enough—the great problems of humanity that present themselves

to the country from time to time demand spiritual power and

inspiration which institutionalism cannot provide. Such prob-

lems should be faced by clergymen with the inner music of

Christ's cwn words in their hearts, by establishing Him in their

lives. But how rarely this too happened ....



DARA SHIKUH'

Bikrama Jit Hasrat

III

DARA SHIKUH AND THE SAINTS

The mystic interpretation of the religious life in sufism is chiefly

expounded by its monastic orders and saints. These religious

orders, an Integra’, pare of Islamic mysticism, so multiplied in

Arabia, Turkey, Persia, India and other parts of the world where

Islam had established its footing, that even after excluding an

enormous number of heretic sects, their number exceeds seventy-

two. But the chief sufi exponents of Islamic mysticism are

divided into twelve prominent sects.4® Every one of these has an

excellent system and doctrine as regards both purgation (mujabidat)

and contemplation
(
rnusf>dbidat. ). Although they differ from

each other in devotional practices and ascetic disciplines, they

agree in the fundamentals and derivatives of the religions of

Unification ( Tavbtd ).<*> Surcharged with a deep sense of

pantheistic thought and combined with devotional forms of

asceticism, these religious orders of the saints have greatly influ-

enced the mystic thought of the people. Sufism has done much

to develop a distinctive philosophy of life in the mind, while the

manifold monastic orders have carried that philosophic conception

to the people and have applied it to their every day life. Al-

• For th. D*t two WWBOIU, »*.. the nwBhorOI QumUrly VoJ. V. P»rU HI

A IV.

»9. Von Huciui In rnfxranoo to th» tortporraft ord.t, u,ji tint thi lollowins

existed before tho fctind*tioa of thu Otfcnasn Empiro

( 1 ) Uwtls! < 2 ) 'Ilwlnl l 0 > Adhami ( 4 ) { 5 ) Stqtkl |
6 ) Kldlrt

(
7 )

Bifi’l
( a J Buhrwdi ( 9 )

Eabtfirn
{
10 ) Shaxftl { 11 ) MaoIt! and (12

)
Badlsrl.

W. Al-Hmjswlrl’o : Gibb MomorisI Ediiioc ; No. XTO
:
p. 210-
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though they embody the principle and foundation of mysticism,

their distinctive fearure is that the Knowledge of Divinity rests

on saintship. This principle is affirmed by all, though the

method of expression in the case of every individual order is

different.

Dari Shikuh’s main interest in mysticism led him to believe

that the natural spiritual instincts of man need spiritual leader-

ship for guidance, provided by the religious orders. Sufism to

him was a natural revolt of human mind against the cold forma-

lism of ritualistic religion. To acquire its underlying philosophy

and theology in its true perspective, the neophyte must select the

right path. This could be achieved by taking the lead given by

one of those sufi sects which have a close and fundamental

affinity to the warm and mystical yearning after Truth and Union

embodied in the TassemaJ.

In India some of these sufi orders came closely in the wake

of Islam and brought with them a new mysdc idealism. They

came mostly from Persia and Turkey and stirred the minds of the

people with devotion, fervour and spiticual influence. Working

in a liberal spirit of co-operation with the Indian religious

thought they started a kind of peaceful penetration into the

Indian mind. Where the religious zeal of the bigoted Muslim

conquerors had failed and had created a chaos in the social order

and the religious organisations of the Hindus, these savants of

sufism accomplished the task. Their mystic touch, enlightened

piety and liberal outlook worked like a soothing balm on then:

wounded religious susceptibilities. They won the favour of

Hindu and Muslim multitudes and some of them attracted the

attention of the ruling Muslim monarchs and exerted powerful

influence not only on their minds but also on the affairs of die

slate. The chief sufi order, which had a very strong hold on

the minds of the Muslim emperors, was the Chisti sect, founded

byKhwaja Abdul Ahamad Chisd ( d. 966 A. D.
)
and introduced

into India byKhwaja Mu’in-ud-Din Chisti ( d. 1256 A, D. ), who
was very much favoured by Shahab-ud-Din Ghauri. His tomb
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at Ajmer is a centre of great attraction for both Hindus and

Muslims. Akbar's devotion and veneration for the Chi$d order

can be gleaned through the pages of the A’in-i-Akbari.61 The

most prominent and revered saints of this order were Nizim-ud-

Din Awliya ( d. 1325 A. D. )
better known by the title of Sultan

of the Saints and Shaikh Salim Chifri, who exerted a potent

influence on the lives of the Mughal emperors and their Persiani-

sed Hindu court nobility. The Emperor Jahangir was bom in

the latter's house and the saint himself lies buried in an exqui-

sitely beautiful tomb at Fatchpur Sikri near Agra.

The first phase of the spiritual life of Dara Shikuh began

with his formal initiation into the Kadirya order, which took

place in the year 1049 A. H. He had inherited a long-standing

adherence towards the Chisd order and Kfawflja Mu’in-ud-Din

Chisti, the patron-sainc of the house of Akbar, but was soon won

over by one of the foremost disciples of the Kidiri order, the

renowned sufi Mian Mir.

The Kiidiri order, an ascetic sect of the sufis, entered into

the religious life of Islam in about 1 166 A. D., but it did not

make its way into Indian soil until three hundred years later.

Instituted by Shaikh Abdul Kadir al-Jilani commonly known as

the Pir Daitgir, it is one of the most popular religious orders

among the sujuu Mussalmans of Asia. He was bom at Gilan, on

the 1st. of Ramdhan in the year 471 A. H., and at the age of

sixteen he came to Baghdad and studied Islamic theology, law

andfuqa and thereafter became a teacher of a school of the

Hanbalite law and a riba/. DirS Shikuh remarks53 that Shaikh

Abdul Kadir practiced the Hanbalite law as is evident from his

sermons collected in nl-Fath al-Rabbani
;
but though the fouuder

was the follower of Ahamad Hanbal, the membership to his

community is by no means confined to that school and the order

51. Vii* Hiwinaccn VeJ. II, or tnuuUted by Jaxret, JII, S&!
;
Bl» KMtl Khan!

XwUrtluAal-lAbto. VoL 0. p. tot.

52, T\4 Scfinat'Ul JiU'iw opt. fcl.
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is theoretically both tolerent and charitable.43 Kadirism seems

from an early period to have been developed on different lines

according as Abdul Kadir was regarded as the founder of a

system involving rites and practices or as a worker of miracles.

In the latter direction, says D. S. Maroliouth,4* it meant the

deification of Abdul Kidir, the extremists holding that he was

the Lord of Creation after God, absolutely, whereas the most

moderates suppose that he was so only in his life.

The system of devotional mysticim, as formulated by Abdul

Kadir and practiced by the Kadiritcs, though inconsistent with

Islamic orthodoxy, is in fact the application of sufism to an

orderly graded asceticism and its "materialization under the form

of a cult of hidden subterranean powers”.65 It differs from other

important religious orders mainly in ritual because of the evolu-

tion of its highly superstitious character, not only connected with

its origin but to some of its later developments. It also lacks

die homogeneity of rituals and practices, which mark the Chi$ti,

the Suharwardi or the Nakahbaadi orders.

The Kadiri order found its way into India in 1482 a. d.,

when Shaikh Bandgi Muhammad Ghawth, a renowned descen-

dant of Abdul Kidir came to India and settled at Uch in

Bahawalpur State. Muhammad Ghawth died in 1517 a. d. but

his ardent followers carried the inspiring message of the order

all over India. This sect became very popular in northern India,

Punjab and Kashmir, where it found two of its most revered

saintly followers—Miap Mir and Mullah Shah Badakhshani, who

made it one of the most highly organised sufi sects in India.

Mian Mir settled at Lahore and it was here that Data Shikuh

made his acquaintance with him. In the Sajir.at-ul-Awliya, Uira

Shikuh records'* his first meeting with the saint, wherein he says

that at the age of twenty-one, owing to a prolonged illness, his

lather Shah Jaban took him to the saint, who, by the magic

as. S^:l^H4Aa <y IiUm, No. 97. p. 609.
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touch of his supernatural powers, cured him completely in a

week's time. Although glimpses of the close relation which

existed between him and the saint can be found in this work,

he has treated the life and teachings of the saint in his second

work the Sakinat-ul-Aoiiya.

The first category of his works, consisting of three mystic

biographies, besides contemporary official records and semi-

historical works, provide for us the most authentic and valuable

data for the study of his relations with the living saints and his

veneration for the different orders of the saints. The Sajinat-ul-

Awtiya, a biography of the saints and famous sufis, dealing with

ihcit lives and teachings from the advent of Islam till the author’s

own time, was completed, as the author himself says, “in my 25 th

year, on Ramdhan, 27, 1094 A. H.” (Jan. 21. 1640 A. D. ). It

is divided into three sections, headed by an illuminating preface.

In the preface Dira Shikuh gives an account of bis rever-

ence for the order of the saints and the circumstances which led

to the compilation of the work. He says that he had cherished

love and reverence for the sacred hierarchy of the saints and had

a firm belief in the extraordinary powers they possessed and that

he was one of the aspirants to reach their secluded circle. For

this reason, he thought of compiling a work on their lives and

teachings, because “if one cannot have the privilege and good

fortune of their personal contact, he can at least take ecstatic

pleasure by the knowledge of their good qualities.”^

The necessity of a spiritual pir to guide along the Path is

next emphasised. The great body of the saints, “by whose

efforts and blessings, the world is permanendy fixed”, arc the

torch-bearers of Divine knowledge and in fact “God never

"caves His people without saints to guide them."

"Therefore, next to '.be Prophets, there we do other persons than the

Mini nearer in the presence of Oed, the Almighty. No one is more com-

67. PM. Inirodoctlcn
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passional* mid magnanimous, oruriite Bad practical, humble and polite,

heroic *ad charitable than the meoibora of this hierarchy of Sin* stints."59

At another place he appeals to our intellect rather than to

out mind. He lays stress on the importance of the pir-i-kamll

( the perfect guide ).

"Whereas God has endowed man with the precious Rift of reason find

discrimination, Ha hoa oreatod this unirereo to soivo him
; therefore It is

the <3uty of every one la seek Him
;
for he who seeks, does over find. He

must go to b dmstar in order to free himself from tho pongs of separation

and the worry of future and loss. The ooanuumon wish God la dependent

upon the saints. He who hoe not found tho Path bae not found God
;
ho

who has found the guide, has found Hie Path wliioh lands lo Him.
1**®

In dealing with the saints of different religious seas, Dar3
Shikuh classifies them according to the spiritual or miraculous

power they wielded individually ; which shows their lack of

homogeneity as a whole and a very loose connection between

the local communities and their central institutions m Persia or

elsewhere. According to his observations, the “sacred hierarchy”

functions in different ways and its every individual member has

a separate path of his own. Some are hidden, while others are

manifest
;
some perform miracles under the command of God,

but performance of wonders is not their real object, while those

who keep their cxistene concealed, sedulously try to conceal

their supernatural powers. Some of the saints arc commanded
by God to work only under the direct inspiration of the Lord.

There are others who follow the path of absolute renunciation and

isolation and so long they work in this way their mind is free

from worry and anxiety. Another class is engaged in worldly

pursuits and the path which they follow is thac of “to be in soli-

tude in the midst of crowd, to be in retirement in the very' mids:

of bustle and worldly noise.” There is another class of saints

who hang round the people of evil repute, their object in doing

so is that men may not find them out.

an. ;m.
68. Bii.Ua B** Ifisma, p. 8.
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Apart from this general classification of the lives of the

saints noticed in the Safinat-ul-Awlija, they are divided into four

sections in a strict chronological order. With a quick succession

of cinematographic rapidity, the lives of four hundred and eleven

saints arc noticed in a comparatively short compass of two

hundred and twenty-five pages. The first section opens with the

Prophet, the four Caliphs, the three Amir-ul-Muminin and the

eighteen Imams. The second section deals with the lives and

teachings of the saints of five most important religious orders,

the Kadiri order, called Junaidi before the time of Shaikh

Abdul Kadir Gilani ; the Nakshbandi, the Kuhrawi, the Chisti

and the Suhrwardi orders. It also deals with the saints of various

other orders which have no connection with the above-mentioned

sects. In all the lives of three hundred and eleven saints are

noticed in this section. The third section contains notices oa

the lives of female saints under three sub-scctions, **£., the Pro-

phet’s wives, the Prophet’s daughters and other female saints.

In the fourth section are given the life-sketches of the saints of

minor orders.

At the end of the work is a short epilogue in which Data

Shikuh gives the date of the compilation ( 1049 A. H.
)
and

acknowledges his debt to the various standard works on the

fives of the saints, especially the Nafbat-ul-Uns of Jami. He also

mentions the fact that he belongs to the Ksdiri cult 2nd styles

himself as "the servant of the saints, Dara Shikuh, Harf, KSdiri,

son of Shah Jahan.” Here, as in the Introduction, he remarks

that he had been studying the lives of the saints from all available

sources
;
but the accounts therein given were meagre and their

chronological correctness doubtful. So he took up the compila-

tion of the present work, with a view to give for each saint

information regarding his name, date of birth 2nd other parti-

culars scattered in various ancient and modern works. He had

taken great pains in discovering many dates, which were not

to be found in any other treatise such as the Ntfhat-ul-Uns, the

Tarikb-i-Ydfiyi and the Tabkat-i-Sultdni
.
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The main feature of these short biographical sketches is

theii simplicity in style and correctness of estimation. They are

particularly valuable for a comparative strictness in the chronolo-

gical order and the full dates they give. The compilation of
such a work, in the days when scientific means of research and

collection of materials was not an easy task, must have required

great labour. The biographies arc concise and brief without

being vague.

The Safinat-ul-Awlija of Data Shikuh furnishes a consider-

able amount of auto-biographical material. Interesting sub-

jective statements are an integral part of the work. These

personal digressions are very common and throw much light

upon the different episodes of his life. Here arc some of them :

his birth
(
fol. 90.2 ). ;

his relations with Mian Mir
(
fol. 66.a ) ;

his extensive travels and his pilgrimage to the mausoleums of
the saints : Shaikh Radi-ud-Dia Ali's tomb ( fol. 104.4 ) ; Hakim
Sana’i’s tomb ( fol. 106a. ) ; Khwaja Bakhtiyir KikI

( fol. i66.b);

Hamld-ud-Din N’agori ( fol. 94b. ) ; Shaikh NizSm-ud-Din Awliya

( fol. 95.b )
and others ; his tribute to the Kadiri order ( fol.

n8.a); his love for the works of Jam! (fol. i4j.b ) ; an

account of his ancestors—Akbar and Jahangir ( 116. a.)
;

etc. etc.

DARA SHIKUH AND SARMAD

Very little attention has been paid by the historians to the

relations of Data Shikuh with contemporary saints. It is a great

tragedy of events that this most important aspect of the devo-

tional life of the unfortunate prince has not only been ignored

by the contemporary Muhammadan writers but even his most

modem biographers. The records and documents which throw

light on his spiritual relations with the living saints of the time,

still remain untouched. The most important of these arc, the

Fayydd-ul-Kaaanin, a collection of letters of Mughal princes

which contains eight letters of Dari Shikuh to Shih Dilruba and

Shah Muhibullah Allahbadi, asking for illumination on some of
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the mystic doctrines ; the Sakinat-ul-Awliya, which includes

about a dozen letters of the prince addressed to Mullah Shah

Badakhshflni and the Mukalima Baba Lai wa Dara Skikuh, a

dialogue on comparative mythology, between the latter and a

saint of the order of Kabir. To these we may add the circums-

tantial accounts of the contemporary historians, like the author

of the Mirat-ul-Kkajai, the Ridd-ul-Sbu’ra and the Stcria ds Uogcr,

which furnish details of his relations with Sarmad.

Sarmad, the famous sun martyr of Delhi, according to the

authors of the Dabistdn-i-Madbabib and the Rjdd-u!-Shu‘ra, was

originally an Armenian Jew converted to Islam. He was born

at KAshSn and came to India in 1654 A.D. A man of culture

and erudition, he was well versed in comparadve religion and

occult sciences. Devoid of the religious zeal bom in a new

convert, he was one of those liberal thinkers who boldly transla-

ted their convictions into action. His theosophist outlook is

apparent from one of his quatrains, which is cited by Mina
Muhsin Finl. “I obey the Kurin,” says Sarmad, “I am a Hindu
priest and a monk ; I am a Rabbi Jew, I am an infidel and I am
a Muslim.”®0 Drunk with Divine love and ecstatic pleasure, he

lost self-consciousness and turned a nudist. Soon afterwards

he see on “wanderings” and came to Delhi, where his association

with men of sufi thought gave a stimulus to his spiritual yearnings

and he began to preach his heterodox sufi ideas. Here people

flocked round him for his great sanctity and supernatural powers

and he began to wield a potent influence over the religious mind
of the people.

When Dara Shikuh came to know of Sarmad, he brought

to the notice of Shah Jahan the miraculous powers of the saint*1

and later on invited him to his court and, due to the mutual

comprehension of similar mystic ideals, they soon developed

great regard for each other. The author of the Mirat-ul-Kbayal,

60. IiUtmu 0*Hun, Ocwtxc 1688, p. 606.

61. J. fl. A. S Vol. XX New Seda, p. 1»0.
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due :o his convicrioos of the orthodox fold, describes this

meeting in his own way. "As Sultan Dirt Shikuh had a liking

for the company of lunatics,” he remarks, "he kept Sarmad's

company and enjoyed his discourses for a considerable time.”

Nicolo Manucci also cynically adds® 8 that D5x5 Shikuh liked a

Hebrew atheist called Sarmad, who went always naked, except

when he appeared in the presence of the prince, when he conten-

ted himself with a piece of cloth at his waist. Only Bernier’s

attitude towards Sarmad is sympathetic and the description of
his execution is vivid and accurate.

There are accounts of very conflicting nature as to the

reason of Sarmad’s nudity, with regard to which we have no mind
to enter into discussion, but it would be more appropriate to

record here his own defence of living in partibus r.aturalwus'o

which he advances in one of his exquisite quatrains :

—

Ho who made She* rulo this universe.

Hu endowed us with the Ciaae of all distraught.

Thine with deformity, Ho has oovered with dross
;

To the immooulato Ho gave the robe of nudity.

Not much has come down to us concerning the nature of

the discussions between Dara Shikuh and Sarmad but it can be

easily surmised that its main tteod centred round some of the

most intricate and controversial aspects of spiritual problems.

Only one letter of Dara Shikuh to Sarmad and the latter’s reply

has been preserved. Dara Shikuh addresses him as “my guide

and preceptor”®* and writes

:

"Every day I resolve to pay my respite to you. It remain#

unaccomplished. If T bo T, whorofore is my intention of no account 1 If T
be not, where Is my fault ? Though the oaaiasinatsoD of Imam Husain

was the will of God. who is Yasid between them ? If St is not the Divino

fa. Vt*, Sicti* d* Hcscr. Vol I. p. <61

W. /, ». A. 8. opt. o.t.
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Will, then what ia the meaning of : ‘Ood dots mhalrntr Tit wills, commands
whatever Ht intend/.' The dmI oxobIIods Prophet used to go to fight with the

infidel* ted defeat was inflicted on the winy of Islam. The exoteric sohohia

9ay i6 is discipline in resignation. Por the perfect what dbdpline was

necessary 7”

To which Sarmad replied with the following couplet

:

"Dear friend.

Whatever we have read, wo have forgotten.

Save the discourse of Che Beloved which we rai»r&to."4!’

Sarmad’s end was as tragic as that of Dara Shikuh. Like

the latter he was hated by the orthodox. He too was dubbed

as a heretic and on the subterfuge of religious disbelief, the

council of almas summoned by Aurangzeb passed an order for

the execution of the “saint of insanity.” It is also mentioned by

some historians that Sarmad had predicted that Diti Shikuh

would succeed Shah Jahan to the Imperial throne of Delhi. When
after the execution of Dara Shikuh, he was brought before

Aurangzeb
(
1661 A. D. ), who questioned him as to the validity

of his statement, Sarmad replied, “God has given him eternal

sovereignty and my prophecy has not proved false.” According

to Manned,04 he also sarcastically added, “But you cannot see

him, for you tyrannise over those of your own blood
; and in

order to usurp the kingdom, you took away the life of your

brothers and committed other barbarities." This infuriated

Aurangzeb and he ordered his immediate execution. But what-

ever may be the reasons for Sarmad's execution, one fact stands

out clear. “Dara Shikuh was condemned became of his

‘apostacy’, Sarmad too was condemned because he contributed

pardy to that ‘apostasy’. Aurangzeb was a stem puritan. Deeply

as he disliked his elder brother for his politics and Bis leanings

towards the tenets of non-Muslims, his first act, as soon as he
came to power, was to remove that arch-heretic and those who

66. Indian JnHgunry, opt. at.

60. Slona de Uepr, Ycd. L
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aided and abetted him in his apostacy and heretic notions.”®*

With the unusual courage of a martyr, Sarmad ascended the

scaffold and when he saw the executioner raise a naked sword,

he smiled and exclaimed :

Tho sweetheart, with the naked sword in hand, approaches near,

In whatever garb thou mayet come, I reoognlse tW G(>

It would be interesting to read the following lccccr of Data

Sbikuh which he wrote to Aurangzcb from his prison, just

before his execution. It clearly repudiates the charges of die

biased historians that in the villainous disguise of a mystic, Dira

Sbikuh in reality was ‘‘a crafty intriguing politician.”

“My brother and my king, I think not of Sovereignty. I wish it

may bo auspicious to you and your descendants. The idea of my execution

in your lofty mind is unnecessary. If I mu allotted a residential place and

one of my maids to attend to me, I would pray for your majeoty from my
peaceful corner/'

Auxangzeb disdainfully wrote this verse on the back of the

letter and sent it back to him :

“And you had ditebeted before and had been one of the sedtffoui/W

(
To be eonHwud )

67. J. B. A. 3. opt ett

ea ibid.

fra. Tilt# BuVJIrf-Ztfcnpir. Vd. I. p, 880 .



THE ETHICS OF HUNGER-STRIKE

Prof. P. B. Adhikari

Hunger-strike is a queer item in the order of the day.

Fasting is being resorted to even for trivia! causes. It has almost

passed into a fashion in this country. Yet it is not a new practice

which has appeared now. I am not speaking of its physiological

necessity in certain conditions of health. It was resorted to, and

is still practised, for religious purposes in many lands. Every

living religion is found, more or less, to prescribe its observance,

periodically or on certain special occasions, for its spiritual use.

How this purpose is served by tbe practice is difficult to ascertain

in all cases. But as a measure of self-discipline or control of

the bodily life—the impulses and habits which serve that Life,

wc can understand its motive and reason. It is even found to

be enjoined as a final measure of self-control for the highest end

of life among the Jaina ascetics of a certain sect to bring about,

on determinate lines of slow practices, the ultimate cessation of

“mundane” existence. Buddha is also said to have practised

this sort of asceticism, to an excessive degree, for the attainment

of calm concentration of mind (jo&a ) as a preparation for

enlightenment. But he found in time the futility of this rigorous

practice for the purpose and came back, fortunately for humanity,

to the normal life of spiritual pursuits, and this change brought

him finally to his beatitude. But it was not through fasting that

he attained it.

Nevertheless, fasting on occasions may be said to have its

use both for the physiological life and also in the pursuit of

spiritual life. We can understand and appreciate its value

there. But “Hunger-strike” is a thing of a totally difietent kind.

It is resorted to with no such norma! or high purpose. It used

to be called Prayopcmsana in the old literature of this land.

The only parallel that we can discover to the present
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practice was prevalant under the name dharana ( colloquially

«liana ( 'rof ),
or dhanna ( vrar ) mostly in the community of

traders and money-lenders in this country. It was an “economic”

measure with them, usually resorted to for the realisation of dues

from obstinate defaulters. Mahatma Gandhi, as is well-known,

gave a political turn to the old praccice. Why he had recourse

to this sort of queer measure for the removal of political grie-

vances, it is difficult to say. It might have been due to a

tradition current from old days in the community to which he

belonged originally. He has no doubt ceased to belong to

any community now : he is above all communities, and is now

a great figure in the world of humanity. But traditions die

hard, especially when they get a firm lodgement in the mind

through heredity and social environment. In any case, Gandhiji

has now declared himself definitely and strongly against the

practice. He has realised its silliness as usually indulged in for

any and every kind of cause.

But the ball is set going by his example, and it is difficult

to scop it now. His followers have seen how their Guru has

invariably attained success by the practice in his own case, and

the cbilas would not budge an inch from the path he has

successfully followed hitherto. But these blind cbilas would not

care to understand that this success on the part of their "master”

was not due to any mystic influence created by the determina-

tion “to &st unto death”, but to the touching appeal it made

by the noble cause he represents and his own high personality.

The followers have nothing of the kind to count upon in their

favour. They believe, perhaps subconsciously, that Mahatmaji

must have a deep philosophy underlying the practice. This

is no wonder, seeing how Mahatmaji has expressed himself at

times on the subject. But his philosophy, if he has really one

fot the recourse, is partly mystic and partly politic. But what

philosophy have his blind “imitators” to offer in justification of

their action ? Either they believe in some “mystic” influence

exercised by the practice, or, as it plainly appears in most cases,
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they take advantage of the humanity of their fellow beings by

simply “outraging” their heart No wonder, therefore, that

Mahacmaji has now discovered an underlying “violence” in such

undertakings.

Now a few words about the logic of hunger-strike, if it

has any, before we consider its moral value. Wha: rational

justification can there be for the measure in any case, is a ques-

tion which is sure to arise. The only answer is, that there is

none in the cases in which it is found to be adopted. We can

understand the use of fasting for the sake of bodily health or as

an exercise of self-control needed for the spiritual life. But what

relation on earth is there between this quixotic measure and the

cause for which ic is resorted to in other cases ? It is just like tbe

wailing in loud cries of litde children to get something they want.

They succeed no doubt at times with their fond parents. But

a constant repetition of the recourse brings in later a disregard

ot chastisement which cures the habit ultimately. But how to

cure the growing present tendency, when it is a question of life

and death, and the measure is deliberately adopted by adults

otherwise sound in mind ? We often bear them pleading that

there was no other course to adopt in the situation, and they

were helplessly led on to its adoption. But have they tried all

other legitimate means before taking recourse to this foolish

measure ? Even if they have, what rational or moral ground

can they offer for this outlandish method ? True, the Press and

the Platform often extol such stunts as “heroism." But is it

really a heroic deed, if one courts suffering and death for any

cause where there is no ground for the undertaking ? A suicide

would then be an act of the highest heroism in any case. This

is rather a sort of insanity which happens to take possession of

their mind at an impulsive moment, for which they must be

lamenting later on in saner moments. There is a good deal of

undetected insanity in the world, of which the present practice

furnishes a good illustration.

Now of the moral aspect of the practice. 1 have stated
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above that there is no direct natural or logical relation between

hunger-strike and the cause for which it is found to be resorted

to. If the measure “works” at all, it does so indirectly through

the rousing of sympathetic hearts, which must suffer with others’

sufferings. But what right have the self-made martyrs to cause

this suffering to their fellow-men by recourse to a measure of

personal suffering deliberately adopted ? It is a cruelty to others

as it is to their own selves. The question is also bound to

arise, what right have they to sacrifice their own life by “fasting

unto death ?” It may be, their lives are saved ultimately through

the intervention of sympathetic leaders. But you cannot always

trust to this uncertain kind of rescue in all cases. And if the

practice is allowed to go on unchecked, as ir is found to be as an

cvcry-day affair, there is every likelihood of the hearts of men

becoming callous in time.

There is a further aspect of the matter requiring serious

consideration. Those who resort to the measure for the removal

of their grievances, teal or imaginary, forget that there is ano-

ther side to the situation. This forgetfulness is found to be

sometimes carried to a ludicrous extreme. Some rime ago there

was a report in the papers ofa case of hunger-strike undertaken

by a young man to gel possession of his wife, whose parents

would not send her on the ground that their son-in-law had no

means to support her. We have had no news how the matter

came to be settled ultimately. But it is unquestionable that the

parents of the poor girl were perfectly in the right to refuse to

send their daughter to her impecunious husband. But the young

man was so much taken up with his fixed idea, that he would

not care to give due consideration to the real point of the other

party, however just and reasonable that might be. I am quoting

this instance only to point out the extent to which the intolerant

spirit of the hunger-strikers might be carried. It is doubtful if

any sound advice or appeal against this mad practice would

"work”, unless a moral sanity prevails widely and tbe Press and

the Platform cease to espouse the cause as warmly as they arc

found to do.
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THE LIFE DIVINE : by Sri Aurobindo—Published by tho

Aryn Publishing House, Calcutta.

IT is Dot DOW for the first time that the grecal Yogi of Pondicherry

gives out to the world the Philosophy of Life as he perceives it. He has

been doing it assiduously for the last three decades in the pagw of the now

defunct publication, drya, in various smaller volumes and in a large number
of letter* addressed to individual vouirieo. The prosont volume of over 460

pages. The Life Divine, is to be shortly followed by two others of about the

same length. Thee* tomes will largely cover ground already traversed by

the Maator, but sovend portions have teen entirely re-written and the treat-

ment of the whole subject is now more systematic, bringing to the reader in

a compact form bis conception of tho Divine Life.

The duty we have undertaken is indeed an unenviable one. Tlio

interpretation in simple language of Sr! Acrobindo's profound thoughts id a

task which might daunt oven a regular student of philosophy. Wo arc so

singularly lucking in scholarship and understanding that we can but rely on

the ardent lovo and dovotion that we feel towards the Master. Our ambition

is to descrTo his compassion by our sincere effort*.

Tho difficulty in out poth is great. Tbe very words “Iifo Divine"

will probably provoke an inoreduloua smile in acme. For, to them anything

connected with Divinity in outride the region of logic and reason. One

would have thought that in this century, when tho most eminent exponents

of physical science are knooking at the door of Infinity, the average intellec-

tual would shed hi3 old-world onidities and open out his mind for tho

rccoption of now idots. But, unfortunately, the relics of bigotry still persist,

and a few. at any rate, still proclaim in a atridoDt voice that they would

acoapi nothing whlob is not proved by tho perception of their own senses.

These apparently forget the necessity of employing adventitious aids such ns

telescopes and microscopes, barometers and galvanometers for their observa-

tion and experiment ovon in physical eoienoo. Yot what instruments can

there be which would make tho atoms, not to speak of olcobrons, perceptible

to the senses ! Moreover, it is a matter of common knowledge that acieooe

ba3 advanced as muoh by direct observation as by the formulation of

hypotheses, whioh arc but suppositions oq avowedly insufficient ovidonco,

Modorn Astronomy, Biology and experimental Psychology bar© opened up t

path of investigation which should familiarise tbe intellectual of today with
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the subtle methodology of the ancient Masters. Besides, tbs intimate oormeo-

lion beoween abstruse mathematical oonoepta aad the newest developments

of Physios makes ic abundantly olear that crude experimental methods

cannot advance the oeuae of scienoo very far.

We would therefore ask our readers to approach tho book under review

with on open mind and in a receptive mood. If experiments of a subtler

kind have to be made to investigate subtler phenomena, we should not shirk

our duty merely ont of deference to prejudices inherited from a bygone age.

Not that Sri Aurobiudo ineiste on the aooeptaaoo of coy dogma. On the

contrary ho ask* hla reader to pursue the theory of Evolution M Its logloa!

conclusion. Bays bo,

"The animal is a living laboratory in whioh Nature has. it is said,

worked out mao. Man himself may well bo a thinking nod living laboratory

in whom and with whose conscious oooperation she wills to work out the

superman, the god. Or shall we not say, rather, to manifest Qod ?"

How onn we bid Nature to pause at a given atago of her evolution ?

The progress in manifestation must go on.

The second chapter of the boob deals with the negation of the

materialist. The Master takes his stand on the anoiont diotam, "Verily,

all is Brahman", and affirms that tho physical universe is tho oxtornal bedy

of the Divine Being and is both real and existent. Life, mind and aupermind

in an aeoeadmg scale form the connecting link between Halter and Spirit.

If we do not realise this wo shall bs ultimately led to deny either God or

Nature. Sri Aurobiodo denies neithor and in tho third ohapter boldly

tackle* the ascetic view that the world of Matter is illusory aod unreal. The

outlook of the Western Mater.aiist ani the Indian Moniat represent tho two

oxtromte and havo led to diametrioally opposite results.

“In Indis, if the result has teen a great heaping up of the treasures of

the Spirit,—or tome of them,—it has also been a great bankruptcy of Life :

in Europe, the fulness of riches and the triumphant mastery of this world's

powers and possessions have progressed bowards an oqual bankruptcy in tho

thing# of the Spirit" { p. 13 ).

"Therefore the time grows ripe and the tendency of the world moves

towards a new and comprehensive affirmation in thought" ( p. 13 ).

This is the oouree of human evoluUon above reforred to, the goal being

"A new and rich self-fulfilment in an intogral human existence for the

individual and for the race."

Sri Aurobiodo docs cot deny that both the aacetio and the materialistic

outlook have been of immense value to humanity. When the real nucleus

of truth got encrusted with an accretion of perverse superstitions and
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irrational dogmas the ground had to ho cleared for a new doporture and a

surer adranoe. Materiallam has done this for humanity. In rejecting the

outlook of tbs materialist wo must toko care that wo do not throw away

even ouo jot of Its gains before wo art ablo to summon higher perceptions

and highor powsrs to oar aid in liea thereof. For, what the rationalist

calls the Unknowable need not remain unknown for o», unless w» deliberate-

ly ehooae tho path of igaoranoo. The latest trend of Physical Science, Sri

Aurobindo says. Is highly significant of a freer faluxe.

"Wireless tclography is Nature's exterior sign and pretext for a new

orientation. The eonaiblo physical meaua for tho intermediate transmission

of the physical foros is removed ;
it Is only preserved at the points of

impulsion and reoeption. Eventually even these must dlsappeor" ( pp.

23, at ).

In she third ohapter. tho author shows how the ascetio's revolt of

Spirit against Matter came to dominate Indian thought and how it hae

crippled Indian life for several centuries. No doubt, there hare been attempts

at adjustment from time to lime, bat all haTe lived in the “shadow of the

great Refusal,” till renunciation and abstention from Karina have booomo

the keynote of Indian existence. Even the unlettered village minstrel hae

for oensurios sung dnily to his rustle audience of the unreality of tho world

and the futility of life. "Tho world la but a prison, a gilded cage. Bun

away from it, 0 my mind, to tho abode of beauty and bliss.” No wonder,

there hae boon little inoeotlve to action in tho recent history of tho land.

But it must not be forgotten that tho oacetio ideal has also rendered great

service to humanity in tho past—even greater service than the ideal of tho

materialist. In emerging out of it we must not rashly belittle this service.

Bor, it is but an easy stop from the discipline and submission of the ascetic

to the idea! of selfless notion enjoined on Axjun in tho Gceto. We know of a

notable instance of this in modern Indian History. The rise uf Morstha

nationalism under the inspiration of Ramaas and Siraji was ono of the most

remarkable achievements in India in recent times. This riee wne prewdod

by the persisted preaching of Bhakti and inaotion by a long line of illus-

trious poet-saints from Jnanadovs to Tukaram. Bold shew saints, ‘Thors

is dire misery, there ia ruthless oppression, allround you. Do not lose

heart. TrnBt in Vitboba. embrace hia sacred lotos feet and forget the world.”

This teaching did not rouse the Maratha to action, hut it taught him to

diBoipiins himself and taught him to submit to VUhobs’s will. A new raoe

of men was born who, when the time came, responded to the olarion mil of

Semarth Ramdas to selfless sotion, notion for the nation, for humanity and

for God. Thoro was no more talk of the falsity of the world or She vanity
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of human affairs. Bat an inspired p«ple flocked in tboir ehouaandB to the

standard of their beloved king. It is said that the saintly mystic Tokaram

had refused to initiate Sivaji into an aacetic life and had directed him to sook

Gam Bamdas. Bo that as it may. all that we have to realise ia that selfless

action it not aa far removed from renunciation as some may I hint Rsmdaa

dhoo called his great dieotplo Srimant Yogi or the Boys! Ascetic and gave

him the ascetic's ochre scarf for his standard. In the great Sivaji there was

no denial either of Spirit or Matter, bat a hirmouiouB blending of the two.

such a* Sri Aurobindo foreshadows in bis grrst book.

So many people who fancy themselves fte men of action raise their

eyebrowB and ask of Aurobindo, "Why at thia critical period of oar history

doe* this Yogi immure himself in his Asram at Pondicherry ? Why doee

not bo came on! and work 7‘ He himself gives she reply. Like she great

Bamkrishns he stye, "Brahma Is true, but so is the world. I mual have

both. I oannot let either go." Like the VaiabDara poet. Ohandidas, he

eriee. ‘‘Listen, 0 my brother Man ! Man is truer than aught wo know of.

Nono oan I plaoe above Man.” I'o call suoh a person a hermit and a dreamer

i3 obviously erroneous. For, he has laid down bis ideal oloarly agt:n and

again. It is servioe of man in the trncet sense that he cherishes, and it is to

bring about tho realisation of thia ideal that ho is concentrating all the power

shat he baa acquired. For the establishment of a new order, a newer force

has to bo invoked, and for the dissipation of ignorance a nower light has to

he let in. This force and thia light can eome only from the supremo source

cf all Shakti and Jyoti. Might and Light. And this source ean be tapped

only by aim who can rise above his mind and body, who has secured access

to the regions above those in which we lire and function. Thi3 is tho recret

cf Sri Anrobindc’s philosophy and this is the groat quest in which he is

engaged.

The fourth chapter deals with She Omnipresent Reality, She all-

pervadiDe spirit, and prepares the ground for a determination of the relation-

ship tetwoon the individual and the universe. In tho individual, the author

explains, Life and mind tend to act as ugonte of separation, as fementors of

disharmony, between Matter and Spirit, while in the oosmio oonsoiousnees

there is to inch tendenoy to discord. It Is, on the contrary, "a meeting

pJaoe where Matter heccnes real to Spirit, Spirit becomes real to Matter

because on that plane the Mind illuminated by a knowledge that realises

both Unity and Multiplicity becomes the agent of supreme union botween

God and Life- A comprehension comes of the truth tliab the Eka
(
one )

and the Vt.hu ( many ) are essentially the same. Tho result of the Mind

attaining Cosmic consciousnets is thus summed up by tho sage.
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"In the li*ht of this conception we can porosis* the possibility of a

dirian life for u man in the world wbioh will ab once justify Science

by diiwloeing a living eeoee and intelligent aim for the oosmio aud Ihe

terrestrial evolution, arid realise by the transfiguration of tbo human wul

into tho divine tbo groat ideal dream of all high religions** ( p. 40 ).

Nor U there, explains Sri Aurobcndo, any essential differenco between

the inactive Solf, calm and silent, without connotation, of tho iwetic

Vedantira tad tho active, benevolent and tho ever-vigilant father of the

Bbakta devotee. They are t bo same Brahman in two aspects oomptemontary

to each other—the two sides, obverse and reverse, of the same coin. They

appear incompatible only to tho limited ?dind. Man, whon bo has reaabed

absolute oalm, will easily parooive the harmony fc*tweoo tbo otcrnal paaa;nty

and the inexhaustible activity of the Brahman. True Monism recognises that,

everything all round ua is Brahman, and doee not 3Cok to differentiate

between the real self and a perpetual but unreal Maya. Says Bamdaa

Swaoii, "The unfortunate one. who looks aakanoe at bhe Saguna because

he thinks that he haB realised the Nlrguna. loses both the Saguna and the

Nirguna."

With regard to the Sat and the Asat. the Being and the Non*benng.

tho Dpaniahads seem to disagree. The Taittiriya says. "In the beginning all

this was the Non-being. It was thenoe that the Being waa born." Another

rejec&9 the birth of Being cut of Non-being as an impossibility and says

that Being can only be born from Beang. Sri Aurobindo's view is that we

cannot apeak of things infinite in term* of time—"Sat and Asat, if they

hare both to be affirmed, muat be conoeivcd as if thoy obtained simulta-

neously. They permit each other, even though they refuse to mingle. Both

...are eternal."

Ifor, Non-being is not nullity, nor is CosmoB a dream or a phantasm.

"Phenomenon Is not pbatitasm, phenomenon is the substantial form of a

Truth." There can be no suob thing as Maya, an independent entity, wbioh

originated and supports the world. It is the self in bis totality wbioh crofted

the world and which pervades it. This is tbo Omniproamh Boality. Neither

the Sat nor the Asat negates it.

In the next issue we shall tr7 to set forth in simple Uagoago what we

can understand of Sri Aurobindo'e philosophy relating to the individual and

his deetiny, the individual and tho universe, tho mind and the aupermind

and other cognate subjects.

0 . a Dut*.
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CIVILISATION INEAST AND WEST: An latoed action to the

study of human progress—by H. N. Spalding ( Oxford

University Press : Humphrey Milford,

London, 1839 )

Hr RE is t weloome volume, written with s deep insight and broad under-

standing. on the subjeoi of human progress and the underlying spirit tboreof,

as illustrated historically among the different aallured races of the Ease and

West. It is a work whlah treats, with a sympathetic attitude, of she

struggles of humanity, on different lines of thought and practice, for the

achievement of a goal oonoeived characteristically by different peoples from

tbs varied lovols of human nature and culture. In point of insight and

understanding, the trend of treatment reminds ooo of that evinced by Count

Keyserling in bis Travel Diary of a Philosopher. Both have gone deeper

into the realmner nature of the culture of a people overshadowed by oxisting

practiceo which are not really and entirely oxpressivo of the underlying

spirit. How far the present author, like bis German predeoesaor in the

line, has suooeeded in fully and adequately representing the true oharaoter

of the different civilisations discussed in the book, Is left to the judgment of

tbe reader. Tbe one impression which is likely to strike him is that a

civilisation is 6co oomplex a thing to be easily brought under a special

category as the author appears to have done in characterising the different

civilisations he treutfl of. It may be admitted, however, that he bas only

attempted to classify the different typos according to what he thinks to be

their fundamental character, allowing variations in their actual complexity.

These typee. and the distinctive oharaoter of each, the author mentions in

tho Prefaoe as Biolcffical, Material, Moral, Moral-Sriritual and Spiritual.

He calls them ’State*’, implying thereby the socio-political organisations

which display predominantly the characters namod. Tbe first five suctions

of tbe book are devoted to the treatment of these typee, describing tbe

social tendencies of the people under each class, and the races which pre-

eminently represent these teadenciee, historical foots illustrating the tenden-

eiee and last of all the defects which mark oaoh of those types. The whole

treatment of these typos is undertaken with oo objective attitude and Intellec-

tual sympathy which characterises the writing throughout. It la particularly

interesting to note Che appreciative manner in which the author has tried to
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bring out the real value of the Chinese oulture of old &a moulded by the

teachings of Gonfuclaa and Mencius and raised to a higher spiritual level by

Taoism and Buddhism. Ib may be questioned how far he truly presents

tbo spirits of Chinese culture and its development under the latter influences.

But it would not be an exaggeration to say that very few of Western

Orientalists or Sinolcgiate havo hitherto approached the study of Shis ancient

culture of the "heavenly land** with euoh sympathetic understanding at is

displayed by the present author. With regard to trend of Indian culture

which he oonsidere aa essentially "spiritual" ha similarly displaya a sym-

pathetic insight which is rare in the writings of Western Indologist*. But

it appears that his treatment notwithstanding its value as far a 1 it goes, is

not so wide in scope as it was expected So be. He ooafinee himself

mainly to the tenets of the Vedanta of the school of Sankara and Ramanuja

and the corresponding teachings of the BhagawU Gita, referring occasionally

to the rolovant toxte of some of the Upaniiadi in support of hia position

(barring its May&vadx). No doubt the Monism of Sft&kar* Vedanta represents

tho highest oulminatioa of intellectual and spiritual aspiration of Indian

thought. But this can hardly bo called aa representative of all the different

trends of spiritual life as practiced widely in the land. There ia no reference

to the teaohing^ of tho other schools of Vedanta, and particularly to

Vaisnavism and Saiviam. which ate still there as living faiths. Besides,

there is very lit tie said about the high spiritual ideas outside the strictly

philosophical and vedio oirolos, whioh are currant among the "illiterate"

mass of tho ixvjplo. This is no doubt a regrotUblo omission. Bat this

defect, if wo call it so, could not possibly fca avoided by the author who has

based hLs views relying mainly on the available philosophical religious

literature of the pa?ple. It is remarkable, however, chat the author has.

nevertheless, auoceeded in grasping aright the genera! spirit of the religious

culture of India even from the sources chat were utilised by him.

Tho last two sections of fcbe book are particularly interesting as

affording a general review of the subjeot-matter of tho previous sections in

their implications leading to valuahlo suggestions with regard to tho future

goal of human civilisation. Hero comes the actual treatment ( especially in

the last section ) of the subject which be hints at in the preface in tbcoo

words: "As each civilisation enlarges its reason and ite interest it will oome

near to the rest, until finally we are united in a common knowledge and

love of truth as 1 whole. When they are so. mankind will have retched

Its goal, il will he free to know, love, and enjoy tbo universe to the full/*

How the approach to this gcel can bo speoaed up In tbo presont

condition of humanity, is the subjeot of the last section where lie makes

1

2
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soma valuiblo praoaloal suggestions for a possible amelioration of tho unhappy

situation. Thio goal he ca"s "Kingdom of Heaven on Barth" using ohe

familiar Ohristiaa nano, and an approach to the ideal he calls "BonaiBaance''

using also a well-known historical term. This Bemused nco ho brings undor

three type*, ciurooteristing eioh both negatively and positively. The best

type of them, wbioh the present ago needs, he calls "\Vorld-Beui.i68ai)co
,

\ by

which he means tho establishment of a Universal Bcligion for Humanity as a

whole on the basis of ibo aspirations wbioh are found to be latent in man and

towards the realisation of whiob tho wholo humanity Qtroine itsslf. This

Kentissane* is to bo coustituted with the best of each typo of oultnro

hitherto historically presented in the different trends of civilisation. But it ia

not to bo a mere synthetic mixture of the eclectio typo, but a real unity

in which the different elements aro harmoniously combined. This way of

stating an ideal is rather too abstraat. It is difficult to envisage what this

synthesis is to be like, although the author has not epnroil a lucid account

of it in the last few ptgee of tho eootlon. Tho whole description impresses

one aa an intuitive vision of a poet or of a religious myatic. It is raarkod by

a sanguine optimism as to this further goal which humanity is bound to

attain ultimately when tho present distracting tendonoiea.national or political,

have had their ultimate Inevitable failure. Tho book ia thus means to koop

alive a too much cherished hope whloh humanity is gulDg to loso in tho

disaetioup situation in the world of today. It iB difficult to say how far

the book will suoceed in serving this muoh-neoded purpose. But there is no

question about the value of a writing undertaken with such a brood

spiritual view and anxious outlook about the future of humanity. In this

respect, the present work may bo regarded m a uew approach to ohe subjeot,

the importance of whiob is being realieod in tho day .

P. B. Adhikari.
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THE EAST IN THE WEST-

C. F. Andrews

I

The Greek mind, with one singular and hitherto unexplained

exception, dwelt upon that which was perfect within limits rather

than that which was beyond all limits.

The exception was Plato. He draws nearest of all among

the Greeks to the mind of India. For he is never content

merely with the earthly perfection which is visible and to be

reached by human endeavour. He is ever seeking for that

“heavenly city, which hath the foundations, whose builder and

maker is God.”

The essential Greek mind came back with a rebound in

Aristotle, so sane, so balanced, so scientific, but always falling

short of that idealism, to which Plato gave the very name we still

use today. We might, without any incongruity, imagine Plato

taking his abode among the forest dwellers of ancient India

;

declaring with them : “Listen to me, ye children of the Immortal,

T have seen Him, the Infinite Personality, that is beyond Time

and Place.” But we can scarcely dream ofAristotle, the realist,

dwelling for ioog in that atmosphere. Some passages in the

* Wo arc dad to patUah tfaia axliolo which waa found among iho author's pipits.

HU own lifo >u b noble and haroio eaporiaiaoi In raallnlng thoonltyof con’i spiritual

axparfaooe in BmI and W««t, whlok b. Uaow so Ituretdly in tbo atc.o article.—2d.
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Greek dramatic poets breathe the same air as Plato, but it is not

so marked in them as it is in Plato himself.

The age of Pericles, which was the crown of the Greek

Period in human history, owed much of its distinction to this

sense of finite proportion in human affairs. The lines of the

architecture of the Parthenon have this proportion always in

view. There is no leading architectural line soaring upward to

the skies, like those in some of the greatest Hindu temples and

in the Gothic cathedral spires. To cake another sphere of art,

where the Greeks equally excelled, the beauty of the Greek sculp-

ture is in the contour of the perfect physical form of man and

woman, realised in whicc marble without a flaw in the technique.

Tne restraint of the treatment is so severe that there is litdc place

for idealistic flights of the imagination, as in Hindu sculpture.

The same is true in other subjects. Drama, for instance,

where once more the Greeks were able to produce a pcrfccc

vehicle of arc, was controlled by the dramatic unities that strictly

limited the field of action. The Muse of History again, to give

one last example out of many, when she finds her highest ex-

ponent in Thucydides, not only creates a form which can never

be surpassed, but eschews fable and legend with an exactness that

would have satisfied the standards of modern science. Indeed,

as wc shall sec later, modem science itself, with its realistic out-

look upon life, is in a very true sense the greatest after-product

of the Greek mind.

These wonderful children of antiquity, whose intellect had

reached a clarity concerning the visible world which has rarely,

if ever, been surpassed, shrank back from the infinite and the

unlimited as though afraid to venture forward into the darkness.

It is a very strange limitation ; and it surprises one in the Greeks,

when one comes back to them after Indian studies.

Still stranger does it become, when one considers the

character of Odysseus in the second great epic ascribed to Homer.

He is the typical Greek, wise and many-thoughted, who has gone

to the verge of the unknown. But here we find that even he
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shrinks back. There are limits which in his daring adventure

he may not cross. He stands at the head of the race, in the dawn

of its history, both as an example of its astonishing temericy and

its no less astonishing reticence, sanity and proportion.

Recent archeological researches have shown us against

what a background of mad passion and insensate fear this sanity

precariously stood forth in daily life. The art of Sophocles was

created out of the raw material of the revels of the Dionysiac

festival. It represented their sublimation rather than their re-

pression. The Baecha of Euripides shows us for a moment that

frenzy let loose. The object of die dramatist, as Aristotle finely

described it in well-known wotds, was to cleanse the human
mind through fear and pity. We can see the same restraint in

the dramatic rule that the gruesome deed of murder should never

be enacted on the stage.

This sane outlook of the Greeks saved them from gross

superstitions. To the Greek mind at Athens, as the plays of

Aristophanes show dearly, rhe older legends of the gods and

goddesses had become objects of laughter and satire rather than

bdief. But there is a nemesis in human affairs, which always

follows close upon the heels of finite perfection. The Greek

genius was amazingly short-lived. It is true that its results per-

sisted. But its achievements were crowded into one glorious

century
;
and then rhe blossom faded. We have not been able

again to reach that exquisite completeness which marked Athens

at its prime
;
but in many other ways we have advanced far

further and discovered things of which the Athenian intellect

never even dreamt Even our modern sticncc in the hands of

Eddington is going out far beyond the regions of the finite.

It would be true, perhaps, to suggest that Europe today,

with its new world-problems of psychology, philosophy, and

religion, which have to be dealt with one by one, has more to

lcam from ancient India than from ancient Greece. We may even

venture to predict that the present century in Europe will draw

its greatest sources of new knowledge from India and the East
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in ccriain matters pertaining to the human mind. If this proves

to be true, the reason will be, not that Greece is to be challenged

afresh in her own sphere, but rather because, with the growth of

the conception of human personality, and of the universe as

pervaded by one divine spiritual life, we shall necessarily cum to

other spheres.

If wc look along the channels that flowed into the West

and helped to form the reservoir of human thought in the andenc

classical wodd of Europe, wc shall find that this limited outlook

of the Greeks was not confined to them alone. It is not necessity

to dwell long upon the Roman mind, with its solidly practical,

utilitarian account of the universe as a fit place to live in. That

mind was obviously mundane, and the exceptions were very few

indeed. A strange cross-fertilisation with the Stoidsm of the

Greeks produced some rate plants in this barren soil. Idealism

in Marcus Aurelius is more pronounced than in any other andent

after the days of Plato. We note the exception, but it only

proves the rule of the essential Roman limitation of spiritual

vision and concentration on secular affairs.

We come to a more debatable area, when wc consider

the Jews, as they entered into the life of the Roman Empire. In

spite of much in the Old Testament, which dearly passes into

the unseen, we are learning afresh every day, as we examine more

carefully the Jewish records, how limited, as in the case of Rome,

their conceptions were. The great exceptions come here in the

Prophets and the Psalms
;
and these have formed the spiritual

nourishment of the Christian Church.

n

The strange volcanic upheaval caused by the Christian

Revolution consisted in this, that it tore away from its founda-

tions, with a shock of tremendous explosion, this “dassical” life

of man in the Mediterranean area. For the Christian Faith

started out at once on its romantic career, uprooting, destroying

and obliterating like an earthquake all boundaries which man had
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reared up during the past ages in order to shut out the terrors of

the unknown.

An emaciated form, writhing upon a gibbet, called a Cross,

shocked the artistic sensibilities of the Greek world, just as the

cry of unlimited forgiveness which came from His lips in death

shattered all the legal ideas of righteousness among the Jews.

“We preach Christ crucified,” said St Paul, “to the Jews, a

stumbling-block
;
to the Greeks, foolishness ; but unto them

which are called both Jews and Greeks, Christ, the power ofGod
and the wisdom of God. Because the foolishness of God is wiser

than man, and the weakness of God is stronger than man.”

This was a Revolution indeed, in the midst of so much

sane and settled life I Into the Roman world of law and orderly

security : into the Greek world of limited artistic perfection :

into the Jewish world of justice based on exact requital, this

strange portent came, with its transvaluation of all values and its

unswerving gaze upon the infinite. “The things that are seen,”

said St. Paul, explaining the message, “are temporal : but the

things that ace unseen are eternal.” This cry from the East had

reached the West in many forms before ; but this time it came

with the fulness of spiritual power. It is interesting to note that

the only clement in the classics of Greece and Rome which was

to be entirely assimilated was Plato.

There can be little doubt as to where this new upheaval

originated. It sprang from the East itself, where the unseen and

the eternal had absorbed the souls of men for long ages past.

Other Eastern colts had crossed the border and gained an entrance

into the Mediterranean area. They had failed, but this succeeded.

While it overleapt the classical limitations of the Greek, the

Roman and the Jew, it soon proved itself to possess a higher

wisdom of its own which was able to meet the needs of the age

and win the acceptance in the end of its finest thinkers.

It had its roots in the Jewish religion and absorbed the

teaching of the Psalms and Prophets. It was able, also, as I have

suggested, to find in Plato’s writings a preuparatio svangliia, and
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ir soon began to express its own ideas of the Infinite in Plato’s

language. Though the Roman Empire instinctively persecuted

the new faith, rearing its rival strength, yet the Stoic outlook

upon the universe which held the minds of the greatest Romans,

was found to be singularly akin. It began, almost at once, to

use the well-worn aphorisms of the Stoics just as it also used the

sentences of Plato and the Hebrew Prophets.

At first, it hardly seemed likely that a new philosophy of

relgion would develop out of the experience of these early

Christians. We have seen how profoundly un-Jewish that

experience was, and also how uu-Greek and un-Roman. The

Christian doctrine of the Cross,—of suffering without limit and

without retaliation,—was repugnant to classical antiquity. We
have to go to the early Buddhist Scripture for such idealism of

suffering and sacrifice, embodied in a whole society, and not

merely in exceptional individuals. Therefore it had very little

“atmosphere” at first in the West : it was a thing strange and

outlandish. It seemed likely to follow* the course of other

Oriental mysteries, which had come westward.

But two remarkable writers at a very early dare fulfilled

this miracle of approximation,—St. Paul and St. John. They

were able, through genius of the highest order, to link the

primitive Christian thought, on the one hand to the passages in

the Jewish scriptures which spoke of an infinite redeeming value

in suffering itself, and on the other hand to the idealism of Plato

and the Stoics. The crown of this new philosophy of life was

reached in the Prologue of St. John’s Gospel and in the

conclusion of the same writer’s Epistles, that “God is Love.”

Here is a point where religion and philosophy, ethics and

metaphysics, meet.

If we go back for a brief moment to the spiritual thoughts

of the East that were prevalent in religion outside the Medi-

terranean area before the birth of Christ, we shall find the con-

ception of the Divine Nature, as ultimately "Love,” developed

slowly by human experience. It was faintly outlined in that
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most prcdous age of religious thought, ihe Upanishad period,

which had declared : He manifests His immortal form as Joj,

—

where the word “Joy” contains much of the higher conception

of God’s nature. Bur it is in the early Buddhist and in the Jain

doctrine of Ahimsa, that the teaching is made fruitful in practical

life. The phrase, ‘The crown of all religion is Ahimsa,” is

indeed a great landmark in the religious history of the human

race. This doctrine of Ahimsa, to a remarkable degree, ran a

parallel course to that conception of Love in Christianity, which

“suffereth long and is kind, envieth not, vaunteth not itself,

thinketh no evil.” It has not yet reached its limits, as wc can

see in new religious movements in India today.

The sudden impact of the Clirisiian Revolution on the

West, which carried with it some of the atmosphere of Eastern

mystical religion, resulted in a remarkable revival of Platonism

uuder Porphyry and Plotinus at Alexandria. This Neo-Platonism,

as it was called, was to affect profoundly the latct history of

human thought. It left a deep mark upon Christianity itself.

Before Neo-Platonism arose, the direct touch with India had

been well-established by the Christian Church. Pantaenus and

Origcn, two of the Greek Fathers, had each of them obtained

definite knowledge and experience about India. Pantaenus left

the highest academic position in Alexandria to visit India in

person. He brought back manuscripts and also records of

Christians who had already settled there. This was before the end

of the second century a. d. Therefore it is not unlikely that

the Neo-Platonists, in rheir turn, were constantly in touch with

the spiritual teaching of the East and drew largely from it in their

mystical realigion.

A strangely pathetic and lonely figure, St. Augustine,

closes this chapter of classical antiquity, as it yielded stubbornly

but inevitably to the Christian Faith. Tom by repentance and

doubt, exalted by hope and faith and love, himself one of the

tenderest souls that ever breathed, standing out above the

wreckage of the classical age, he gave to the West, more than any
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other single man, those central terms of its new religious philo-

sophy which still remain paramount in the modem age. In his

search after God, he sought also to fathom the infinite depths of

human personality and to find there a true reflection of the

divine. In this ardent mystical quest, by a singularly different

route, but all the while aiming to reach the same goal, he comes

nearest of all to Plotinus.

This intuitive vision of the Infinite carries us on the one

hand hack to the profound thinkers of the East and, on the

other, forward to much of the new psychology of our modern

age. His ardent and passionate longing for the presence of God
in the soul, which could never be satisfied with the perfection of

this present world, shows us how far wc have travelled from the

antique classical finite aim of the Greeks acd Romans. He stands

at the portal of those realms of Christian romance, which were the

dream of the Middle Ages—those “Ages of Faith” in Europe,

wherein myth and legend made up the daily life and experience

of vast masses of mankind, 2nd the solid earth, with its attrac-

tions of the fiesh, was abandoned by those who were in the

search for the Holy Grail and the Divine Bliss.

m
Following out, very rapidly indeed, the course of these

Ages of Faith, as they affect our present subject, we find how, in

the midst of much that was formal and crude and literal and

coarse in spiritual texture, there were in every generation tender

and refined souls who sought to follow St. Augustine along the

mystical way, and to sound the depths of the human spirit in its

search for God, approaching with awe and wonder the infinite

ideal. Tney climbed painfully but triumphantly the ascent which

they learnt to call the Scale Ptrftclicmj,—the steep pathway of

the soul, which led to the Beatific Vision. The "purgation” with

which it began led on to “illumination”, and lastly to "Union”

in which it found its goal.

Their search for inward truth led them also, like St. Angus-
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tine, to enter the inner depths of their own personality and to

seek out the soul’s direct relation to the universe and God.

Benedict, Bernard, Abelard, Francis, Dante, Thomas a Ketnpis,

each of these in varying degree and mode represents this passionate

search for infinite truth. Not seldom they neglect and despise

the intellectual light altogether and fail to realise its vital purpose

as a true guide to the soul. But deep down in the consciousness

of man a new range of human thought was being explored. We,

in this modem age, are now seeking to gather in the treasure,

which they have left behind. When we compare it with the

mysticism of the East, we discover a new kinship. It is perhaps

the age when the West most nearly approached the East in the

realm of spiritual thought.

Amid all this that was pointing to higher regions of the

Spirit yet unreached, there was another side in these Middle Ages

of Europe which led to a reaction : for there was a flaw at the

base of Christianity itself as conceived iu rhe West. The roman-

tic element in the Christian Faith, as wc have seen, could not

arrive ar any compromise with' the ancient classical world.

Tne artistic proportion of the Greeks, which had given an

external unity to matter and spirit, soul and form, broke up be-

fore the new intensive moral idealism of the Christian Faith,

that knew no limit to the powers of sacrifice and devotion and

counted all the world as dross that it might win Christ. At the

same time, this Christian ideal itself went to excess and extra-

vagance. It raised more difficulties than it could by its own

power resolve. Deep down, in its very inmost structure, as we

sec from St. Paul’s Epistles, there was a perpetual conflict bet-

ween matter and spirit, unresolved and seemingly unrcjolvable,

a dualism that was profound. Throughout the Middle Ages,

this war between the soul and die flesh was carried on with an

unrelenting zeal. It gave rise to dogmas which made havoc

of sane thinking, and led to abnormalities and excesses

which rendered impossible the healthy intellectual growth of

mankind.

2
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IV

The thinking mind of Europe could, in the end, no longer

bear the strain of this fantastic idealism
; this perpetual other-

worldly outlook which never reached the truth. It swung back,

on the full tide of the Gassical Renaissance, to the frank accept-

ance of the mundane standard of values, and of the finite

Gassical concepdon of virtue, as engaged only with the present

earthly existence. The romantic dement was freely thrown

aside. Men determined to obey priests and popes no longer.

They prepared to live in the present, cr.joy the present, and be

pagan in their outlook once more. Even cardinals and popes

themselves joined in the reaction, when it reached its highest

flood-point, sweeping away all the great landmarks of the Middle

Ages in Cnurch and State alike.

In one sense, the Modern Age of Europe has meant a

return to realism and a weakening of the idealist outlook upon
life. The earlier discoveries of modern sdence have been made
by the concentration of the human mind upon reason and experi-

ment, and the abandonment of the pathway of direct intuition

as a source of knowledge. Thus, in more sense chan one, a

revival of the classics has taken place. In all this process, the

West has drifted further and further away from its spiritual basis

in the unseen.

Yet even in the West, the romantic element had not been

altogether left behind during the Age of Reason which followed

the Gassical Renaissance. In the Eighteenth Century, it gave birth

to the enthusiastic movement known as the Evangelical Revival,

which brought into the homes of the poorest a mystical faith,

transfermingand purifying in its eflccts. George Fox and the

Society of Friends represented another range of mystical religious

thought and life. In Germany, also, there dawned a new
illumination, that eagerly availed itself of every ray of light' from

the East, and began once more to follow the pathway of intui-

tion as a means to attain truth. Philosophy, with due reverence.
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was sc; up boldly on its throne and renewed search into unexplo-

red regions of the human mind broughtfresh facts and experiences

to light.

In the Nineteenth Century the Modem Age of Science

began. The Christian Church, which had bound itself hard and

fast with irrational dogmas and creeds, could not at first cut it-

self loose, and make the fearless appeal to every faculty of man
to join in the search for truth. A fatal conflict went on, all

through the Century, between intellect and faith. Science be-

came more and more abstracted from religion, and philosophy

took the same precipitous course. While great gains have been

achieved in certain directions by such abstractions, great losses

have also ensued. The wholeness of life has been lost sight of,

and humanity itself has been divided into compartments.

In Europe, the conception of the universe governed by the

postulates of science, has tended to become rather that of

an infinite scries and a ncvcr-ccasing flux, than that of a

spiritual ideal being realised under conditions of space and time.

The imagination of the modem man i3 taught by science to

picture the crash of systems and the wreck of worlds in an endless

sequence. The infinitely great and the infinitely small in nature

have been revealed to man’s gaze as never before, but the mind

and the spirit find no rest in all these bewildering discoveries.

Modem minds frequently retire from them, jaded and worn, to

the limited ideal of ancient Greece, and say : “Let us leave the

infinite alone
;

it can never be fathomed. Let us perfect that

which we know and beautify the world in which we live.”

The new age still gropes for that spiritual vision of the

Infinite which is satisfying, not terrifying and morbid
;
that vision

which alone can unify the world. But as yet there has not been

fashioned in the West any philosophy comprehensive enough to

meet the true demands of religion and science alike, and bring a

new unity to mankind.

In the present turmoil and confusion in Europe after the

Great War, which has shaken the confidence and pride of the
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West, there are very many earnest souls who arc looking more

and more wistfully to the East. They seek to discover whether

the harmony between religion and science on the one hand and

science and philosophy on the other, may not be found by taking

into account that eastern hemisphere which has hitherto been for

the most part outside the field of European research.

One thing is practically certain. The old isolation of the

different cultures and religions of the world, which was originally

in a great measure geographical, is now rapidly vanishing. The

different currents of thought and life among the races of man-

kind have to be made to flow into one another in the future.

Channels of intercommunication must be cut. The romantic and

idealistic element, which is still strong in the religions of the East,

must be brought into closer contact with the classical and

realistic element, which came back to modern Europe with the

Renaissance and has dominated European thought ever since.

Only thus can the spiritual conception of the Universe, which is

innate in the consciousness of mankind, in East and West alike,

find its true setting and its full expression.



THE IDEALISM OF SIR MOHAMMED IQBAL*

Dr. P. T. Raja, Ph.D.. Sastri.

Sir Mohammed Iqbal is better known as a poet than as a philo-

sopher. But still he has given us a philosophy in his Ruons-

trHition of Religions Thought in Islam, The Secrets of the Self, and in

some articles, in all of which he has shown himself to be a

forceful thinker. Sirdar Iqbal Ali Shah calls him the most

celebrated modem thinker of Islam. And though he addresses

his thoughts only to the Muslims, they could as well have been

addressed to all, including the Hindus and the Christians. He

was for a long time popular with the Hindus as well, but later his

religious enthusiasm became communal and he began preaching

the Jihad or the holy war against the unbelievers. But for that

fact his philosophy would have had a wider and better appeal,

and he would have been a potent force for unifying the two

major communities of India. However, whatever be his

communal views, his philosophical ideas arc not without

interest.

Though much influenced by Rumi, Arabi and other Sufis,

he does not believe that Islam ever preached the complete annihi-

lation of self in God. The ego as a finite centre of experience is

not false
;

it is the fundamental fact of the universe.
1 Iqbal's

sympathies are more with McTaggart than with Bosanquct. Yet

the universe is not a finished whole. It is not yet a complete truth.

It is ever advancing. After Bergson Iqbal conceives reality as

pure duration. “A critical interpretation of the sequence of time

as revealed in ourselves has led us to a notion of the ultimate

Reality as pure duration in which thought, life and purpose

interpenetrate to form an organic unity. We cannot conceive

this unity except as a unity of the self—an all-embracing concrete

• Eitimoi (nun tha aotfcoc'. IdtaHtUe TV**kl India ( in U pnhUihad ).

1. The SicuU <y (In Stl/. p. XV1L Eng. Tr, by R. A. Nioholiwa.
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self—the ultimate source of all our individual life and thought.”1

Now time, Iqbal tells us, is au essential element in the ultimate

Reality.* He therefore disagrees with MeTaggarr who maintains

the unreality of time. “But the real time is not serial time to

which the distinction of past, present and future is essential

;

it is pure duration, i.e., change without succession, which

MeTaggart’s argument docs nor touch.”* So far Iqbal is at one

with Bergson. But he docs not accept Bergson's strictures

against thought. The latter conceived thought as a spatialing

activity and as opposed to intuition, which only can reveal the

true nature of reality. Iqbal maintains that though outwardly

thought spatialises and makes use of only mechanical categories,

it has a deeper moment also in which it synthesizes the elements

of our experience and goes beyond mechanism. Iqbal criticises

both Gazali and Kant also for failing “to see that thought, in

every act of knowledge, passed beyond its own finitude.” *

Iqbal is anxious to prove thac man should not abandon the

world in order to realise the ultimate truth. If, as it is thought,

thought is connected with the world, and if the world has to be

reuouuced for the ultimate truth, it implies that thought has to be

left back. And it is held that intuition alone and not thought

can reveal to us the final truth. Buc Iqbal wants to show that

neither the world nor though* should be left back. It was a

mistake of Gazali, Kant, Bergson and a hose of others that they

have not noticed a deeper aspect of thought. “In its deeper

movement, however, thought is capable of reaching an immanent
Infinite in whose self-unfolding movement the variously finite

concepts arc merely moments. In its essential nature, then,

thought is not static
;

it is dynamic and unfolds its internal

infinitude in time like the seed which, from the very beginnin
g,

carries within the organic unity of the tree as a fact. Thought

*• cfBdiifUui m Mem, p. 76,

S. Hi* p. 77.

B. rw, p. 70.

4. rwi.p.8.
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is therefore the whole in its dynamic self-expression, appearing

to the temporal vision as a scries of definite specifications which

cannot be understood except by reciprocal reference. This

meaning lies not in their self-identity, but in the larger whole of

which they arc the specific aspects. The larger whole is, to use a

Quranic metaphor, a kind of ‘Preserved Tablet,’ which holds up

the entire undetermined possibilities of knowing as a present

reality, revealing itself in serial time as a succession of finite

concepts appearing to reach a unity which is already present in

them.”>

Iqbal tells us that our self has two aspects, the external and

the internal, which he calls the efficient and the appreciative.

In its first aspect it enters into relations with the diings of space.

It is what the psychologist generally studies and can be interpreted

in terms of the laws of association. But it is in its internal aspect

that we get the clue to an understanding of reality. "It is only in

the moments of profound meditation, when the efficient self is in

abeyance, that we sink into our deeper sdf and reach the inner

centre of experience. In this life process of the deeper ego the

states of consciousness melt into each other. The unity of the

appreciative ego is like the unity of the germ in which the ex-

periences of its individual ancestors exist, not as a plurality, but

as a unity in which every experience permeates the whole. There

is no numerical distinctness of states in the totality of the ego,

the multiplicity of whose elements is, unlike that of the efficient

self, wholly qualitative. There is change and movement, but this

change and movement arc indivisible ; their elements interpene-

trate and arc wholly non-serial in character. It appears that the

rime of the appreciative self is a single ‘now’ which the efficient

self, in its traffic with the world of space, pulverises into a series

of ‘nows’ like the pearl beads in a thread. Here is, then, pure

duration unadulterated by space.” 2

To sum up the posicion so far reached. Reality is pure

1. On. on.
a. Tb* iteoufraetta* of fuHyicuj ThoughI In Ulan, p. 65.
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duration. In it time is an dement
;
but time as it is Reality is

not serial time
;

it is change without succession. The elements

in it interpenetrate and fuse into each other, so that we cannot

make the distinction between past, present and future. It is one

eternal now. The consciousness that can reveal to us the nature

of this reality, which Bergson calis intuition and which as creative

is will also, and which Kant, Garali and others regard as beyond

thought, is not opposed to thought. It is thought itself in its

deeper aspect. Iqbal is not unaware of the fact that thought

which is used in our ordinary practical life is mechaniscic and that

as such it cannot reveal to us Reality in its purity. That is why he

says at another place 1 that lying close to out normal consciousness

there are potential types of consdousness which can “open up

the possibilities of life-giving and knowledge-yielding experience.”

But this deeper consciousness is not opposed to thought ; it is

thought in its synthetic activity by which the manifold fuses into

one and serial time becomes pure duration and an eternal ‘now’.

This truth is given in religious experience. The pure duration

does not cxdude chc manifold of thought and so religion does

not require a negative attitude towards the world. Reality is our

self in our deeper aspect and so our ego is not annihilated in

It is obvious that Iqbal ingeniously connects the idea of

pure duration borrowed from Bergson with that of the eternal

present of Royce and others. Speaking of the divine time

he says that it is what the “Quran describes as the 'Mother of

Books’ in which the whole of history freed from the net of causal

sequence, is gathered up in a super-eternal ‘now’”.* “Knowledge,

in the sense of discursive knowledge, however infinite, cannot,

therefore, be predicated of an ego who knows, and at the same

time forms the ground of the object known. Unfortunately, lang-

uage does not help us here. We possess no word to express

the kind of knowledge which is also creative of its object.

L “1* BtJlglon PoiidUo S" Prtowdusg*d its ArJtoUsliui Society. 2883-8.

i TO* BftnwfruMfcn if Bdliyimu TX>ug\l m J4m. p. 106.
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( Evidently Iqbal somehow missed here Kant’s conception of the

intuitive understanding. ) The alternative concept of divine

knowledge is omniscience in the sense of a single indivisible act

of perception which makes God immediately aware of the entire

sweep of history, regarded as an order of specific events, in an

eternal ‘now’. This is how Jalaluddin Dawani, Iraqi and Professor

Roycc in oar own time conceived God’s knowledge. There is

an element of truth in this conception. But it suggests a closed

universe, a fixed futurity, a predetermined unalterable order of

specific events which, like a superior fate, has once for all deter-

mined the direction of God’s creative activity.”

1

That is, even to

call the divine time an eternal Now is misleading. For the idea

suggests a closed universe in which past, present and future arc

once for all determined. But realicy is pure duration and full of

infinite possibilities. So the idea of creativity should be added to

that of the eternal present.

This creativity is always a forward movement which never

turns back. On this point Iqbal differs from Nietzsche, who
advocates Eternal Recurrence. Iqbal maintains that this recur-

rence is one form of mechanism and determinism and is opposed

to free creativity. Recurrence means that the events of one cycle

recur in the succeeding ones and this means that the future is once

for ail determined. There can be creativity only when things

are not previously determined. Nietzsche’s view is “nothing

more than Fatalism worse than the one summed up in the word

‘Qismat’

The final reality therefore is an ego ; it has to be under-

stood as an ego. “Only that is, strictly speaking, real which is

directly conscious of its own reality .”8 And “on the analogy of

our conscious experience, then, the universe is a free creative

movement.”* But then what are the things created by the ego ?

1. TU lUarutrviHm <f R»Np*iw Theufhi« Warn. p. 1C*,

s. rui. p. iso.

8. Ibid. p. 100.

«. n«a. p. m.
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It is only egos that can proceed from an Ego. The Ultimate Ego

functions as ego-unities or ego-centres. “The world in all its

details, from the mechanical movement of what wc call an atom

of matter to the tree movement of thought in the human ego,

is the self-rcvclation of the ‘Great I am’. Every atom of Divine

Energy, however low in the scale of existence, is an ego. But

there are degrees in the expression of ego-hood. Throughout

the entire gamut of being runs the gradually rising note of ego-

hood until it reaches its perfection in man”.

1

Like Leibnitz and

McTaggatt, Iqbal believes that the world is through and through

spiritual and consists of only selves.. But we should note that

these egos, according \o Iqbal, proceed from God and had a

beginning in time,4 and therefore Go-d is given a fat higher

status by him than what He could get from the hands of Leibnitz

and WcTaggart.

Evidently Iqba' believes in grades or degrees of reality.

The true nature of reality is ego-hood. But wc should not say

that this ego-nature is as manifest in a particle of dust as in a

worm, as manifest in a worm as in man, and wc may add, as

manifest in man as in God. The true ego, for Iqbal, is our

deeper self and man cannot be always conscious of it but only in

deep meditation. Probably even then we do not go deep

enough. However, there are grades of obscurity and clarity of

this ego-hood and, if consciousness is the distinguishing mark of

reality, there are degrees of reality. Material nature must be a

sort of appearance.

Iqbal writes: “Now a self is unthinkable without a character,

L c., a uniform mode of behaviour. Nature, as we have seen, is

not a mass of pure materiality occupying a void. It is a struc-

ture of events, a systematic mode of behaviour, aud as such

organic to the ultimate Self. Nature is to the Divine Self as

character is to the human self. In the picturesque phrase of

1. JbMMlnKCtoA af ftdvtow In Xi>om. ^ 99.

t. n>td(P . is*.
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Quoran, it is the habit of Allah. From the human point of view

it is an interpretation which, in our present situation, we put on

the creative activity of the Absolute Ego. At a particular

moment in its forward movement it is finite
;
but since the self

to which it is organic is creative, it is liable to increase, and is

consequently boundless in the sense that no limit to its expression

is final. Its boundlessness is potential, not actual.”* Reality is

a creative forward movement and matter is the form of its

activity. Because reality touches the serial time always only at

one point, at that particular moment matter appears finite. But

as matter is an aspect of the creative moment, it too is infinite

like the latter and is ever increasing because advancing. But this

does not mean that matter would become infinite in some future

moment Its infinity lies in its potentiality ; its infinity can never

be actual.

There is therefore no duality of mind and matter in Iqbal’s

philosophy. “What then is matter ? A colony of egos of a low-

order out of -which emerge finite life and consciousness of a

higher order, when their association and interaction reach a

certain degree of complexity.’*

2

And similarly is the relation

between body and mind interpreted. Iqbal accepts neither

parallelism nor interactionism. “The system of experiences we

call soul or ego is also a system of acts. This does not obliterate

the distinction of soul and body ; it only brings them closer to

each other. The characteristic of the ego is spontaneity ; the

acts composing the body repeat themselves.”8 That is, die soul

or ego is creativity itself
;

it is simply an onward movement.

But this movement has a pattern or habit according to which the

acts repeat themselves. And this is the body. So really there

is no difference between soul and body, or mind and matter.

Docs not the Saiva Advaita maintain that the world is the energy

of the Absolute ? Do not many other Vcdandc systems hold a

I. The JteHutrwlioo cf BeUgiom Though! « hlem, pp. T6-7.

8. 1M, p. 147

8. JUi, p. US.
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similar view ? So matter is not different from spirit ; and, it

could have been added, it should not be, and cannot be shunned.

"The truth, however, is that matter is spirit in space-time

reference. The unity called man is body when we look at it as

acting in regard to what we call the external world
;

it is mind

or soul when we look at it as acting in regard to the ultimate

aim and ideal of such acting.” 1

Though the whole world is composed of spirits and

proceeds out of the Ultimate Spirit, Iqbal is opposed to pan-

theism. When reality is described as self-revealing and the

metaphor of light is applied to God, Iqbal tells us that it should

“be taken ro suggest the Absoluteness of God and not his

omnipresence which easily lends itself to pantheistic interpreta-

tion."5 God is not infinite in the sense of spatial infinity. Tlis

infinity consists of the “infinite inner possibilities of His creative

activity of which the universe, as known to us, is only a partial

expression."* But at the same time Iqbal maintains that the

universe is no other to God, and that God and the universe are

“only intellectual modes of apprehending the life of God.”4 But

this means that the universe is part and parcel of God. And
pantheism must mean, according to Iqbal, the theory for which

God is absolutely immanent in the world and is exhausted in it.

But even in Hindu philosophy there is not a single school which

believes in such pantheism. Even the JShagavadnta asserts that

the world forms only a part of God,* an idea which is borrowed

from the Upanishads. And the infinity of God is not under-

stood spatially, though his presence must be felt at every point

of space. However, if there is really no difference between God‘

and the world and the two are only two different modes of

apprehending the same tiling, is not God all-pcrvasivc and so

1. 7M iUaiiBritcfion <f Btkyini in liJam
, p. 216.

1 IUd, p.8».

3. Ibid, i>. 90.

«. Ibid, p.91.

0. X, U. FwVaoii-ttOTudOT ,kJni«na nhilc jaya:. S<* lira ccouasn-
tAT.tC also.
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omniscient ? Besides, if God can hold everything in an eternal

Now, can anything be beyond his knowledge ? These ideas do

not seem to have been reconciled by Iqbal. Tn his anxiety to

avoid pantheism, he has overlooked their irreconcilability. It

is not necessary to deprive God of his omniscience in order to

avoid pantheism. Just as the eternal Now need not imply a block

universe and absolute determinism, omniscience too need not

imply them. Otherwise, for the same reason for which omni-

science has to be given up the doctrine of the eternal present

also has to be given up.

Iqbal believes in a sort of meliorism but with the certainty

of the victory of man over evil.* The final victory cannot be

achieved for man by somebody else ; he has himself to work for

it. But lie may be sure of success for the obvious reason that

ever)’thing proceeds from God and the world is only a mode of

his behaviour. This meliorism evidently differs from that of James

for whom there is continual struggle between the forces of good

and evil and God is not omnipotent and infinite. He therefore

really depends on our help for subduing the forces of evil. But

the help which human brings render in Iqbal's philosophy is not

to a finite God but to one who is infinite and omnipotent and

therefore is not pitched against forces as eternal and powerful as

himself. The so-calkd evil forces arc not really a second to him,

for the world consists of nothing but egos which proceed from

him. There is nothing alien to him in the world, and evil there-

fore must be unreal or an appearance for Iqbal. Iqbal does not

discuss the point in detail and it would not be fair to attribute

to him views not actually held by him. But we may say that

here is a problem not completely solved.

If God is the centra! reality and all the egos that constitute

the world originate in him and therefore have to go back to him,

where does meliorism come in ? If success is sure, provided we

try, why not be optimistic instead of being metely meliorisric ?

1. RifonwwHoo if TWM in Iilam, p. 118,
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Iqbal’s idea may be thar even this wotld of which evil is a

necessary factor may be bettered if human eges strive for it. If

this is his view some new problems crop up. There are many

in Europe who hold such a view. Tennyson believed in a far

on divine event, which would of course be an event in serial

time. Of late Samuel Alexander believed that the world would

evolve the Deity itself. Iqbal’s view may not be exactly the

9ame, because for him Deity comes first and not last. But it

may be that he believes that the kingdom of God can be brought

down to earth, and that the world can be made perfect if the

human egos so will it But the question here arises why, if the

world issues from God, it does not issue perfect, and if God

really wished that an imperfect world should issue forth from

him, whether he would allow man ro make it perfect What are

the grounds of our certainty that we shall succeed in making it

perfect ? Or are there any limits to the perfection which chc

world can attain r And what are they ? These questions do not

seem to have been raised by Iqbal and it is difficult to say how

he would have answered them.

Iqbal's motive in advocating meliorism seems to be that

man should not remain inactive in the belief that the world is

incurably evil or that it is the business of God to make it better

and so success is sure. Of the philosophers in India there is none

who more emphasizes aedvity and condemns inactivity than Iqbal.

Almost all contemporary Indian philosophers including Radha-

kiishnao, Tagore, Gandhi, Aurobindo Ghosc, Tilak, Svani

Vivekananda, etc., condemn the negative atdtude to the world
;

but in this condemnation and the exhortation to be active and to

control the world of matter Iqbal is one of the few who have

gone to the extreme. Aurobindo Ghosc believes in everybody

becoming a Superman, provided be works for it. This Super-

man is a ruler of the world, though he is a ruler of his own self

also. He is the man nearest to God and who can make the

Sakd or power of God work according to his will. Indeed, in

order to attain this power he must cease to be selfish. Aurobindo
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Ghose’s yoga is therefore a yoga of the will. The Superman docs

not shun matter
; he does not fly from nature. On the other

hand, he conquers it and controls it. And there is really no

shunning of matter because matter is the energy of God. A very

similar idea is round in Iqbal’s writings.

"It is sweet to be God's vicercgent in the world

And exercise sway over the elements.

God’s viceregent is as the soul of the universe.

His being is the shadow of the Greatest Name.

He knows the mysteries of part and whole

He executes the command of Allah in the world.”

1

This viceregent is really a sort of Superman who controls the

entire nature, of course, in the name of God. And thar he

controls the world in the name of God shows that he is not

egotistic and selfish. He is a ruler of the world just as much as

he is a ruler of his own self. Iqbai writes :

“Thy soul cares only for itself, like the camel :

It is self-conceitcd, self-governed, and self-willed.

Be a man, get its baiter into thine hand,

That thou mayst become a pearl albeit thou art a potter’s

vessel.”3

And further he says :

“If thou canst rule thy camel, thou wilt rule the world

And wear on thy head the crown of Solomon.” 8

But in order to become a Superman one must be o: strong

character and must act.

“The man of strong character who is master of himself

Will find fortune compliant.

If the world does not comply with his humour.

He will try the hazard of war with Heaven.”4

But there need be no war with Heaven. The man’s end is not

1. Of l\4 S*tf. p. T9.

2. Ji«<i.p.T3.

8. Ibxd. ?p. 78-9.

i. Hid. p.M.
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selfish
;
he is master of himself, and by being a mister of himself

he has transcended himself. Only he has to act.

“The pith of life is contained in action,

To delight in creation is the law of life.” 1

But now how are we to cease to be selfish ? How are we

to be rulers of our selves ? Is it by complete self-surrender to

God ? Docs love of God involve such self-surrender ? Iqbal

is opposed to every idea of self-negation. It is not self-negation

but self-affirmation and self-assertion chat he preaches. "Physically

as well as spiritually man is a self-contained centre, but he is not

yet a complete individual. The greater his distance from God the

less his individuality. He who comes nearest to God is the

completest person. Not that he is finally absorbed in God. On
the contrary, he absorbs God into himself.” 11 The self-affirma-

tion is preached to such an extreme as to advocate chc absorption

of even God and cot surrender to him. Life is an assimilative

activity and it assimilates even God. And good and evil are to

be interpreted in terms of this assimilative activity. Personality

is the tension we experience in this activity and "that which

fortifies personality is good, and that which weakens it is evil”.®

Thus while some preach that we should become one with God
by complete surrender to him and by being absorbed by him,

Iqbal preaches that we should become one with God rather by

absorbing him, when our self-affirmation and self-assertion

become complete. This is really a dangerous advice ; and it can

be rightly followed by only a very few. It easily lends itself to

the interpretation that selfishness 2nd self-aggrandisement arc the

pathway to reality. Iqbal must not have meant them
; but it is

verj- few that can see the truth underlying his words. Indeed

he felt that Hindu intellectualism and Islamic pantheism tended

to deprive people of their capacity for action and infused into

them a spirit of resignation miscalled contentment, born of wcak-

7?i4 StertU cf O* p. 99.

i. roid, p. xix.

8. JW, p. xxii.
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ness and self-abnegation. As an antidote to this spirit Iqbal

preaches self-assertion and stresses it so much that it appears to

be almost self-aggrandisement amounting to the subjugation of

God himself for one’s purpose. But Iqbal could not have rneaut

it
;
for he says :

"Gain knowledge of Life’s mysteries 1

Be a tyrant ! Ignore all except God I”

1

Our duty to God and therefore the primacy of God is often

repeated.5 Yet on the whole one cannot but say that there is an

over-emphasis on self-assertion, though it may be to counteract

the mischief wrought by the spirit of resignation and passivity.

In accordance with his doctrine of self-assertion, Iqbal

preaches a doctrine of vigorous and aggressive love. We have

to love God
;
but thereby we do not surrender our selves to him

but rather absorb him. Love is a unifying force ; but by it we

do not enter God’s unicy but rather make God enter the unity

of our selves. But if all absorb God’s unity into the unity of

their respective selves and thereby become identical with God,

then all become identical
;
and probably we have to interpret

Iqbal’s assertion that the human ego is not annihilated in God

to mean thac the ego continues to be the ego by becoming the

Ego of God. This point is not clearly stated by Iqbal. In what

sense the absorption of God by the human ego bas to be taken

may be a matter for controversy and we may leave it undecided.

Very often in the history of religious thought we find that

the love preached towards God is that of the weaker to the

stronger sex. It is therefore a surrender of the whole person-

ality, including will, thought and action, to God. And we

rarely come across this love preached in the opposite direction.

It is only in Iqbal that we find something like it. Iqbal docs not

say that God is a woman and that our love for him must be what

it would be towards a woman. But he preaches aggressive love,

a love that forces the object loved into union. The lover is not

1. SroMt cf Ik, Stif, p.W.

3 . 78 .
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to say : T am yours, do what you like with me ; but, you arc

mine and attune your will to mine. Iqbal says :

“The fountain of Life is Love’s flashing sword.”>

It is very doubtful whether a poet like Tagore would ever have

associated love with a sword. Of course, love conquers ; it may
conquer even the sword. But it is difficult to understand how it

works with a sword. But after all Iqbal may be making an over-

emphasis.

Tf we are to affirm ourselves, are we to abandon our desires,

saying that they belong to the flesh and not to the soul ? Iqbal

docs not preach looking down upon our material nature.

“Life is latent in seeking,

Its origin is hidden in desire,

Keep desire alive in tby heart.

Lest thy little dust become a tomb.”5

“Desire is the noose for hunting ideals,

A binder of the book of deeds.

Negation of desire is death to the living.” 8

“Life is the hunter and desire the snare.

Desire is Love’s message to beauty

Iqbal cannot be here advocating the indulgence of any and every

desire. For he preaches duty to God, and the desires naturally

must conform to this duty. Only to counteract the teaching of

otherworldliness and the escape from things material must he have

been glorifying desire so much. Self-affirmation is possible only

through our acting for the satisfaction of desires. And it is only

for the satisfaction of desires that matter is appropriated and

made pan of self.

“Self-affirmation brings noc-self to light.”

l. rf* Swrm if 11U StV. p. as.

a. am, p.a&

a

*. IM, pO.
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Iqbal like Nietzsche inveighs against the doctrine of self-negation

as invented by the subject races of mankind in order to tame

down the strong ruling races. True, the doctrine of self-negation

in some of its forms is false and has produced disastrous conse-

quences. But the doctrine of self-affirmation too, if it means

aggression and aggrandisement, will lead to equally disastrous

consequences. Examples need not be given now when the

world is passing through one of the most evil rimes. Had Iqbal

been living now he would have toned down his utterances.

Even if the weaker races with all their burden of poverty and

misery arc not able to assert themselves, in the division of the

spoils of aggression the stronger races arc sure to fall out, fight

and perish. It is in principle impossible for them to come to an

understandmg in that division ; for aggression is the principle

which will be applied by them to each other just as much as they

applied it to the weaker races. And how that aggression can

ever be love is beyond our comprehension. The sword of

aggression produces always a double effect

:

it strikes both the

striker and the struck. And though Iqbal’s language lends it-

self to this interpretation, he could not have meant it. He wanted

to preach a doctrine which would counterbalance the evil effects

of the doctrine of self-negation and so over-stressed certain

points. For we should not forget that the Superman of Iqbal,

like the one of Aurobindo Ghosc, is a self-ruler and not an egotist.

And unless he is an egotist lie cannot really be a tyrant. The

Superman is a tyrant only in the sense that he is rathless in

carrying out the word of God. He may rule the world but for its

good and not for his own self-satisfaction. His self is already

controlled, and whatever satisfaction it derives it derives horn

carrying out the word of God. Education of the self consists

in obedience, self-control and divine vicc-regcncy.1 Our inter-

pretation must reconcile Iqbal’s poetical utterances.

This emphasis on self-affirmation leaves on Iqbal’s thought

1. Tm St :rtUtfM 8tlf, P- Til.
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the stamp of individualism, though this individualism is tempered

bv the idea of obedience to God and absolute self-control. Iqbal

adopts Rumi’s idea of the evolution of man out of matter and

maintains that immortality depends on man's own efforts. He
says : "If he ( man )

does not take the initiative, if he docs not

evolve the richness of his being, if he ceases to feel the inwatd

push of advancing life, then the spirit within him hardens into

stone, and he is reduced to the level of dead matter As in the

philosophy of Aurobindo Ghose, matter, according to Rumi,

evolves into plant life, then into animal life and then into mind.

But evolution should not stop with human beings. Man should

rise higher, and through his own efforts may become one with

God. Or he may fall and become dead matter again, and again

pass through die higher stages. “Personal immortality, then, is

not ours as of right, it is to be achieved by effort. Man is a

candidate for it."a That is, the world is a vale of soul-making.

But when the soul is made, it depends on the soul itself whether

to become immortal or not.

Though Iqbal is first a poet and then a philosopher, the

insight he showed into the problem of time, the nature of

thought and of reality is profound. He has been able to develop

a fairly systematic philosophy of self-affirmation which is really

needed now by all the Asiatic peoples, though here and there his

poetical expression is charged with ovcr-craphasis. His idealism

is pcrsonalistic and even absolutistic. And in spite of absolutism

he has made a serious attempt to preserve the individuality of the

human ego.

1. 7*# Raxntitwtion if Mqioui TktoiflU iv Xliotti, p. IS.

2. TW.p.166.



SAKUNTALA : ITS INNER MEANING

Rabindranath Tagore

“Wouldst thou the young year's blossoms and the fruits of its

decline.

And all by which the soul is charmed, enraptured, feasted,

fed,

Wouldsc chou the earth and heaven itself in one sole name

combine ?

1 name thee, O Sakuntala, and all at once is said.”

—Goethe.

Goetiie, the master-poet of Europe, has summed up his criticism

of Sakuntala in a single quatrain ; he has not taken the poem to

pieces. This quatrain seems to be a small thing like the flame

of a candle, but it lights up the whole drama in an instant and

reveals its inner nature. In Goethe’s words, Sakuntala blends

together the young year’s blossoms and the fruits of its maturity

;

it combines heaven and earth in one.

We arc apt to pass over this eulogy lightly as a mere poeti-

cal outburst. We are apt to consider that it only means in effect

that Goethe regarded Sakuntala as fine poetry. But it is not

really so. His stanza breathes not the exaggeration of rapture,

but the deliberate judgment of a true critic. There is a special

point in his words. Goethe says expressly that Sakuntala

contains the history of a development,—the development of

flower into fruit, of earth into heaven, of matter into spirit.

In truth there are unions in Sakuntala
;
and the motif of

the play is the progress from the earlier union of the First Act,

• Translate tr*n ilia original Bangui!
(
Pr&ctna Bihltja—HKIT,

)
Tha translation

mu !onnd acting Mr. C. P. Andrew*’ CntortunaUly do net *ncw whom ws

ato indebted tor the InnahtUou. e» Iba nun* of tha Translator waa nowhere to bo traced

-Si
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with its earthly, unstable beauty and romance, to the higher union

in the heavenly hermitage of eternal bliss described in rhe last

Act. This drama was meant not for dealing with a particular

passion, not for developing a particular character, but for translat-

ing the whole subject from one world to another,—to elevate

love from the sphere of physical beauty to the eternal heaven of

moral beauty.

With the greatest ease Kalidas has effected this junction of

earth with heaven. His earth so naturally passes into heaven that

we do not mark the boundary-line between the two. In the First

Act the poet has not concealed the gross cat thiness of the fall

of Sakuntala : he has dearly shown, in the conduct of the hero

and the heroine 2likc, how much desire contributed to that fall.

He has fully painted all the blandishments, playfulness and flutter-

ings of the intoxicating sense of youth, the struggle between

deep bashfulness and strong self-expression. This is a proof of

the simplicity of Sakuntak : she was not prepared beforehand for

the outburst of passion which the occasion of Dushyanta’s visit

called forth ; she had not learned how to restrain herself,

how to hide her fedings. Sakuntnla had not known Cupid

before
;
hence her heart was bare of armour, and she could not

distrust cither the sentiment of love or the character of her lover.

The daughter of the hermitage was off her guard, just as the deer

there knew not fear.

Dushyanta’s conquest of Sakuntala has been very naturally

drawn. With equal ease has the poet shown the deeper purity

of her character in spite of her fall,—her unimpaired, innate

chastity. This is another proof of her simplicity.

The flower of the fotesc needs no servant to brush the dust

off her petals. She stands bare
;
dust settles on her

;
but in

spite of it she easily retains her own beautiful deaolioess. Dust

did settle on Sakuntala, but she was not even consdous of it.

Like the simple wild deer, like the mountain spring, she stood

forth pure in spite of it.

Kalidas has let his hermitage-bred youthful heroine follow
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the unsuspecting path of nature
;
nowhere has he restrained her.

And yet he has developed her into the model of a devoted wife,

with her reserve, endurance of sorrow, and the life of rigid

spiritual discipline. At the beginning we see her self-forgetful

and obedient to Nature's impulses like the plants and flowers
;

at the end we sec the deeper feminine soul,—sober, patient under

ill, intent on austerities, 3trictiv regulated by the sacred laws of

piety. With matchless art Kalidas has placed his heroine on the

meeting-point of action end calmness, of Nature and Law, of

river and ocean, as it were. Her farhet was a hetmit, but her

mother was an apsara, a nymph. Her birth was the outcome of

interrupted austerities, but her nurture was in a hermitage, which

is just the spot where nature and auscerities, beauty and restraint,

arc harmonised. There is none of the conventional bonds of

society there, yet we have the harder regulations of religion. Her

Gacdharva marriage, too, was of the same type ; it had the

wildness of Nature joined to the social tie of wedlock. The

drama stands alone and unrivalled in all literature, because it

depicts how restraint can be harmonised with freedom. All its

joys and sorrows, unions and partings, proceed from the conflict

of these two forces.

Sakuntaia's simplicity is natural, that of Miranda not truly

so. The different circumstances under which the two were brought

up, account for this difference. Sakuntaia’s simplicity was not girt

round by ignorance, as was the case with Miranda. We see in

the First Act that Sakuntaia’s two companions did not let her

remain unaware of the fact that she was in the first bloom of

youth. She bad learnt to be bashful. She also knew something of

the world, because the hermitage did not stand altogether out-

side society
;
the rules of home life were observed here too. She

was inexperienced, though not ignorant, of the outside world
;
but

trustfulness was firmly enthroned in her heart. The simplicity

which springs from such trustfulness had for a moment caused

her fall, but ic also redeemed her for ever. The trustfulness kepe

her constant to patience, forgiveness and loving kindness, in
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Spite of the cruellest breach of her confidence. Miranda's simpli-

city was never subjected to such a fiery ordeal
; it never clashed

with knowledge of the world.

Our rebellious passions raise storms. In this drama Kali-

das has extinguished the volcanic fire of tumultuous passion by

means of the tears of the penitent heart. But he has not dwelt

too long on the disease ; he has just given us a glimpse of it

and then dropped the veil The desertion of Sakuntala by the

polygamous Dushyanta, which in real life would have happen-

ed as a natural consequence of his character, is here brought

about by the curse of Durvasa. Otherwise, the desertion would

have been extremely cruel and pathetic and would have des-

troyed the peace and harmony of the whole play. But the poet

has left a small rent in the veil through which we can get an idea

of the royal sin. It is in the Fifth Act. Just before Sakur.tala

arrives at court and is repudiated by her husband, the poet

momentarily draws aside the curtain from the King’s love-

affairs. Queen Hansapadika is singing to herself in her music

room

:

"O honey-bee, having sucked the mango blossoms in your

search for new honey, you have clean forgotten your recent

loving welcome by the locus.”

This tear-stained song of a stricken heart in the royal harem

gives us a rude shock, especially as our heart was hitherto filled

with Dushyanta’s love-passages with Sakuntala. Only in the

preceding Act we saw Sakuntala setting out for her husband’s

home in a very holy, sweet, and tender mood, carrying with

herself the blessings of the hoary sage Kanva and the good

wishes of the whole forest world. And now a stain falls on the

picture we had so hopefully formed of the home of love co

which she was going.

When the Jester asked, “What means this song ?”

Dushyanta smiled and said, "We desert our lasses after a short

spell of love-making, and therefore I have deserved this strong

rebuke from Queen Hansapadika.” This indication of the
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fickleness of royal love is not purposeless at tbc beginning of the

Fifth Act. With masterly skill the poet here shows that what

Durvasa’s curse had brought about had its seeds in human nature.

In passing from the Fourth Act to the Fifth we suddenly

enter a new atmosphere ; ftom the ideal world of the hermitage

we go forth to the royal court with its hard hearts and

crooked ways of love-making. The beauteous dream of the

hermitage is about to be broken. The two young monks who

arc cscortiag Sakuntala, at once feel that they have entered an

altogether different world, "a house encircled by fire.” By such

couches at the beginning of the Fifth Act, the poet prepares us

for the repudiation of Sakuntala at its end.

Then comes the repudiation. Sakuntala feels as if she has

been suddenly struck with a thunderbolt. Like a deer stricken

by a trusted hand, this daughter of the forest looks on with blank

surprise, terror, and anguish. At one blow she is hurled away

from the hermitage, both literal and metaphorical, in which she

has so long lived. She loses her connection with the loving

friends, the birds, beasts and plants and the beauty, peace and

purity of her former life. She now stands alone, shelterless. In

one moment the music of the first four Acts is stilled.

O the deep silence and loneliness that then surround her.

She whose lender heart had made the whole world of the hermi-

tage her own folk, today stands absolutely alone. She fills this

vast vacuity with her mighty sorrow. With rare poetic insight

Kalidas has declined to restore Sakuntala to Kanva’s hermitage.

After the renunciation by Dushyanta it was impossible for her

to live in harmony with that hermitage in the way she had done

before. She was no longer her former self
;

her relation with

the universe had changed. Had she been placed again amidst

her old surroundings, it would only have cruelly exhibited the

utter inconsistency of the whole situation. A mighty silence

was now needed, worthy of the mighty grief of the mourner.

But the poet has not shown us the picture of Sakuntala in the

new hermitage,—parted from the friends of her girlhood, and

J
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nursing the grief of separation from her lover. The silence of

the poet only deepens our sense of the silence and vacancy which

here reigned round Sakuotala. Had the repudiated wife been

taken back to Kanva’s home, that hermitage would have spoken.

To our imagination its trees and creepers would have wept, the

two girl friends would have mourned for Sakuntala, even if the

poet had not said a word about it But in the unfamiliar her-

mitage of Mancha, all is still and silent to us
;
only we have

before our mind’s eye a picture of the world-abandoned Sakun-

tala’s infinite sorrow, disciplined by penance, sedate and

resigned,—seated like a recluse rapt in meditation.

Dushyanca is now consumed by remorse. This remorse is

taptsja. So long as Sakuntala was not won by means of this

repentance, there was no glory in winning her. One sudden

gust of youthful impulse had in a moment given her up to

Dushyanta, but char was not the true, the full winning of her.

The best means of winning is by devotion, by tapasya. What is

easily gained is as easily lost. Therefore, the poet has made

the two lovers undergo a long and austere tapasja that they may

gain each other truly, eternally. If Dushyanta had accepted

Sakuntala when she was first brought to his court, she would

have only added to the number of Hansapadikas, occupied a

corner of the royal harem, and passed the rest of her life in

neglect, gloom and uselessness.

It was a blessing in disguise for Sakuntala that Dushyanta

abjured her with cruel sternness. When afterwards this cruelty

reacted on himself, it prevented him from remaining indifferent

to her. His unceasing and intense grief fused his heart

and welded Sakuntala with it. Never before had the king met

with such an experience. Never before had he had the occasion

and means of loving truly. Kings are unlucky in this respect

;

their desires arc so easily satisfied that they never get what is to

be gained by devotion alone. Fate now plunged Dushyanta

into deep grief and thus made him worthy of erne love,—made

him renounce the role of a rake.
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Thus has Kalidas buret away vice in the internal file of the

sinner's heart
;
he has not tried to conceal it from the outside.

When the curtain drops on the last Act, we feel that all the evil

has been destroyed as on a funeral pyre, and the peace born of a

perfect and satisfactory fruition reigns in our hearts. He has

made the physical union of Dushyanta and Sakuntala tread the

path of sorrow, and thereby chastened and sublimated it into a

moral union. Hence did Goethe rightly say that Sakuntala

combines the blossoms of Spring with the fruits of Autumn ; it

combines Heaven and Earth. Truly in Sakuntala there is one

Paradise lose and another regained.

The poet has shown how the union of Dushyanta and

Sakuntala in the First Act as mere lovers is futile, while their

union in the last Act as the parents of Bharat is a true union.

The First Act is full of brilliancy and movement. We there have

a hermit’s daughter in the exuberance of youth, her two com-

panions running over with playfulness, the newly flowering forest

creeper, the bee intoxicated with perfume, the fascinated king

peeping from behind the trees. From this Eden of bliss Sakuntala,

the mere sweetheart of Dushyanta, is exiled in disgrace. But far

different was the aspect of chc other hermitage where Sakuntala,

-

the mother of Bharat and the incarnation of goodness,—took

refuge. There no hermit girls water the trees, nor bedew the

creepers with their loving sister-like looks, nor feed the young

fawn with handfuls of paddy. There a single boy fills the loving

bosom of the entire forest world ; he absorbs all the loveliness

of the trees, creepers, flowers and foliage. The matrons of the

hermitage, in their loving anxiety, are fully taken up with the

unruly boy. When Sakuntala appears, we see her clad in a dusty

robe, face pale with austerities, doing the penance of a lorn

wife, pure-souled. Her long penances have purged her of the

evil of her first union with Dushyanta
;
she is now invested with

a new dignity, she is the image of motherhood, gentle and exqui-

site. Who can repudiate her now ?

The poet has shown here, as in Kumarsambbavo, that the
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Beauty that goes hand in hand with Moral Law is eternal, that

the calm, controlled and beneficent form of Love is its best expre-

ssion, that Beauty is truly charming under restraint and decays

quickly when it gets wild and unfettered. This ancient poet of

India refuses to recognise Love as its own highest glory
; he

proclaims that Goodness is the final goal of Love. He teaches us

that the love of man and woman is neither beautiful, nor lasting,

so long as it remains self-centred, so long as it docs not yield

fruit, so long as it docs not diffuse itself in society over son and

daughter, guests and neighbours.

The two peculiar principles of India are the beneficent tie

of home life on the one hand, and the liberty of the soul abstract-

ed from the world on the ocher. In the world India is variously

connected with many races and many creeds ; she cannot reject

any of them. But on the altar of devotion
(
tapasya

)
India sits

alone. KaJidas has shown, both in Sakuntala and Kumarsambhava

that there is a harmony between these two principles, an easy

transition from the one to the other. In his hermitage human

boys play with lion cubs, and the hermit-spirit is reconciled with

the spirit of the householder.

On the foundation of the hermitage of recluses Kalidas

has built the home of the householder. He has rescued the

relation of the sexes from the sway of lust 2nd enthroned it in

the holy and pure seat of asceticism. In the sacred books of the

Hindus the ordered relation of the sexes has been defined by

strict injunctions and laws. Kalidas has demonstrated that

relation by means of the elements of Beauty. The Beauty that

he adores is lit up by grace, modesty and goodness
;
in its range

it embraces the whole universe. It is fulfilled by renunciation,

gratified by sorrow, and rendered eternal by religion. In the

midst of this Beauty, the impetuous, unruly love of man and

woman has restrained itself and attained to a profound peace, like

a wild torrent merged in the ocean of Goodness. Therefore is

such love higher and more wonderful than wild and unrestrained

passion.



PERSIAN ETHICS

Prof. Had; Hasan, M.A., Ph.D.

The Akblaq-i-Jalali, i.c. the Ethics of Jalala’d Din Dawani,

composed between 1467 and 1477 is perhaps the most

important work existing in the Persian language
; but stiff, very

stiff, in style ; and it is for this reason and cot for its sublimity

of thought that portions of it arc prescribed for examinations.

Jalalu’d Din, however, deserves to be read in toto ; his book has

few rivals and his character had fewer
;
he practised what he

preached.

According to this Persian thinker, the human soul has three

distinct powers : the discerning, the repelling, and the acquisitive.

When the discerning power—the source of thought and

judgment—is in equipoise. Wisdom is obtained
; when the

repelling power—the source of anger and bravery—is in equipoise,

Courage is obtained
;
when the acquisitive power—the source of

lust and hunger—is in equipoise. Temperance is obtained
;
and

from a mixture of the three—Wisdom, Courage, Temperance

—

is derived Equity on which rests tire entire super-structure of

Islamic ethics : “We have sent down the Book and the Balance

along with it that men may conduct themselves with Fruity.”

God is one, but His unity embraces opposites ; He is the

first and the last ;
the manifest and the hidden. Consequently

even as Divine perfection is equipoise, any nature, the more

excellent it is, the better will it be poised. This principle, if

prevailing in the particles of elements, is equipoise of tempera-

ment ; in music is harmony ; in gestures, grace ; in language,

eloquence ; in body, beauty ; in mind, equity. Plato and Cicero

have both enunciated this doctrine ; but “in all the ancients,”

says Thompson, “Greek or Roman, we shall look in vain for any

passage in which it is so movingly and comprehensively put as in

the Akblaq-i-Jalali"
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To proceed to the practice of ethics : in opposition to

wisdom is ignorance
;

and ignorance is either simple or

compound : simple, when a person knows that he does not

know ; and compound, when he docs not know that he docs not

know. Simple ignorance is cured by reflecting on the state of

animals, for man’s superiority to animals lies in knowledge, and

the ignorant man makes human nature brutish or even infra-

brurish, for brutes being incapable of deliberation cannot be

deformed by vice. The best of men are those who think for

themselves ; the passable are those who are thought for ; but he

that neither governs himself nor is governed is a worthless

fellow : when best, a little worse than a man, and when worst, a

little better than a beast. Consequently, compound ignorance is

almost incurable : “the blind and the leprous I can cure, but I

cannot cure the foolish.” Let the patient study geometry, for

geometry is a positive science : it separates the crue and the

false by the dearest interval, and it may succeed in reducing

compound ignorance to simple, when a cure may be effected.

In other words, Jalalu’d Din’s rip is this : send mathematicians

to lunatic asylums—I mean as teachers, not as patients.

Nest is the eradication of a bad habit. Thought, not

habit, should direct action, for habit is changeable : if after having

willed to accomplish any act wc repeat and practise the same,

then a time comes when the act is performed with case in the

absence of reflection and in short becomes a disposition.

“Refrain tonight

;

And that shall lend a kind of easiness

To the next abstinence : the next more easy
;

For use almost can change the stamp of nature.

And master the devil ox throw him out

With wondrous potency.”

Proceeding now to the treatment of anger : like sulphur,

oil, wood, anger is combustible ;
the best is he who is slow to

anger and quick to recover, who
“Carries anger as the flint bears fire
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Who, much enforced, shows a hasty spark,

Aud straight is cold again.”

And the worst is he who is quick to anger and slow to recover,

like a fiery deluge, led with ever-burning sulphur unconsumed.

The cure of the effect lies in the removal of the cause : if the

cause of anger be beauty, birth, or wealth, remember, firstly that

“Since brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea.

But sad mortality o’ersways their power

How with this rage shall Beauty hold a plea

Whose action is no stronger than a flower ?”

Secondly, that the distinction of birth belongs to your ancestor,

and should that ancestor say :

“This distinction is mine, what have you, in your

own nature, to be proud of ?”

what answer could you give ?

And thirdly, that wealth is fugitive : “there be land-rats and

watct-rais, land-thieves and water-thieves—I mean pirates—and

then there is the peril of waters, winds, and rocks.”

If the cause of anger be arrogance, how does artogance

befit one who is made of dust, rccurncth into dust, and is eaten

of worms ? “That skull had a tongue in it : where be his

quiddities now, his quillets, his cases, his tenures, and his

tticks ? He might be in’s time a great buyer of land, with his

statutes, his fines, his recoveries : is this the fine of his fines and

the recovery of his recoveries to have his fine pate full of fine

dirt ?” The truth is that none is entided to arrogance save God.

Imagine us humbled and exposed, trembling under the hand of

God, crying for mercy—imagine such a creature talking of

satisfaction and revenge, refusing to be entreated, disdaining to

forgive.

There remains the treatment for the fear of death. Now
fear of death docs not proceed from fear of cessation of existence

( for the soul is immortal, being a ray of the Eternal Omni-

potence ) ;
nor docs it proceed from fear of bodily pain( for death

which destroys the junction of body and soul must automatically
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destroy pain ) ; nor docs it proceed from fear of privation

( for the body per se has no sense ; it is the soul’s continuance in

the body which gives the body sense
;
and how can the soul lose

sense by separation from a body which has none ?) As for fear

of death arising from fear of punishment, retribution is a con-

sequence of crime
;
therefore, refrain from wrong-doing. It is

from acts of sin that this fear in reality proceeds. The first and

greatest punishment of sinners is that they have sinned ; the

second, that they are always in terror, doubt and apprehension :

“And in the lowest deep, a lower deep

Still threatening to devour me opens wide,

To which the hell I suffer seems a heaven.”

The great moralist and satirist, Mirza Ali Akbar Khan
Dihkhuda, however, has grave doubrs of the terror of “the inner

voice." A wet dog happened to brush by a preacher who was

on his way to say his prayers, whereupon the preacher promptly

closed his eyes and said : “God willing, it is only a cat.” “This

proverb,” says Dihkhuda, "is the basis of my story."

The censor of religious morals of the city of Shaft, who

specialized in high living and plain thinking, found himself still

in bed when the cry to prayer was raised. Jealous of maintaining

his reputation, he put on speed, bathed, changed, and was beat-

ing the road remarkably well for his weight, when a dog emerged

from the runnel wherein it had fallen 2nd shook itself dry against

the spurting censor. The inner voice seized the opportunity and

immediately pressed the claims of religious purity ; but the

censor, already late for the prayer, was not to be deterred. “A

dog in a runnel of water,” said he, “this is impossible. If it is

not a fish, it is a duck
;
but why no scales, no feathers ? Ah, it

is a dolphin which, they say, frequents seas and pools 2nd cisterns.

I had read about him in ad-Damiri’s at-Hajwan1 and in the Shija

of Avicenna ;
but how can a hundred vague reports equal the

proof positive of a pair of eyes ?” And so zoologically over-

coming his scruples, the censor raised the hood over his eyes and

L Lift «/ Anmali. >17 MnhniBBl»d td-Dwcto ( diod Cairo 1400 X.D. ).
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flashed past like a meteor of the sky. And he rushed to the house

of prayer, and a cry went up to the tinkling stars : "the censor,

the censor
;
the pure, the undefiled.’'

What thou callcst conscience, O Shaykh, what is it save a

bag inflated with wind ? When the lion hath fastened his teeth

on die goat, dost thou know what conscience tcl’cth him ? It

says : “O king, live long and feed well and be happy, for this

silly goat knoweth not that a simple process of digestion will

presently transform him into a lion.” Similarly, when the lazy

labourer lets his wife die of starvation, conscience says : "This

charming sweetheart in this dilapidated hut, had neither bread nor

blanket
;

thy manly neglect has ended a double pain—the pain

that was hers
;

the pangs that were thine.” This conscience is a

past master in producing from the same vat shades of pale,

yellow, red, purple, black, even darker than black
;
and in inter-

preting elephant for ant, ant for elephant, so much so that the

Kurdish villain coolly said : “If I had’nt killed this fellow, would

he then have lived for ever ?”

If fear of death arises from fear of separation from family,

friends, children and relatives, then wc arc to remember

Firstly, that parental supervision is no guarantee of filial

eminence : Thucydides, Aristides, Thcmistocles, Pericles—all had

sons whom they endeavoured in vain to make distinguished.

Secondly,—and this is an improvement upon Cicero’s

favourite argument against sorrow—that sorrow is not an inevit-

able matter but a state into which volition largely enters, for

whatever object eludes the pursuit of whatever person, undoubtedly

there is a class of people who, being debarred from that same

object, arc nevertheless contented and happy—which shows sor-

row to be no necessary concomitant of its loss.

Thirdly, that the things of the wotld arc meant to go round,

otherwise, our turn for possession would never have come.

Similarly this turn must pass on to others, for property and

retainers are nothing but deposits, and the time must come when

deposits arc to be restored.

6
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Fourthly and finally, that apart from the fact that Immortality

is the perpetuation of old age, if there were births and no deaths,

then a single person ( doubling once in twenty years ) would pro-

duce at the end of four hundred years, one million forty eight

thousand five hundred and seventy six human beings, and at the

end of eight hundred years, proceeding like squares in a chess-

board, the number would be one thousand and ninety nine billion

five hundred and eleven million six hundred and twenty seven

thousand seven hundred and seventy six, which barely gives each

individual standing room upon the planet Thus the desire for

perpetual life is a fancy of those who deal in impossibilities.
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IV

SAINTS OF THE KADIRI ORDER

The Sakmat-ul-Aa>liya70 is Dira Shikuh’s second biographical

work on saints. Unlike its predecessor, the Safinat-ul-Aaliyn

which included saints of diverse religious orders, it is exclusively

devoted to the saints of the Kadirl order in India, with whom

he was associated during his life. It was completed in the

twenty-eighth year of the author in ioj2 a.h. (1642 a.d.), only

three years after the Sajinat-ul-Awlija. During his viceroyalcy

of Lahore in the year 1049 a.h. he met Mian Mir,71 the saintly

disciple of Shaikh Abdul Kldir Jilini, and later in the year

1052 a.h. he came to know Mullah Sh5h Badakhshani, another

erudite KSdirl saint and a poet-philosopher of great spiritual

influence at Kashmir.73 DSra Shikuh admits that both exercised

an enormous influence on his mind and it cannot for a moment

be denied, that whatever spiritual illumination be gained at this

sage was chiefly due to their spiritual instructions. The inspira-

tion obtained through his association with them inflamed his

imagination. Their piety gave a decidedly spiritual turn to his

• For tb» fcrrt Out* i<x=rai to* the rUeo-SVorart guarleriy, Vol V. Porto in A
IV

;
VaL VI, Put I.

TO. Hu satk u Kill onpablishoi exo-pl m fin Ordc itxnalirt'on lilhogruplied >1

Lfibore.

71, Ilu SaMwf ai-Atoltp'l ( Ordn HUiograph, labore ) p. 6, wherein U e»T*.

‘*IUl M lart I mol Goi-knowing nun oo'sath of Dhi-ol-HliJfi, 10«9 •» tlu og* of
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.
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mind and even afiec the death of Miaij Mir, for six years he

received a healthy stimulus to his spiritual life from Mullah Shah

and devoted himself to the study of the lives and miracles of the

saints. It was in the former year, as we know, that he selected

the path of the Kadirl Order for his spiritual enlightenment and

salvation and became formally initiated into the fold of its

fraternity. “God be praised,” he writes to Shih Dilruba, “due
to my association with tliis glorious order, exoteric Islam has

ceased to influence the mind of this fakir and the real esoteric

‘infidelity’ has shown its face”.7* At another place he hopes that

“through the blessings of this hierarchy of the saints of the

(Kadiri) order, I would acquire God’s grace in this world and

the hereafter." “O Lord,” he continues in a verse, “my sole

reliance is on thy mercy ; for I hope not to attain my goal

through my actions.”7-*

Thus his association with the religious order of the

Kadirites gave a new turn to his mystic ideals and the eclectic

pantheism of its crude discipline provided for him a field for

their further development. Even at this early stage he felt

:

“Now my speech is identical with their speech. Nothing

attracts me more than this sect which has fulfilled my spiritual

aspirations. My heart is full of their mystic allusions and inter-

pretations. I am completely captivated.”75 Elsewhere he remarks

“The superiority and the stations of this glorious order have

been revealed to me and all doubts and illusions with regard to

its greatness have vanished from my mind. In my heart I know
that its service constitutes my salvation in both the worlds.”76

The Sakinal-ul-Amlija not only contains a comprehensive

account of the lives of the contemporary Indian saints of this

order but it also records his impressions of their devotional

exercises which he had acquired after an intimate association with

78. iiuWiU-aiaiuiv, Vol I p. BJS.

T4. Saftootvl-AuUya, opt. edt. ( lot. 8. b. ).

TS. MUiMtoUwifei ; Intioio^oo.
W- Ibid, p. 0.
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them. “I desired to record the mystic symbolism, religious

practice and ascetic discipline of the sect in the form of a book,”

he writes, “but as every one knows that these secrets are better

concealed than revealed and as I cannot express the delight and

pleasure which I feel, I thought it advisable to narrate briefly

the lives and miracles of this glorious hierarchy of saints." A
short Introduction to the work is followed by a shorter Prologue.

In the former he reiterates his veneration for the saints in general

and classifies them into twelve different groups ( tviij ) who

profess God, viz., the Mswvabidds who arc by far the best, the

'Arifs, the 'Aibiks, the Sdbihs, the Midribs, the Mmwakins, the

Makdibifs, the Masbdbidi, the Salih, the fddiks, the Rdfi and the

Murids. Corresponding to each of these groups arc twelve

attributes and fountain-heads, “from the eternal wine of which

they receive inspiration." These are unity of God, devotion,

sincerity, truth, humility, resignation, contentment, generosity,

faith, wisdom, love and seclusion respectively. In the Prologue

the superiority of the Kidiil Order is emphasised over and over

again. It is held to be a composite of all these virtues. Besides

various spiritual doctrines, viz., the importance of the spiricual

guide for Divine Communion, the method to find and approach

such guide, the desirability or otherwise of the esoteric songs,

the method of contemplation and meditation, etc. are briefly

discussed. The expository character of the work is apparent

from the fact that the aphorisms of the saints have been discussed

in the light of his personal experiences and the practices of the

various religious orders, in relation to their views on different

mystic problems, have been mentioned in a comparative sense.

While upholding the superiority of the filiation of the Kadiri

sect, to which his personal attachment and regard was un-

doubtedly unwavering, he has referred to many other religious

sects :—the ]unsidi of Shaikh Junaid, the Zaidiya or Wabiddiye of

Khwaja Abdul Wahid Zaid, the Nuriya of Shaikh Abul Hasan

Nuri, the Jaifuriya of BSyazid Bistami, the Adbamtya of Ibrahim

Adharo, the Mubdfibr/a of Harith bin Asad, the Subailiya of
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Suhail bin Abdullih Tuscan, the Kbaratfya of Shaikh Abu Sa’id

Kharaz, the KbafSJtya of Shaikh Abu Abdullah Khafif and the

four most prominent rival sects of the Kadiriyn Order, viz.,

the Cbi'iiya of KbwSja Mu’in-ud-Din Chigti, the Nakasbbondiya

of Shaikh Baba-ud-Din, the Suharawardiya of Shaikh Shahab-ud-

Din and the Kubraviya of Shaikh Najm-ud-Din.

The Sakfcat-ul-Awliya is divided into three sections. The

first section deals with the life, miracles and supernatural gifts

of Mian Mir trader six sub-headings : pedigree, title and place of

birth
;
his relations with Jahangir and Shah Jahan ; his content-

ment ;
general appearance ; dress and description of the places

where he used to sit in meditation. Tnc second section deals

with the life and miracles of his sister B:bl Jamal Khatun. The

third section contains notices on the lives of Mian Mir’s disciples

in two firkds, viz., those who died before the completion of the

work ( 1052 a. H. )
and contemporary Indian saints of the order.

It is in the latter portion chat he has noticed the life of Mullah

Shah, bis spiritual guide and preceptor.

Unlike the Safinat-nl-Avliya which is mainly based on the

standard works on the subject, like the Nafbdt-Hl-Uns of Jami, the

Tadbkrdl-ul-Avliya and others, the Saiinat-ul-Acuitya marks a

further advance in his religious quest. It is the outcome of

mature thought and experience. Not being a compilation of the

orthodox oriental literature, it forms the fruit of his intimate

knowledge of the actualities of belief and practice among the

Kidintes and the distinct individual characteristics in their reli-

gious thought. The religious fabric of the Kadirites, as we will

find presently, is unduly diminished by an overestimated im-

portance attached to the supernatural powers of performing

miracles. The system, it must be admitted, is intricately inter-

woven with the psychical phenomena viz., prognostications,

miracles, spiritual visions, mystic interpretations of dreams ar.d a

wide range of hybrid superstitions. "It must be noted,” remarks

B. G. Browne,7* “that certain aspects of Muslim saints as recorded

7T. Utfory BuScry PoM : Vot. IV. p, 40-43.
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by their disciples and admirers, are to the Western mind some-

what repellent
;

their curses are no less effective than their bless-

ings and their indulgence no less remarkable than their abstention,

while grim jests on die part of such as have incurred their

displeasure are not uncommon.” Notwithstanding this aspect of

the miracles of the saints, it cannot for a moment be denied, that

they form, to a very great extent, the basis of popular belief in

Islamic thought. According to Al-Hujwlti, these may be safely

vouchsafed to a saint as long as he does not infringe the obliga

tions of religious law.™ Opinion as to their affirmation is widely

controversial, but even the most orthodox Muslims admit that

they are not intellectually impossible and their manifestation as a

fact preordained by God does not in any way come into clash

with the fundamental principles of Islam
;
but to carry them

beyond the borders of all intellectual phenomena and their con-

ception as a genus is absolutely repugnant to the modern mind.

Dari Shikuh’s implicit faith in the miraculous power of the

saints is quite untenable as he has nowhere tried to establish it on

a sound and reasonable basis or on the evidence borne out by

the Kurar. and the Traditions. His appreciation of the fantastic

charm of the supernatural often takes the shape of absurd

sentimental incongruities mingled with an unsophisticated

intcllcccualism, and though we cannot for a moment doubt his

sincerity of purpose, we feel that his not too lukewarm belief in

fatalism made Him blind towards hard fact3 and stern actualities

of life. This naturally became his greatest weakness and was, to

a great extent, responsible for his failures in life. It also developed

in him a defeatist mentality which he consciously or unconsciously

shrouded under the veil of spiritual superiority. He often sought

consolation under its shadow. At one time, when after a series

of miserable failures in the expedition of Kandhar, in the year

ioji A. h., he led his army against $afi Mirza, the ruler of Iran,

whose attitude towards that Mughal province was threatening.

T8. Gibb. Mimarlal Bdttloo p. 918.
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he appealed to his spiritual guide Mullah Shah to come to his

rescue. "When I proceeded to Kandhar to give a battle to §afi

Mina, I appealed to Mullah Shah for help,” he writes, "who wrote

to me: ‘wbtnyou shot tbt arras' it ms not shot by you but by God

Himself' Shortly afterwards the king of Iran fell so prostrate as

never to rise again. He was poisoned by his own men and died.”**

But apart from this aspect of his superstitious convictions,

however whimsical aad eccentric they may appear, ic can never

be doubted, that the advancement of his religious belief, which

gradually drifted him towards the dangerous waters of pantheism,

was due to his association with the saints and a thorough know-

ledge of their religious experiences. The mystic allegories

helped him to clarify and properly comprehend the practical

aspects of Divine knowledge, the nature of various stages of the

Path and the doctrines connected with them
; its immediate effect

was the growth of a strong faith in his convictions and a rigour

and assiduity in his devotion, the latter fact gradually tending to

draw him towards a life of mystic contemplation.

The Sakinat-ul-AwIiya, though a biographical work on the

Kadiri saints, docs not contain a systematic and lucid exposition

of their doctrines. On the other hand, it narrates many personal

religious experiences of the saints which give an idea of their

mysterious ways of life. The doctrines of the Kadiritcs arc not

fundamentally different from other religious orders
;
and as

enunciated by Dir* Shikuk, they govern the conduct, rules and

exercises, though not in a very rigid manner, according to the

principles of Islam. Much emphasis is laid cn peculiar religious

ceremonies called the Zib. They have strict rules for silent

devotional exercises and prefer a solitary contemplative life. In

the Ri<3l3 Hak Numa, he has dealt fully with the religious

practices of ‘‘his own order” and it would not be out of place to

give a brief synopsis of his impressions here.

Zib, which literally means "remembering”, in the mystic

terminology signifies the religious devotion practised by the

TR p. i«
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Kadirites. It is two-fold :
^ikr-i-jali and yikr-i-khdfi

;

the former

is recited in public with loud voice while the latter is performed

ia silence or mentally. It consists of the recitation of a number

of God’s names and attributes and their influence on the initiated

with the object of conveying its inner meaning and affecting

thus ‘‘the union of heart and tongue” in invoking the name of

God. With Zikr always accompanies the second stage of

devotion—Mardkba or silent meditation upon some prescribed

verses of the Kurdn.

The system of religious exercises of the Kadirites involve

rigid disciplines of body and mind, but DiiJ Shikuh had no

faith in them. He considered that penances and self-mortifica-

tions, though of incalculable advantage to the regular ascetic,

arc in fact a hindrance in the way of the neophyte. Soon after

his initiation into the fold he wrote : “It was at this time that

God opened for me the gates of unity and wisdom . . . and my
entry into the School of the Perfect was effected

;
the discipline

of the order to which the author owes his allegiance, contrary

ro the religious exercises of other sects, involves no pain and

difficult}’.

“There being no asceticism involve!, all ia gracious and felicitons
;

All is love, affection, ploasuro and

A brief analysis of Dari Shikuh’s exposition of the form of

Kadiri meditation as given in the RJsd/a Hak Numa is necessary

here. First of all man’s troubled soul in search for Truth,

comes into the Physical Plane
(
'A/am-i-Ndiut

)
or the World of

Waking Consciousness. In this world of sensation and percep-

tion, the attainment of the acme of existence is perfect, through

the unbounden joy acquired therefrom, but his spiritual quest

makes him resdess. The first step which he should take is “to

find out some quiet, solitary place for medication.” The method

of meditation is simple : the novice must then concentrate all

his attention on his heart for visualising the Beloved. There

so. rmum* rr*K4, p. <-s.
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aic three centres of meditation in the heart, viz. the cedar-heart

(
dil-i-janovbari

)
conical in shape, possessed by all men as well

as animals, by which physical heart is not meant, as he adds, “it

has a mystic significance known only to the selected few.”

Obviously the centre of astral body of man is implied here. The

second is the sphcrical-hcarc
(
dil-i-mtutdawarl

)
located in the

centre of brain, which is colourless and corresponds with the

Mental Plane ; and from this centre of medication no danger of

distraction is conceivable. The third is the lily-heart ( dil-i-

rMofiri ) located in the rectal centre of the lower part of body.

The meditation on the three- centres of heart, usher the

neophyte into the Plane of Counterparts (’Alam-i-Mitbal
)
which

form a gate-way to the Astro-mental Plane
(

’
Alam-i-Malkut ).

The latter is also called the World of Subtility and the World of

Dreams. In sharp contrast to the Physical Plane, the visions

which he beholds in this world are not transitory and here the

consciousness of the body gives way to an extremely refined

thought-form
(
ja:d4-latij ), “an exact counterpart of the former,

having eyes, ears, tongue and all other sense organs and also the

internal functional organs, without however the external physical

organs of flesh and blood.”

The method of meditation in this world, “which would

remove rust from the heart and from which the mirror of soul

would become luminous”, includes briefly 7ikr-i-khafi or the

recitation of God’s name mentally and slowly without the move-

ment of tongue. This is followed by the practice of babs-i-dam

or the regulation of breath. Both arc combined with perfect

concentration on the heart. In the latter case the freedom of

heart from all superfluities is essential, for unless complete atten-

tion is devoted to purge al! dubious and distracting elements,

the “internal sounds” would not be heard by the neophyte.

The internal sound, known in the mystic phraseology as

the Voice of Silence, is sharply differentiated from the physical

sound, which is compound and ephemeral and proceeds when
two objects strike against each other ; and also from the physio-
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logical sound which is boundless, infinite and self-existent, as it is

produced without the contact of two dense bodies. This primeval

sound is only heard by men of illumination. This form of

meditation is termed as Sultdn-ul-A^kdr or the king of medita-

tions. "O friend 1” D3ra Shikuh explains,31 “when you want

co commence the practice of meditation called Sultan-ul-Ajkdr,

proceed to a lonely spot, free from the haunts of men or ro a

cloister, where no sound can reach and sitting there direct your

attention to your cars with a perfect concentration of mind ; then

you would hear a subtle sound, which would gradually become

so powerful and overwhelming chat it would draw your mind

aside from it3 environments and would submerge it into its own

self. Once they asked the Prophet, in what manner the

inspiration came to him. He replied that he heard a sound some-

tunes like the souod of a boiling cauldron and sometimes like the

sound made by bees and sometimes he saw an angel in the form

of a man who talked to him and sometimes he heard a sound like

silvety bells or the beating of a drum. It is to this sound that

an allusion is made in the following verse :

'No oae knows about the abode of my aweet-heart.

Of thU much I am oauacioua that I hoar the constant twinkling

of tbo bolls.' ( Hafi* )

And in this verse :

"To tho caravan of my belorod I oannot reach,

It is onoegh that the sound of bolls Is constantly ringioK in my
oars.' ( Jan* )”

When the sufi disciple acquires perfection in this form of

meditation, then the world of subtle and casual planes as well as

the plane of absolute unity would become a blessing to him.

“This practice would make you refined and homogeneous,” he

writes,83 “and this ocean of subtle causes and absoluteness would

efface your multi-colouredness and would make you uniform
;

8L Bifflta Ha* Mmm, p, 17.

M. 1M. p. SO.
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the ocean of Truth, the fountain-head of your existence, would

heave up in your heart and you would feel that every sound that

exists in the universe emanates from the voice of unlimited

immensity.”

The third stage of medication is in the Plane of Bliss

(
‘Alam-i-Jabrut ) where a trance-like wonder overpowers and

where “waves of bliss after bliss, of joy after joy, of contentment

after contentment, and of peace and rest after peace and rest sub-

merge the soul under their folds. The man enters the Jabrut

unconsciously and pain and sorrow cannot come to him and no

foims of cither physical or astro-mental plane can have an access

to liis mind.” The method of meditation in this plane is in this

maoncr : all limbs of body should be at perfect rest and kept

away from every kind of motion
;

both the eyes must be closed

and the right palm should be placed on the left and the heart

should be emptied of all forms of physical and super-physical

planes

And finally the Plane of Absolute Truth
(

'Alam-i-Lahut
)

which is the origin of the three lower planes of Ndsut, Malkut

and Jabrut. It envelops them all and remains itself uniform in

its essential nature and no modification or alteration is conceivable

in it : "That is ibt first, that is tbs lust, that is the manifest, that

is the hidden and that vith all objects is cognisant

Kddiri Symbolism. There is no evidence in the works of

Data Shikuh to show that after joining the Kadiri fold, he adop-

ted the outward formalities of dress and costume enjoined upon

the neophyte. The symbolism of the Kadirites, as we know

from his circumstantial remarks in the Scksnat-ul-A»liya and

other works, is apparent in their costume. They wear a long

kbirka or mantle, made of coarse woolen material with upturned

collar, wide sleeves reaching just below their knees. It is consi-

dered a symbol of piety and its origin is attributed to the holy

mantle of the Prophet, which was entrusted to Uwais. The kulab

or cap, made of a number of gores, each signifying a sin abando-

ned, is also held to be of Divine origin. Its long triangular
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shape is adopted in consideration for the shape of the “vase of

light” wherein God has deposited the sonl of the holy Prophet.

To this cap is attached a rose which is also a mystic symbol

:

The rose on the head honours the wearer,

It points to the path of KSdin discipline. M

It has three circles and numerous rings
;

the former signify

respectively the law of God as revealed by the holy Prophet, the

path of the Kaditi order and Divine Knowledge—all signifying

jointly that their acquisition is essential for the neophyte.

The Life and Miracles of Mian Mir. We now proceed to

discuss his relations with his spiritual guide Mian Mir in the light

of the notice on his life in the Sakinat-nl-Avlija. The famous

saint MlSn Mir or Miart Jiv was a descendant of Caliph ’Umar

and his ancestors were natives of Sistan which lies between

Bhakkar and Thitha. D3ri Shikuh’s account of his life is

very meagre in the details of his early life. He was bom in

Sistin in 957 a . h. ( 1550 a . d
. ) and at the age of twelve he

used to attend the discourses of Shaikh Khitfar, a staunch

adherent of the Kadiri order, who was renowned for his piety

and learning. It was at the age of twenty-five that he arrived at

Lahore and settled in Muhalla Baghbanpura known as KMnpura.

He stayed here for sixty-five years. In the year 1045 a . h. he

breathed his last in the cell in which he resided in Muhalla Khali-

pura
;
“his pure soul having taken leave of his bodily cage has

passed into the regions of highest heavens—its teal home, and

thus the drop has become ocean.” He was buried in the village

called Glatbpur in the vicinity of ’Alamganj near Lahore. The

following chronogram, composed by Fatehullih Sh5h and

recorded by DSra Shikuh, is still inscribed on his tomb at Mnn
Mir near Lahore :

MtfO Mir the obiof of the gnofltice,

83. Drown : Ifrf Dtrt&ht*, ^ 181 .
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Tho dost of who«o portal i is onriad by the 6tone of the

alchemist,

Made his way to the city of eternity,

Being disgusted with the world of woo.

Reason wrote the year of hla death :

"Mton Mu has gone to the highest hoaTen.”**

As we already know. Data Shikuh met Miin Mir at Lahore

in the company of his father and it seems that at that time he

was much influenced by Itis piety and spiritual gifts. He gives a

very vivid account of bis first meeting with the saint. "His

Majesty used to say,” he writes, “that in his whole life he had

come across two saints having the Knowledge of God—one was

Miin Mir the other Shaikh Muhammad Fadalullah of Burhanpur.

He felt great reverence for the former and visited him twice in

the year 1049 A. h. I accompanied him during these visits and

afterwards he used to say that Miin Mir surpassed all saints in

detachment and renunciation. ... It so happened that at that time

I was suffering from a chronic disease and for four months the

physicians had not been able to cure me. The king took me by

the hand and with great humility and reverence entreated the

saint to pray to God for mv health. The saint took my hand

into his own and gave me a cup of water to drink. The result

was immediate and within a week I recovered completely from

the serious malady. At the termination of his conversation with

the saint, the king presented him with a turban and a rosary and

received his benedictions.”* 8

The second visit produced still greater effect on the mind

of the prince. "On this occasion I went bare-footed to his house

and he gave me a rosary
;
and while he was talking to the king,

he threw out of his mouth chewed clove which I gathered and

ate and when the king left I lingered behind. I went up to him

and placing my head on his foot remained in that position for

some time.” The same year on the 27th of Ramdhan he visited

Si. The Clipart Um in PexiUn cto: thiadats of hli death u IOC A. B.

00. Fum labels litbc«r*ph cdltoo
. p. XU.
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him again and received instructions in Mushdbida ( contempla-

tion
)
and beheld the Lailat-ul-Kadr.& "One night I saw Mian

Mir,” he continues, "and he said to me, ‘Come I would teach you

the method of contemplation.’ Having himself sac in meditation,

he asked me to sit in the like manner and then he initiated me into

its secrets. ... At another occasion on Monday the night of 7th of

Dhi-ul-Hajj, I found him reposing outside his bouse. I went

near and paid my respects. He took me by the hand and drew

me near
;
then he drew my shirt aside and also removed his cloak

thus exposing his chest. He then drew me close to him and

placing his right nipple upon my own remaked, ‘It had been

entrusted co me, take it away.’ Thereafter such exuberating lights

emanating from his hearc entered mine that eventually I begged,

It is enough, Sir, if you give me more my heart would burst.’

From that momenc I find my heart full of enlightenment and

ecstasy.”"7

The account of his beholding the Laifot-uI-Kadr is mote

vivid. "In the early hours of a Monday morning, by the Grace

of God and kindness of Mian Mir, 1 witnessed the ‘night of

power’. I was sitting with my face turned towards the K’aba

when a sudden rcsclcssness of mind overtook me. I stood up

and paced steadily on the ground, but my mind was awake and

perturbed. At dawn I saw a palace of grand structure which was

surrounded on all sides by gardens. As I thought, it was Mian

Mix’s mausoleum. He came out of the tomb and sat on a chair

and when he saw me lie called me by his side and showed me

every kindness. Afterwards be took me by the hand and said,

'Come I would teach you something’. He then uncovered my
face and placed his two index fingers in my ears, with the result

that the Sultdn-uI-A^kdr overpowered me, and the sound affected

M TKa laiUO^l-Soir or "the night of power" 1« » mptotau night la the month

of Rnroihan. the predio date of whioo it mid to h»r» b«a tatown colj to (he Prophet nnd

few of Ue Companion* The -xo«ll.no« of thin right m uld to be Innumerable

and It ie belUtol that during ife »ol«mn boor* the whole animal end ngetofcle oirallon tow

down to hamhU adoration to the ilmlghUy (
Hcghae' £Kcftowry p S8t ).

ST. JM *.10—144.
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me so much that after enveloping me within itself, it threw me
off the ground. I then lost my consciousness and such a ‘state’

overcook me as it is not possible for me either to describe or

write. It can neither be comprehended in interpretations or

allusions. I obtained what I sought. My pleasure increased

and to me distance and nearness became alike. God be praised.

That is lit bounty of God. He gives it to any one He wishes. Hit

bounty is great."

Another story" is told about Jahangir and Miaij Mir.

Speaking of the accomplishments of the latter, he records that

Jahangir had little faith in saints and dtrveshss and he used to

torture them
;
but on the other hand he entertained great

esteem for Miin Mir. Once he invited him to Agra and treated

him with great veneration. The Shaikh had a very long conver-

sation with His Majesty in which lie dwelt mainly on the

instability of the world
;

his advice had such an effect on the

mind of the Emperor that he expressed a desire to become a

disciple of the saint and abandon the world. The latterj however,

admonished him to continue bis worldly pursuits, observing that

kings had been made for the protection of God’s people and that

in ruling over them he was discharging an impoitant duty

entrusted to him by the Creator.

The Emperor was much pleased to hear this and he asked,

"O Shaikh, do you want anything ?”

“I shall ask you for one thing replied the Shaikh, “do you

promise to give it to me ?”

“Most certainly I will grant it,” said Jahangir

The holy Shaikh said, “My only wish is that Your Majesty

would not give me the trouble of coining to you again.”

With the assurance of the Emperor to this effect, the

Shaikh withdrew ; but the former continued to send him

autograph letters.®5

( To be Continued.

)

88. Ibid. 4lss in Lfttil'o : HUicry of Lahore, where this inoideat is told :a a olightlj

diSwmit miaow-
s'. Two ttoh Irtterj are xeoDrdod by UltE Hilkoa In Ike SaifeHM-nJ-Auitj* (p. 86.).



MY BOYHOOD DAYS*

Rabindranath Tagore

The Calcutta where I was born was an altogether old-world

place- Hackney carriages lumbered about the city raising clouds

of dust, and the whips fell on the backs of skinny horses whose

bones showed plainly below their hide. There were no trams

then, no buses, no motors. Business was not the breathless rush

that it is now, and the days went by in leisurely fashion. Gerks

would take a good pull at the hookah before starting for office,

and chew their betel as they went along. Some rode in palan-

quins, others joined in groups of four or five to hire a carriage

in common, which was known as a “share-carriage.” Wealthy

men had monograms painted on their carriages, and a leather

hood over the rear portion, like a half-drawn veil. The coachman

sat on the box with his turban stylishly tilted to one side, and

two grooms rode behind, girdles of yaks' tails round their

waists, startling the pcdcscrians from their path with their shouts

of “Hey-yo I”

Women used to go about in the stifling darkness of closed

palanquins
;
they shrank from the idea of riding in carriages,

and even to use an umbrella in sun or rain was considered

unwomanly. Any woman who was so bold as to wear the new-

fangled bodice, or shoes on her feet, was scornfully nicknamed

“memsahib”, that is to say, one who had cast off all sense of

propriety or shame. If any woman unexpectedly encountered a

strange man, one outside her family circle, her veil would

promptly descend to the very tip of her nose, and she would at

once turn her back on him. The palanquins in which women

• Translated bom iho crisiaal Bengali by Macjoila Rjite. Tl» bucslMion *31 ba

cun»inu*d ••ftellj. Tbe oricMl I > Bill b* pubUalud at. a Iterate rohuca

»wn*(lin« In 3opt«abac oral by Ui» Viita-BbarnU PoUtafaing Dojnrtcunt CaJootU.

Copifitfltf ttmuJ.—Bd.
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went out were shut as closely as their apartments in the house.

An additional covering, a kind of thick tilt, completely

enveloped the palanquin of a rich man’s daughters and daughters-

in-law, so that it looked like a moving tomb. By its side went

the durwan, His work was to sit in the entrance and watch the

house, to tend his beard, safely to conduct the money to the

back and the women to their relatives’ houses, and on festival

days to dip the lady of the house into the Ganges, closed palan-

quin and all. Hawkers who came to the door with their array

ofwares would grease Shivnandan’s palm to gain admission, and

the drivers of hired carriages were also a source of profit to him.

Sometimes a man who was unwilling to fall in with this idea of

going shares would create a great scene in front of the porch.

Our "jaraadat” Sobha Ram who was a wrestler, used to

spend a good deal of time in practising his preparatory feints and

approaches, aad in brandishing his heavy clubs. Sometimes he

would sit and grind hemp for drir.k, and sometimes he would

be quietiy eating his raw radishes, leaves and all, when we boys

would creep upon him and yell “Radhakrishna l" in his ear.

The more he waved his arms and protested the morewe delighted

in teasing hiui. And perhaps—who knows ?—his protests were

merely a cunning device for hearing repeated the name of his

favourite god.

Thete was no gas then in the city, and no electric light.

When the kerosinc lamp was introduced, its brilliance amazed us.

In the evening the house-servant lit castor-oil lamps in every

room. The one in our study-room had two wicks in a glass

bowl.

By this dim light my master taught me from Peary Sarkar’s

first book. First I would begin to yawn, and then, growing

more and more sleepy, rub my heavy eyes. At such times I

heard over and over again of the virtues of my master’s other

pupil Satin, a paragon of a boy with a wonderful head for study,

who would rub snufi in his eyes to keep himself awake, so eai-

gcsc was he. But as for me—the less said about that the better

!
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Even the awful thought that I should probably remain the only

dunce in the family could not keep me awake. When nine

o’clock struck I was released, my eyes dazed and my mind

drugged with sleep.

There was a narrow passage, enclosed by latticed walls,

leading from the outer aj>artraents to the interior of the house.

A dimly burning lantern swung from the cciiing. As I went

along this passage, my mind would be haunted by the idea that

something was creeping upon me from behind. Little shivers

ran up and down my back. In those clays devils and spirits

lurked in the recesses of every nun's mind, and the air was full

of ghost stories. One day it would be some servant girl falling

in a dead faint bemuse she had heard the nasal whine of Shak-

chunni. The female demon of that name was the roost bad-

tempered devil of all, and was said to be very greedy of fish.

Another story was connected with a thick-leaved badam tree at

the western corner of the house. A mysterious Shape was said

to stand with one foot in its branches and the other on the third

storey cornice of the house. Plenty of people declared that they

had seen it, and there were not a few who believed them. A
friend of my elder brother’s laughingly made light of the story,

and the servants looked upon him as lacking in all piety and

said that his neck would surely be wrung one day and his preten-

sions exposed. The very atmosphere was so enmeshed in ghostly

terrors that I could not put my feet into the darkness under the

table without them getting the creeps.

There were ao water-pipes laid on in those days. In the

spring months of Magb and Fa/goon when the Ganges water

was dear, our bearers would bring it up in brimming pots carried

in a yoke across their shoulders. In the datk rooms of the

ground floor stood rows of huge water jars filled with the whole

year’s supply of drinking water. All those musty, dingy, twilit

rooms were the home of furtive "Things”—which of us did not

know all about those "Things” ? Great gaping mouths they

had, eyes in their breasts, and ears like winnowing fens ; and
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their feet turned backwards. Small wonder that my heart would

pound in my breast and my knees tremble when 1 went into the

inner garden, with the vision of these devilish shapes before me.

At high tide die water of the Ganges would flow along a

masonry channel at die side of the road. Since my grandfather'

s

time an allowance of this water had been discharged into our tank.

When the sluices were opened the water rushed ia, gurgling and

foaming like a waterfall. I used to watch it fascinated, holding

on by the railings of the south verandah. But the days of our

tank were numbered, and finally there came a day when cartload

after cartload of rubbish was tipped into it. When the tank no

longer reflected the garden, the last lingering illusion of rural

life left it. That baiam tree is still standing near the third storey

cornice, but though his footholds remain, the ghostly shape

that once bestrode them has disappeared for ever.

The palanquin belonged to the days of my grandmother.

It was of ample proportions and lordly appearance. It was big

enough to have needed eight bearers for each pole. But when

the former wealth and glory of the family had faded like the

glowing clouds of sunset, the party of bearers, with their gold

bracelets, their thick earrings, and their sleeveless red tunics, had

disappeared along with it. The body of the palanquin had been

decorated with coloured line drawings, some of which were now

defaced. Its surface was stained and discoloured, and the coir

stuffing was coming out of the upholstery. It lay in a corner of

the counting-house verandah as though it were a piece of mere

modem lumber. I was seven or eight years old at chat time.

I was not vet, therefore, of an age to put my hand to any

serious work in the world, and the old palanquin on its part had

been dismissed from all useful service. Perhaps it was this fellow-

feeling that so much attracted me towards it. It was to me an

island in the midst of the ocean, and I on my holidays became
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Robinson Crusoe. There I sat within its dosed doors, complete-

ly lose 'to view, delightfully safe from prying eyes.

Outside my retreat, our house was full of people, innumer-

able relatives and other folk. From all parts of the house I could

hear the shouts of the various servants at their work—Pari the

maid is returning from the bazaar through the front courtyard

with her vegetables in a basket on her hip. Dukhon the bearer

is carrying in Ganges water in a yoke across his shoulder. The

weaver woman has gone into the inner apartments to trade the

newest style of sarics. Dinu the goldsmith, who receives a month-

ly wage, usually sits in the room next to the lane, blowiog liis

bellows and carrying out the orders of the family ; now he is

coming to the counting house to present bis bill to Kailash

Mukherjee, who has a quill pen stuck over his ear. The carder

sits in the courtyard deaning die cotton mattress stuffing on his

twanging bow. Mukundalal the durwan is rolliog on the ground

outside with the one-eyed wrestler, trying out a new wrestling fall.

He slaps his thighs loudly, and repeats his “physical jerks”

twenty or thirty times, dropping on all fours. There is a crowd

of beggars sitting waiting for their regular dole.

The day wears on, the heat grows incense, the clock in the

gate-house strikes the hour. But inside the palanquin the day

docs not acknowledge die authority of docks. Our midday is

that of former days, when the drum at the greae door of the

king’s palace would be beaten for the breaking-up of the court,

and the king would go to bathe in sandal-scented water. At
midday on holidays those in charge of me have their meal and go

to sleep. I sit on alone. My palanquin, outwardly at rest, travels

on its imaginary journeys. My bcajcrs, sprung from “airy

nothing” at my bidding, eating the salt of my imagination, carry

me wherever my fancy leads. We pass through far, strange lands,

and I give each country a name from the books I have read.

Sometimes our road lies through a deep forest. Tigers’ eyes blaze

from the thickets, my flesh creeps and tingles. With me is

Biswanath die hunter
; his gun speaks—Crack I Crack 1 and
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there, all is still. .Sometimes my palanquin becomes a peacock-

boat, floating far out on the ocean till the shore is out of sight

The oats fall into the water with a gentle piasb, the waves swing

and swell around us. The sailors cry to us to beware, a storm is

coming. By the tiller stands Abdul the sailor, with his pointed

beard, shaven moustache and close-cropped head. I know him,

he brings hilsa fish and turtle eggs from the Padmafor my elder

brother.

Abdul has a story for me. One day at the end of Cbaitra*

he had gone out in a dinghy to catch fish when suddenly there

arose a great Baisakb^ gale. It was a tremendous typhoon and

the boat sank lower and lower. Abdul seized the tow-rope in

his teeth, and jumping into the water swam to the shore, where

he pulled his dinghy up after him by the rope. But the story

comes to an end far too quickly for my taste, and besides, the

boat is not lost, everything is saved—that isn’t what I call a

story I Again and again I demand, “What next “Well,"

says Abdul at last, “after that there were great doings. Whar

should I see next but a panther with enormous whiskers. During

the storm he had climbed up a pakur tree on the village ghat on

the other side of the river. In the violent wind the tree broke

and fell into the Padma. Brother Panther came floating down
on the current, rolled over and over in the water and coming

nearer and nearer to my bank. As soon as I saw him I made a

noose in my tow rope. The wild beast drew near, his big eyes

glaring. He had grown very hungry with swimming, and when

he saw me saliva dribbled from his jaws. But though he had

met many other men, he did not know Abdul. I shouted to

him, “Come on, old boy”, and as soon as he planted his fore

feet on the shore I dropped my noose round his neck. The more

he straggled to get free the tighter grew die noose, until his

tongue began to loll out ...” I am tremendously excited.

• MAiuh-April.
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“He died, didn’t he Abdul?” I ask. "Died?” says Abdul,

“He couldn’t die for the life of him
1

Well, the river was in

spate, and I had to get back to Bahadurgaoj. I yoked my young

panther to die dinghy and made him tow me fully forty miles.

Oh, he might roar and snarl, but 1 goaded him on with my oar,

and he carried me a ten or fifteen hours’ journey in an hour and

a half ! Now, my little fellow, don’t ask me what happened

nest, for you won’t get an answer.”

“All right,” say 1, “so much for the panther ; now for the

crocodile Y’ Says Abdul, “I have often seen the tip of his nose

above the water. And how craftily he smiles as he lies basking

in the sun, stretched at full length on the shelving sandbanks of

the river. If I’d had a gun I should have made his acquaintance.

But my license has expired. . .

.

“Still, I can tell you one good 72m. One day Kanhi the

gypsy woman was sicring on the hank of the river trimming

bamboo with a bill-hook, with her young goat tethered near by.

All at once a crocodile appeared on the surface, seized the billy-

goat by the leg and dragged ir into the water. With one jump

the gypsy woman landed astride on its back, and began sawing

with her sickle at the throat of the "demon-lizard”, over and

over again. The beast let go of the goat and plunged into the

water. . .

“And then ? And then ?” comes my excited question.

“Why,” says Abdul, "the rest of the story went down to the

bottom of the river with the crocodile. It will take some time

to get it up again. Before I sec you again I will send somebody

to find out about it, and let you know'.” Abdul has never come

again
;
perhaps he is still looking for news.

So much, then, for my travels in the palanquin. Outside

the palanquin there were days when I assumed the role of teacher,

and the railings of the verandah were my pupils. They were all

afraid of me, and would cower before me in silence. Some of

them were very naughty, and eared absolutely nothing for their

books. I told them with ditc threats that when they grew up
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they would be fit (be nothing but casual labour. They bore the

marks of my beatings from head to foot, yet they did not stop

being naught)'. For it would not have done for them to stop,

it would have made an end of my game.

There was another game too, with my wooden lion. 1

heard stories of poojah sacrifices and decided it would be a fine

thing to sacrifice the lion. I rained blows on his back—with a

frail little stick. There had to be a “mantra”, of course, other-

wise it would not have been a proper poojah :

—

“Lionv, liony, off with your head,

Liony, liony, now you are dead.

Woofle the walnut goes clappety dap.

Snip, snop, SNAP !”

I had borrowed almost every word in this from other

sources ; only the word walnut was my owa. I was very fond

of walnuts. From the word “dappety clap” you can see that

my sacrifidal knife was made of wood. And the word “snaj

"

shows that it was not a strong one.

The douds have had no rest since yesterday evening. The

rain is pouring incessantly. The trees stand huddled together in

a seemingly foolish manner
;
the birds are silent. 1 call to mind

the evenings of my boyhood.

We used then to spend our evenings in the servants’

quarters. At that time English spellings and meanings did not

yet lie like a nightmare on my shoulders. My third brother used

to say that I ought first to get a good foundation of Bengali and

only afterwards to go on to the English superstructure. Con-

sequently while other schoolboys of my age were glibly redting

“I am up," “He is down,” I hadnot even started on B, A, D,

bad and M, A, D, mad.

In the speech of the nabobs the servants’ quarters were

then called “toshakhaoa.” Even though our house had fallen
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far below its former aristocratic state, these old high-sounding

names still clung to it.

On the southern side of this “toshakhana” a castor oil lamp

burned dimly on a glass stand in a big room ; on the wall was a

picture of Gancsh and a crude country painting of the goddess Kali,

round which the wall lizards 'minted their insect prey. There was
no furniture in the room, merely a soiled mat spread on the floor.

You must understand that we lived like poor people, and

were consequently saved the trouble of keeping a good stable.

Away in a comer outside, in a thatched shed under a tamarind

tree, was a shabby carriage and an old horse. We wore the very

simplest and plainest clothes, and it was a long time before we
even began to wear socks. We adapted ourselves easily to our

poverty-stricken condition, the wrecks of our former glory.

'I'hc D2me of the servant who presided over our mat seat

was Brajcswar. His hair and beard were grizzled, the skin of

his face dry and tight-drawn ; he was a man of serious disposition,

harsh voice, and deliberately mouthed speech. His former

master had been a prosperous and well-knowi man, yet necessity

had degraded him from that service to the work of looking after

neglected children like us. I have heard that he used to be a

master in a village school. To the end of his life he kept this

school-masterly lauguage and prim manner. Instead of saying

“The gentlemen are waiting”, he would say ‘They await you”,

and his masters smiled when they heard him. He was as finicky

about caste matters as he was conceited. When bathing he would
go down into the tank and push back the oily surface water five

or six times with his hands before immersing himself. When he
came out of the tank after his bath Brajeswar would edge hi»

way through the garden in so gingerly a way that one would
think he could only keep caste by avoiding all contact with this

unclean world that God has made. He would talk very emphatic-

ally about what was right and what was wrong in manners and
behaviour. And besides, he held his head a little on one side,

which made his words all the more impressive.

9
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But with ail this there was one flaw in his character as guru.

He cherished secretly a suppressed greed for food. It was not

his method to place a portion of food properly on our plates

before the meal. Instead, when wc sat down to cat he would

take one lathi at a time, and dangling it at a little distance

ask, "Do you want any more Y' We knew by the tone of his

voice what answer he desired, and I usually said that I didn’t

want any. After that he never gave us an opportunity to change

our minds. The milk bowls also had an irresistible attraction

for him—an attraction which I never felt at all. In his room was

a small wired food-safe with shelves in it. In it was a big brass

bowl of milk, and luthit and vegetables on a wooden platter.

Outside the wire-netting the cat prowled longingly to and fro

sniffing the air.

From my childhood upwards these short commons suited

me very well. Small rations cannot be said to have made me

weak. I was, if anything, stronger, cercainlv not weaker, than

boys who had unlimited food. My constitution was so abomin-

ably sound that even when the most urgent need arose for avoid-

ing school, I could never make myself ill by fair means or foul.

I would get wet through, shoes, stockings and all, but I could

not catch cold. I would lie on the open roof in the heavy

autumn dew ; my hair and clothes would be soaked, but I never

had die slightest suspicion of a cough. And as for that sign

of bad digestion known as stomachache, my stomach was a

complete stranger to it, though my tongue made use of its name

with mother in time of need. Mother would smile to herself

and not feel the least anxiety, she would merely call the servant

and tell him co go and tell my master that he should not teach me

that evening. Our old fashioned mothers used to think it no

harm if the boys occasionally cook a holiday from study. Ifwe

had fallen into the hands of these present-day mothers, we should

certainly have been seat to the master, and had our cars tweaked

into the bargain. Perhaps with a knowing smile they would

have dosed us with castor oil, and our pains would have been
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permanently cured. If by chance I got fever, no one ever called

it fever, but “body heat”. I had never set eyes on a thermometer

in those days. Dr. Neelmadhab would come and place his hand

on my body, and then prescribe as the first day’s treatment castor

oil and fasting. I was allowed very little water to drink, and

what I had was hot, with two or three cardamoms for flavouring.

After this fast, the “mourala” fish soup and soft-boiled rice which

T got on the third day seemed a veritable food of the geds.

Serious fever I do not remember, and I never heard the name of

malaria. I do not remember quinine—that castor oil was my
most distasteful medicine. I never knew the slightest scratch of

a surgeon’s knife
;

and to this very day I do not know what

measles and chicken-pox are. In short, my body remained ob-

stinately healthy. If mothers want their children to be 90 healthy

that they will be unable to escape from the school master, I

recommend them to find a servant like Brajeswar. He would

save not only food bills but doctor’s bills also, especially in these

days of mill Hour and adulterated ghee.

You must remember that in those days chocolate was still

unknown in the bazaar. There was a kind of rose lollipop to be

had for a farthing. I do not know whether modem boys’ pockets

are still made sticky by this sesamam -covered sugar-lump, with

its faint scent of roses. Certainly it is ashamed to enter the

houses of respectable people nowadays. Where too are those

cone-shaped packets of fried spices ? And those cheap sesamum

sweetmeats ? Do they still exist ? If not, it is of no use to try

to bring them back.

Day after day, in the evenings, I listened to Brajeswar red-

ting the seven cantos of Krittibas’ Karaayana. Kishori Chatterjee

used to drop in sometimes while the reading was going on. He

had by heart doggerel versions of the whole Ramqyans, tune and

all. He took possession at once of the scat of authority, and

superseding Krittibas, would begin to mate his doggerel stanzas

in great style

:

Lakshman O hear me
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Greatly I fear me
Dangers are near me.

There was a smile on his lips, his bald head gleamed, the

song poured from his throat in a torrent of sound, the rhymes

jingled and rang verse offer verse, like the music of pebbles in a

brook. At the same time he would be using his hands and feet

in acting out the thought. It was Kishori Chattcrjce’s greatest

grief that Dadabhai, as he called me, could not join a troupe of

strolling players and turn his splendid voice to account. If 1 did

that, he said, I should certainly make my name.

By aud by it would grow late and the assembly on the mat

would break up. We would go into the house, to mother’s room,

haunted and oppressed on our way by the terror of devils.

Mother would be playing cards with her aunt, the inlaid parquet

floor gleamed like ivoty, a coverlet was spread on the big divan. Wc
would make such a disturbance that mother would soon throw

down her hand and say, “If they arc going to be such a nuisance,

auntie, you’d better go and tell them stories." Wc would wash

out feet with water from the pot nn the verandah outside, and

clknb on to the bed, pulling "Didima” with us. Then it would

begin—stories of the princess from the demon city and her magical

awakening. The Princess might wake, but it soon became

impossible to awaken me. ... In the early part of the night the

jackals would begin to howl. In those days their long-drawn wail

still filled the night round some of the old houses of Calcutta.

When 1 was a little boy Calcutta city was not so wakeful ac

night as it is now. Nowadays, as soon as the day of sunlight

is over, the day of electric light begins. There is not much work

done in it, but there is no rest. The fire of activity continues to

smoulder in :he charcoal after the bla2ing wood has burnt itself

our. The oil mills are still, the steamer sirens arc silent, the

labourers have left the factories, the buffaloes which pull the drays

of jute bales arc stabled in the tin-roofed sheds. But the nerves
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of the city are throbbiag still with the fever of thought which

has burned all day in her brain. Buying and selling go on as by

day in the shops that line the streets, though the fire is a little

choked with ash. Motors continue to run in all directions,

emitting all kinds of raucous grunts and groans, though they no

longer run with the zest of the morning. But in those old times

which we knew, when the day was over whatever business

remained undone wrapped itself up iu the black blanket of the

night and went to sleep in the darkened ground-floor premises of

the city. Outside the house the evening sky rose dim and mys-

terious. It was so still that we could hear, even in our own
street, the shouts of the grooms from the carriages of those

people of fashion who were returning from taking the air in Eden

Gardens by the side of the Ganges.

Iu the hot season of Cbaitra and Baubakb the hawkers would

go about the streets shouting “J-i-i-cc”. In a hig pot full of

lumps of ice and sale water were little tin containers of what we

called “kulpi” ice—nowadays ousted by the more fashionable

“icecream”. No one but myself knows how my mind thrilled to

that cry as I stood on the verandah facing the street. Then there

was another civ, “iW-flowers”. Nowadays for some reason I hear

little of the gardener’s baskets of spring flowers—I do not know

why. But in those days the air was full of the scent of the btl

flowers which the women and girls wore in their hairknots. Before

they wenr to bathe the women would sit outside their rooms

with a mirror set up before them, and dress their hair. The knot

would be skilfully bound with the black hair braid into all sorts of

different styles. They wore black-bordered Chandemagore saries,

pleating them at the waist with a practised twist of the fingers.

The bather's wife would come to massage their feet with pumice

and paint them with ted lac. She and her like were the gossip-

mongers of the women’s courts.

The crowds returning from office ot from college did not

then, as they do now, rush to the football fields, clinging in

swarms to the footboards of the trams. Nor did they crowd in
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front of cinema halls as they returned. There was some interest

shown in drama, but we were only children at the time, so I can

say little about it. Children of those times got no share in the

pleasures of the grown-ups, even from a distance. If we were

bold enough to go near, we should be told, “Off with you, go

and play.” But if we boys made the amounc of noise appropriate

for proper play, it would then be, “Be quiet, do.” Not that the

grown-ups themselves conducted their pleasures and conversation

in silence, by any means
;
and now and again we would stand

on the fringe of their far-flung jubilations, as though sprinkled

by the spray of a waterfall. We would lung over the verandah

on our side of the courtyard, scaring across at the brilliantly lit

ballroom on the other side. Big coaches would roll up to the

portico one after another. Some of our elder brothers conducted

the guests upstairs from the front door, sprinkling them with

rose-water from the sprinkler, and giving each one a small

buttonhole or nosegay of flowers. As the dramatic entertainment

proceeded, we could hear the sobs of the “highcaste girl” heroine,

but we could make out nothing of their meaning, and our longing

to know grew intense. We discovered later that though the

sobber was certainly highcaste, “she’' was merely our own bro-

ther-in-law. But in those days grown-ups and children were kept

apart as strictly as men and women with their separate apartments.

The singing and dancing would go on in the blaze of the draw-

ing-room chandeliers, the men would pull at the hookah, the

women of the family would take their betel boxes and sit in the

subdued iight behind their screen, the visiting ladies would gather

in these retired nooks, and there would be much whispering of

intimate domestic gossip. But we children had to be in bed by

this time, and we lay listening as Piyari or Sankati told us

stories
—“The moonlight, expanding like an opening flower . .

.”

A little before our day it W2S the fashion among wealthy

householders to run troupes of actors. There was a great demand

for boys with good voices to join these troupes. One of my
uncles was patron of such a company. He had a gift for writing
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plays, and was very enthusiastic about training the boys. All

over Bengal professional companies were the rage, just as the

fancy companies were in aristocratic circles. Troupes of players

sprang up like mushrooms on all sides, under the leadership of

some well-known actor or other. Not that either patron or

manager was necessarily of high family or good education. Their

fame rested on their own merits. Dramatic and musical per-

formances used to take place in our house from time to time.

But we children had no part in them, and I managed to sec only

the beginning of the preparations. The verandah would be full

of members of the company, the air full of tobacco smoke. There

were the boys, long-haired, with dark rings of weariness under

their eyes, and, young as they were, with the faces of grown

men. Their lips were stained black with constant betel chewing.

Their costumes and other paraphernalia were in painted tin boxes.

The entrance door was open, people swarmed like ants into rhe

court-yard, which, filled to the brim with the seething, buzzing

mass, spilled over into the Chiepore Road. Then nine o’clock

would strike, and Shyam would swoop down on me like a hawk

on a dove, grip my elbow with his rough, gnarled hand, and tell

me that Mother was calling me to go to bed. 1 would hang my
head in confusion at being thus publicly dragged away, but

would bow to superior force and go to mv bedroom. Outside

all was tumulr and shouting, outside flared the lighted chande-

liers, but in my room the echoes were faint and muffled, and a

brass lamp burned low on its bracket. Even in sleep I was

dimly conscious of the steady rhythm of the cymbals beating in

the intervals of the dance.

The grown-ups usually forbade everything on principle,

but on one occasion for some reason or other they decided to be

indulgent, and the order went forth that the children also might

come to the play. It was a drama about Nala and DamayantL

Before it began we were sent to bed till halfpast eleven. We
were assured again and again chat when the time came we
should be roused, but from repeated experience we had no faith
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at all in these promises—they were grown-ups, and rvt were

children I

That night, however, I did drag my unwilling body to bed.

For one thing, Mother promised that she herself would come

and wake me. For another thing, 1 always had to pinch myself

to keep myself awake after nine o’ clock. When the time came,

I was awakened and brought outside, rubbing my eyes in the

dazzling glare. Light streamed brightly from coloured lanterns

on the first and second floors, and the white sheets spread in the

courtyard made it seem much bigger than usual. On one side

were seated the people of importance, members of the family,

their invited guests. The remaining space was filled with a

motley crowd of all who cared to come. The performing

company was led by a famous accor wearing a gold chain round

his waist, and old and young crowded together in the audience.

The majority of the audience were what the respectable would

call “riff-raff”. The play itself bad been written by men whose

hands were accustomed only to the villager’s reed pen, and who
had never traced out the letters of an English copy book.

Tunes, dances, and story had all sprung from the very heart of

rural Bengal and r,o pundit had polished their style.

We went and sat by out older brochcrs in the audience,

and they tied up small sums of money in kerchiefs and gave them
to us. It was the custom to throw this money on to the stage at

the points where applause was most deserved. By this means the

actors gained some extra profit and the family a good reputation.

The night came to an end, but the play was endless. 1

never knew whose arms gathered up my unconscious body and

carried me off. I was far too much ashamed to try to find out.

I, a fellow who had been sitting like an equal among the grown-

ups and doling out baksbtesb, to be disgraced in this way before

a whole courtyard full of people 1 When I woke up I was lying

on the divan in my mother’s room, it was vet)' late, and already

blazing hot. The sun had risen, but I had not risen !—Such a

thing had never happened before.



GANDHIJI ON THE STATE

Nitma! Kumar Bose

In- many respects, Gandhiji’s Hind-Svaraj or Indian Homs Rule,

which was published in 1908, still remains a remarkable book.

Even a few months ago, he wrote that in order to understand his

ideas correctly, it was necessary to read that small book “with

his eyes.”

In that book, there is a chapter in which a comparison has

been made between Italy and India
( Ch. XV ) ;

and there we

find the fundamentals of his conception of Swaraj or independ-

ence :

‘If you believe that, because Italians rule Italy, the Italian

nation is happy, you are groping in darkness. Mazzini has shown

conclusively that Italy did uot become free. Victor Emanuel

gave one meaning to the expression
;

Mazzini gave another.

According to Emanuel, Cavour and even Garibaldi, Italy meant

the King of Italy and his henchmen. According to Mazzini, it

meant the whole of the Italian people, that is, its agriculturists.

F.manucl was only ics servant. The Italy of Mazzini still remains

in a state of slavery. The working classes in that land arc scill

unhappy. They therefore indulge in assassination
;

rise in revolt,

and rebellion on their part is always expected. What substantial

gain did Italy obtain after the withdrawal of die Austrian troops ?

The gain was only nominal. The condition of the people in

general still remains the same. I am sure you do not wish to

reproduce such a condition in India. 1 believe that you want

the millions of India to be happy, not that you want the tcins of

Government in your hands. If rhac be so, we have to consider

only one thing : how can the millions obtain self-rule ? You
will admit that people under several Indian princes arc being

ground down. The latter mercilessly crush them. Their tyranny

is greater than diat of the English and, if you want such tyranny

10
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in India, then we shall never agree. My patriotism docs not

teach me that I am to allow people to be crushed under the heel

of Indian princes, if only the English retire. If I have the power,

T should resist the tyranny of Indian princes just as much as that

of the English. By patriotism I mean the welfare of the whole

people, and if I could secure it at the hands of the English, I

should bow down my head to them. If any Englishman dedi-

cated his life to securing the freedom of India, resisting tyranny

and serving the land, 1 should welcome that Englishman as an

Indian.”

In trying to define the ideal of Swaraj, Gandhiji wrote in

Ch. XIV of the same book, 'It is Swaraj when wc learn to rule

ourselves. Such Swaraj has to be experienced by each one for

himself.”

It is clear from the above passages that Gandhiji wants a

condition when all labouring people will feel that they arc their

own masters ; such a state alone is worthy of being called

Swaraj. During the Non-co-operation Movement, Gandhiji

objected to the use of violence, for he felt that even if India

succeeded in driving out the English by violence, the condition

of the masses would remain substantially unaltered. But if

freedom came through non-violence, power would automatically

come to rhe masses instead of to the classes. He wrote : “If it

is steel that is to decide the issue, it must be not Sikh ot Gurkha

steel, it must be an all-India steel. If it is brute force that is to

rule, then the millions of India must learn the art of war, or

must for ever remain prostrate at tiic feet of him who wields

the sword, whether he is paradtthi or iwadtsbi. Tl>e millions

must remain ‘dumb driven cattle’. Non-co-operation is an

attempt to awaken the masses to a sense of their dignity and

power. This can only be by enabling them to realise chat they

need not fear brute force.”
( Young India, 1.12.20.

)

Emphasising the fact that Swaraj was to be won both by

and for the masses, he said, “The Swaraj of my dream recognises

no race or religious distinction. Nor is it to be the monopoly of
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the latter persons nor vet of monied men. Swaraj is to be for all,

including the former, but emphatically including the maimed,

the blind, the starving toiling millions.” ( Young India, date ? )

“It is the masses who have to attain Swaraj. It is neither

the sole concern of the monied men nor that of the educated

classes. Both must substrvi their interest in any scheme of

Swaraj.”’ ( Young India, 20. 4. 21. )

In the year 1925, there were several occasions when

Gandhiji further elucidated his ideas regarding Swaraj, and in

each of them, we find a development of the root-ideas contained

in his Hind Svaraj of 1908, With reference to the violent

revolutionary method, lie wrote :
“1 contend that the revolu-

tionary method cannot succeed in India. If an open warfare

were a possibility, I may concede that we may tread the path of

violence that the other countries have and at least evolve the

qualities that bravery on the battlefield brings forth. But the

attainment of Swaraj through warfare I hold an impossibility for

any time that we can foresee. Warfare may give us another rule

for the English rule, but not self-rule in terms of the masses.

The pilgrimage to Swaraj is a painful climb. It requires attention

to details. It means vast organising ability, it means penetra-

tion into the villages solely for the service of the villagers. In

other words, it means national education, i. c. education of the

masses. It means an awakening of national consciousness among

the masses. It will not spring like the magician’s mango. It

will grow almost unperceived like the banian tree. A bloody

revolution will never perform the trick.”
(
Young India, 21.5.25. )

In the opinion of Gandhiji, the condition of the masses in

India as well as in Europe was substantially the same : “I fee!

that fundamentally the disease is the same in Europe as it is in

India, in spite of the fact that in the former country, the people

enjoy political self-government. No mere transference of

political power in India will satisfy my ambition, even though I

IUlics oon,
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hold sucli transference to be a vital necessity of Indian national

life. The people of Europe have no doubt political power but

no Swaraj. Asian and African races arc exploited for their partial

benefit, and they, on their part, arc being exploited by the ruling

class or caste under the sacred name of democracy. At the root,

therefore, the disease appears to be the same as in India.”

(
Young India, 3. 9. 25.)

In trying to clarify his concept of political independence, he

wrote or.ee mote : “By Swataj I mean the government of India by

the consent of the people as ascertained by the largest number of

the adult population, male or female, native born or domiciled,

who have contributed by Manual labour* to the service of die

State and who have taken the trouble of having their names

registered as voters. I hope to demonstrate that real Swataj will

come not by the acquisition of authority by a few but by the

acquisition of the capacity by all to resist authority when abused.

In other words, Swaraj is to be attained by educating die masses

to a sense of dieic capacity to regulate and control authority.”

{Young India, 29.1. 25.) This did not however mean that

Gandhiji had dropped his original ideal of anarchism. On one

occasion during the same year, he maintained that, "Self-govern-

ment means continuous effort to be independent of government

control, whether it is foreign government or whether it is

national. Swaraj government will be a sorry affaic if people look

up to it for the rcgulabou of every detail of life.” ( Young India,

6. 8. 23. )

Summarising the views of 1925, it might be said that

Gandhiji still believed that in the Swataj of his ideal, people

would rule themselves in such a way that there would be no need

of any State. But as that was far away, he worked for the

establishment of a State in which the working classes would feel

that they were masters of themselves ; at least, through their

chosen representatives. 'ITic real power was to lie with the

• lulio, can.
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fotmer. In short, the chief concern of the State was to be tbc

interest of the toiling millions.

In the year 1924, Gandhiji had already tried to convert the

Congress into a voluntary labourers’ association by suggesting

that those who spun and paid their subscription in yarn, could

alone be its members. But the proposal had been summarily

cumed down in the Congress. Commenting upon this, he had

written, “Had it been workmen who had beeu the most in-

fluential people and not capitalists or educated men and a

property or an education test had been proposed, the powerful

workmen would have ridiculed the suggestion and might even

have called it immoral.” ( Young India, 27.x 1.24. )

Some amount of further development must have taken

place in Gandhiji’s mind between the years 1924 and 1928 with

regard to the economic functions of the State ; for we find him

stating now that the control of the means of production should

lie with the State, rather than with profiteering individuals.

Evidently, this was due to the influence of socialistic thought.

In answer to a question regarding machinery and its limitation,

he had told an interviewer that he wanted the unavoidable heavy

machinery to be cither owned or controlled by the State. “Yes,

but I am socialist enough to say that such factories should be

nationalised, or State controlled. They ought only to be work-

ing under the most attractive and ideal conditions, not for profit,

but for the beuefic of humanity, love taking the place of greed as

tbc motive." ( Young India, 13. 11. 24. )
*

later on, in enunciating his economic ideal, lie wrote :

"According to me the economic constitution of India and

for the matter of that the world should be such that no one

under it should suffer from want of food and clothing. In other

words everybody should be able to get sufficient work to enable

him to make the two ends meet. And this ideal can be univer-

sally realised only if the means of production of elementary

* 8m YUKO-BkaraU QxtrUrio, Nor. 1989, p. 945.
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necessaries of life remain in the control of the masses. These

should be freely available to all as God's air and water ate or

ought to be
;

they should not be made a vehicle of traffic for

the exploitation of others."
(
Young India, 15.11.28.

)

The year 1931, that is the year of the Salt Satvagraha, as

well as the succeeding period, seems to have been an active one

so far as the development of Gandhiji's political ideas ate concer-

ned. Once more, he asserted his ultimate anarchistic ideal in the

following terms. “To me political power is not an end but one

of the means of enabling people to better their condition in

every department of life. Political power means capacity to

regulate national life through national representatives. If

national life becomes so perfect as to become self-regulated, no

representation becomes necessary. There is then a state of

enlightened anarchy. In such a state everyone is his own ruler.

He rules himself in such a manner that he is never a hindrance

to his neighbour. In the ideal state therefore there is no politi-

cal power because there is no State. But the ideal is never fully

realised in life. Hence the classical statement of Thoreau that

that government is best which governs the least."
(
Young India,

2.7.31. )

If we leave aside this anarchistic ideal and come down to

practical issues, wc find Gandhiji, as before, envisaging a State

in which the interest of the masses would occupy the supreme

position. The State was not to serve the interests of both the

classes as well as the masses, but of the masses alone. The
interests of the former were to exist to the extent they were

compatible with the interests of the latter : “I may tell you

that the Congress docs not belong to any particular group of

men ; it belongs to all, but the protection of the poor peasantry,

which forms the bulk of the population, must be its primary

interest. The Congress must, therefore, truly represent the

poor. But that docs not mean that all other classes—the middle

classes, the capitalist oc zatnindar—must go under-. All that it

aims at is that all other classes must subserve the interest of the
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poor.” ( Young India, 16.4.31. ) Again, he said : “I will therefore

state the puiposc. It is complete freedom from the alien yoke

in every sense of the term, and this for the sake of the dumb

millions. Every interest therefore, that is hostile to their interest,

must be revised, or must subside if it is not capable of revision.”

( Young India, 17. 9. 31. )

When logically pursued, this was obviously going to mean that

in a free India, confiscation of property would have to be ordered

to a large extent. Gandhiji did not hesitate to say so at the

Round Table Conference in London, with the result that both

European and Indian rich men looked upon him as a veiled

Bolshevist and the reaction against the Congress and its ideals

hardened to a considerable extent.

He said : “l am afraid that for years to come India would

be engaged in passing legislation in order to raise the down-

trodden, the fallen, from the mire into which they have been

sunk by the capitalists, by the landlords, by the so-called higher

classes, and then, subsequently and scientifically, by the British

rulers. If we are to lift these people from the mire, then it

would be the bounden duty of the National Government oflndia,

in order to set its house in order, continually to give preference

to these people and even free them from the burdens under

which they arc being crushed. And, if the landlords, zamindais,

monied men and those who arc today enjoying privileges—I do

not care whether they arc Europeans or Indians—if they find

that the>' arc discriminated against, I shall sympathise with them,

but I will not be able to help them, even if I could possibly do

so, because 1 would seek their assistance in that process, and

without their assistance it would cot be possible to raise these

people out of the mire. . .

.

"From whose pockets ate those grants to come ? Not

from the pockets of Heaven. Heaven is not going to drop

money for the sake of the State. They wiil naturally come from

the monied classes, including the Europeans.

"It will be, therefore, a battle between the haves and
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have-nots : and if that is what is feared, I atn afraid the

National Government will not be able to come into being if

all the classes hold the pistol at the head of the dumb millions

2nd say : you shall not have a government of your own unless

you guarantee our possessions and our rights.” ( The Nation's

Voics, p. 71. )

In an interview given in 1934, Gandhiji practically repeated

the same view with regard to the State, namely, that it should

confiscate property if and when it is established that it is not

being used by the rich for the welfare of the masses. He said

that State-ownership was better than private ownership
; but at

the same rime he emphasised the fact that the voluntary method

of equalization was better than the process of equalization

btought about by the arm of the State. The power of the State

should be decentralized to the utmost possible extent
;
of course,

consistent with the welfare of the masses.*

On another occasion in the following year, while speaking

about machinery, Gandhiji repeated how he wished chat the

unavoidable heavy machinery needed by a nation, should be held

in common for the sake of the masses. This was to be done by

tbc State, but preferably, by small village communities, which

would function largely like autonomous units within the State.

This would be nearer his ideal ofAnarchism.

"Q. But what about the great inventions ? You would
have nothing to do with electricity ?

"A. Who said so ? If we could have electricity in every

village house, I should not mind villagers plying their implements

and tools with the help of electricity. But the village commu-

nities or the State would own power houses, just as they have

their grazing pastures ....

"I would prize every invention science made for the bene-

fit of all. There is a difference between invention and invention.

I should not care for the asphixiating gases capable of killing

masses of men at a time. The heavy machinery for work of

• YiieO-BWaW Quarfcrty, »*r-June, 1W0, pp. 80-33.
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public utility which cannot be undertaken by human labour, has

its inevitable place, but all that would be owned by the State

and used entirely for the bcuefic of the people.” ( Harijan,

2Z ‘ 6 ‘ },< )

Summarising Gandhiji's views on the State, we thus find

that as a philosophical anarchist, he would have as little to do

with it in human affairs as possible. He envisages an ideal

condition when enlightened men would not need State-made laws

to keep them on the right path. But as such a condition is

humanly impossible of attainment at any point of time, we shall

have to put up with a State to a more or less extent

In that State, Gandhiji would wish to sec the interest of the

toiling millions as being its supreme concern. In tact, he would

wish all men—except, of course, children and the aged and sick—

to turn themselves voluntarily into manual labourers.* Others

may exist on sufferance
;
but only so long as their interest docs

not clash with the interest of the masses.

Such a State would confiscate property if necessary, as well

as hold or be in control of the means of production on behalf of

the masses. Gandhiji would prefer this control or ownership to

lie with smaller, decentralized units. Where it is unavoidable, it

should lie with the State. But whether the possession lies with

the State or its decentralized, more or less autonomous units, it

must always be run for the common benefit of labouring human-

ity, never for the sake of private gain, nor for that of one

particular section of humanity, marked off from the test by racial

or religious considerations.

Gandhiji believes that such a State can only be established

by awakening the labouring classes into a sense of their power

and dignity. This can only be achieved through non-violent non-

co-operation and its corollary activities. Any other method may

bring political power within the grasp of some party, but the

* 01. HI. lettccn frost Oil to the mamba of th* SobonnMi Aabnm to WOO, poblUbed

usSm tbs 4iU« From Tmia Handtr, Sod td. 1338. BpKColly th» obkfMm raUilod

Brood-labour, Non-poalou »ad Nou-»!*»)iag.
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masses will remain under the thumb of that patty. Such a

condition is not Swaraj for the masses. For if the party be wrong,

and the masses are in a state of fear of violence, then who will

check and guide the former ?

Thus Gandhiji’s conception of the State is neither complete-

ly like that of the Anarchists, nor of the Communists. It

approaches the former with regard to the aim on political and

economic decentralization, and the latter in that the interest

of the toiling millions will have a dictatorial position within

the State.

The originality of Gandhiji’s ideas is further enhanced by

the fact that he suggests a means of non-violent non-co-operation,

through which power to control the State will come, not to any

party working on their behalf, but to the toiling millions directly.

Non-violent non-co-operation can be successful only when die

soldiers of non-violence learn to take the initiative into their own

hands even when they find themselves alone and if they arc

prepared to lay down their lives without bitterness for an order

in which there is no exploitation and no inequality, i. e. in

a state where the idea of the essential unity of human interest

prevails.

How far Gandhiji’s plans and ideas arc capable of practical

realization, only the future cau say.



SURENDRANATH TAGORE*

Rathindranath Tagoie

We are incapable of cold dispassionate judgment where our

feelings are concerned
;

and I find it therefore difficult to write

about my cousin Surendranath, who was dearer to me than an

elder brother of my own could have been. The wound Mused

by his death is still too fresh. Moreover, the difficult is rendered

more so by the nature of Surendada’s personality which was of

that rare and sensitive kind which, though richly endowed,

delights in obscurity. Only those who came very near to him

felt the indefinable charm of a highly cultivated mind and realized

the inimitable simplicity of a truly noble soul. His virtues were

never concentrated in a full blaze so as to catch the public eye,

but only shed their mellow radiance on those who happened to

come within its radius. Of such a personality it is difficult to

sketch an impression for those who never felt irs direct impress.

But I shall try.

Surendranath was the only son of his parents, a son much

petted and guarded by a jealous mother, and should by all cal-

culations have turned out a genuinely spoilt child. On the

contrary, from his early youth he developed a remarkable feeling

of consideration for others, which made him very popular

amongst his kith and kin and later on won for him universal

regard and respect. I cannot claim any knowledge of his boy-

hood days as the difference in age made me regard him more as

an unde than a brother—but in my earliest recollections I and

him a!readv enthroned as the favourite and the most popular

• Wx of tii* ViiM-S/uriM QitrUrly hare raison lo !>» eia'-afn! 1c oha memory of

Snieccianaih Tagore, "Horn •“'» any «**« ImUrtdnsl, tbe journal owre its

ooatlnaol exaleaoe -fierce worth 11 bai gathered daring l* cuter. He edited

the flirt Barits, aid hi* dote OMfttirtioa aad guSUice alone made the non Bents

prartble. HI* Icoi to ni ii irreparable —*'d.
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amongst the younger generation in our very large family of first

cousins. There is only one story of his schooldays which I

happen to remember. It was told by Sutendada himself and

shows the characteristics of the boy as he was, when he was sent

to the St. Xaviers School for his education. The Jesuit fathers

were sometimes at a loss how to control the lively and quick-

witted boy under their charge and in despair would sentence a

few suripcs when a particularly mischievous prank was detected.

The boy would stand always with a smiling face, the palm of the

right hand extended and the left hand in the pocket of his

trousers to receive the punishment. After one or two stripes

the right hand would be withdrawn into the pocket and the

lefc hand take its place surreptitiously. He never minded this

form of punishment because his pockets were liberally supplied

with the rosen powder which applied to the palm would make

the leather strap or cane rebound without hurting much 1

I was still too young to appreciate the part taken by Suren-

dada in the social life that centred around my unde Satyendra-

nach after he had retired and settled down in Calcutta, at first in

Park Street and afterwards in various parts of Ballygungc. What

used to be known and referred to, with perhaps a note of derision,

as “Inga-Banga Samaj”
(

Anglo-Bengali Society
)
certainly had'

its headquarters at my uncle’s house presided over with great

brilliance by my aunt. Some of the sparkling conversations held

at her salon have been preserved for ail times in Pamlabbut.*

One of the few cherished possessions of my fachcr in those days

was a decrepit foucwheclcr “palki” carriage and an ancient horse

of a horrible piebald colour. Not an afternoon passed when our

family would not squeeze into this conveyance and lumber along

the bumpy toad to uncle’s house. Macadam roads had not come

into fashion then, nor electric lights. On the return journey

at night weird thoughts used to pass through the mind of the

• By Boblndtwilfc Tag.™ An English trannladsn by 3nrcnart>a»lh Ifcgw,

nUfild "A Diuy o! UiB F re. Et.iw-t,", wm» pnhllihrd atsiaUy lo lio rmn-BVwai.

verirrl*, Vol. II, Parte 3 . 8, i
;
Yd. III. Parts 1, 2, 8, 4.
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writer who as a kid would watch the mysterious trees and

houses on both sides, and the succession of lengthening shadows

between each gas-lit lamp, until fitful slumber would transform

the scene into talcs of sanguinary battles in which giants and

demons had -the principal parts.

Those who have read the reminiscences of father’s early life

will remember the ardent enchusiasm with which the cause of

swadeshi business entetprises was taken up in the family long

before the political movement gave it a fillip. Surendada fell an

easy victim to this at an early age. Father had opened a factory

at Kushtia for jute baling and sugarcane crushing mills. He took

both Balcndranath and Surendranath as co-partners to assist him

in this business, which did not take many years to be wound up,

leaving a heavy loss to be accounted for. We were at that time

at Shelida, where Surendada used to visit quire often in connection

with the Kushtia business. Father had isked him to prepare a

concise edition of the Mababbarata in Bengali, keeping the main

story portion intact. He used to be engaged day and night on

ttiis stupendous work but very often we would pester him to

read from the copy and listen to it with enraptured attention.

The book was subsequendy published and has rcccndy been

further abridged under the tide of YLunpandevu.

One of the chapters in the history of our province which

in all probability will remain unwritten and in which Surendada

played an important part is die association of Sister Nivedita, Sir

Jagadish Chandra Bose, Bipin Chandra Pal, Hem Chandra

Mallick, father and a few others with Kakuzo Okakura.*' Much
has been written and we all know the result of the impact of the

British occupation on the development of the life of Bengal but

very few realize the deep influence that the contact with the

wonderful personality of this Japanese sage had on the recent

history of this province. He came at a critical period, when the

• RovJstt nuy bo InfcroitoS lo rmrt Iho jom!al»s«ie«t ot KiUibr Cwknro by

euturirwMh Tftgoio MbuoU la lb* Viiai-Bktralt friarUrly, Yol. IX,Part, 8.—Erf.
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tcaciion against Westernization had barely started. Through his

conversations and through such books as Tht idials of the

East he inspired the people to regain confidence in their own
civilization and to believe in the great contribution that Asia had

still to make to world culture. This brought about a silent

revolution and oriented the minds of the intellectuals in Bengal

towards a healthy nationalism which gradually penetrated the

whole of India- Surendada got himself attached to Okakura and

this gentleman developed such an admiration for his ‘chela' that

at the time of his departure he mentioned to his close friends

that if ever Tndia gained freedom Surcndranath should be her first

emperor.

After the hectic days of the Swadeshi movement, when the

repressive steps taken by the government against the political

agitation led the people to turn more attention to constructive

work, Surendada, in conjunction with the late Ambika Ukil, an

enthusiast in co-operatives, started the Hindusthan Co-operative

Insurance Company. Father lent his newly built house, Lalbari,

for the purpose and the company was inaugurated and the office

established on the ground-floor of the Jotasanko house. Amongst

the young men recruited for the staff was Sj. Naliniranjan Sarkar.

I think it is need-ess for me to recount the development of this

premier Indian insurance business and the future brilliant career

of the young man whom Surendada took under his wing. The

story has been made public by Sj. Naliniranjan himself and the

tribute that he has paid to his guru is in the highest terms.

The co-operative principle introduced in the Hindusthan

Insurance Company at its inception involved the company at a

later stage in difficulties. Surendada was deputed to England to

consult actuaries how to get over the commitments made under

the co-operative scheme to shareholders with the least financial

loss. This was in 191$ and we were still in London when he

arrived. For many years father had been suffering from an

acute ailment the only remedy for which lay in the hands of a

surgeon. At this time he was in an extremely run-down condi-
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lion and my wife and myself were at our wic’s end how to

persuade him to undertake the operation, because till then his

faith in homoeopathy was unshaken and he would turn a deaf car

to the suggestion of any other treatment. Our appeal for help to

Sutendada at this critical stage immediately had effect, his wonder-

ful persuasive power won, the operation was performed and

father obtained a new lease of life.

Surendada used to g:vc ungrudging help to many persons

who came to him for drafting difficult letters, company reports

and even legal documents. But until 1914 bis literary abilities

had remained unnoticed and even afterwards when he had

translated, one after another, many of father's books, only a few

amongst an intimate circle could pay the tribute due to him tor

his mastery over the difficult art of rendering literature from one

language to another not his own, because he did not care to label

the translations with his own name. Those who have come

closely in touch with him and seen him work can testify to

the wonderful ease and facility he had with his pen. I

believe the first serious work he had undertaken was the

translation of Jibansmriti.* This piece of fine literary work

probably still remains the best among his many translations,

Surendada led a busy life but I know even when worldly

worries became unbearable he would still find leisure to devote

some little time to literary work because that was the chief solace

to a much harassed soul. For this reason he resolutely kept on

editing Visua-Bbarati Quarterly journal for many years although

he could ill spare the time.

It is not for me to enumerate the many princely qualities

of my cousin—it will suffice to mention that what attracted

people towards him and won their respect and loyalty was his

unassuming generosity of heart, genuine democratic feeling and

friendly behaviour with everybody, and a wonderful toleration

and consideration for others in spite of a keen logical mind. No

Ifcf orltfn*' Rungull of IUblndrioata Tstoie’t fiftmaihWKM
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words, however, could sum up the innate nobility of his character

better than the following touching testimony by father who knew
him so well and loved him so much.

“One of the noblest traits of Suren’s nature was his remarka-

ble gift of forbearance even in the face of the most aggressive

type of stupidity with which he often had to come into contact

in the course of his business or in the daily traffic of his social

relationship. He never for ooce lost his equanimity of mind in

the presence of pretentious superciliousness of men who were far

inferior to him in culture. Often we have seen him trying to

find out some points of agreement with those who were fighting

him even going to the length of putting their case in a rational

mould which was his own. The mind which is unusually keen

in intelligence is apt to produce acrid cynicism when the environ-

ment is unfavourable but Suren had an inexhaustible store of

intellectual generosity which hated to take advantage of others'

weak points and offered them truce when it was easy to run them

down.

“He had great opportunities before him when young but

saw them wither one by one by a succession of misfortunes,

which he endured but could not control. He was subjected to

trials which would have turned a lesser man bitter and misanthro-

pic, but Suren never lost the serenity of his mind and never in

his life he complained against the unfairness of his destiny and

its guides. This uncomplaining spirit of patience he carried all

through the darkest days of advetsity.

“Those of us who knew Suren knew that he was truly

great but that which grieved us sorely is the unfortunate fact that

he was content to allow bis greatness to remain concealed in

obscurity, helping others into eminence who he was sure would

help bis country and many others who were ungratefully merci-

less in their claims.”
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THE LIFE DIVINE", by Sri Aurobindo—FuttlaLed by thn

Arya Publishing House, Galaulu.

Tn ancient dictum, “Ekomovadwibiyam." One without a socond. re-

lates to cbe Omnipresent ltoality, eke All-pervading Spirit, the Truth that

underlies all life and existence. It is this Truth (but is Brahman, bee;dee

whom nothing really exists. Everything in this universe, living or lifeless,

embodied or tody-lees, whatever ita state of existence, is but a manifestation

of this eternal 8pirlt. Om, Tat Sal. This Spirit Is not definable, for

man can got to measure of it by means of any conception or exporionce

known to him. The individual in trying to determine its connotation has

jwforos to stop at "Neti, netl"—nob this, no* that. So far, Bri Aurobindo

is a* one with the true Vedantin.

But what is the goal, the destiny, of the Individual ? Is ho to remain

for ever knocking at the door of infinity and never comprehending it ? Sri

Aurobtndo gives us the assurance.

“To fulfil God in life is man’s manhood. He starts from the

animal vitality and its activities, but a divine existence ie hie objective."

—Page 66.

This is to bn achieved by an ever-growing comprehension. How far

this progress is oensoious is discussed later on. But. warns the Mauler,

"howovor high we may climb, even though it bo to the Non-Baiag itself, we

climb ill if we forget the bate." This Is the orux of Sri Aurobindo’s philo-

sophy, and difiereniiates it from extreme Monism. The world of matter is,

to him, real and not illusory. The individual’s connection with it oan noTer

cease. A* mao rieoe higher, the true divinity of his nature reveals itself in

the wBy be transfigures the world aronnd him by the light which illuminates

himself. When ultimately he aCains the nature of Brahman, he beoemee,

like Brahman itself, integral and all-embracing.

It would be interesting to cite here by analogy the spiritual evolution

of Sant Tukaram, This great saint of Mthsnrtra. was a Vaishtav to the

core. His divinity was Sri Vilhal, a manifestation of Vishnu. Tukaram

starts life with the worship of a stone imago of this deity. After years cf

toarfui prayer and rigid asceticism, silent meditation and earnest exhortation,

he sucoeeds in breathing life into his imago and stands faoe to faoe with the

bright effulgent form of hie deity. But he cannot pause at this. Tho mere

eight of his divinity da«e not satisfy him. He oontinuea his austerities and

prayers as earnestly as before. At times ha weeps. anon he sulks and

• Continual from tb» previous l«sc*.
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upbraids. The barrier tetwoon hi* Devntu and himself in to him unbearable.

At 1m? Vitboba relent*. Ono day Tuku peroeivea in hi* beait hia own imago

blended, with that of hia bolovei God. Vithal and Tulca are at last one.

But even bore the dovotw cannot pause. Ha persists in hia Sadhana till

through hi* cherished deity ho teoomoa one with the whole creation end

strains beatitudo.

Sri Aoiobindo say*, "Ita (the iibornted soul's) unity with the trnn*oond*iit

one i* incomplete without ita unity with the Coamio Many."—Page 62 ,

Very aptly doc* tho legend doecribe how Buddha paused u Jho door-

way of Nirvana and locking hook took tho vow never to crow tho thro*,

hold as long as thero woo a single soul on earth unredeemed.

Tho Srlmad-BhaRwnt tell* ue a very similar tale. Whon tho fourth

incarnation Narasinha after tho destruction of tho demon Hiranyakuahipu

offerod salvation. Moksha, to the devoted Pralhad, the Utter declined the

offer saying that ho had no deaire to be liberated as long as tbore were oo

many miaeroblo ones loft undelivered in the world.

This, then. 13 tho destiny of tbe individual. By tho Ignorance, Avidya,

he croBBflB beyond Death, and by the knowledge, Vidya, lie enjoys Immorta-

lity. Ignoranoe is the sonw of Multiplioity while Knowledge is tbe realisa-

tion of One-nous. It is only by a comprehension of both that we can enter

the life of eternal bU*B.

But this life of everlasting Antnda that Sri Aurobindo holds up before

man is not one of extinction in any sense of tbe word. Ou tbe contrary, it

is a life, as tho great Chaitanya promised to hi* devotees . of love for tbe

Lord and of Bervioe to Hie world. It obould never be lost eight of that the

great Yogi of Pondicherry, however much of his tockniqne ho may havo

derived from fiankar&chaiya, is r.o believer in Miya or illusion, but takes a

firm stand oo the reality of tho material universe and character)ees it os tbe

Leela or manifestation of Brahman. In so far as the Master is a Leelo-

vadi be is rather at one with the great Vaiohnava eages of the pa3 t and with

Sri Ramaknshna of our owe days. But still 8 ri Aurobinao’e philosophy is

not really incompatible with that of tho utoienl Moniat. For the Utter

recognised two distinot kinds of Moksha or liberation of the eonl. Ono ho

oalied Nirvana Moksha, which implied complete absorption in the Brahman

bM the oesaation of all relationship with a creation wbioh was illusory in

itn nature and which, for him, coaeed to exist. Bat tbe other Moksha

designated Nirmana wo* quite a different ntote. The litersted soul having

bsthod in the light of the Supreme acquire! a new outlook and returned his

work in tbe universe on a higher piano. It was this Nirmana id» which

wo tee highly devolopod later on in the Vaiahuav literature of Bengal. The

erudition of the soul thus liberated can be oensidered analogous to tbe theo-
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phanous Blate of aooient Grosk philosophy. The individual, h mas# never

bn forgotten, is b necessary unit. Hie ultimate destiny is not extinction but

Illumination. For the manifestation of too Transcendent in tho universe,

the illumination of the individual is a necessity.

It has already been slate! more than onoe thal acoordiog to Sri

Aurohindo everything in tho universe is a manifestation of the Braiunan

and, ai such, is real and not Illusory in it# nature. Diverse are the forma

in which Nature appears to the individual, but when comprehension tomes

lo him he realises thal il is all but one bud that hin relationship with it can

never cease.

Iu the sixth chapter the Master thus reiterates man's real mission and

hia destiny in the universe:

"The ascent fc> the divine life is tho human journey, the Work of

works, the acceptable B&crifioe. This alono ia man’s real baaiDoee in

che world and tho justification of his existence."

rta is for this purpose that out of the insignificant ono-celled organism

of tho primoral oarth he* evolved the rational cultured human unit of to-day.

Yet, how ia tho ascent to the divine Life to be achieved t We are assured

that there ia no real obstacle. On Iho oorlrary. the all-pervading Spirit

iteelf wills it. The goncral oourss of ovolulloa helps the individual aloDg

the firat pari of his journey without even his knowing it. But tho la«t steps

are climbed by man’s oonsoioue effort, by a "prosreesive awakening and

sdf-enlaigeuieat.” This effort constitutes tho motive of all sjxritual

Sadhaa*. In chapter VI wo bavo a remarkable presentation of this progress

of Iho individual, wbiob every reader should peruse oaxefully for himself.

Wo give below an extract thereof whioh in u way summarises Sri Aurobindo's

view of man's progressive enlightenment.

"Tho animal Ufo emerging out of Mailer is only the inferior term

of hia existence. The life of thought, feeling, will, oonacious impulsion,

that whioh we name in its totality Mind, that which strives to seize

upon Matter and its vital energies and subject them to the law of ile

own progressive transformation, ia the middle term in whioh bo tabee

his effectual station. But there is equally a supreme term which Mind

in man Marches after so that having found he may affirm it in his

mental and bodily existence. This practical affirmation of something

essentially superior to bis present self is tho basis of the divine Ufo in

the human being."—Page 71.

But. one may ask, how is Buoh a transmutation conceivable ? By

what magic oan the individual of clay, subject lo pain, sorrow and death,

pass into the oondltioa of deathless beatitude ? Such transformation is

possible because the individual i* not different in esssuos from she Spirit
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pervading (lie universe. In Subetanoe they bio identical, being bat manifes-

tations of the one Beality. To understand this fully one ha* to realise not

only the asoent of the individual but the descent of tbo Supreme. Prom the

Vaiahnavio point of view oao ho« to oomprehond both Krishna and Badha,

tbo impatient call of tho Divine fluto as well as tbo maddening offoct thereof

on tic Maid of Brindoban.

Sorrow and death, saya Sri Aurobindo, "can only bo the creation,

positive in practical effect, negativo in Meonce, of a distorting oonBcioceneea

which has fallen from tbe total ana unifying knowledge of itself into soma

error of division and partial experience.” Redemption cornea by the realisa-

liou of the universal in the individual. When this happens, apparent

contradictions between joy and Borrow, good and evil, death and dealhleM-

nesa, vanish in the light of a higher knowledge. Oppcoilaa are transmuted

Into something surpassing tham. 8ays tbe Master, "Evolution baa enabled

man to appear in Matter and it ia this evolution which will onablo him

progressively to manifest God in the body,—tbo universal Incarnation.”

Man 'a rationalism, his imagination and his intuition have given him

tbo power of conceiving a state of existeDoc higher than his own and hoe

planted in him tho ambition of passing into that state. Bor thousands of

years be haa been trying to devise ways and means by which be oan otadc

pain, sorrow aod death, and attain to a condition of unending Bliss. He
bas bad his suooeeees and ble failures, but tho time is getting ripe for a

general uplift of the race to a plane which has so far been visualised by but

a fortunate few. This is 8ri Aurobindo’* conception of tho law of evolution

in its entirety.

0. C. DuU.

A GEOQBAPEICAL ANALYSIS OP TEE LOWER
INDUS BASIN ( SIND )

in Parts I, II, III, by Profoonor Maneok B. PithawaU.

B. A., B. Sc., L. C. P., 0. P. 8., D.8C-, with 27 plates of maps,

graphs and diagrams ; Part I, prieo R*. 6/-, Part II,

pries Bs. 2/8/-, Part III, prioo Bs. 8/-. Available

from tbo Author, at Victoria Boad, Karachi.

THUS valuahlo book of research In the geography of Sioa, originally

appeared as articles in the Journal 0/ the Stud Historical Society ( Vol. H.
Part I ), Prooivlinjs 0/ to* Indian Academy cf Science a, Bangalore ( Vol.

TV, No. 4, Vol. VI, No. 1 ), and in the Journal of the fjniiwwfp of Bombay

( Vol. V. Part 4 ). The University of Bombay, in approbation of tbe
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original research work done by Prof. Pithawala, has reoenlly oonforred tbe

degree of Doctor of Baiooce on the learned author.

The geography of Sind was a muoh neglected subject before Prof.

Pithawala look np Bhe subjeol, and now. thanks 4c him, the geography of

Bind beoamee suob an in&sreetiog and Instructive matter to read. Tbe neb

amount of data, published, wo boliovo, for tbe first time, and the numerous

platoe of maps and graphs bospeak not only years of patient study but aluo

lire seat and Interest of a pioneer. Wo fool certain that Prof. Plthawola’e

geographical researches will prove of vary great aitistanas to the 8ind

Government. The learned author has done a diatinct servioe to tbs

"Unhappy Valley of the Indus", in bringing out this rare book, tho first of

ita kind, in hiatcilco-goographical research.

We look forward with great intares t to tbe other publications of Prof.

Piihawala on similar subjects.

A. B. Adrs.nl.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE SELF or A System of Idealism based

upon AdvaiSa Fkdanta—by G. B. Malkanl, M. A. (
Director,

Indian Institute of Philosophy, Amalnor )—Published by

the Institute, 1939.

This book, consisting of thirteen chapters, embodies the lectures that tho

author delivered at the Indian Institute of Philosophy, Amalnor, from

time to time during the year 1933-39. Ho states in tbo Preface

hiB own philosophical standpoint as that of the Advaila and

he haa endeavoured to present in on expository manner the position

of the system regarding the ultimata nature of Reality aa tho Self.

Hence the name of the work giveu as tbs Philcscpky f l\t Self. The

method of exposition and defence adopted is mainly chat of the Idealiatio

system of thought in tbe West, although ho has boon careful to point

out the differences and difficulties in the ultimata findings of tbo Utter

schools. The discussions undertaken are no doubt preeminently rationali-

stic. But tho learned author has not kseitatad so point out where reason

fails to yield ultimate truth shout the nature of roality. Season, he appears

to assert, renders but negative help In our pursuit of knowledge of this troth,

the apprehension of which is possible positively only by higher intuition

which Acharya Sankara calls Aparckia. This is all right from the stand-

point of ths Advaita School of Vedanta. But it was expected in a work of

the kind, and particularly from the method of exposition adopted, that tbe

author would throw some light on the nature of tala Intuition and its

modtu optrandi in yielding the particular knowledge for which it ia held to
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be the only passible source. The author doe* not appear to have handled

this Question properly anywhere In the oourae of hia leMurei embodied in

the work. Tho want of this explanation leave* one to wonder whether the

oondnsion bo comes to. or the poaition he advocates, ie Dot after all a

dogmatic assertion of hit poraonal faith. He has no doubt expressed this

attitude of his roiod in the lui sentence with whioh ho ccnolndeB the

Preface : "A little credulity, whioh I like to call a spirit of faith and of

humility, has eomotimea a greater truth-value than carping criticism." That

U all right. Dub why then the elabrruta discussions he has undertaken in

the hock on various subjects considered to be directly or indireclly connected

with the fundamental problem he has ultimately to Bottle? The only

pcssible reply from a staunoh follower of tho dialectic of Sankara like himself,

would, no doubt, be thab all those argumentations on rationalistic

lines are simply meant for the removal of ajXano ( ignoranoo ) regarding the

ultimata nature of reality. Bui can this negative attitude alone satisfy a

seeker of truth ? The author knows that batter than a more reader could

pcesibly do. What would strlko a roador, liko ths present reviewer, is the

free indulgence into subtilitiea in the mode of argumentation adopted in

aeveral place* in the oourso of the writing, particularly in the Introduction

and the turlicr chapters, in whioh he appears to surpass a Bradleisn of the

West, and a follower of Sribom or of Msdhusudsna of the Advaita School

of the East. I wish the author oould have avoided these ‘inconclusive’

sabtilitiee in the presentation of the main issues. It is admitted, that would

not have boon Quito ’philosophical.' But has he not 'stated himself by

implication that on approach to ultimate reality lies beyond She usual path

of philosophical dismissions 1 The author has no doubt taken honest pains

to assert and justify what his own oonvictions are. Buo thou the work in

which he embodies his views should have been undertaken more itluoidn-

tively to moke the writing intelligible to tho renders of tho work. In making

this general remark I do not, howevor, mean to say that tho hcok is

unintelligible throughout. There are chapters whioh are wriiton dearly,

and the subjects treated therein are handled admirably It is only nb knotty

places that the argumentation is found to be raohor too subtle, and, I am
afraid, nol quite froo from inconsistencies. On the whole, howover, tbo

book appears to be, in its methods of presentation, a new approach to a most

difficult problem end a new way of its solution. Tbo exposition attempted

ooTers an extensive ground, bringing in aubjeots, which ore, more or lees,

directly or indirectly, connected with the main problem.
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THE BIRD-MEN*

Over earrh and waters has he triumphed,

and now the Demon of Machines

has fashioned birds of men

to conquer the heights as well.

The birds—so colourful, so joyous,

companions of muld-coloured clouds

—

are fashioned by trie artists in Paradise
;

to the blue sky and strong winds

are they kin.

They sport to the rhythm of the breeze,

they sing to the cune of unconfined space,

their awakenings harmonize

with the coming of the dawnlight

to the warbling woods.

The flutter of their gay wings

ripples on the vast sea of calm

under the vast sky.

From ages immemorial,

coursing through the pathways of the sky,

• Tnn«l»>; frera tli* origin*] BcsgUi c4 B»b!ndrsn»lb "ngoiB ( irfaW In ***'W»,

1M0 ) by KshlHah Roy.
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have they brought the message oflife

to the woods and hills.

Today sheer defiance has spread its wings,

and arrogant in its pride of power

the lifeless machine soars,

—unblest by the gods,

unacknowledged by the sun and the moon ;

disowning the very sky, it zooms overhead

desecrating the air with its strident roar.

Man’s profanity rides the region of clouds,

defiling with unholy glee

the very light of heaven.

The doom has come at last

and discord hurls itself like thunder,

reckless, unchecked and uncontrolled.

Malice feeds the name of death

and terror spreads from shore to shore.

If in the midst of this flaming ruin

God finds not His own true seat,

then, O Lord of Thunder, my God,—

let the very last chapter of this story

come to its finale

in the fiery wrath of Rudra.

Out of her affliction, the world prays,

“Let green groves resound over again

with the rapture of birdnotes.”

dL



CIVILISATION AND PROGRESS

Rabindranath Tagore

A Chinese author writes : “The terrible tragic aspect of the

situation in China is that, while the Chinese nation is called npon

to throw away its own civilisation and adopt the civilisation of

modem Europe, there is not one single educated man in the

whole Empire who has the remotest idea of what this modem
European civilisation really is.”

The word "civilisation” being a European word, we have

hardly yet taken the trouble to find out its real meaning. For

over a century we have accepted it, as we may accept a gift

horse, with perfect trust, never caring to count its teeth. Only

very lately we have begun to wonder if wc realise in its truth

what the western people mean when they speak of civilisation.

Wc ask ourselves, “Has it the same meaning as some word in

our own language which denotes for us the idea of human

perfection ?”

Gvilisation cannot merely be a growing totality of happen-

ings that by chance have assumed a particular shape and tendency

which we consider to be excellent. It must be the expression

of some guiding moral force which we have evolved in our

society for the object of attaining perfection. The word

‘perfection' has a simple and definite meaning when applied to

an inanimate thing, or even to a aeaiure whose life has princi-

pally a biological significance. But man being complex and

always on the path of transcending himself, the meaning of the

word ‘perfection’ as applied to him, cannot be crystallised into

an inflexible idea. This has made it possible for different races to

have different shades of definition for this term.

•Wo ore glad te reprint this made whfch *« originally delivered ui lecture in

(China Oaring the Pcot’c tour in 19M, and fiat pnbllihoi in "Talk* In China" In 3998. The
relevance ci Iheanthor'i ol modern clrllimtlon wu new more obvloua today.

What he prophesied then i» happening beioro our 0700.—£d.
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The Sanskrit word dbarma is the nearest synonym in our

own language, that occurs to me, for the word civilisation. In

fact, we have no other word except perhaps some newly-coined

one, lifeless and devoid of atmosphere. The specific meaning

of dbarma is that principle which holds us firm together and

leads us to our best welfare. The radical meaning of this word

is the essential quality of a tiling.

Dbarma for man is the best expression of what he is in

truth. He may reject dbarma and may choose to be an animal

or a machine and thereby may not injure himself, may even gain

strength and wealth from an external and material point of view ;

yet this will be worse than death for him as a man. Tt has been

said in our scriptures : Through a-dbarma ( the negation of dbarma )

man prosptrs, gains what appears desirable, conquers enemies, but

perishes at the root.

One who is merely a comfortable money-making machine

does not carry in himself the perfect manifestation of man. He

is like a gaudily embroidered purse which is empty. He raises

a rich altar in his life to the blind and deaf image of a yawning

negation and all the costiy sacrifices continually offered to it arc

poured into the mouth of an ever hungry abyss. And,

according to our scriptures, even while he swells and shouts

and violently gesticulates, he perishes.

The same idea has been expressed by the great Chinese

sage, Lao-tae, in a different manner, when he says : One mho

may die, but will not perish, has life everlasting. In this he

also suggests that when a man reveals his truth he lives, and

that truth itself is dbarma. Civilisation, according to this ideal,

should be the expression of man’s dbarma in his corporate life.

We have for over a century been dragged by the

prosperous West behind its chariot, choked by the dust,

deafened by the noise, humbled by our own helplessness, and

overwhelmed by the speed. We agreed to acknowledge that

this chariot-drive was progress, and that progress was civilisa-

tion. If we ever ventured to ask, “Progress towards what.
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and progress for whom ?”—it was considered to be peculiarly

and ridiculously oriental to entertain such doubts about the

absoluteness of progress. Of late, a voice has come to us

bidding us to take count not only of the scientific perfection

of the chariot but of the depth of the ditches lying across its

path.

When I was a child I had the freedom to make my own
toys out of trifles and create my own games from imagination.

In my happiness my playmates had their full share
;
in fact

the complete enjoyment of my games depended upon their

taking part in them. One day, in this paradise of our

childhood, entered a temptation from the market world of the

adult. A toy bought from an English shop was given to one

of our companions
;

it was perfect, big and wonderfully life-

like. He became proud of the toy and less mindful of the

game
;

he kept that expensive thing carefully away from us,

glorying in his exclusive possession of it, feeling himself

superior to his playmates whose toys were cheap. I am sure

if he could have used the modem language of history he

would nave said that he was more civilised than ourselves to

the extent of his owning that ridiculously perfect toy.

One thing he failed to realise in his excitement—a fact

which at the moment seemed to him insignificant,—that this

tempiation obscured something a great deal more perfect than

his toy, the revelation of the perfect child. The toy merely

expressed his wealth, but not the child’s creative spirit, not-

the child’s generous joy in his play, his open invitation to

all who were his compeers to his play-world.

Once there was an occasion for me to motor down to

Calcutta from a place a hundred miles away. Something

wrong with the mechanism made it necessary for us to have

a repeated supply of water almost every half an hour. At
the first village where we were compelled to stop, we asked

the help of a man to find water for us. It proved quite a

task for him, but when we offered him his reward, poor
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though he was, he refused to accept it. In fifteen other villages

the same tiling happened. In a hot country where travellers

constantly need water, and where the water supply grows

scanty in summer, the villagers consider it their duty to offer

water to those who need it. They could easily make a business

of it, following the inexorable law of demand and supply.

But the idcsl which they consider to be their dbarma has

become one with their life. To ask them to sell it, is like

asking them to sell their life. They do not claim any personal

merit for possessing it.

Lao-tze speaking about the man who is truly good says :

He quiektns, but owns not. He acts, but claim not. Merit be

accomplishes, but dwells not on it. Sine» he dots not dwell on it, it

will never leave him. That which is outside ourselves we can sell,

but that which is one with our life we cannot. This complete

assimilation of truth belongs to the paradise of perfection ; it

lies beyond the purgatory of self-consciousness. To have reached

it proves a long process of civilisation.

To be able to take a considerable amount of trouble in

order to supply water to a passing stranger and yet never to

claim meric or reward for it seems absurdly and negligihly simple

compared with the capacity to produce an amazing number of

things per minute. A millionaire tourist, ready to comer the

food market and grow rich by driving the whole world to the

brink of starvation, is sure to feel too superior to notice this

.simple thing while rushing through our villages at sixty miles an

hour. For it is not aggressive like a telegraphic pole that pokes

our attention with its hugely long finger, or resounding like his

own motor engine that shouts its discourtesy to the silent music

of the spheres.

Yes, it is simple
;

but that simplicity is the product of

centuries of culture
;

such simplicity is difficult of imitation.

Tn a few years’ time it might be possible for me to learn how to

make holes in thousands of needles instantaneously by turning a

wheel, but to be absolutely simple in one’s hospitality to one’s
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enemy or to a stranger requires generations of training. Simpli-

city takes no account of its own value, claims no wages, and

therefore those who arc enamoured of power do not realise that

simplicity of spiritual expression is the highest product of civilisa-

tion.

A process of disintegration can kill this rare fruit of a

higher life, as a whole race of birds possessing some tare beauty

can be made extinct by the vulgar power of avarice which has

civilised weapons. This fact was dearly proved to me when I

found that the only place where a price was expected for the

water given to us, was when we reached a suburb of Calcutta,

where life was richer, the water supply easier and more abundant,

and where progress flowed in numerous channels in all directions.

We must get to know this force of disintegration, and bow it

works.

Creation is the revelation of truth through the rhythm of

form, its dualism consisting of the expression and the material.

Of these the material muse offer itself as a sacrifice in absolute

loyalty to the expression. It must know that it can be

no end in itsdf and therefore by the pressure of its

voluininousncss it should not carry men away from their creative

activities.

In India we have a spedes of Sanskrit poem in which all

the complex grammatical rules are deliberately illustrated. This

produces continual sparks of delight in the minds of some

readers, who, even in a work of act, seek some tangible proof of

power, almost physical in its manifestation. This shows that by

special cultivation a kind of mentality can be produced which is

capable of taking delight in the mere spectadc of power, mani-

pulating materials, forgetting that materials have no value of

their own. We sec the same thing in the modem western world

where progress is measured by the speed with which materials

are multiplying. Their measure by horse-power is one before

which spirit-power has made itself humble. Horse-power drives,

spirit-power sustains. That which drives is called the
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principle of progress, chat which sustains we call dharma
;

and this word dljarma I believe should be translated as

civilisation.

We have heard from the scientist that ar. atom consists

of a nucleus drawing its companions round it in a rhythm

of dance and thus forms a perfect unit. A civilisation

remains healthy and strong as long as it contains in its

centre some creative ideal that binds its members in a rhythm

of relationship. It is a relationship which is beautiful and

not merely utilitarian. When this creative idea! which is

dkarna gives place to some overmastering passion, then this

civilisation bursts into conflagration like a star that has lighted

its own funeral pyre. From ics modest glow of light this

civilisation flares up into a blaze, only to end in violent

extinction.

Western society, for some ages, had for its central motive

force a great spiritual ideal and not merely an impetus to

progress. It had its religious faith which was actively busy

in bringing about reconciliation among the conflicting forces of

society. What it held to be of immense value was the perfection

of human relationship, to be obtained by controlling the egoistic

instincts of man, and by giving him a philosophy of his funda-

mental unity. In the course of the last two centuries, however, the

West found access to Nature’s storehouse of power, and ever

since all its attention has been irresistibly drawn in chat direction.

Its inner ideal of civilisation has thus been pushed aside by the

love of power.

Man’s ideal has for its field of activity the whole of human

nature from its depth to its height. The light of this ideal is

gende because diffused, its life is subdued because a'l-cmbracing.

It is serene because it is great ; it is meek because it is compre-

hensive. But our passion is narrow ; its limited field gives it an

intensity of impulse. Such an aggressive force of greed has of

late possessed the western mind. This has happened within a

very short period, and has created a sudden deluge of things
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smothering all time and space over the earth. All chat was human
is being broken into fragments.

Tn trying to maintain some semblance of unity amoQg
such a chaos of fractions, organisations are established for manu-

facturing, in a wholesale quantity, peace, or piety, or social

welfare. But such organisations can never have the character of

a perfect unit. Surely they are needed as we need out drinking

vessels, but more for the water than for themselves. They arc

mere burdens by themselves and if we take pleasure in

multiplying them indefinitely the result may be astoundingly

clever, but unfortunately fatal to life.

1 have read somewhere an observation of Plato in which

he says : “An intelligent and socialised community will continue

to grow only as long as it can remain a unit

;

beyond that point

growth must cease, or the community will disintegrate and cease

to be 2n organic being.” That spirit of the unit is only main-

tained when its nucleus is some living sentiment of iharma,

leading to co-operation and to a common shariog of life's

gifts.

Lao-tze has said
;
Net knowing the eternal causes passions U

rise ; andthat is evil. Comforts and conveniences arepuisued, things

arc multiplied, the eternal is obscured, the passions are roused,

and the evil marches triumphant from continent to continent

mutilating man. And wc are asked to build triumphal arches for

this march of death. Let us at least refuse to acknowledge its

victory, even ifwc cannot retard its progress. Let us die, as your

Lao-tze has said, and yet not perish.

It is said in our scriptures : In greed is sin, in sin death.

The Chinese philosopher has said : No greater calamity than greed.

These sentences carry the wisdom of ages. When greed becomes

the dominant character of a people it forebodes destruction for

them, and no mere organisation like the League of Nations can

ever save them. To let the flood of self-seeking flow unchecked

from the heart of the nation and at the same time try to build

an outer dam across its path can never succeed. The deluge

2
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will burst forth with a greater force because of the resistance.

Lao-tze says : Net stlf-sttking,
he gainsth life. Life’s principle

is in this and therefore in a society all the training and teachings

that make for life are those that help us in our control of selfish

greed.

When civilisation was living, that is to say, when most of

its movements were related to an inner ideal and not to an

external compulsion, then money had not the same value as it

has now. Do you not realise what an immense difference that

fact has made in our life, and how barbarously it has cheapened

those things which are invaluable in our inheritance ? We have

grown so used to this calamitous change that we do not fully

realise the indignity it imposes upon us.

I ask you to imagine a day, if it does ever come, when in

a meeting everybody wiil leave his chair and stand up in awe

if a man enters who has a greater number of human skulls

strung in his necklace than have his fellow beings. We can have

no hesitation to-day in admitting that this would be pure

barbarism. Are there no other tokens of a similar degradation

for man,—are there no other forms of human skulls than those

which the savages so proudly wear ?

In olden times the mere hoarding of millions was never

considered as wealth unless it had some crown of glory with

which to proclaim its ideal greatness. In the East as well as in

the West, man, in order to save his inherent dignity, positively

despised money which represented merely a right of possession

and no moral responsibility. Money-making as a profession

was everywhere contemptuously treated, and men, who made

big profits the sole end of their life, were looked down upon.

There was a time in India when our Brahmins were held in

reverence, not only for their learning and purity of life, but for

their utter indifference to material wealth. This only shows that

out society was fully conscious that its very life depended upon

its ideals, which were newer to be insulted by anything that

belonged to a passion for self-seeking. But because to-day
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progress is considered to be characteristic of civilisation, and

because this progress goes on gathering aa unending material

extension, money has established its universal sovereignty. For

in this world of ambition money is the central power-house

sending impulsions in all directions.

In former days, the monarclis of men were not ashamed

humbly to pay their'icspcct to men of intellect or those who had

spiritual or creative gifts. For the qualities of the higher life

were the motive force of the civilisation of those times. But

to-day men, whatever their position, never think that they arc

humiliating themselves when they offer their homage to men of

corpulent cash, not always because they expect any benefit there-

from, but because of the bare fact of its possession. This

denotes a defeat of the complete man by the material man.

This huge degradation, like a slimy reptile, has spread its coils

round the whole human world. Before wc can rescue humanity

from the bondage of its interminable tail, wc must free our mind

from the sacrilege of worship offered to this unholy power, this

evil dragon which can never be the presiding deity of the civilisa-

tion of man.

The danger, however, is not so much from the enemy who

attacks, but from the defender who may betray. It fills my

heart with a great feeling of dismay when, among the present

generation of young men, I see signs of their succumbing to a

fascination for mere size and power. They go about seeking for

civilisation amongst the wilderness ofsky-scrapers, in the shriek-

ing headlines of news-journals, and the shouting vociferation of

demagogues. They leave their own great prophets who had a

far-sccking vision of truth, and roam in the dusk begging for a

loan of light from some glow-worm which can only hold its

niggardly lantern for the purpose of crawling towards its

nearest dust.

They will learn the meaning of the word civilisation, when

they come back home and truly understand what that great

master, Lao-tze, wanted to teach when he said : Tbost who bavs
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virtut attend to their obligations
;
those who have no virtue attend to

their claims . In this saying he has expressed in a few words

what I have tried to explain in this paper. Progress which is not

related to an inner ideal, but to an attraction which is external,

seeks to satisfy our endless claims. But civilisation, which is an

ideal, gives us power and joy to fulfil our obligations.

About the sheening of life and hardening of heart caused

by the organisation of power and production, he says with pro-

found truth :

Tbs grass as mil as the trees
, while they live, are tender, are

supple ; when they die they are rigid and dry . Thus the hard and the

strong are the tombamons of death. The tender and the delicate are

the companions of life. Therefore be who in arms is strong will not

conquer. The strong and the great stay below. The tender and the

delicate stay above.

Our sage in India says, as 1 have quoted before : By the

help of a-dharaa men prosper, they find what they desire, they

conquer enemies, but they perish at tbs root. The wealth which is

not welfare grows with a rapid vigour, but ir carries within itself

the seed of death. This wealth has been nourished in the West

by the blood of men and the harvest is ripening. The same

warning was also given centuries ago by voux sage when he

said : Things thrive and then grow old. This is called Un-rtason.

Un-reason soon ceases.

Your teacher has said : To increase lift is called a blessing.

For, the increase of life, unlike the increase of things, never

transcends the limits of life’s unity. The mountain pine grows

tall and great, its every inch maintains the rhythm of an inner

balance, and therefore even in its seeming extravagance it has the

reticent grace of self-control. The tree and its productions

belong to the same viral system of cadence
;

the timber, leaves,

flowers and fruits arc one with the tree ;
their exuberance is not

a malady of exaggeration, but a blessing. But systems which

mainly are for making profits and not for supplying life’s needs,

encourage an obesity of ugliness in our society, obliterating the



fine modulations of personality from its features. Not being one

with our life, they do not conform to its rhythm.

Our living society, which should have dance in its steps,

music in its voice, beauty in its Limbs, which should have its

metaphor in stars and flowers, maintaining its harmony with

God’s creation, becomes, under the tyranny of a prolific greed,

like an overladen market-cart, jolting and creaking on the road

that leads from things to the Nothing, tearing ugly ruts across

the green life till it breaks down under the burden of its vulgarity

on the wayside, reaching nowhere. For, this is called Un-rtascn,

as your teacher has said, and Un-rtascn soon ceases.



INDICTMENT"

Intoxicated with the wine of blood

they spread devastation far and wide.

Pity them, the inhuman machines :

they are only the blind tools of Death.

But, there arc those others

—cruel by calculation

—

who tear the vitals of humanity

in malicious frenzy :

and, they are termed ram \

Alas for man, alas for his brazen tongue,

when his words suffice not

to utter the emphatic indictment

of hate and horror

of counterfeits that are called men.

I ask of the god of time yee again :

When will the end come

of the masked brute ?

Will it come

with the awful stillness,

when the last things have crumbled down
and the funeral fire has nought left to burn ?

7tR£AiAt€G iron the original Bcsx&li by Kibitidi Bsy.
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HOW FAR DO I BELIEVE IN GANDHISM ?

Nirmal Kumar Bose

I have tried to study Gandhiji’s writings with reverence, and

have also written essays on various aspects of his teaching. But

in these essays, I have always tried to reduce myself to zero,

and thus, I hope, I have hcen able to understand Gandhism

better than if I should have been burdened with my personal

ideas from the very beginning of the enquiry. But, l believe,

the time has now come when I should try to find out how far

there is agreement or difference between my own ideas and

those of Gandhiji, as I have understood him.

OANDHIJl'8 PHILOSOPHY OP HISTORY

Gandhiji believes that, in spite of seeming reverses,

humanity is on the upward grade, and human history is really a

story of unfoldmcnt in terms of spirituality. Although he docs

not appear to have written so explicitly, yet he seems to believe

that all this progress which wc observe in course of evolution, is

in accordance with God’s own plan and has, moreover, a

definite object in view, viz. the rcaJization of the fact of human

unity by all men on earth.

Now, this is a point where I find it hard to agree with him.

And so also with many Socialists. Many ofmy Socialist friends

seem to believe that there is an inevitable progressive urge in

human history
;

and this, they hold, is in conformity with the

laws of biological evolution, Where Gandhiji speaks of God,

they speak of Nature and of History.

This is where I find some difficulty in agreement. If we
look at the sum-total of human history, we find there has been

undoubtedly some amount of progress, though that has not

substantially affected man’s inborn capacities in the coutsc of the

last ten or twenty thousand years. A child of today is bom
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with the same fund of instincts as, say, a child of the Bronze or

Iron Ages. But there has been a steady accumulation in man's

civilizational or cultural equipment during all these centuries.

This cultural environment, in which a child is nurtured from the

moment it is born, modifies human behaviour to a very large

extent. And as there has been cultural progress due to

accumulation of experiences, human beings also seem to show a

progressive trend in their behaviour as compared to men of earlier

ages. But this progress is not inborn, nor is it such as to serve

mankind in times of crisis. In moments of panic, men beha%-c like

animals and all the cultured behaviour of centuries vanishes from

them in a moment.

I do not, therefore, see any reason to believe that there has

been any real progress in man’s instinctive equipment. Moreover,

when there are doubes about the progress itself, and when much

of the observed progress is due to the mere piling up of elements

of civilization, I do not find any justification for the belief that

there is any deterministic trend observable in human evolution.

In spite of these reservations, we do admit there has been

some amount of change for the better in human behaviour when

we take a long view of things. On closer analysis, we find that

this has been due not only to the accumulation of cultural

equipment, as we have already stated, but also to the fact that

men have been bore from time to time in the world with more

love, more sympathy than was stamped upon them by their

immediate environment. And these men, endowed with love

for mankind, have utilized the cultural accumulation of centuries

for the alleviation of human suffering. Selfish men have been

known to use humanity’s civilizational gains for selfish purposes.

Much of the science of today is used to kill mankind, and that

for serving small sectional interests. But men have also been

bom, now and then, with more love than was theoretically

justified by the circumstances under which they were born. Marx

was bom with more sympathy and a larger vision of human
unity than his immediate cultural en%-ironment justified. So was
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Buddha. So is Gandhi today. This love may have been in

them from the very beginning
;
or it may have had small normal

beginnings, and later on may have been increased beyond measure

by later application or sadhana, as a Hindu philosopher would

like to say.

It seems to me that this love has been more responsible

for human progress than any other single factor that I know of.

I do not know if the emergence of such men of love and of

vision, who utilize man's conquests over nature, his accumulated

experiences, for the total welfare of the human race, is governed

by any greater law which usually escapes our analysis. T have

never come across any experience to justify such a belief. And

so long as it is so, I would prefer to believe that the observed

amount of human progress has been more due to the operation

of intelligent love and of will applied to outward circumstances

than to any other known factor.

This brings the task of human rc-organization within the

ambit of our power. We would try to modify the exercise of will

of large numbers of human beings in order to bring about a change

in objective cultural circumstances. This is where I would

come back to an agreement with Mahatma Gandhi and a depar-

ture from the views of many Socialists.

RELATIVE VALUE OP VABIOUB PACTOBS

A Socialist would immediately say, “Yes, that is all right.

But then your will can only be effective if the outward circums-

tances arc favourable to that end.” I would not hesitate to

agree with him
;

but I would look upon the proportionate

strength of will and circumstance in a slightly different light

from my Socialist friend- I value will more and circumstance

less than my friend ; but this is merely a difference in quantity

and not in quality.

But this difference in valuation leads us to different lines

of action in bringing about social change. My friend would say,

wc should strictly follow along the lines described in broad

3
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outline by Karl Marx, for there is no second line of action for

humanity’s emancipation
;

whereas, I would say with Gandhiji,

let us take care of the subjective thing, the objective circumstances

will also inevitably change, but let us not make too much

of them. In other words, whereas the Socialist would try to

break men’s present habits and create a new set of habits by first

capturing the State and by placing the State under the dictatorship

of the proletariat, I, as a follower of Gandhi, would say that

that is not the only way to change humanity for the better. The

forces of social evolution arc varied enough to allow the operation

of another method of revolution. And that is where we

concentrate upon educating the will of mankind, being sure that

the outward circumstances will change in correspondence with

the. iancr change. Non-violent nou-coopcration is that process

by means of which we change the world and also educate the

will from the very beginning of our activities. Our educative

process begins, not after the State is won for dictatorship of

the proletariat, but long before that.

8WARA.-

Onc thing which appeals to me very much in Gandhiji’s

writings, is his conception of Swaraj. In that Swaraj, every man

is bound by the law of bread-labour. Only children and the

sick and the aged would be exempt from it, and all the rest will

have to labour by means of their body, enough to produce their

daily bread or its equivalent, by application in some occupation

like agriculture and weaving or their allied pursuits. Such men

will form voluntary associations for the government of social,

policical and economic life. Of economic decentralization, I

shall speak later on. But so far as social and political decentra-

lization is concerned, 1 find myself in sympathy with Gandhiji’s

ideas, which appear to me to approach Kropotkin’s ideal of

Anarchist Communism in many respects.

Decentralization of power not only prevents the chances and

the temptation of corruption at the centre, but, I suppose, it
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has the additional merit of making more men responsible for the

work and welfare of the world than complete centralization. The
stimulation of individual initiative, I consider to be a good and

desirable thing. It also appears good that the power of the State

should be reduced to the utmost possible extent, of course,

consistent with the preservation of efficiency. I also believe that,

theoretically at least, this can be brought about by non-violent

non-cooperation. If that also proves to be practically so, it

would be undoubtedly an improvement on all the other methods

which have been suggested towards the same end. Thus,

both intellectually and emotionally, I would like to sec Swaraj \Jr»

self-rule brought into being by non-violent non-cooperauon.

THR SUM BOD

But the question arises, in this world of economic «ectc£-

lization, is it possible to bring about economic decentrallzwiw) ?

Against this background of economic centralization, is it possible

to do without corresponding political centralization ? It is quite

right chat political decentralization should go hand in hand with

economic decentralization. That is why Gandhiji holds Khadi

and Saiyagraha to be two faces of the same coin. Bui is it

possible to overcome the present centralization in the world by

non-violent non-cooperation ? This is where I have neither any

conviction ofmy own, nor where Gandhiji’s faith in the basic

non-violent nature of the masses finds a ready echo in my heart.

To me, the masses arc intrinsically neither violent nor non-

violent. The Indian masses are steeped in stupor and ignorance
;

and I concede it may be equally possible for them to be moved

one way or the other.

Whether the method of non-violent non-cooperation will

be effective on a mass scale or not, is not known at the present

moment. It has been known to succeed admirably in the

individual sphere, as violence never has. So I am prepared to

W2it, watch and even help, where I can, in its mass-operation.

The art of non-violent warfare is unknown to many of us

;
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we have not experience enough in it to take the initiative

when Gandhiji is not there to help us. But I have no cynicism,

and am prepared to follow his leadership like a soldier as long

a? the expert in non-violent technique is there to guide us. May
be, such obedience and experience will ultimately bring faith in

the method to us
; and in the end even give us the strength to

take the initiative when more seasoned soldiers have been taken

away from our midst.

But one thing I do know. And that is, that it is faith of
the kind that Gandhiji has, which has brought victory of the will

over circumstances, and thus been responsible for progress in

human affairs in the past. Knowing this, and having an inner

sympathy with this love and this faith and an intellectual—though

not sentimental—aversion agaiast violence, 1 would do all I

can to foster the cause for which Gandhiji is fighting.

I know this is not “living faith” in the technique of non-

vioient non-cooperation on a mass scale
;
but this is where I

stand.

fiCOXOMIC DEOEKriULIZlTION

It may be true that if we eschew the present methods of

production and bring about decentralization in the productive

sphere it will lower man’s actual or potential standard of living

to a certaih extent. More human labour may then be required

than if the world were completely socialized and scientific pro-

duction brought absolutely under communal control, and in the

interest of humanity taken as a whole.

Here my sympathies are wirh Socialists ; but I would say,

that the above case has not vet been wholly proved. If it is

absolutely necessary to have centralization in the productive

sphere for the sake of unadulterated human welfare, then

let us have it by all means. But let us have as little

as possible of centralization in the political sphere. For

that is an evil. Even if it be proved that political centrali-

zation is absolutely necessary for human progress, I would
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suggest that certain men, who think differently, ought to be

given the liberty to think and act even contrary to the State’s

wishes, provided they remain non-violent and also forfeit the

advantages which accrue to them from social life. These men

must be released from the operation of the State’s iaw$ under these

conditions
;
and thus, human liberty purchased by the surrender

of earthly goods, will lead mankind farther along the line of

progress than drilling along a particular line of habits ever can,

however estimable the latter may be.

But that apart, I am firmly of opinion with respect to

Gandhiji that if economic centralization is proved to be absolutely

necessary for human welfare, wc shall surely find him voting on

our side. His emphasis upon khadi and its corollary activities

is, to me, a symbol of his insistence upon die need of valuing the

human quesdon above all others in economic considerations.

In the flush of Science's victory over Nature, we have often been

led astray aod forgotten Man. And in that dark moment of

our intellect, wc have allowed greed and selfishness to rule our

hearts. Science has been made to serve profit not humanity
;

and it is against this constitution of things that Gandhiji is

fighting with all his might. Here I am prepared to go the whole

way with him.

8WAIUJ AND TKK STATE

In Gandhiji’s ideal conception, the State is not there, its

place being taken by voluntary associations formed for the sake

of social government. But today, in India, we have to fight

against one highly centralized power
;
and a certain amount of

centralization seems inevitable in the organizadon which is going

to replace it. That is why we find Gandhiji fighting for Indian

independence and voting for the Congress government when it

was in power.

In that State which wc shall build up, what shall be the

position of Capita! and of Labour ? Shall the State subordinate

both in the interest of something called the Nation, or shall

the interests of Labour alone be its prime concern ?
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Gandhiji’s utterances on this subject ace not all uniform.

Tn his Indian Home Kuii (1908), he laid down, as his fundamental

principle, that it is Swaraj only when the peasantry, i. c. the actual

producer, fell that he had now gained the power to direct his

own destiny, either by himself or through his freely chosen

representatives, the ultimate power always residing with him.

Gandhiji has also written to the effect that only when the means
of production are jointly held by the commune and used solely

for human welfare, will he be satisfied about the economic
welfare of the world.

He has also written that some amount of inequality may
be inevitable even though equality is the desired goal. He is

prepared for a certain amount of difference in wages, if by that

alone men can be stimulated to put forth their best in the service

of mankind. These are things where we can wholly agree with him.

But, as against this, he has also written that if the zemindars

behave properly towards their tenants, and do not override the

“legitimate” interests of the peasantry, he will allow the zerain-

dary system to remain.

I have carefully gone through the several statements of
Gandhiji where he lias expressed this sentiment. And I have

come to the conclusion that this is not what he considers

desirable. It is an opinion on the basis of existing transitory

facts
;
his permanent ideal being that, in the end, all men should

be turned labourers and there would be no rich, no poor, no
exploiter and no exploited. Unfortunately he once said that the

rich and poor will perhaps remain till the end of time ; but

fortunately, he has never expressed the opinion that this is a

desirable goal. It was evidently in conformity with his ocher

statement, viz. “My ideal is equal distribution, but so far as I

can sec, it is not to be realised. I therefore work for equitable

distribution” ( Young India, 17. j. $7 ).

However, we would have been much more happy if he

had said nothing of the kind to zemindars. We can understand

his faith in human nature, his emphasis upon the voluntary
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method of liquidation of proprietorship. But personally I hold

that this, combined with his previous half-assurance to zemin-

dars that they can retain their position of moral leadership if

they surrender economic advantages completely and become

trustees, is a doctrine under which selfish men may easily take

shelter without becoming trustees in the sense in which Gandhiji

wishes them to be.

If, instead of this, he only teaches the toiling millions of

what wrong ha3 been done to them in the past, how they have

suffered through their own weakness as well as through die greed

and violence of others
;

if he trains and guides them in such a

manner that they gain the power of dictating what is "legitimate”

and what “illegitimate”, if ail this power comes to the masses

through non-violent non-cooperation, then none would be

happier than myself. T would appreciate Gandhiji’s abundant

love even for the exploiters of today. I would appreciate his

desire to convert even them to the path of no-exploitation. But

1 would wish him to tell the zemindars straightaway that, in the

end, no exploitation will be countenanced in a free world. He

can request them to be trustees, but if they do not become

trustees, he should tell them, the Sate or the smaller Communes

will ultimately have to confiscate their property in the interest of

the toiling millions.

True, this is also Mahatma Gandhi’s own opinion. In an

interview given in 1934* as well as at the Round Table

Conference in London in 1932, he expressed himself to be almost

wholly of this very same opinion. In his conception of the

Sate in a free India, all interests are to be subjected to scrutiny

and revised in conformity with the interests of the toiling

millions. If any of these interests is not capable of revision, it

must subside.

Thus although Gandhiji places a very high value on the

* SWUa to OaxdHUm, b> NirmU Gram Sou. D. M. Llhr.rj, OrieaM 1H0,

9V. 4046.
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voluntary method, yet, in case it does not bring about the desired

result, fcc would permit the State to use the minimum of violence

in order to turn things into the service of the masses alone. This

is where wc feel happy, and find justification for the occasional

statement of Gandhiji that he is also a Socialist in his belief, but

of a different kind.

THB NATION AND HUMANITY

What then about Nationalism ? Some ofmy friends have

compared Gandhiji’s views with regard to the relation between

Capital and Labour with that of the Fascists where they uy to

form a compromise between the two in the larger interests of the

Nation. My friends believe that Gandhism will readily lead the

Fascist way and not the Socialist one.

But here I shall join issue with them. It is true that

Gandhiji has, in the present state of our national evolution, tried

to harness both the peasantry as well as the capitalist class to the

national cause
;
and it is also true that some capitalists have

profited by their association with him. But there are two points

where he departs very widely 60m Fascism. One is that in the

State of his conception, the interests of the toiling millions will

occupy the supreme position. This is a point which we have

already discussed. The other is that he never dreams of benefit-

ing the Indian nation at the expense of any other nation. Not

only so. His idea is that if India possesses anything which other

people in the world do not possess but need, then it is the duty of

India to place it voluntarily at the service of humanity with-

out any thought of profit whatsoever. Gandhiji always thinks

in terms of humanity taken as a whole, and never cut up into

water-tight compartments marked off from one another by racial,

religious or linguistic barriers. It is in this respect that he departs

widest from Fascism. If India has ever been the chosen land

for him, it has always been his dream that the land should lead

the world in the art of self-sacrifice and not in anything else.

Obviously such a nation, if we can call it a nation, will not
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exploit other nations, but will serve to enrich the life of

humanity.

It is true that many of those who follow Mahatma Gandhi

arc not humanists but nationalists in their personal sympathies.

They have turned Gandhiji, or wish to turn him, into a symbol

of nationalism ; and in their hands. Gandhism may readily

degenerate into a form of Fascism when he is no longer

with us.

But as long as he is living, there is no doubt that he will

never allow the Indian nation to prosper at the expense of any

other nation. He has always maintained that the path of Truth

is narrow as the sword’s edge
;

in other words, ifwe do not

keep the light of Truth burning clearly within us, there is every

danger of our taking a wrong course in oui life. And here

he wants us to keep the interests of toiling humanity above

everything else in our political considerations.

We shall therefore close with a few quotations from

Mahatma Gandhi, showing how, for the last twenty years, he has

been above the spirit of narrow nationalism, and how his ideal

has always been to serve, not India’s, but humanity’s cause,

through the achievement of India’s independence by non-violent

non-cooperation.

“My religion has no geographical limits. If I have a living

faith in it, it will transcend my love for India herself’
(
You*

India, 11. 8. 20 ).

‘Isolated independence is not the goal of the world-states.

It is voluntary interdependence” ( Yeung India, 17. 7. 24. ).

“There is no limit to extending our service to our neigh-

bours across State-made frontiers. God never made those

frontiers” ( Young India, ji. 12. 31 ).

“We want freedom for our country, but not at the expense

4
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or exploitation of others, not so as to degrade other countries.

For my own part I do not want the freedom of India if it means

the extinction of England or the disappearance of Englishmen.

I want the freedom of my country so that other countries may learn

something from my ftcc country, so that the resources of my
country might be utilised for the benefit of mankind. Just as the

cult of patriotism teaches us today that the individual has to die

for the family, the family has to die for the village, the village for

the district, the district for the province, and the province for the

country, even so a country has to be free in order that it may die,

if necessary, for the benefit of the world. My love therefore of

nationalism or my idea of nationalism is that my country may
become free, that if need be the whole of the country may die,

so that the human races may live. There is no room for race

hatred there. Let that be our nationalism” ( Gandbiji in Indian

Villages, 1927, page 170 ).



MEMORIES*

Sreemati Krishna Hutheesing

"Memories arc like roses in December,” said a poet- They ate

when they bring with them the fragrance of beautiful flowers to

a lonely soul, bat not all memories arc beautiful. Some are

tinged with sadness, some with regret and others bring an ache

which neither time nor environment can change or lessen. One

has memories of pleasant days, days of sunshine and laughter.

Memories of sad days when the sun seemed to be overshadowed

by dark clouds and life seemed empty and useless. Yet they all

pass, because they must—some leaving few traces behind, others

that are unforgettable.

And so memories assail me each time 1 return to the home

of my childhood, happy memories of a marvellous childhood,

and sad memories of later years—of days gone by which one

cannot re-live again. Memories that sadden the heart till it is

near breaking point, for the old home is no longer what it was,

and each time I return to it some new change has taken place.

I sat in tbp old familiar garden, the only unchanged spot

in a world that is ever changing. Before me stood the stately

house that was my home, and as 1 gazed at it with unseeing eyes,

with my thoughts far away, the book I had intended to read lay

on my lap neglected. At my feet and round about lovely

butterflies flitted. The fresh smell of the grass was good and

the scent of roses was wafted along on the breeze towards me.

I lay back with a sigh, for though all around me everything

looked so beautiful and so peaceful, in my heart there was a dull

ache for something beyond my grasp—something that I had lost

and could not find again. And so with my thoughts wandering

unconnectcdly 1 dozed off, to dream of days that had been but

were just a memory now.

• tu aolhof U Puktll JimhMUl Nitre's Win.-Hd.
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I saw a house full of people—a large, rambling, old house,

full of every luxury that taste and money could provide. Its

master, a fine looking man with a tremendous personality seemed
to fill the whole house with his presence, his laughter and the

love with which he surrounded his family. He seemed to be a

tower of strength chat stood between those he loved and all

harm. The lady of the house, beautiful beyond all description,

a fragile, gracious little creature flitted about looking after her

family with an energy one would hardly believe possible in one
so frail. Everywhere there was life and activity—happiness and

contentment, and in such an atmosphere three children

grew up.

Some years later. The house was the same but all signs

ofpomp and splendour had gone. Simplicity had taken the

place of the lavish grandeur of a few years before. But tbc

iumates were the same, and the hearty laughter of the master

still rang throughout the house and cheered all those who might

be feeling downhearted. For the change had come, not through

any misfortune, but because of a changed oudook and political

convictions.

A few m<Trc years passed. It was another house built

next to the old one. A house like a dream which a loving

father built for a beloved son but which brought little happiness

to its inmates and much sorrow.

Tn one of the spacious rooms sat an old man with snow-

white hair, his head bent in thought. He was very ill, and had

travelled hundreds of miles to arrive home before his son was

taken away to prison for certain political views that he held. Tne

old man too had passed many months in a prison ceil for the

same ideas and he was ready to go again. He had arrived in

time, but just in time to clasp his son by the hand before he was

taken away. Near him sat the little woman who had so bravely

shared his life and all its triumphs and sorrows. She
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looked more fragile than ever, yet strangely enough it was she

who gave him the courage to bear up under each new blow, she

who had been so timid and frail, whilst he had always been so

fearless and strong.

In one comer of the room sat the elder daughter of the

house. She was married and had children and realised rally how
much anguish her parents must be feeling. Her eyes were glued

to their faces anxiously and her heart was torn with pain to

watch their silent suffering and not to be able to help. In

another part of the room, leaning up against the wall with hex

head turned away from the odiers, stood the younger daughter.

In her heart there was an ache also, in her eyes were unshed

tears, and her mind was seething with rebellious thoughts. The

others seemed to be resigned to whatever the fates might have

in store for them—but not she. Sometimes she felt that all that

suffering was necessary for a cause 89 great as theirs. At other

times doubts and misgivings flooded her mind when she saw her

parents, burdened with anxiety and loneliness. They could have

owned the world and lived a life of comfort, free from all cares

and worries—yet they chose the difficult path of duty and devoted

their lives to serve humanity and their country. Tortured

with conflicting thoughts she stood, not daring to look at the

parents whose suffering she could not help to lessea. The house

was strangely silent without the loved son, yet even the old house

seemed to stand more erectly as though immensely proud of the

son it had sheltered within its walls ! The patents sat regardless

of rime, each longing for the son who was oaly a few miles away

in a cold prison cell, while they sat in their palatial home, hating

the comforts surrounding them I

Just for a short while they sat, each engrossed in his or

her own thoughts and these thoughts revolving round the same

person. For a while only,—then suppressing a sigh the father

rose, his firm chin set in grim determination. He must be up

and about and carry on die work his son had been prevented

from doing, aod so squaring his broad shoulders he walked away.
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And the little woman, mother of a great son, she too got up with

a brave smile and an aching heart, to cany on the day’s work just

as before.

The years passed. A huge crowd of thousands upon

thousands of human beings lined the route for miles. Not an eye

was dry, not a heart that did not ache os if it had lost something

of its very own. They were there to pay homage to die great

dead, for the master was no longer in their midst. Always a

fighter, he even fought death for many days and nights, to be

able to live a few more years to see the result of his life’s work.

But death triumphed, as it always docs in the end, and he passed

away. In a room of that once joyous house sat the widow of

him who had gone on his last journey, unable even to shed tears,

for the shock of separation was great. Near her, with his

arms around her sat her son, his eyes full of tears, for he had

loved his father deeply. He knew not how to comfort his mother,

but it was she who comforted him, her strong young son, with

a soft clasp of the hand.

Time marched on. The old house had seen many changes,

and it had still to see many more. Cars stood along the drive

and policemen were dotted all over the compound. All these

preparations were for the arrest of the two daughters. They had

not sat idle all these years but had worked and followed in their

father’s footsteps, and upheld the tradition of their family. And

for this they too had to go to prison as their father and brother

before. Courteously the officers produced the warrant, similingly

the girls received it, and turned to go inside to collect a few

belongings. Jujt then the little mother came, as fast as her weak

limbs could carry her. “What is all this about ?” she asked—

“why so many cars and people ?” Gently the elder daughter

put het arm round the mother and told her. For a moment she

weakened and tears filled her eyes as she clasped her two

daughters and whispered, “I shall be so lonely without you.” But



it was only for a moment. She straightened her tiny figure and

faced this new ordeal with all the courage of a baffled lioness.

“I am proud of you,” she said, “very proud.” “And I am not

too old to follow suit,” she added with a twinkle in her eye. She

clasped her daughters once again and put out her hands to give

them her blessings. But that delicate wisp of a body had under-

gone too much suffering and anguish, and could bear no more.

As she raised her hands she fainted away. The gids were driven

away in a car to their destination And life went on as usual.

A prison cell with dark grim walls, within which sat

two sisters—drawn closer together now than ever before, with a

common bond. They sat leaning against each 'Other, looking

through the iron bars at a beautiful red sky which meant a

glorious sunset somewhere, beyond those prison walls. Wrapped

up in thoughts they sat, one longing for her own home, her

husband and the little children she had left behind ; the other

longing to hear that infectious laughter of her father’s that never

failed to give courage and hope, and to feel the beloved mother’s

arms around her—the mother who was left alone in a big dreary

house.

There was a rattling of chains and clanging of doors.

What was it all about, the prisoners wondered. A wardress

came towards the sisters—a telegram in her hands. Fearfully

they took it, then after a second they smiled at each other. So

she bad kept her word, their brave little mother, and she too was

behind prison bars in some distant prison. How very courageous

of her, and how ruthless of them that took her—an old woman of

sixty-five 1

A few more years had passed. Large crowds had gathered

again in the house that had seen so much of joy and sorrow.

It was the little mother who had sighed one evening and given

up her life, quietly without a word. She had always lived for

others—she died without troubling anyone. And there she lay
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on her bed, lovely and so life-like, decked with flowers like a

queen, for she was one to the very end.

I saw a lonely house stripped of all its laughter and joy

standing in the midst of a garden that was no longer cared for.

Inside, in one of the rooms sat the son, working, ever working

at his table. I Ic had not had an easy life, noi: would he have

much comfort or leisure in the future, for he had chosen for

himself the straight and narrow path, and 'there was no turning

back- Now and then when he raised his tired eyes, one could

see a look of indescribable sadness therein, for he was a very

lonely man. But he hid his great loneliness if others were present

and with his smile and never failing charm of manner he won his

way into all hearts.

Uneasily I shifted in my sleep, with my heart as heavy as

lead. The years had brought many changes to this home 1

loved so much, but it was good to know that the brother I had

come to see was still out of prison, for home was never quite the

same without him. I opened my eyes with a longing to run

upstairs to his room and talk to him. 1 picked up my book .and

almost ran towards the house As T entered, the telephone rang.

I picked it up and a strange voice said, "This is just to inform

you that your brother’s trial will be held to-morrow.” “The trial

co-morrow ? What trial ?” I wondered. I could not adjust my

sleepy brain to the news. Then like a flash it all came back.

There was no brother upstairs, waiting for me—I had been

dreaming, for he had been arrested two days before.

Wearily I went up to my room, and instead of having a

brother as a companion, I had only memories—bitter-sweet

memories of days gone by.





DOSTOEVSKY : A REVALUATION

Dr. A. Aronson

In view of the tendency ofmodem novelists towards introspec-

tion and self-analysis, a revaluation of Dostoevsky’s art seems Co

be called for. Literary critics have long ago established his

various artistic contexts. According to them he belongs to that

group of 19th-century writers whose main concern was to show

the human soul in the process of disintegration ; he is put side

by side with Marcel Proust, Oscar Wilde, and other more con-

temporary authors, whose “ideal hero" seems to have been “the

superfluous man”, the commonplace individual in a neurotic

condition, or the man-in-thc-street turning criminal or saint.

The purely literary approach to Dostoevsky will, however, foil to

explain his remarkable influence on the modem novel. His novels

are not character-studies or descriptions of social customs and

manners or an analysis of the different neuroses in the human

mind : they all deal with the search for certainty in its various

forms and human situations. Despite all their objectivity and

realism they arc so essentially personal that no literary classifica-

tion can possibly do them justice. Zola and Dickens, his most

eminent literary contemporaries, were artists of a much more

limited and inhibited kind ; they were indeed children of their

century, stout believers in certain “ideals” and firmly rooted in

rhe cultural soil that produced them. Dostoevsky was one of

those who seem to have lost their contemporaries together with

their ideals, one whose works stand out beyond the petty ideo-

logies of a self-satisfied century. His creations ate therefore of

a universal appeal transgressing time and the conventions of art,

just as Shakespeare and Balzac, whenever the essence of their

work is concerned, axe beyond all possible classifications.

From the very beginning wc have to realize that

Dostoevsky's “Soul” is not limited to Russia alone. To the

3
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unprejudiced reader there should be nothing foreign in the

description of the various psychological states of his characters,

in the same way in which Shakespeare’s Hamlet appeals to people

fat beyond the frontiers of England. Virginia Woolf, in her

book The Common Render, seems to resent the very existence of

this “Soul” ; she suspects it of a violent aggressiveness, and of

an utter lack of restraint and refinement ; she would like to

classify the soul into a lower, a middle and an upper class : let

people in novels behave according to their upbringing, their

class, not their “soul" :

"The ‘eonT is nlion to tbo Ibiftliah retufor. It ling liUlo senes of

hmaour and no soiieo of coinody. It is formless* It has alight connection

with the Intellect. It is confused, difFuso, tumultuous, incapable, it seems,

of submitting to tbs control of logio oi Cho disoiplino of pootry." 1

A writer whose aim it is to depict the mental conditions

of people who very frequently ate far from being ordinary, is

quite naturally bound to neglect the social environment within

which his heroes live. Dostoevsky’s characters arc classless in

more than one sense. They seem to stand outside their society.

For the first time in the history of modem literature we find

introspection and self-analysis as the main subject-matter of a

novel. In Balzac the hero reaches fulfilment of his desires and

aspirations only when he dominates over society
;

in Dickens,

when he adjusts himself to the existing order and standards of

a self-contented middle-class. The community towards which

Dostoevsky’s heroes tend can no longer be socially determined

in any way : they all seem to be carried away by the ever-growing

awareness that beyond a mere class-consciousness, there is an

all-embracing unity in which all distinctions will be abolished.

It would however be wrong to think that Dostoevsky’s

novels arc symbolical representations of certain psychological

processes beyond all limits of time and space. He was intensely

aware of the evils of his society. Most of his characters, in fact.

1. Vliglala Wo:lf : T\i Comae* Oiadrr, "Tho Hmiun print ol visit", p. 880.
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only behave in an eccentric and abnormal way, because they are

living in a society in transition, in which all social values had to

be reshaped and in which the disintegration of social life had

reached its climax. Prince Muishkin speaking of the past,

formulates this change of social standards in his own peculiar

way :

"At that lima peoplo aearaod to trtlok »o to oaa ides
; now, they are

more norrooB. more oauaiiivo. more enlightened— peoplo of two or three ideas

at once—as it wore. The man of to-day is a brooder roan, »o to Break—and

I declare, I believe tluo ia what prevents him from being bo edf-occtainod

and independent a being oa his brother of Shorn earlier days.” 1

Dostoevsky has given surprisingly few actual descriptions

of the society of his time. Tt hardly ever even serves him as a

background. Social criticism, as it is to be found in Tolstoy,

has no place in his novels. If it exists at all it is used as a

criticism of human beings rather than of social values. One of

those rare passages is to be found in Tbs Idiot :

"It never scrock him
(
Prince MuishHn ) that all this retired simpli-

city and nobility and wit and personal dignity might possibly be no more

than on exquisite artistic polinh. The majority of the gowhs—who wore

somewhat empty-headed, after nil. In spite of tboir artstooratio bearing-

never guessed, in 6be:r self-satisfied composure, that muoh of their superiority

worn roero veneer whioh indeed they had adopted uuousioudy and by

inheritance.”2

Dostoevsky’s characters, therefore, have to provide them-

selves with their own system of values. Living as they do in a

society which has lost its belief in everything, they have to build

up a sdf-contaiued conception of the universe which quite

naturally was often opposed to the existing scheme of things.

Most of his characters only “act” in oxdct to live up to their own

peculiar ideology. Raskolnikov is killing a “principle,” not a

real old woman. Only by committing his crime can he justify

1. Tin Idiot : p. 610. (
All the tallowing quotation or* tree# U« Evermin

BJiacn d Dwleevaky's Wcckr.

)

9. Ibid.
:
p. Ml.
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his own existence. The real conflict arises in Dostoevsky, when-

ever the hero with his ideal view on life clashes with the society

in transition. To give expression to this clash when it teaches

its climax was Dostoevsky’s aim. If we follow one of Dostoev-

sky’s characters from beginning to end, we shall find, first, the

origin of the abstract principle in the mind of the hero, then the

realization of his “Idea", and lastly the purification of his soul,

the return towards a pre-established unity as represented by the

Gospels in Crime and Punishment. Raskolnikov, Prince Muishkin,

and Dimitri Karamazov arc only different aspects of the same

process.

Dostoevsky’s main characters arc solitary people with an

overscraincd consciousness
;
people who all of a sudden wake

up one morning in order to realize that there is something

wrong with the world ar.d that only they can improve this state

of affairs. There is something almosc terrifying in this realization :

they arc standing outside their society and there is no way back :

"
‘I am alone and they arc every one,’ I thought and pondcred.’’i

They go on cultivating their own bitterness until a fixed idea

takes hold of them ; to put this idea into practice, to live up to

it, will be all their ambition for the rest of their life. Very

frequently this idea reflects the disintegration around them

combined with a violent disgust at everything that is common-

place and average. Sometimes even their "idea” consists in

nothing but this very disgust against those who have no ideas of

their own. Hippolyte in The Idiot is such a character :

"I hafc yon. Gavrlla Atdalionivifcob, solely . . . boconea yon are the

type, and incarnation, and head, and crown of iho most impudent. the most

wlf-eatisfied, the moet mlgar and detesUblo form of commonplaoaueas.

You oro ordinary of the ordinary
; you have no obance of ever fathering the

pettiest idea of your own.”2

What docs it matter if their idea is of a negative kind

only ? Whether it is simply hate or disgust, or the realization

I- .VMM/re*t 0m Cn<i»jrot«d.
a. Tki Mitt, p. *46.
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that either crime or suicide arc necessary, they will not hesitate

to put it into practice. They will do it in order to prove to

themselves that their idea was the righc one and that they arc

endowed with sufficient will-power to act according to it. So it

comes about that more than one character in Dostoevsky either

commits suicide or wants to do so, merely in order to justify his

very existence :

“
'I am bound to aheot myaalf because tbo highest point of my wlf-vrill

ia to kill myself with my own banda.'

'But you won't be the only one to kilt yoursolf : there are lota of

suicides.'

'With good oausa. Bat to do it without any oauae at all, simply for

Balf-will, I am the only one.'
">

Ultimately the abstract "idea” becomes a very concrete

experience indeed, while the time between the origin of the idea

and the deed itself is filled with introspection and self-analysis.

This evolution from thinking in abstract terms to realization is

the most significant thing in Dostoevsky’s “super-soul."

Only after this "super-soul” has liberated itself from the

“underworld”, does it become truly independent and at the

satjic time utterly isolated. That is why most of his heroes arc

aristocrats in mind : this implies both enormous will-power and

eccentricity, intellectual awareness and the propensity for deep

suffering. Raskolnikov,- Dimitri Karamazov, and Rogojin arc

such characters. They are passionate in the extreme, cither in

their emotions or in their intellectual aspirations. They have

lost their beliefs without being able to replace them by something

better. They are like wrestlers in a vacuum, always conscious,

however, of their own superiority :

"Bogojin «u not merely a paaeionata soul
i
ho wss a figbtjr. Ha

waa fighting for th" restoration of his dying faith. He must have something

to bold on to and believe, and aomeone Bo believe in.'**

L The pMuntd, U, p. 26i.

S. The Ideal, n 330.
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The mote aristocratic they arc, the more will they feel

tempted to mis with the common people
; not because of some

brotherly feelings, but because of the natural attraction with exists

between the two extreme poles of human existence : “Nobody
would slap you on the shoulder. You arc an awful aristocrat.

An aristocrat is irresistible when lie goes in for democracy !”>

In their social relationships they are contemptuous, cruel and

essentially unapproachable ; they behave in a way that would

please Nietzsche’s “super-men.” Intellectually they sometimes

realize the need for social rclationsliips
; but they will never

consent “to go in for democracy”, unless it pleases their whims

and moods of die moment. They arc as far removed from demo-

cratic attitudes as from Christian Ethics. In Nietzsche we read :

"Do I counsel you to loro your neighbour 1 I mtlior oounsal yoc to

(loo from your neighbour and to lova that nbldli Is farbliMi. Hlghor than

lovo for ono'a neighbour is love far the remote and for the future."*

And what docs Ivan Karamazov say ?

"For any ouo to lovo a man, bo must bo liiddon 1 for aa aoon as be

hows bis loco, love is gone. ... To my thinking, Giriat-llie lovo for men ia

rrirsclo impossible ou earth. . . . Ono can leva ono’a neighbour in tbo abstract,

or ovan at a distonos, bub at close quarters it's almost impossible."®

Those who arc proud in mind arc incapable of action
;

Raskolnikov is perhaps the only one of Dostoevsky’s heroes who
combines both action and thought. Ivan Karamazov and

Stavrogin in Tbt Possessed have their own shadows who will

execute the deed according to their masters’ well laid-out plan.

These Smerdiakovs and Piotc Sccpanovitchs represent the

common-place and average
;

they ate puppets in the hands of a

diabolical intellect. The man of action in all Dostoevsky’s later

novels has no “character”, no will-power of his own, no “idea”.

He leads a truly "underworld” existence and emerges out of his

1, Tkt Ptun&i, II, p. 70.

S. TVu Bpahe Zaratkuitra. p. M.

8 . TU BretiMtt Kvomaicv. 1, 281-2.
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obscurity only to commit the deed ; they seem to act under the

impulse and influence of an evil power and rhe way in which

they usually coafcss their guilt shows their uitcr callousness aod

indifference. Had Dostoevsky attempted to write a second

Hamlet, he would surely have made Horatio another Smerdiakov.

There is one notable exception among those of Dostoevsky's

characters who arc “proud in mind”, who think and do not act

;

that is Prince Muishkin. We can take it for granted that Dostoev-

sky wanted to show in him another aspect of the “super-soul”,

not the wild and destructive sensualism of Dimitri Karamaaov,

nor the diabolical intellect of his brother Ivan, nor the nihilism

of Stavrogin or the Napoleonic principle of Raskolnikov, but

rather the very opposite extreme, a kind of Christ-like meekness

aod goodness, a humility and deep love for all that is weak and

suffering. The Idiot is undoubtedly Dostoevsky’s most

successful novel because it is the only one in which he attempted

to establish a relationship between the two extreme poles of

human existence, the savage sensualist and the humble saint,

pride and humility. And yet Muishkin is a far from “virtuous”

person ; as in the case of Rogojin, common standards of morals

canhot be applied to him. But we cannot hdp feeling that

Prince Muishkin is perhaps the only person in the novel who has

any common-sense left at all
;

this common-sense originates in a

humility which once makes him say—when asked by another

character what would be the most “virtuous” way of dying

—

“You should pas3 us by and forgive us our happiness.” 1

Who is this Prince Muishkin ? Did Dostoevsky really

mean—as some may think—to represent in this novel an episode

from the life of a modem Christ and the temptadons to which

a saint—should he ever arise—would be exposed in a modem

society
;

did he intend to add to his collection of abnormal

characters one more, an epileptic "idiot” who tries to mike

himself understood to everybody and who is bound to fail

;

t. Thtl&eI,* MO.
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or was it his intention to show us the fate of a man whose mind

is still whole and not broken to pieces, a man with “one idea”

and not with two or three all at once, in a disintegrating society ?

What docs Prince Muishkin do ? Indeed, he forgives us our

happiness and he forgives us out suffering. lie is childlike,

innocent, and terribly aware of everything around him. He is

more than ever like Hamlet. During the three years in Switzer-

land, as a patient in an asylum, he tried to “understand why men

should be for ever tormenting themselves”. But when he came

back he found that all his "understanding" did not help him

much : almost at once he was thrown into the whirlwind of die

most disconcerting happenings, out of which there was only one

way : back to die asylum. And Muishkin goes this way after

the unavoidable deed had been committed.

His doctor in Switzerland has formulated his character in a

few words :

"Yon have the form and fnco of nil adult, but os rcKnrda soul, and

ohnrustrr, ami perhap* oven intslligonce, you nro a child in the oompletesl

aor.ao of the word, mid always will bo, if you livo to be sixty."*

And Dostoevsky himself later on helps us with one of his

own descriptions :

"A special characteristic of hia wnn Ike naive candour with wbioh be

always liatcnod to argument* which interested him, and with which be

acewared any queetion put to him on tbo subject at ieeuo. In the very

eiliression of his face that noivoly wa9 unmistakably evident, this disbelief

in tbo inaicoority of others, and unsuspecting disregard of irony or humour

in their worOa."1

Perhaps the best definition of Muishkin’s character would

be to say that he had no pride. Sclf-consciousncss and a feeling

of superiority were unknown to him. Sometimes he even

humiliated himself without any reason whatsoever. The suffering

he saw around him was perhaps too great for him to bear

:

1 The p. TO.

a. IMi.,p. 0M.
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the only' solution was to humiliate himscif, in the same way

as Father Zossiraa, in The brothers Karamazov, kneels down

before the very incarnation of "sinfulness” and pride, Dimitri.

Pride and its consequence, humiliation, on the one hand, and

humility on the other, these are the most significant psychological

forces with which Dostoevsky deals in almost every one of his

novels.

In Dostoevsky pride is very frequently shown on the

borderline of a neurotic self-consciousness. Those who are

intellectually, morally, or physically “proud” are bound to fed

the same pride even in their own humiliation. Humiliation often

becomes a stimulus to their pride. They are thrown about

between these two extremes, hurting others and being hurt by

others for no apparent reason. The “reason” no doubt lies

within themselves : they cannot adjust themselves to the existing

order of things, their responses and attitudes arc always distorted

by their “idea,” are somehow imposed upon them from outside :

‘‘I had been humiliated, «o 1 wanted to humiliate ... I had been

treated like a rag, so I wanted to show my power."1

But even while torturing others, the feeling of one’s own

humiliation remains all the same. Nothing is more humiliating

to oneself than to inflict pain on one’s fellow-beings. To be

conscious of this sdf-humiliation and to find a constant source

of pleasure in it, is indeed the misfortune of many of Dostoev-

sky’s characters :

“Come, cad a man who attempts to find enjoyment in the very fedieg

of his own degradation poeiibly have a spark cf regpeob for hitnsolf T"®

In the same way in which pride and humiliation are no

longer distinguishable in Dostoevsky, love and hate also are both

struggling with each other within the hero’s “souL” Even

should love win for the time being, it will be a victory that will

cost the hero dear : he will lose all sense of proportion and will

L C«d*rffr'/U*a.

9. Ibid.
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do things for which he can no longer be held responsible. There

is something pathetic in the way in which the chaiactcrs debate

within themselves whether it is love or hale or perhaps both

that they feel for the object of cheir desires :

“Even in mv underground dream* I did not Imagine lav# except as a

•trugglo. I began it always with haired and ended it with moral sub-

jugation, fuxl afterward* I novor know what to do with Urn Bubjugotoi

object."!

Dostoevsky is always at his best when he opposes in one

novel two characters in whom two antagonistic psychological

forces are represented. In The Idiot Rogojin is the sensual, the

wild and unrestrained lover, whereas Prince Muishkin loves

“philosophically” : for him as for the other two ‘‘saintly’’

characters in Dostoevsky, Father Zossima and Aljosha Karama-

zov, love is an intense feeling of sympathy or “actual suffering”

for the beloved person. The clash between these two extreme

attitudes provides the novel with a dramatic pathos and intensity,

we can almost say, with a new dimension in literature :

"( Princo Muishkin : ) 'I told you before that 1 did not love bee with

lovo bun with pity . .

'

< Rogojin: ) 'You soy you loro her with pity. I have no pity for her.

Sko bates me—that'e Che plain truth of the matter. I dream of her every

night, and nlwaye that she is Laughing ut mo with another man. And ao

•he does laugh at mo.'
“ 8

Arc there no moments of joy in Dostoevsky ? Moments

in which the characters arc no longer conscious of their own

consciousness, in which time that chains them down to this

earth would be no more, and both the body and the soul would

be forgotten ? Yes, there arc. These moments usually last five

seconds and precede an attack of epilepsy from which an

astonishing number of Dostoevsky’s characters seem to suffer—as

he did himself. In these five seconds all the joy which they

X. NcUt from tiu Underground*

3. TUIdicS, p. 199.
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have been, missing for such a long time, seems to be concentrated

in an almost unbeatable way. The characters who experience

such a joy are usually tender-hearted mystics, dreamers and mis-

understood prophets, moral reformers who have passed through

all the negations of life, great and solitary sufferers : Kirillov

and Shatov in The Possessed, Prince Muishkin in The Idiot, and

perhaps Aljosha Karamazov. These are the characters that

wonder at the beauty of a tiny grcco leaf in spring, at the sun

shining at dawn across a lake, and at the smiling face of a cbiid

on the street. They escape to the innocence of children when-

ever the company of adults becomes unbearable. They speak in

allegories and symbols, because they arc no longer conscious of

their own disease. They provide us with the few lyrical passages

in Dostoevsky’s work. But after this intensity of happiness they

collapse in an epileptic fit. They have lived “without time”: and

that means beyond all standards and values of conscious life :

"In those five BKioaca I live through t lifetime, anil I’d giro my whole

life for them, because they are worth it. To aodaro ten somadi ono mint

be phyeicelly changed ." 1

“I feel then ns if I undented those amazing words 'There shall te

no more time.'
"a

Apart from the very personal “idea” of the character, there

is also a more objective and philosophical “thesis” connected

with almost everyone of his novels. The philosophy of Dostoev-

sky centres around God, and the search for God. A strange and

not always intelligible synthesis takes place between religion on

the one band and Russia on die other. This implies a revolt

against all forms of liberalism, the mechanical and purely legal

attitude to life that then predominated throughout Europe,

against RomaQ-catholidsm and the Pope; it also implies a

tendency towards Pan-slavism, an insistence on the true values of

philanthropy and “brotherhood" and the Gospels. Perhaps the

L TU n, p. 338.

S. The Uic<, p. Hi.
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least convincing pact of Dostoevsky’s work is his philosophy.

Although the reader realizes all the time that the main “thesis” of

Tbt Brothers Karamazov is this very search for God, he will never

respond to it in the same way in which he responds to the purely

human conflicts in Dostoevsky. All we can say is that his

"philosophy” is wanting in that intuitive insight which we so

much admire in his descriptions of human beings and human
situations.

Dostoevsky does not know the relaxing influence of nature

which is given to most of the 19th-century novelists. Landscapes

are singularly lacking in his novels
;
he docs not respond to

music
(
as, for instance, Tolstoy did ), nor to paintings or any

other form of art. Only once in his novels do we come across

a description of a painting, a work by Hans Holbein represenring

the figure of Christ after he had been taken down from the

Cross ; his face is covered with blood and his body with putrid

wounds. When Dostoevsky himself saw this picture in the

Museum at Basel it produced an overwhelming impression upon
him, an impression which he has depicted in Tbt Idiot. It is

again the response of the character that matters here, not the

actual work of art itself. His universe was neither art nor nature,

but the individual and his soul. That explains why most of his

descriptions of landscapes arc so unconvincing and unrealized.

His characters live in cities, they rarely leave their rooms
; they

spend their time "talking” among each other or debating things

within themselves. The open air is unknown to them. And
whenever they leave their houses, they find themselves lost in a

reality the existence of which they had long ago forgotten.

Again and again we read the same kind of description :

"The Lhsw increased steadily, a warm, unhealthy wind Mew through

the streets, vehiolos sploshed through tho mud, and the irou shore of horses

and mules rang on the paving stones. Crowds of mslaneholy people plodded

wearily along tho footpaths, with here and there a drunken man among

L TAs UM, p. UL
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Sometimes one of those possessed epileptic people will “see”

nature around him. This is like a dash of lightning in the

melancholy semi-obscurity of his novels. But these passages

are extremely rare. The following is perhaps the most famous

piece of nature description in Dostoevsky. It is spoken by a

young woman, a lunatic :

"I would turn to the wost again. And tho shadow of our mountain

was flying liko an arrow over our lake, long, long and narrow atretahing a

mile beyond, right up to the island on the lake and cutting that reeky island

in twe, and aa it cut it in two, the eun would set altogether and suddenly

all would bo darkness.”1

Dostoevsky is hardly ever explicit about the outer appear-

ance of his characters. They speak and act, they are not “seen”

by the author. All his novels are monologues in the form of an

almost continuous dialogue. But whenever Dostoevsky thought

it necessary to introduce a character to the reader by means of a

description, he would choose only those minute details that

would attract our attention at once, should we meet this person

for the first rime. When, after some several hundred pages or

more, wc suddenly come across such a description as the follow-

ing, there is something unexpected about it, something essentially

forceful and vigorous :

"Hia articulation was wonderfully cloar. Hia word* pattered out like

smooth, big grains, always weU-ohoeen, and at your service. At first this

attracted one. but afterward* it teoa-ue iopulai70, just because of thU ever-

dredact articulation, this string of ever ready wards. One somehow began

to imagine that he most, have a tongue of special shape, somehow exoop-

tionsJly Iodb and thin, oxtremeiy red, with a sharp everlastingly active

little tip.”5

Dostoevsky’s art is like that of Rembrandt based on the

contrast between light and shade
;
everything in him is analysis

of antagonistic forces, of human emotions and impulses ; but the

L AsIShAZ, P-1M.

3. JNK.I.p.lM.
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synthesis he achieves in every one of his novels, the certainty

that there is a pre-established unity in the human soul, leads the

reader towards a deeper understanding of his characters and

human situations. They have passed the test of suffering and

pride, of humiliation and unbearable joy : they go back to the

deep and primitive harmony of the universe as little children do,

their souls putilied and at peace with themselves. And the utter

simplicity with which human conflicts resolve themselves at the

aid of his novels, places him side by side with the greatest

painters of human emotions and conflicts : Aeschylus, Dante,

and Shakespeare.



DARA SHIKUH*

Bikiama Jit Hasrat

V

MULLAH SHAH AND OTHER SAINTS

Dara Shikuh’s notice on the life of his “friend, guide and

spiritual teacher”. Mullah Shah, as recorded in the SakSnat-ul-

Av'Jiya, is fell and vivid, rich in anecdote and illustration, and

resplendent with religious emotions and aphorisms. It is written

with a frank directness as the outcome of a profound intimacy.

"Mullah Shah is that sublime personality, to whom every invisi-

ble object is clear,” he says in one of his verses
; and “having

him on my side, my mind fears not a hundred foes
;
O, you, who

have made the house of Kidki
(
D-ira Shikuh

)
flourishing, may

the Almighty keep you as his benefactor. Briefly his life is

divided ioto four sections : his birth and parentage
;
his spiritual

gifts and miraiclcs ; his letters to Diri Shikuh and a selection of

his •poetical compositions. For biographical details the most

contemporary accounts are, Tawakkal Beg’s Biography of Mullah

Shah, Abdul Hamid’s Pddsbcbnanta, Mirza Muhsin Fani’s Dabit-

tdn-i-Ma^ahib and the MiPdI-uI-Khajdl ; circumstantial notices

on his life arc also recorded in Lacif's Inhere, Nur Ahamad’s

Tabklkat-i-Cbifliya and Bernier’s Trawls.

Mullah Shah Muhammad, known by the epithet of

Lisanullab ( tongue of God ), a native of BadakhshSn. was the

son of Mullah Abdi Muhammad, the Qadi of Arsaka, a village

in Badakhshan. For his nativity of that place, he was often

called the “Pearl of Badakhshan”. “A man enquired of me,” says

• The ter;«e bfcpa with Vol V, Pott in ( New wrlci ) of the FtiwBteraCi

Quarter*.

W. JM.A.S B. Vol. V. No. I. p. !«*>•
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Data Shikuli,
“ ‘how is that the pearls are scarce in Badakhshan ?

“It is because,’ I replied promptly, 'that the luCl-i-Radakbsban

( Mullah Shah ) has left that place’.”3* The date of his birth is

not known, but according to Tawnkkal Beg, lie died in the year

1661 a. d. and was buried at Lahore close to his master Mian

but Bernier and Beale9* both say chat he died in Kashmir

in about 1660, while 'Azam’s Tarikh-i-Kashmir and Sarkar’s

Aurangyb corroborate the former statement.

Soon after his arrival in India in the year 1614 a.d.,* he

came to Lahore and became the disciple of Mian Mir, whose

great fame he had heard in Badakhshan. Two years later he

left for Kashmir with a number of Kadiri adherents and settled

down. Data Shikuh, who commanded an expeditionary force

against the Persians in 1659 a. d. returned to Kashmir and

remained there from Match 1640 to September 1640 and during

this period he met Mullah Shah. This incident he has mentioned

in the Supnat-nl-Aoiiyn

.

The slight acquaintance soon developed

into intimate friendship and deep affection and in the same year

as Tawakkal Beg tells us “that it was not without considerable

difficulty that the Prince could induce the saint to accept him as

a disciple in 1052 a. it. ( 1640 A. d. )." Dari Shikuh narrates

the incident graphically "When I went to see him for the first

time, since he had not seen me before, he asked me who I

was. ‘I am afaqir' I rejoined respectfully. ‘But even the Jaqirs

have a name ?’ he asked. ‘Nothing is hidden from you,’ I replied.

‘Now I know you,' he remarked and took me by the hand

and scaccd me by his side. I said that my aspirations I had

stated in the following quatrain :
,

Lot! In my own aolf-conaciotianess, I seek tbo gnosis ;

For in sincere faith I have plac&i mysalf :n tho

hand* of Mullah Shah,

91 ( labor* lithograph ).

91 Liiif : Lahore, ZU Eisioru
; ArM*cU>ral 6*<f Al(4g*8$Wi (189QJ p. 59.

98. An Oriental BicQTQfkUtu Didi'MOry p. 978.

84. Abdul Hamid
:
PadshahnA™ ( GaL 160? ) Vol. I. p. 8£&

to. SMnaMAtiUva
(
p. 194-98 ).
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Walk in graciously, 0 doar, and whisper into my ears

Tba Dirina aourot
; for I soak the Troth.

Smilingly he replied chat he had discerned my utmost desires

and remarked that I had lost my way and that he had found

me again :

Tboso who In sincerity of faith seek tho Fortune,

Ultimately find their way unto it.

Tho fortune, which symbolically moms the gocsis of Gcd

Ie invariably asrooiaWd with the throehold of Mullah 9hih."

Mullah Shah, according to Da hi Shikuh’s observations, was

a "man of wide intellectual outlook and a pantheist of sublime

imagination and humanitarian tendencies.” He had gained

spiritual illumination by his great piety and hard devotional

practices. A comprehensive account of physical austerities

and spiritual exercises practised by him, is given in the Sakhat-xl-

Au>/ija.x These include, the regulation of breath
,
97 constant

night vigils, religious vows, incredibly long fasrs, meditations

and visions, etc. Mlin Mb had a very high opinion of his

spiritual attainments and all his disciples were entrusted to his

care. In one of his quatrains he says :

The one who is Initiated into ebe wayn of Dirino knowledge

la Mullah Shah—the Gnostic of tbs Path.

The roogio induonoe of his disoourrea la known to oil and aundry
;

Today he in addressed by the epithet of LitSmMak.

Mullah Shah’s discourses to the disciples were on the different

stages of the Path viz., turk (renuncia-doo), jukr (poverty ), tagid

( celibacy ), islgbana
(
contentment ), tvakkal

(
faith in God ),

rifa ( quietism )
and truism

(
submission ). Dara Shikuh

admits that his charming personality and profound knowledge

9C. PHt ( p. 119 us j.

97. "Per icvea yciri," wrl^ci DSri Shikoh, "beatnning sora after the er»alg pity,

ra. low till d*wn. to praetioed the 20r«-M«l, by mwnt of the i^DiMioo of breath ud
he tiught me thin method— ."

(
p. 119 ). And «Uh i<g»n! lo the vjgflu, he e»y», "One of

the hard duoipUBM, prwtioed by him fee a lilU* oear thirty j<a*a, oy!o the pneenl day.

( 10» A. B.
)
™ that ho aeoor tlepl. One* I menSated thU tact lo him. to *hkh be

replied that bo remained noiionn In *J eU*» and that for torn* iloep U nalawfal."

( opt. til ).

7
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made everlasting impression on his mind, and that he decided

to sit at his feet and to receive instruction from him into the

mysteries of Divine Knowledge. Rut though himself used to

hard devotional exercises, Mullah Shah imposed no stern dis-

cipline upon his royal convert and for him he had “to discover

a shorter and simpler course in which lie used his will power and

magnetism and revealed to him the hidden aspects of spiritual

knowledge.” 1"1 Diira Shikuh accounts for this inconsistency in

die method of instruction. "Once he told me,” he remarks, m
“
that he had abandoned all practices and that his meditation now

consisted in the realisation of his own self and recited this

verse :

The aweeb odours of tho liolored ora&nato profusely fiom

within my own self

;

For this reason, evory moment. I hold in n;y amie, my own eelf.'*

Mullah Shah led a very simple and unostentatious life of

poverty. No servants were kept, no meals were cooked and no

lamps were lighted in his house and lie used to sit in daxkness.

“One night as I attended upon him,” says D5ra Shikuh, ’w “he

asked some one to briag a light and then turning towards me

remarked that he had ordered the light fot me as he always

meditated in the darkened cell aud recited this verse :

Tho fire of your love Illuminate* our abouo
;

In this darkened foil of ours a light ivo bum not.

Thereafter he remarked that there were many considerations

for his preference of darkness because :

Dorknose, if tbou wort to realise, it tho light of the Universal

;

In darkness, lies tho ‘stream of elixir* :

From this fountain-head, emanates tho light of mansfeatations.

Man7 a thing 1 have to aiy, but 1 will s|*ak not."

Mullah Shah was one of the most eminent Kadiri teachers

in India. A man of culture and refined literary tastes, he was

as. rw.
99. Tlcuni&vi-Zrifln : Aphorism* of Mollafc Shth. p. to.

ICO. 3aA4n^-Au*pa p. 119.
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himself a scholar and poet of no mean distinction. As a mystic

he was very outspoken and unconventional in his utterances,

and as a tbcosophist his ideals stood higher than those of the

exponents of the standard doctrines. As a liberal thinker, he

l>clicvcd in the fundamental uniformity of all religious beliefs.

Overwhelmed by his own religious emotions, he had a vivid

realisation of the close relation subsisting between human soul

and God and conceived with ecstatic pleasure in the innermost

recesses of his soul the Beatific vision. His letters to Dari

Shikuh lay emphasis on this aspect and give instructions on the

sublimity of human soul and its ascent to God.

“The object in the creation of man is his attainment of

the gnosis, for as it is said : ‘the aim in the creation of mankind

and genii is mainly for knowledge and truth’ ; and as God hath

said : ‘verily I was a hidden treasure, when 1 desired to be

known I created the universe’."101

Mullah Shah was the most eminent disciple of Mian Mir.

The latter, a teacher of enormous influence, was of retired habits

and contented disposition and regarded rhe attachment and

devotion of DJra Shikuh to the Kiditiya order of no great con-

sequence, but the former, when he saw the Mughal prince won
over to the fraternity, visualised in him rhe dream of its glori-

fication and a not too distant supremacy over all other religious

orders in India. Akbar and Jahangir had extended royal fivours

to the Chijtiya sect and had made it very popular with the people.

We know that D3ra Shikuh was not a religious propagandist,

but none can deny, that had he ascended the Delhi throne, with

royal patiouage and propagation, he would have made “his own

order" the leading sect of popular thought in India. Such were

Mullah Shah’s expectations. “When on the 7th of Jamadi-ul-

Akhir, on the eve of setting on an important expedition, 1 went

to him to receive his benedictions,” writes D5ii Shikuh,
101 “a

101. im.

10S. Ibid. p. !80.
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number of persons, pious and learned were in attendance. He
introduced me to each of them and thereafter dwelt on various

aspects of truth and reality of being. When I asked permission

to leave, he gave me a letter in which he expressed himself freely.

It began with the usual words of kindness and affection and said

that It hat! tutrusted tc my care the disciples 0/ the Path,/or he

considered rue us the most distinguished and [it person to imparl

instructions to them. As I took leave, l begged that through his

kind guidance I might carry my faith and convictions unimpaired

from this world. To this he replied chat my end would be

well Thereafter I rose and plactxl my head on his feet. He
took me by his hand and embraced me in exuberance of love

and remarked : ‘whosoever has joined the fold I leave them to

you’.”

There arc two more references to this effect, which are

mentioned by Dira Shikuh : “After I had left. Mullah Sa'id

informed me that Mullah Shah expressed strong hopes that I

would do my utmost for the propagation of die Kadiriya order

and would win over multitudes to die fold.” “And Mullah

Miskin toid me,” he writes at another place, "chat one day Mullah

Shah remarked that many a people he had initiated into the

mysteries of the Path and had placed his reliance on them for

the propagation of the order, but none of them came upto his

expectations. He added that this young prince
(
Data Sbikuh

)

would, without doubt, fulfil his ambition.”***

Mullah Shah’s lccters to D3r5 Shikuh10* form a very

interesdug study. In contrast to the high-sounding word-

jugglery and florid and ornate style, with which a prince of royal

blood was usually addressed to, their beauty lies in their direct-

ness of appeal, natural sentiments, sound advice, sweet words

and at times bitter rebukes. They are completely devoid of

formal ambiguities and show that Mullah Shah’s influence on

the spiritual and moral iife of the prince was immense and that

100 . Pot to21 dOolln ii&4 do fp. 188-09).

101. HUrm lrCor* o( MalUh Shot un rtooided by Dirt Slilkuh ( p. 18S-154J.
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the master and die pupil lived on the terms of most affectionate

intimacy. In these letters Data Shikuh is addressed as, “May you

behold the vision of the Beatific”
( letter i ) . . . . "You, who arc

initiated into the divine mysteries” (letter j) . . . .“I repose gteat

confidence in your sagacity and farsightedness” ( letter 4) ... .

“My sincere friend whose equanimity of mind and love for truth

is established” ( letter 6 ) . . . . “O spiritual and temporal king”

( letter 9 ). Their outstanding characteristic is that rhey arc

not addressed to a prince but to a neophyte of the Path and

contain elucidation of various mystic doctrines, viz. gno3is of

God, unification, faith, poverty, piety, detachment, etc. etc.

“May you attain the bliss of the Eternal,” says one of the

letters, “May the heart of the enlightened one be immune from

the evil breath of his foes. Remember that the secrets of the

fold should never be divulged to outsiders
;
do keep them con-

cealed. It should be clear to you chat one should be less inspired

in the company of those who have less benefit of the God’s

Grace
;
do not be over-confident. It is evident that for the

completion of one’s work, exertions to the utmost ate incumbent

;

do exert yourself. He who is sincere-minded in his intentions

is* surely a lover and he who is lover is worthy of the bliss of

the vision of the Beatific. The perfect man is he, who is not

reprehended by anybody whether common people or inmates of

the innerraosc circles ; who does not neglect the performance of

any work enjoined upon either by the dogma of Islam or the path

of esoteric Islam. First comes gmsii which is the effect of good

company. The second is the concentration of mind which is the

result of self-control and third comes the ian> which means con-

formity with mankind in general. Inwardly our every actioa

must conform with the truth
;
outwardly we should act like

people at large. Love those who hold similar views and shun

the hypocrites.” Speaking of the above letter, Dr. Qanungo'“

remarks that it is a severe comment on some of Dara Shikuh’s

ice. n*a sm 1 p. sob.
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faults of character. Without taking notice of the capacity and the

character of people Dili* Shikuh would communicate great

spiritual mysteries and practices to them and neophytes in

general. Mullah Shah, notwithstanding his detachment from

the world, was not altogether indilFerent to the stern realities of

life, to which he draws the attention of his less pracrical-mindcd

pupil.

In another letter lie writes : “May you attain the bliss of

the Beatific Your letter and the book you have sent through

Shaikh Muhsin have reached me. I have been much impressed by

die feelings of love and affection expressed by you ; dais is

natural, for the precious commodity of I-ovc is ever cherished by

those of sublime vision : ‘the goldsmith knows the worth of the

gold and jeweller of the jewels.’ God knows, how much

gratified I was to know of your attainments and if for a moment

you take to hccdlcssncss it would diminish my pleasure. I have

great faith in your sagacity and farsightedness and believe that

if you keep into view the greatness of the Omnipotent’s thres-

hold ar.d its dignity, ignorance which deprives a man of spiritual

pleasures, would not come near you. This ‘state’ often overtakes

those who have an access into the court of reality and truth.

Beware and know that their fate has been placed in your bauds.”

At anodicr place he says, “Once you recognise Him, you

would always do so. Never despair and endeavour to die

utmost. For you who have found the Path, it is necessary. If

you act otherwise, woe bedde you and your pretentions of being

a lover

Speaking of Shari’at and Uakikat, which ordinarily denote

“soundness of outward state and maintenance of inward state”

respectively, Dara Shikuh quotes one of the aphorisms of Mullah

Shah. “He said to he writes, "O you, who adhere to the

real faith, prayers are not obligatory for you, for at the moment

ios. im.
107. Batnut-vrJrifin p. B2.
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you arc in the state of intoxication (iu.hr

)

and ecstasy.

Intoxication is of higher degree than prayers ( mm

)

and in

relation to God is nearer to Him. The Divine Beloved possesses

the eyes of a lover. If the sukr be phantasmal ( mnja^i ), prayers

are prohibited for fear of pollution : an act for the preservation

of sanctity of the latter. On the other hand, if the sukr be real,

then too, prayers arc not allowed ; in this case it is for the

preser vation of the sanctity of the former. Visualise the truth

and act upto its ideals ; turn your eyes away from the exoteric

and look into the hidden secrets. The Kuran, too, is not fully

comprehensible to the casual. The Law ( Shari’at ) is the cause

of the Path ( Jarikat

)

which in its turn is the cause of the

Truth (Hakihit ).”*«

Similarly Diti Shikuh’s description of Mulla Shah’s

conception of faith ( iman

)

is also note-worthy. “Faith is

three-fold,” Mullah Shah once said: “First is the faith of

commonality, which consists in verbal profession and verification :

•Faith is belief in God and the Prophet and tlic angels and the

revealed books and in life after death and in hell and heaven.’

Second is the faith of those of the inner circle, which consists

in . physical and mental obedience to any one of the Divine

attributes, whichsoever illumines the mind
;

such being the

case with Moses, who could not forbear the light of Divine

attribute. Third is the faith of those of the innermost circle,

ice. Bath -hr,- forme a.-. interpreted by Lb* kaU of dl retro In diflotKil

manaor. 8ome u«t thot tho low is the troth. l«t orthodox theologfazo denounce this

downco which U hold by Um CottvUhivu tod the Sht’ifai “Tb# proof," Ihoy ernu» "ih»l

the !»w Is 7irttally o*pnr»t9 from tho ernlh lie* la the fuel tint In f«th, bolted it MP»r»te

from profseoicn Whllo ctfcen uteri : "that the prtof thftl the low .ad the troth or. not

fundamentally lopomta, but mo coo, lie* in tho for: that bdlet without profeerico U not

talli, >nl oonrctMly profaetlon without b^laf 1. not folth.- Bat oox>rling to

tho dlSaranco batmen the two I* -Ubbth-l. whllo. ot 6h« somo tiao. thru muluol

mloticai with om another oonnee b« Ifnotol. The fenwr dtcotm * rmlity which

'
’admits of abrogation oni olinotdc® ;

tho Utter, co tho other base, is a uniform reality

fram beginning to end. which dwenotodmlt obrogMion." Oa.Uthecreoliancdma:,

whllo thu other U "Ged’s keeping, p:oicn»tSon and prctortlon." On- m»y be campuri to

•oal toe tho other to body and ooec* oonnot 0» maintains! wtth«t is cxiiteoo* of «ho

other.
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which is, in reality ‘the gnosis, the acknowledgement and accep-

tance’ and consists in the absorption of all human attributes in

search of God. This is possible when ‘the veil of ego is lifted

and the mind is illumined with the light of Divine manifestations.

The dim recollection of conscious life fades and man is unmind-

ful of time, place and distance.'
” l<w

The second and the fourth sections of the notice on

Mullah Shah’s life, dealing with his miracles and his poetical

compositions arc not without interest. In the former, the

miracles of Mullah Shah arc of extraordinary character, tang-

ing from his feats of physical and devotional exercises, viz.

control of breath, night vigils, spiritual visions and dreams, etc.,

to his meeting with Khizar on the banks of the Ravi. “I have

heard,” says Dora Shikhu,llt> "that once he chanced to meet

Khizar ( may peace be on him ), but he ( Mullah Shah ) took no

notice of him. When I asked about this incident, he replied :

‘One day I had gone to the Ravi to wash my cloches. A man
emerged out of the river, and since I was in a state of medita-

tion, he asked me to hand him over my clothes for washing

;

for, he contended that I could not do two tilings at a time. To
which I replied that I could. Upon hearing this, he vanished/

”

Other miracles include : his divination of the secrets of the mind

of the man when confronted with him face to face
( p. 114 ) ; his

inordinately long fasts for the purification of the soul
( p. ia$ )

;

his proficiency in the contraction (qabd) and expansion (basl),m
( p. 127 ) ;

his spiritual visions (rdjdt-i-hdiiil), etc. etc.

Eminent persons whose aphorisms and sayings have been

mentioned by Dira Shikuh include the Prophet, those of the

house of the Prophet and the Imams ( p. 2-4 ) ;
Shaikh Junaid

( p. 10 ) ; Gsuth-ul-thaklin Abdul Kadir Jilani ( p 12 ) ;
Bayazld

BistamI
( p. 13 ), Shaikh Abu Bake Shibli ( p. 39 ) ;

Imam-ul-

109. Rid. p. 189.

110. IM p. IDS.

111 . oot&utdancMihoconUiallonot the ham la the itaUcf ban* mlcd

and the «jooilon ol tin hoirt In Iht lUle ot Nvoittieo. (
Snir-uMr.il.jai p 8T4 J.
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Muwahaddin Shaikh *Ibn-ul-'Arabi
( p. 50 ) ;

Saikh Abu Sa’ld

Abul Khair ( p. 52 ) ;
Sahl bin Tustaci ( p. 55 ) ;

Abu Bakr

Mlsrl
( p, 56 ) ;

Khwaja Mu’in-ud-Din Chi?ti ( p. 57 ) ;
Shaikh

Najra-ud-Din RizI ( p. 67 ) ; Shaikh-ul-Islam Khwaja Abdallah

Amiri ( p. 75 ) »n<l ochers. Besides numerous verses of Sufi

poetry, aptly cited in connection with the exposition of

various doctrines, are those of Jalal-ud-Din Rumi (p. 19, 28, 30,

67, 140, 13 1 & t6a ) ; Shaikh Sa’idi
( p. 37, 71 ) ; Abdul Kadlr

Jllani ( p. 1 5 1, 163); NizimI ( p. 66 ) and Syed ’Alla-ud-Din

( p.j 1 ). The verses and quatrains of Mullah Shah and Mian >Qr

arc given on pages ( 28, 117, 114, 123, 130-131, 139 & 132-158 )

and ( 25 & 27 )
respectively. Five quatrains of Dari Shikuh also

appear on pages ( 19, 53, 61, 73 & 169 )
of the SakSnat-ul-Awliya.

The fourth section contains a selection of the poetical

compositions of Mullah Shah, comprising 10 gbayalt and 18

rubdiydts . The divan of Mullah Shah whose worn ie punt was

Sbab, according to Dari Shikuh, "contains wonderful points and

exquisite subtleties and is full of knowledge and mystic allusions.

All these qualities are rarely met with in any other collection of

poerry. It contains many quatrains and a commentary thereon,

ghayals, matbnawis and a collection of his letters. Every verse

thereof is unique and contains the meaning of the two worlds."119

Judging the poetic excellence of Mullah Shah, from the few

specimens recorded, ( which also depict Dara Shikuh’s poetic

appreciation of current mystic thought ) we can, without hesita-

tion say, that they represent elegance of language, sublimity of

thought and grace of diction. His rubdiydts throw much light

on his religious belief, and the ethical and moral principles

preached by him. Some of the views expressed therein are

positively heterodox and, according to orthodox Islamic

conception, approach very near heresy. But the poetic

latitude can be allowed to him
;
for drunk with Divine love,

he had departed from the fold of the orthodox and had

11a. IW, p. ISA
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let himself adrift in the dangerous waters of gnosticism. He could

not, therefore, escape the malicious remarks of the orthodox

school who said that "this landed him on the benighted shores of

infidelity.”

Of Data Shikuh’s correspondence with the saints, Mullah

Shah, Miari Mir, Shah Muhibullah, Shall Dilruba and others,

whatever has been preserved,

*

IH even in its fragmentary cliaracter,

the main theme is the discussion of mystical doctrines of diverse

nature and the clarification and exposition of doubts and mis-

givings in the mind of the young aspirant. “To the compendium

of esoteric and exoteric sciences,” he addresses Shaikh

Muhibullah Allahabadi la one of his letters, "who is proficient

in the comprehension of the stages of form and spiiit ....

Shaikh Muhibullah, this lover of the saints
(
Darti Shikuh

)
sends

his greetings and felicitations : I respectfully acknowledge your

letter containing your answers to my questions with utmost

gratitude and satisfaction ; its contents have enlightened me with

your views on the subject and have given me pleasure and

delight. Some of the answers have been exactly to my expecta-

tions and while the others I have identified with my spiritual

longings and inclinations ( which arc in confirmation with the

holy Kuran and Sunnab of the Prophet of God ) . . . . For years

I have been studying books on the ‘inner state’ of the saints

but controversies being abundantly found therein, I have dis-

carded them hereafter, devoting my whole self to the study of

the mind, which is a boundless ocean ; where pure gems are

always to be found :

Refer mo not aoyznoro to such books ;

ITor my conscious-self is an open book to mo."

Another letter to Shah Muhammad Dilruba, the “veiled

mystic and saint,” celebrated for his piety and devotion, is very

113 Those lrtton So my knowledge ore <u follcwi
: 6 lettoro to 6b»h Muhunnad

Dilrub. tenudnod In the and reproduced In she

< Vol. I p. m 881 I ;
<2 letmr* Bbab KaUibuUah Allahbod i ( Ibid p. JCt-MC )ill«“

lo Sennod
(
Indian AMgnorj mi ) and 5 leWera In » MS. of the

to Beilin Iolrnxy ( p. 10. 40 ).
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interesting. “This saint,” writes Dara Shikuh, “had selected

for himsdf the corner of obscurity. He did not uncover his

face and talked to people from behind a screen. Once he told

me that he did not wish to expose his face co the vision of all.

I remarked that to behold his face was a blessing. He then

agreed that he would only uncover his face before those whom
he thought as the men of the Path

;
thus the commonality would,

of their own accord, desist from approaching him ”

The following letter of Shah Muhibullah is in answer to

a few questions put by Dara Shikuh and its elucidation by the

former :

Dara Shikuh : What is the true significance of the ‘Great

Veil’ ( Hijab-i-Akbar ) ?

Shah Mubihullab : Knowledge associated with mind is

beneficial ; it constitutes a burden when related to body. Thus

knowledge, which tends co perpetuate the fancy of duality, is in

reality an obstruction. From another point of view, however,

when it attaches itself to the light of limitations, without the

individual being conscious of it, of a certainty it is the 'Great

Veil' ;
for, the acquisition of knowledge, of whatever species it

might be, is an obstruction ; because the attributes envelop the

Universal Person in a screen. The gnostics, therefore, in their

discourses to the seekers on devotion, have not confined it to

limitations.

Dara Shikuh : Has the spiritual advancement an

extremity ?

Shah Muhibullah :

0 brother t the Path loads to an ondloes track. Prooeed, the way

lies before yon-

In relation to the Universal Person it is as you are already

aware of it.

Dara Shikuh : Is it possible to acquire spiritual perfection

by soul-disdplinc ?

Shah Muhibullah : Such a question, coming as it is from a

monotheist in search of Unity of God ( Dari Shikuh ), sounds
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strange ! The individual is perfection in itself, for the soul

provides him with true discipline. In fact, so long os hc
remains entangled in the whirlpool of fancy, hc considers the

manifestations apart from Him and attributes Divine Grace to it

Diird Sbsknb : How can live mind be capable of holding

the Infinite within its own self ?

Shab M»Ubul!ub : Mind has an access to the Infinite for

it is endless in its own end : and if this fact is not comprehended

properly, it would not be possible for human mind to contain the

Infinite.

Data Sbikstb : Docs the lover attain immortality with the

Beloved ?

Sbtih Mstbibulllab : My soul 1 these two terms of lover and

beloved arc known due to the felicity of the former
; so even

after the attainment of gnosis by him, the torments in the nicht of

the grave still confront him :

Union with she Bdov&l it divine to the friend*.

Ddrd Sbiktd) : Does die lover attain union with the

Beloved after death ?

Shab Muhibuilah : Dea/b fOMtitutu a bridge which links

fritnd wishfriend. Whatever exposition to this effect was given

by the perfects, was the outcome of matured experience
;

for, in

fact, the perfection of man is unattainable without death.

Ddrd Sbiknb : How can we differentiate between love and

affliction ?

Shab MuhibuUab : Affliction is the ladder which leads to

love, for it is said :

All in this Universe, in put or in whole.

Constitute Che aroh of a bridjo ic Loro’s Path.

Ddrd Shfkxb : When Syyid-ul-Ta'ifa”* replied, "Turning

towards tbs origin" in answer to, "What is the end r” what was

its true significance ?

Shab MuhibuUab : The origin, you must know, is the

A SUntJuaaia.
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diversion of vision from the reality, in consequence of a fancy

for duality
;
and the end is a complete comprehension of the

reality. Other reason being the soul’s journey towards the

origin of the Physical Plane ( 'Alam-i-Nasut

)

which is the seat of

the most gracious
;

its end marks declivity from height, which is

a position for the Imams of gnosticism. This is the Physical

Plane because the universe is involved in a cycle of encirclements,

the centre of the circle, revolving along the circumference is an

end in itself.116

Ddrd Sbikub : “Verify be is transgressing and ignorant.” Is

this verse in condemnation of man or in his commendation ?

Shab Mubibullab : It is said in compassion for him.

Dora Sbikub : Since the univets e is not perishable, how
can we account for the effacement of things ?

Slab Mubibullab : According to : Evtrysbing is perishable

except His face : things perish. Whatever remains is due to its

own capability and metonymy of its absolute nature.

To he continued.

116. RiIwbm U here »o th* Cut ttat Uic btaiaoiag c! ^ «**>>



GANDHI MAHARAJ

We who follow Gandhi Maharaja’s lead

have one thing in common among us

:

we never fill our purses with spoils from the poor

nor bend ouc knees to the rich.

When they come bullying to us

with raised list and menacing stick,

we smile to them, and say :

your reddening stare

may startle babies out of sleep

but how frighten those wlio refuse to fear ?

Our speeches arc straight and simple,

no diplomatic turns to twist their meaning
;

confounding penal code

they guide with perfect ease the victims

to the border of jail.

And when these crowd the path of the prison gate

their stains of insult are washed clean,

their age-long shackles drop to the dust,

and on their forehead are stamped

Gandhiji’s blessings.

ft/h

Santiniketan,

15. 12. 40.

( Translated from the original Bengali btt the author. )





MUKTA-DHARA

K. R. Ktipalani

An Apprtriaim

Mckta-dhara,* from which the play takes its name, is a moun-

tain spring whose waters, rushing down the slopes of Uttarakut,

irrigate the plain of Shiu-tarai, whose people are held in subjec-

tion to the King of Uttarakut. In order to enforce this subjec-

tion more effectively, the King of Uttarakut aims to control the

source of their economic well-being and to that end has had a

great dam erected to prevent the waters of Mukta-dhm from

reaching the plains below. It was a difficult and hazardous

operation, but the skill of the royal engineer Bibhuti, utilising

the resources of modern science and with the help of conscripted

labour, has at last successfully achieved the feat, though at con-

siderable loss of life. A mighty engine-tower, outsoaring the

trident on the Temple of Siva on a mountain peak, has been

erected. The play opens with the King and the citizens of

Uttarakut preparing to participate in a religious festival in honour

of -the Machine. The King as well as the bulk of the people of

Uttarakut
( for the little imperialism depicted in the play is of

the modem “democratic” type in which the people ate more

royal than their ruler, where a subject race is concerned
)
are

very proud of the Machine and quite confident thac the poor and

defenceless people of Shiu-tarai would now for ever be at their

mercy. Neither the recurring wail of the poor, demented mother,

looking for her son, one of the conscripted victims sacrificed in

the building of the dam, nor the warnings of the simple, god-

fearing folk who presage ill for such colossal pride and greed,

touch their hearts.

The Crown Prince Abhijif, however, professes open sym-

pathy for the people of Shiu-tarai and protests against Bibhuti’s

* ZaL Froe Ouironl. Tbo oilpnxl drain* b? RabiolrtGaib Tfcancc w*i Irtt

w*D*lnc:«i published hern u b7 MoxJorU Srkw of
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soulless achievement. The character of the Prince provides the

main psychological interest of the play. In him love of freedom

and sympathy for the oppressed discover their appropriate symbol-

ism, or as the author so aptly puts it,* their objective counterpart,

in the fate of Mukta-dhara, whose free current has been im-

prisoned by the dam. The emotional significance of this

symbolism gains in intensity till it becomes a passion, when the

Prince learns that he was not the son of the King but a foundling

picked up near the source of Mukta-dhara. "This unexpected

revelation profoundly affects his mind, making him believe chat

his life has a spiritual relationship with this waterfall
;
that its

voice was the first voice which greeted him with a message when
he came ro the world. From that moment tlx: fulfilment of that

message becomes the sole aim of his life, which is to open out

paths for the adventurous spirit of Man.”f The Prince deter-

mines to sacrifice his life in an attempt to liberate rhe imprisoned

current by forcing the dam at a point which he happened to

know was weakly built. He succeeds. The leaping torrent

breaks free, carrying the body of its foster-child in its turbulent

lap. Like some of Ibsen’s later dramas, the social motive of the

play, if it had any, seems to dissolve at the end in an undefined

sense of mystic self-fulfilment.

The author lias also re-introduccd into the play chat re-

markable character, the Ascetic Dhananjay, who first appeared

in Projasebitta
(
Atonement ), published in 1909. In chat play,

as in the present one, Dbauanjay coaches the people to resist

their ruler’s unjust claims non-violcntly but fearlessly. "As soon

as," he exhorts the subject people, “you can hold up your head

and say that nothing has power co hurt you, the roots of violence

will be cut through .... Nothing can hurt your inner manhood,

for that is a flame of fire. Only the material self is hurt. Thar

which is flesh feels the blow and whines and dies.
(
To bis

listeners

)

But you stand open-mouthed—don’t you under-

• tkt aniW« not* to an Eccliih tunnlation oi tbo play, eatlUod
vhiofc in the Afotwr* iirfo;**,, Uiy. lOtt.
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stand ?” A disciple : “We understandyou, but not your words.”

Dhananjaya : “Then woe betide you 1” Both the personality

and the words of Dhananjay arc a remarkable anticipation of the

shape that the struggle for Indian Independence was to assume

later under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. In the earlier

play Dhananjay even leads the people hi a sort of no-rent

campaign.

Perhaps no other play of Rabindranath expresses his

political convictions with such directness and force. Technically

too the drama is not overburdened with any sub-plot or extra-

neous incidents, which might break the continuity of the main

theme. ( Incidentally the Greek classical unities of time and

place arc fully observed. ) Against the grim background of the

towering menace of man’s diabolical skill, symbolised in the

Machine, pass and re-pass processions of men and women, tyrants

and sycophants, idealists and devotees, passionate rebels against

a pitiless imperialism and its servile agents
(

so amusingly

portrayed in the schoolmaster
),
and the multitude of simple folk,

with their quaint humour and unsophisticated wisdom. In their

innocent contentions and way-side comments the author has found

ample scope for his irony. Indeed, it is these spectators rather

than the main actors themselves who keep the stage occupied

for most of the time. Very little of the real drama takes place

before our eyes, the rest wc watch through the reactions on the

minds of these different spectators.

The drama is packed with meaning and rich in suggestions

which may tempt critics into a variety of interpretations. But

the author has gently warned his readers against missing the

main significance of the play which is psychological and lies in

the growing identity that is achieved in the Prince’s mind

between his own spirit and the current of Mukta-dhara. The

last desperate act of self-sacrificc, the awful nature of the

consummation sought and achieved by the Prince, which brings

the play to its dose, leaves one with a sense of the tragic

splendour of man’s spirit, silencing ail contentions for the

9
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moment. What happens to the people of Shiu-tarai, we have

forgotten to enquire.

There is no doubc that Mukta-dhara is one of the most

moving and well-knit of the author’s dramas. Mr. Edward

Thompson has called it “the best of his prose dramas." Without

endorsing so categorical a judgment, it is well worth quoting the

English critic’s excellent appreciation of the play.

"It is a reasoned though highly allegorical presentation of

his convictions, as expressed during many previous years, on

modern politics. It has many strands of significance woven Into

it, so that it is like shot silk suggesting many colours ; the play’s

achievement is chat in it he has attained a synthesis of his different

convictions and messages. Mis deep distrust of all government

by machinery and of all prostitution of science to setve violence

and oppression, his hatred of a slavish system of education, his

scorn of race-hatred and of all politics which seek to make one

tribe dependent on another instead of risking the gift of the

fullest freedom, his certitude that it is in freedom that God is

found,—all these arc so prominent that each may with justice be

claimed as the play’s message. Through all, as a tender under-

tone, runs the murmur of the Free Current, a haunting sound in

the soul of the boy whose foster-mother she was and whose

lifeless body, after he has broken her fetters, her waves ate to

carry majestically away. There are impressive passages, as where

the Machine is seen, sinister against the sunset, crouching over

the land and its life, overtopping even God’s temple ; or where

the noise of the breaking dam and the raging waters is first

heard. All through the play sounds the menace of God’s

gathering aeger at the hardness of men’s hearts and the sord:d-

ncss of their hopes. Finest of all is the constant quiet drift of

folk along the roads, the procession of life. It is the greatest

of his symbolical plays.”*

• RiHnthnruth Togo**
:
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MUKTA-DIlARA

Scene : Tbt Mountainous land oj UUaraknt, "The Peak oj tbt

North”, on a read leading toils Mountain temple of Shiva tbt Terrible.

In the distance a great Machine towers into the sky, its crest seeming!)

touching tbt clouds, and confronting it is the trident which crowns the

temple of Shiva. In a mango garden by the roadside itamis the tent of

King Kanajit, for tonight at new moon the lights of solemn worship

will he lit in Shiva's temple ; the king goes there on foot, and is now

resting by the wayside. Bibbuti his Hoya/ Engineer has succeeded after

many years of endeavour in damming the springs of Mukta-dbara with

the might of bis steel machine. In honour of this extraordinary feat

the people of Ultarakut have come to holdfestival in the temple courts

of Shiva. The company of sannyasis who perform the temple rites are

spending the whole day in processional paans ; some held censers of

burning incense, some carry conches and gongs, and accompany sbeir

songs by rhythmic beating of the gong.

Enter procession, singing :

Shiva the Terrible, God we acclaim Thee,

Lord of Destruction, yet uttermost Peace.

In darkness of doubting our sunrise we name Thee,

Saviour in conflict, in bondage Release.

Shiva the Terrible, Giver of Peace

(
The sannyasis go out singing

)

Enter a pilgrimfrom a foreign land, carrying the prescribed

worship offerings. He meets and addresses a

citizen of Uttarakut.

Pilgrim : What is that which stands so high against the

sky ? It is a fearsome sight

Citizen : Don’t you know ? You arc a stranger, I suppose.

That is the Machine.

Pilgrim : Machine ? What machine ?

Citizen : Bibhuti the Royal Engineer has been working at
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it these twentyfive years past. See, it is.finished now, and so

today is a festival.

Pilgrim : And whac is its purpose ?

Cilr(tti : It has bound fast the springs of Mukta-dhara.

Pilgrim : Ugh I It looks like the head of some skeleton

demon, with its gaping, grinning jaws—a demon that lies in

wait for your sleeping city. With that sight before you day and

night, your living spirits will surely shrivel and stiffen like a

blasted tree.

CithpH : Our life is not so easily damaged
;

there is no

call for fear on that score.

Pilgrim : It may be so, but that is no fit thing to stand in

the presence of the sun aud stars
;

it would be better to keep it

hid. Can you not see how it seems to irritate the very sky ?

Citizen : But ate you not going to the temple worship

tonight ?

Pilgrim : That is what I set out to do, as I have done every

year at this season. But never before have I seen the sky above

the temple darkened by such a monster. When I came in sight

of it suddenly today, my whole body shivered with a nameless

fe%r. There is something blasphemous in the way it has out-

soared the very temple tower. 1 will go and make my offering,

bur my mind is not at rest.

Enter a woman wearing a white (loth over btr head which

ewers her whole body and trails on the ground.

Woman : Suraan 1 My Suman I {To the Citizen
)

Little

father, you have all returned, but my Suraan is not even yet

come home.

Citizen : What is your name ?

Woman : I’m Amba of jonai village. And he—be is the

light of my eyes, the'brcath of my life, my Suman.

Citizen : What has happened to him, daughter ?

Amba : They have taken him away—I don’t know where.

I had gone to worship Shiva in the temple—I came back and

found they had taken him.
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Pilgrim : Then they must have taken him to work at the

dam of Mukta-dhara.

Ambn : I heard that they lnd taken him this way—away

to the west of Gouri’s Peak there—but I cannot sec as far as

that
;
I can see no path beyond it.

Pilgrim : What is the use pf crying ? We are just going

to the evening worship in Shiva’s temple ; it is out great day

today, you conic too.

Awba : No, father, it was to Shiva’s temple I went that

day too. Siucc then I’ve been afraid to go out to worship. And

mark my words, our prayers never reach the Father now ; they

are stolen on their way to His shrine.

Pilgrim : Why, who steals them ?

Aruba : The same who took Suman from my heart. I

don’t know yet who he is. Suman 1 My Suman 1 My boy

Suman 1

( AH go cut
)

A messenger from Abbijit tbs Yuvarnj of Uttarakut

mnis Bibhuti on bis way to tbt temple.

Messenger : Lord Bibhuti, the Yuvaiaj has sent me to yon.

Bibhuti

:

What is his will ?

Miss : Aftez long years of effort you have brought into

bondage our springs of Mukta-dhara. Time after time your dam

has burst, countless men have perished under falls of earth and

sand, countless others have been carried away by the flood. But

today at last—

Bibhuti

:

Their lives were not given ir. vain. My dam is

completed.

Miss : The people of the foothills of Shiu-tarai do not yet

know it. They cannot believe that it is in the power of any man

to keep from them the waters that God has given.

Bibhuti : God gave to them merely the water ;
to me He

gave the power to withhold the water.

Mess : They are still without a thought of evil
;
they

don’t know that within a week theit growing fields . . .
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Bibbuti : Why should you talk of their fields ? What have

their fields to do with me ?

Miss: Why, did you not build your dam for that

purpose—so that their fields should wither and die ?

Bibbuti : No, 1 built it to prove that the mind of man can

triumph over all the might of sand and stone and water arrayed

against him. I had no time to contemplate the loss of any

farmer’s petty field of maize.

Mess : The Yuvaraj asks, is not the time even now come ?

Bibbuti : No, for 1 contemplate the splendour of the power

of the Machine.

Mus : And cannot the cries of the hungry break in upon

your contemplation ?

Bibbuti : No
;
my dam breaks not before the fury of the

waters, and my Machine quails not before the power of tears.

Miss : Have you no fear of curses ?

Bibbuti : Of curses ? Look you, when there were no

labourers to be had in Uccarakut, we went at the king’s command
to every house in Chandapatrana, and seized for our needs all

sons above eighteen. Many of them never returned to their

homes, yet my Machine has triumphed over the curses of all

those mothers. When one is fighting the power of the gods, he

cares little for the curses of men.

Mess : You have built this monument of your fame, and

the glory is yours. The Yuvaraj now bids you break down of

your own will the work of your hands, and so attain an even

greater glory.

Bibbuti : When the monument was still incomplete,.it was

mine alone
;
but now it is the property of all Uttarakur. I have

no longer the right to destroy it-

Mus : The Yuvaraj says that he will take upon himself

that right.

Bibbuti : What 1
The Yuvaraj of Uttarakut says such a

thing ? Does he not belong to us ? Is be a Shiu-tarayan ?

Mus : He says that it is yet to be proved whether
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Uttarakut is ruled by the Machine only, or whether die law of

God does not run there also.

Bibbuti : I tell you that by the might of my Machine I

myself will take rank as God, and on me rests the burden of the

proof. Tell the Yuvaraj that 1 have left no road open by which

the strangle-hold of my machine may be relaxed.

Mess : The God of destruction docs not always travel by
the highroad. No eye of man sees the cracks and fissures which

secretly awair his coming.

Bibbuti : ( startled ) Cracks I Whac is that you say ?

What do you know of cracks ?

Men : What should I know ? But be sure that He who
uses them will find them out. ( The messenger goes cut

)

Enter some citizens of Uttarakut, on their nay to the

templefestivities. They see Bibbuti.

1st. Cit : Well, engineer, you’re a wonderful fellow. Given

us all the slip, you have, and got right ahead of us, while we
knew nothing about it.

ind. Cit : That’s die sort of thing lie’s always done. He
would be for ever worming himself forward on the quicc, when

you least expected it, aud outdoing everybody. Cropheaded

Bibhuu of Chabua, our own village ! We used to go to school

together, and Kailash the schoolmaster used to box our cars, all

alike. And now look ac him, leaving us all behind and making

such a name for himself 1

jrd Cit : Hi, Gobru, you with the basket there, why do

you stand gaping like that ? You’ve seen Bibhuu before,

haven’t you ? Get out the garlands and garland him.

( They begin to garland him
)

Bibbuti : Stop, stop, that’s enough ....

yrd. Cit : What, enough ? Why, you’ve become a great

man, all of a sudden, and we’ve got to do the thing properly,

you know. Your neck ought really to be as long as a camel’s,

and all Uttaiakut ought to be loading you with garlands up to

the .tip of your nose.
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2nd. Cit

:

I say, old man, Harish the drummer hasn’t

turned up yet.

ut Cit : The rascally lazybones, he needs a drumming on

the skin of his own back.

3rd Cit : What’s the use of talking like that ? If it comes

to drumming, he’s far ahead of us.

4th Cit : I rhoughc we might have got hold of Bisbay

Shamont’s ceremonial car today, and taken old Bibbuti in

procession. But they say that even the king is going to the

temple on foot.

Jtb Cit : Well, it’s a good thing you didn’t Do you

realise what a state it’s in ? I borrowed it the other day for ray

boy’s wedding ... and I had to pull it far more than it

pulled me.

4th. Cit

:

Well, what we can do is to carry Bibhuti on our

shoulders. Let’s do that.

bibhuti : Ili, what arc you trying to do ?

jtb. Cit: No, no, this is quite as it should be. You were

bom and brought up in the lap of Uttarakut, and now you’ve

climbed on her back. You’re head and shoulders above everyone

clso.

( Tbej rut their staves on tksir shoulders and lijt Bibbuti )

All: Hurrah! Hurrah for Bibhuti, the Royal Engineer !

( All go out singing, carrying Bibbuti shoulder hiib
)

All haii. Machine, we worship thee,

We bow to thee, we honour thee.

Machine, O Lord Machine.

Thy flames and thunders rend the sky

And all thy rumbling wheels reply

In swift and sonorous majesty ;

We bow to thee, Machine.

In one defiant onrush hurled

Thy conquering fires sweep the world,

Machine, O Lord Machine.

io
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Thy power melts the stubborn ore,

Shatters the old rock’s living core,

And moves still things unmoved before—

All hail, all hail. Machine.

A vulture thou, whose talons tear

The bowels of earth, and lay them bare,

Machine, O Lord Machine.

Thou art a cloud, beneath whose lee

Sinister tempests scud and flee

To darken cattli and air and sea.

All hail, Machine, Machine.

Thou grim magician, binding still

The very dements to thy will,

All hail to thee, Machine.

Thou hasr the captive world in fee.

And we thy servants worship thee,

We bow to thee, we honour thee,

O Lord, O Lord Machine.

Enter, from tbs tent. King Vuwajit and bis Minister.

Wanaji! : You have never been able to keep the people of

S'uiu-tani under proper control. Now at last, by his mastery of

Mukta-dhara, Bibhuti has found a way of enforcing thdr

obedience. But you don’t seem very enthusiastic, manlri. Are

you jealous of him ?

Minister : Ycur pardon, Mabaraj, far from it. It is no

part of our work to wrestle against earth and stones with pick-

axes and spades. Our tool is diplomacy, our commerce is with

the minds of men. It was I who counselled you to give the

Yuvaraj responsibility for the control of Sh:u-tarai. Had you kept

my counsel, he would have bound them in tics of affection no

less strong than the steel bonds of Mukta-dhara.

Ranajit : And what has been the fruit of his rule ?

Taxes two years in arrears ! There have been plenty of famines
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in Shia-tarai before this, but they always used to pay their

taxes.

Minister : He was beginning to win for you a more valuable

diing than taxes, when you ordered him to return. We should

not despise the young in matters of government. You must

remember that in times of intolerable suffering, the strength of

their grief and sympathy makes young people greater than their

elders.

Ranajit : You are for ever changing your tunc. You have

told me again and again that a king should govern his subjects as

a rider does his horse, from the vantage-point of a higher seat

;

and that the art of ruling an alien people consists in such control.

Did you not say so ?

Minister : Yes, I did. The position was different then,

and my counsel was fitted for the times. Buc now ....

Ranajit

:

I never had any wish to send the Yuvaraj to

Shiu-tatai.

Minister

:

Why, Maharaj ?

Ranajit : They are not our own people, but aliens, and if

wc rub shoulders with them too familiarly, their respect for U9

will* be destroyed. One’s own folk may be won by affection,

but outsiders must be ruled by fear.

Minister : Maharaj, you have forgotten the real reason for

sending the Yuvaraj to Shiu-tarai. For some rime he had

seemed very restless in spirit, and we suspected that he had

somehow got a hint of the truth about himself—that he is not of

royal birth, but was picked up at the foot of the falls of Mukta-

dhara. And so to keep his mind occupied ....

Ranajit : Yes, 1 know all about that. Almost every night

he used to go and sleep below the faff When I heard about it

I sought him out there one night and asked him straight, "What

is the matter, Abhijic ? Why arc you here Y' And he replied,

“In the sound of this water 1 hear my mother’s voice.”

Minister : 1 too once asked him what had come over him,

and how it was that 1 hardly ever saw him in the palace. He
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said, "The knowledge has come to me that I was born on earth

to open up a highway.”

Rtniajit : I have lost my belief in the prophecy that this

boy would be the ruler of a great empire.

Minister : It was Abhiramswami himself, your gun?
s guru,

who made that prediction.

Ranajit : He must have been mistaken. I have had nothing

but loss in my dealings with this lad. Ever since my grandfather’s

time the road over the Nandi Pass has been blocked, so

that the wool-merchants of Shiu-tarai could not trade in foreign

markets. Now Abhijit has thrown open that road. The price

of food and clothing in Uttarakuc will rise, you know'.

Minister : He is young, isn’t lie ? The Yuvaiaj was looking

at it from the point of view of Shiu-tarai ....

Ranajit : But I call that treachery against his own people.

Then there’s that Vairagi Dhananjay of Shiu-tarai, who is

wandering about stirring up disaffection—I am certain he has a

hand in it too. We shall have to suppress due fellow, rosary and

all. He must be taken into custody.

Minister : I do not presume to oppose the Mahuraj’s will.

But you know well, Sire, that there arc evils which arc safer deft

free than suppressed.

Ranajit : That is as may be. That consideration docs not

lie in your province.

Minister : No sire, but it is a consideradon I would urge

upon you.

Enter a sentinel

Sentinel : Sire, your uncle is approaching, the Maharaj

Visvajit of Mobangarh. ( Exit
)

Kanajit : There’s another one. He is the ringleader of the

set who arc spoiling Abhijit. An uncongenial kinsman is like a

hunchback’s hump, always hanging on behind, impossible to get

rid of, and a continual nuisance to bear What is that noise ?

Minister : The devotees ate making procession round the

temple.
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Enter tbt devotees, tinging :

Shiva the Terrible, God we acclaim Thee,

Purging i he darkness with flame of Thy breath
;

Thou arc the Truth, and Thy thunders proclaim Thee :

Banc of the wrong-doer, Guide across death,

Shiva the Terrible, God wc acclaim Thee

( Tbty go out)

Enter Ranajit's uncle, King Visvajit of Mobangarb.

He is dressed woolly in white, and has

white hair.

Ranojil : Reverent greeting, uncle. 1 had not hoped for

the good fortune of your presence today at our worship of

Shiva.

Visvajit

:

I came to tell you that Shiva will not accept

today's worship.

Ranajit : Such words of evil omen arc an insult to our

festival ....

Visvajit : And why a festival ? Why have you imprisoned

those fountains of free water which the God of gods sends down

from heaven that all who thirst may drink ?

Ranojit : Why ? That I may dominate my enemies !

Visvajit : And have you no fear of making Almighty God

your enemy ?

Ranajit : Is not He the patron-god of Uttarakut ? He

himself is glorified in the triumphs of his city. And so He

takes out part, and withdraws the gift that He himself had given.

He will pierce Shiu-tarai with the spears of thirst, and cast it m
the dust before the throne of Uttarakut.

Visvajit : Then your worship is no true worship, but

merely the payment of a wage.

Ranajit : Uncle, you are a partisan of foreigners, and an

enemy of your own people. And through youc teaching Abhijit

too is failing in his duty to liis own kingdom.

Visvajit : Through nrj teaching ? Was I not once in your

party ? When you raised mutiny in Chandapactana, was it not
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I who suppressed that rebellion with fire and sword ? Afterwards

this boy Abbijic found his way into my heart, and it was ht who
brought mi light. Then I saw that chose whom I had injured

blindly in the darkness were indeed flesh of my flesh. You
recognized in him the mystic foreshadowings of an imperial

destiny ;
seeing them, you welcomed him to your house ; and

do you now seek to confine him to this petty throne of

Uttarakut ?

Ranajit. 1 suppose it was you who told Abhijit of his

being picked up under the fails of Mukta-dhara ?

Visvajit. Yes, it was I. It was the day of the Festival of

Lamps, and he was a guest in my palace. In the sunset light I

noticed him standing on the terrace, gazing towards Gouri’s Peak.

1 asked, “What do you sec, my brother ?” He said, "1 see the

roads, as yet uncut, which shall in future times cross those

unsealed heights and make us neighbours of distant lands.” And

even as I listened I thought, “The mother who gave him birth

by the springs of Mukta-dhara was free of the limiting walls of

home, and who shall bind and confine her son ?” I could no

longer keep silent, but said to him, "Brother, your birch was by

the wayside, and from that very moment the I-ord of the Bills

gave you welcome to the open road
;
no conch-shell summoned

you within the four walls ofa home.”

Ranajit : Now at last I understand.

Visvajit : What do you understand ?

Ranajit : That from the time he heard this story Abhijit’s

affections became estranged from the royal house of Uttarakut.

His opening of the Nandi Pass road is an arrogant proclamation

of that estrangement.

Visvajit : What harm is done by that ? A road once

opened is a road for all—for Uttarakut, no less than for Shiu-tarai.

Ranajit : Unde, you arc my kinsman, and respect is due

to your age
;
therefore I nave been very patient. But I can be so

no longer, for you are a traitor to your own people
;
I com-

mand you to leave this kingdom.
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Visvajit : I can never give up you and yours. If you

give me up, I must needs endure it.

( Hi goes out )

Entir Amba, going towards the king.

Amba : What folk are these ? Look you, the sun is

setting, and my Suraan is not yet returned.

Ranafit : Who and what arc you ?

Amba : I—I am nothing, nobody. Hs was my all in all

—

and they took him away along this road. Is there no end to

this road ? And is my Suman journeying still, on and on

unresting, to where beyond Gouri’s Peak all things sink into the

western sky, the sun, the light and all ?

Ranajit : Mantri, I suppose this must be

Minuter : Yes, in the work of building that dam ....

Ranajit
: ( to Amba

)
Do not weep for your son. I know

of him, and that he has today received the world’s last and

greatest gift.

Amba : If that were true, he would bring that gift to mv

arms in the evening, for am I not his mother ?

Ranajit : He will iodeed bring it for you in the evening.

But<hat evening is not yet come.

Amba : May your words be true, little father ! I will waic

for him here, along the temple road. Suman ! ( She gots out )

The schoolmaster oj Uttaraksst enters with his boys.

Master : You’ll be getting a taste of the cane, I can see.

Loudly now, shout 1 Jai, Rajarajeswar 1

Boys : Jai, Rajara—

Master : ( slapping a boy or two within reach )—jeswar I

Boys : —jeswar 1

Ranajit : Where arc you all going ?

Master : Sire, you are going to confer honour on our

Royal Engineer Bibhuti, so I am taking the boys to share in the

rejoicings. They have leamt from childhood to honour every-

thing that is to the glory of Uttarakut and I do not want them

to miss any opportunity for participating in it
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Ranajit : They all know, I suppose, what Bibhuti has done?

Boys: {jumping and clapping their bauds) Yes, yes, he has

stopped up Shiu-tarai's drinking water.

Ranajit : Why did lie do that ?

Boys : To make them smart.

Ranajit : And why should he make them smart ?

Boys : Because they are wicked men.

Ranajit : How, wicked ?

Beys : Everybody knows it, they’re very wicked, awjully

wicked.

Ranajit : But you don’t know why they arc wicked ?

Master : Of course they know, Maharaj. Now, you, didn’t

you read ? Didn’t you read in your book ? ( whispering ) Their

religion is rotten.

Boys : Yes, yes, their religion is rotten.

Master : And besides, theyTe not like us. Come now,

speak up
!

(He points to bis nose
)

Boys : They haven’t got high-ridged noses.

Master : Right, now what has our professor proved ?

What does a high-ridged nose show ?

Boys : The greatness of our race I

: Good ! And what will that great race do ?

Come, speak up !. . . . they’ll conquer .... Out with it, do !. . .

.

they’ll conquer everyone else in the world, won’t they ?

Beys : Yes, everyone.

Master : Have you ever heard of the men of Uttarakut

being defeated in war ?

Boys : Never, never 1

Master : Didn’t our former king Pragjit, with two hundred

and ninety three men, drive back an army of thixtyonc thousand

seven hundred and fifty southern barbarians ?

Boys : Yes, ves !

Master : Maharaj, you will surely see the day when these

very boys will be a terror to the miserable wretches who are

born outside Uttarakut If not, I am no true teacher. I do not
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forget for a moment what a great responsibility is ours. It is rot

who mould men, your ministers but make use of them. Yet be

pleased, sire, to compare the salary the)' draw with ours.

Minister : But those boys themselves are your reward.

Master : Well spoken, sir, the boys chemselves are our

reward. Alas, but food is dear. Just think, cow’s ghee, which

used to be . .

.

Minister : /Ml right, all tight. I’ll see about this gbse of

yours. Now go, it is nearly time for the worship.

(
Tbt schoolmaster gas out aitb his hoys.

)

Ranajit : This schoolmaster of yours has nothing in his

head but ghee, cow’s ghee.

Minister : There's certainly a good deal of the cow about

him. But, Maharaj, fellows of this kind have their uses. They

do mechanically, day after day, exactly as they are told. Things

would not ran on such oiled wheels if they had more sense.

Ranajit : What is that in the sky, Mantri ?

Minister : You arc forgetting, Maharaj. That is the top

of Bibhuti’s machine.

Ranajit

:

It has never showed so clearly before.

Minister : The storm this morning cleared the air, chat is

why we sec it so well.

Ranajit : Does it not look to you like a demon’s defiant

fist shaken in the face of the sungod, while He grows red with

anger ? It was not good to make it so arrogantly high.

Minister : It looks to me like a spear piercing the gentle

breast of our sky.

Ranajit

:

Well, it is time now to go to the temple.

(They go our)

Enter a second hand oj Uttarakut citrons

1st. Cit : You must have noticed that Bibhuti always

avoids us nowadays. He would like to rub out altogether the

record of his upbringing, the tact that be was one of us. One

XI
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day he’ll find out that it’s not good for the sword to get too big

for its sheath.

2nd, Cit : Whatever you may say, brother, Bibhuti has

certainly made a name for Uttarakut.

ist. Cit : Oh, let that alone, you arc beginning to make far

too much of him. That dam there cost him all he had, and it

broke down at least ten times.

3rd. Cit

:

And who knows that it will not break again ?

ist. Cit : You’ve seen that mound, have you, on the north

side of the dam ?

2nd. Cit : W'hy, what about it ?

at. Cit : What about it ? Don’t you know that ? Every

one who has seen it says. . . .

2nd. Cit : What ? What do they say ?

///. Cit

:

What do they say ! Shamming stupid, ate you ?

It’s as plain as the nose on your face I Why, from one end to

the other . . . oh, why talk ?

2nd. Cit : No, tell us a bit more about it, go on.

ist. Cit : How you gape, Ranjan I Just wait. You’ll

understand clearly enough when all of a sudden. . . .

( Ha etuis with a gcstnrt
)

2nd. Cit : Whew !
What are you saying, old man ? All

of a sudden ? . . . .

ist. Cit : Yes, my friend. Well, Jhogru will tell you. He’s

got everything taped out and weighed up.

2nd. Cit

:

I will say this for Jhogru, he doesn’t lose his

head. When ever/one else is shouting Bravo, he coolly fishes

out bis measuring rod.

3rd. Cit

:

Well, my lad, some folk say that all Bibhub’s

learning. . . .

///. Cit

:

1 know myself that he stole it all from Benkot

Vaima. . . . Now bi was a really clever chap. What a head I

My word 1 And yei Bibhuti gets all the credit,—and he, poor

fellow, dies of starvation.

3rd. Cit : And was it merely of starvation ?
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ist. Cit

:

Well, what is the use of discussing dial ? Lack

of food, or food given him by a certain person, who knows ?

Besides, someone may overhear us, and there are gossip-mongers

everywhere. The men of this country can’t bear to hear good

of others.

2nd. Cit : Well, whatever you say, the man. . .

.

at, Cit : Well, there’s no wonder in thar. Think where

he was born ! My great-grandfather was a man of Chabaa

village—you’ve heard bis name, haven’t you ?

2nd, Cit i Naturally. Who in Uttarakuc hasn't ? He
was that

.

. . what d’ye call it . .

.

at. Cit

:

Yes, yes, Bhasker. There was no such espert

snuff-maker io the whole district. King Sacrujit would never go

a day without his snuff.

yd. Cit

:

Well, there’ll be time enough for this talk

later, let’s go to the temple now. We are Bibhuti’s fellow-

villagers, after all ; we’ll garland him, and it’s we who’ll sic on his

right hand ....

Voiet off

:

Do not go, brothers, do not go 1 Go
back 1

2nd. Cit

:

Hark to that ! Old Barn has come out.

Enter Batu, his hair unhmpt, a tattered blanket throw

round bin/, and a crooked branch in bis

handfor a staff.

ist. Cit

:

Why, Batu, where are you going ?

Batu : Have a care, little brothers, have a care. Don’t

go that way, go back while there is still time.

2nd. Cit : Why.? Why do you say that ?

Batu :
There will be sacrifice, human sacrifice. They took

my two lusty grandsons by force, and they have not come

back.

jrd. Cit

:

To whom will they sacrifice, uncle ?

Batu : To Thirst, the Demon of Thirst I

2nd. Cit : The Demon of Thirst 1 Who may that be ?
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Bafu : One who, the more lie gets, the more he wants.

His dry tongue grows longer and longer, like a gbu-icd
flame.

ist. Cit

:

You must be nnd. We arc going to the temple

of Shiva, and what Thirst-Demon is there ?

Bate : Haven’t you heard ? Today they arc going to

thrust Shiva from his temple, and Thirst will sit enthroned on the

altar.

2nd. Cit : Hush, hush, madman
;

the men of Uttarakut

will tear you to pieces if they hear you t.ilk like chat.

Bntn : Yes, they arc throwing mud at me, and the boys

are pelting me with stones. They all say tliat my two grandsons

arc gtcatly blessed in having given their lives.

ist. Cit : Well, that’s true.

Bata : True ? If life does not spring from die offering of

life, if nothing but death is the fruit of death, where is the

blessing in such utter loss ? Shiva will never endure it I Little

brother, have a care I Do not go that way.

( lit goes out
)

2nd. Cit : He makes me shudder—look how my flesb

creeps.

ist. Cit : Why, Ranju, you arc afraid of shadows. Game,

let’s go.

( They ali go out

)

Enter Abhijit and Rajhmar Sanjaj.

Sartjay : I do not understand, Yuvaraj, why you arc

leaving the palace.

Abhijit

:

There are things which you will not understand.

1 have come out under the open sky, because a voice rang in my
ears, and cried to me that the living current of my spirit must

overleap those palace walls of stone.

Sarjay : We have noticed your restlessness for some time.

The invisible tics which bound you to us have been growing

slack. Have chey fallen away completely today ?

Abhijit : Sanjay, do you sec tliat form in the sunset over
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Gouri’s Peak ? It is like a bird of flame, spreading its wings of

cloud and flying cowards rhe night. That is a picture of my
life’s adventure, painted on the heavens by the setting sun.

Sanjay
:

Bat do you not see also, Yuvaraj, how the

machine thrusts itself into the very heart of the sunset ? It is as

chough the flying bird’s breast is pierced by an arrow,* and with

drooping wings it is falling iato the valley of night. No, the

signs are evil, and it is time for rest ; come to the palace,

Yuvaraj.

Abbijit : Where there is bondage, can there be rest ?

Sanjay : How have you come to feel, after all these days,

chat there is bondage for you in the palace ?

Abbijit : I knew it when I heard that they had imprisoned

Mukta-dhara.

Sanjay : I do not understand the meaning of your
words.

Abbijit : God writes here and there in things external His

secret Word fox the souls of men. And the hidden places of my
spirit are revealed in those falls of Mukta-dhara. Whea the)'

bound her dancing feet in the iron fetters, I was shaken to the

depths of my being, and I knew with sudden certainty that even

so the throne of Utcarakut must fetter the springs of my
spirit. In this journey it is freedom from those fetters which

I seek.

Sanjay
:

Yuvaraj, take me as your comrade on the road.

Abbijit : No, brother, you must discover your own path.

If you follow me, I shall hide your true path from you.

Sanjay : Do not be so stem, your sternness wounds me.

Abbijit

:

You know my heart, and will understand me
in spite of the wounds.

Sanjay : I have no wish to make question of your call and

your pilgrimage. But, Yuvaraj, the evening is come, and the

music of the nightfall comes floating from the palace cower. Is

there no call for you in that ? Glory there may be in your

strenuous purpose, but has the grace of life no value too ?
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AbbijiS : My brother, if is for the sake of that grace and

its value that the stern fight must be fought.

Sanjay : Do you remember, the other Jay, you were

struck with wonder to see a white lotus bloom lying before the

mat where you sit for your morning worship ? None told you

of who had culled it in secret, in the dim dawn before you woke

;

but should you not remember at this hour rhe sweetness of that

inspired little act ? Is not your mind haunted still by the image

of that timid one, who hid herself but could not hide her

worship ?

Abbijit : Most surely I remember. And just because

such love exists, I cannot endure that hideous, steel-toothed

monster that mutes the music of earth and grins and guffaws

against the sky. Just because I love this Paradise of God, I am

going to fight the demons which menace it.

Sanjay : The evening light lies swooning on that blue

hillside. Docs it not bring to your heart the shadow of tears ?

Abbijit : The shadow is there, and my heart also is full

of sorrow. Do not think me unfeeling, or that I revel in

sternness. Look at that bird, sitting alone on the topmost branch

of the pine tree. Will it seek its nest, or will it travel on through

the darkness to the forests of some far, strange land ? I do not

know
;

but 1 do know that as it sics so quietly gazing into the

sunset, its very silence sings in my heart of the loveliness of

earth. And here and now I salute each smallest thing that has

sweetened my life by its beauty.

Enter Batu

Bata : They wouldn’t let me go on, they beat me and

turned me back.

Abbijit : What has happened, Batu ? Your forehead is

bruised and bleeding.

Batu : 1 had gone out to warn everyooc, and was begging

them not to go chat way, but to turn back.

Abbijit : Wiry, what has happened ?
71

tu : Don’t you know, Yuvaraj ? They will insral the
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Thirst-Demon today on the altar of the Machine, and there will

be human sacrificc.

Abbijit : What talk is this ?

Batu : Their altar is stained already with the blood of my
two grandsons poured out on its foundation. It’s a thing of

sin, and I thought to sec it crumble and fall of itself. But it is

still unfallen, and Shiva has not awakened.

Abbijit
: It will fall

;
the time is come.

Batu : Then you have heard ? You have heard the call

of Shiva ?

Abbijit : I have heard.

Batu : Alas, then there is now no rest for you ?

Abbijit : No, none,

Batu : Do you see how the blood runs from my head,

and my limbs are smeared with dust ? And will you endure,

Yuvazaj, when your very heart is torn ?

Abbijit : By the grace of God, I shall endure.

Batu : When all around become your fees ? When your
own people revile you ?

Abbijit : I must perforce endure.

Batu : Then there is nothing to fear.

Abbijit : No, there is nothing to fear. •

Batu : Good, then remember Batu. I also shall be on

that road. You will know me even in the darkness by the sign-

manual that Shiva has set in blood on my forehead.

( Batugou out)

Enter Uddhav, tbs kings stntrj

Uddbav : Why did you open the Nandi Pass Road,

Yuvataj ?

Abbijit : To save the people of Shiu-tarai from continual

famin e.

Uddhav : But the Maharaj has a kind heart, he is ready to

help them.

Abbijit

:

When the right hand, in its niggardliness, has

closed against them the road to plenty, the bounty of the left
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hand cannot save them. I have cleared them a path by which

provisions may freely come and go
;

I cannot bear to see poverty

dependent on charity.

Uddbav : The Maharaj says that in clearing the Nandi

Pass you have knocked the bottom out of Uttarakut’s food-

vessel.

Abhijii

:

I have freed Uttarakut from the shame and

misery of being for ever a parasite on Shiu-tarai.

Uddbav : You have done a foolhardy thing. I dare not

say much more, but the Maharaj has received information. If

you can, get away at once. It’s not safe even to be seen talking

with you on the road.

( He goes cut )

Enter Anibn

Aaba : Suman, my boy Suman 1 Have none or you

seen the road by which they took him ?

Abhijii : Have they taken away your son ?

Aaba : Yes, westwards over there, where the sun sets

and the day comes to an end.

Abhijii : I am going that way.

Aaba : Then remember the words of a sorrowing

woman. Tell him, when you see him, that his mother is

watching the road for his coming.

Abbjit : I will tell him.

Amba : Little father, may you live for ever. Suman, my
Suman I

(
She goes cut )

Enter the dtvoteis, tinging :

Shiva the Terrible, God we acclaim Thee ;

Lord of Destruction, yet uttermost Peace.

In darkness of doubting our sunrise we name Thee,

Saviour in conflict, in bondage Release :

Shiva the Terrible, Giver of Peace ....

( They go cut )

( To bt continued. )



REVIEWS

TUB B88BNTIAL UNITY OP ALL RELIGIONS : by Dr. Bhegavan

Dm, M.A., D. Lsfct. Booond Edition. greatly enlarged, 1939.

Tho Kashi Vidya-Pithn, Benares.

Prios Bb. 21- not.

Wh are very glad to welcome thia unique work on Oomparativo Boligion

from tbe pen of tho wall-known saintly philosopher of Benares, whose

writings, covering several volumes, large and small, on subjects religious,

philosophic, educational and sociological, ns aleo political (in a higher sense),

bnvo already attracted the attention of a wido oirole of readers and have boon

appreciated highly by learned scholars and eminent thinkers both in India

and outside. Those who are familiar with the other works by tho author,

and have read them carefully following out the course of his thoughts an

embodied in thorn, will not fail to trooe out in his earlier writings, tho gorms

of what ho offers in the present volume.

The main trend ot this mature thought was presented in a systematic

form in tbe first edition of the book published in the year 1932. It was

then a small volumo of 279 pages only. Tho socond edition, which

came out in September 1939, covers now over 700 pages. Tho iopice treated

ant found to bs almort the same in both the editions
; only the seoond one

is ouriohod with furthox elaboration of the matters treated and enlarged with

freah*QUOt»tions of parallel textual paseages from the standard scriptures

of the different Faiths brought in tor comparison. These additions in the

second edition have no doubt considerably enhanced tbe value of the work

and lent a stronger support to the main contention of the author. It is

evident that preparation of this unique work must have taken years of

exlenaive studies and penetrative researches. It is not known if any

Such earnod and laborious attempt has hitborto been msdo in she subject,

and undertaken on similar lines, by ony other writer, in thia oountey or

abroad, and presented in such oonvindng mannor as has been dooo by the

present author. It is bound to open the eyes of thceo who are inclined to

claim an exclusive truth for the friths they profess and fanatically fight

for. By studying this book in the proper and bd impartial spirit they

will realise, it is hoped, that they are either ignorant of tbo true nature of

thair sacred' professions or are forgetful of the red and rssenaitl teachings

of tho founders or exponents of their respective religious tenet*. Their

contest will then appear to be with tbe more external forms, which are of

historioal origin by circumstances whiob do not deeply tonoh the essential

12
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spirit of Choir Fjilh. Tho present work is Intended lo show what that

owenee is and brings homo to tho niliul of earnest and sincere religions

aspirants and students tlio truth that in owntinU nil faitlm luvo tho same

coro, more or Iras explicitly. And this must l>o tlio anae, if huinauil/ is

Msrvifmfty ono. as it setunlly i«. And the present anthnr has wish a pens-

tintiro insight, indicated tlio spiritual heals of oven* in.liviiliuil mlf lying

in tho universal self, which is tlio nntno fur all, finding expression on similar

linos in their livoa, howovor different they might otherwiso appear to te

outwardly. This it particularly brought out by the author in tho first

chapter of tho work, treating of Uio universal hsais of nil religions and sup-

ported by relcvent quotations from tlio scripture* of tlio difterenU iaiolu

recognised ae living and having n greater or Icbs extent of profession.

Tho throe longthy ol apters Hitt follow are dovnU.1 rathor to the

praoticnl nspoola of religious life, classiliod according to tlio threo fuiulamontnl

traits of human mind. Iloro too tho author has not hoen *paring in loading

support to his lonmol expedition from tlio original text* regmdod ns aubhori-

tttivointliodilferentfaitlis.au indiontlng a marvellous unanimity in the

fundamentals. Tho last but one chapter deals with tlio problem of oonnd

education, in its vidor and deeper aniiect, as also with the role of a true

educationist, as it should ho if approueliod end eolvcl in tlio light of the

common spiritual nituro of mou va ovidenood by tlio discussions of tho

previouB ohaptors. Tlio last chapter of tlio preoont edition sums up in briof

tho girt of the ooncloiior.o of tho wliolo Ironlment about the main topio

undertaken and executed bo elaborately in tho body of tlio work.

Intellectually, and spiritually ae well, tho days of old divergent. faith* in

thoir external forme appear lo lie doomed, and tho time has come to look

about for t religion of universal value which nil human lwings may follow and

pvootiso in life without any distinction of race or nationality, social Biotas

or sex, atsto or creed. If our lifo is to bo soundly laid on a ejorilual basis,

a* it should bo for real por.co and true prosperity, there is no other way to

that In the day thou on opan oepousal of a Religion Ouivorsal, which the

broad-minded author hat endeavoured to present in its essentials in this

unique and admirable work, written, not with any 'homo-mode' idoto, but

soundly baaed on recognised teachings or writings of old prophoti and usbis.

It is twped tho book will find a wide circulation among render* belonging to

different fiithB and have such 'practical' appreciation as It pre-eminently

deserve* to bavo.

P. B. Adhikari.
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UANA VA-DEARUA-SABAE : by Dr. Bhagavan Dos, m-a., D. Litt.

Published by Kashi Vidya-Pilho, Bonaree.

Price Annas 8 only.

THI3 is a sory intonating work written in Sanskrit verses mostly in the

iloka stylo and motro, the porasol of which will remind the render of tlio

toils of Mann-Sanhila, if ho hoppons to bo familiar with them. It comes

ss a snrpriBB from the pen of ono whewe writings haro hitherto appeared

mostly in English and in the pbilosophio stylo of prose- The language Is

so simple and the discourses so dear and impreseivo that one undertaking

ite study is likely to ran on with its easy flow until ho roaehos the terminus.

It oovers 270 pigos of thick print in the noyri soript, diridod into several

sections treating of different but allied subjects—biological, psychological,

sociological. political, othioal and religious. The model followed by the

author looks like the Dharmatartra of the sages Menu and others, and yet

it is pre-eminently modern in its outlook aod treatment. 3y calling it

modem, it is not meant te bo entirely original, as the term might suggest.

The bulb of the discourse is based on tbo older texts, mostly Vedio or what

directly or indirectly follows from this source—the Upanitadt, Smriti-

xutref, lliKatoi and Pwanai. Only tho interpretation and presentation of

the older teachings may be sold to be modern In outlook and purpose. In

reading tho book one goto the impression of a Manu reappearing in the garb

of the author, otforing the same Instructions as the older prototype did, only

maklcR the teachings suitable to tbo present age.

Of the various subjects dealt with in tho course of the Vertical'

discourses, the principal and fundamental one appears to be social organua-

lion on the lines of the scheme of the ancient sages, particularly Ifacu and

Vyaaa. as interpreted by the author and aoooromodalcd tc modern rajuire-

monts, keeping, aa far as possible, the oame structural forms and retaining

the ssmo spiritual basis and purpoeo. Dndor ibis schomo, the theme which

tbo author has repeatedly brought in for discussion is the age-old problem

of whot is ooiled Varnarrama-vidhi ( the principle of division of 'ecciety

according lo Varna

t

now understood in the sense of Ooetos ) and of indivi-

dual life according to arramas ( the four reocgaiBsd stages through which

that life should dovolop under the Scheme. ) The author portloulorly

emphasises the need of the former division according to Varnas ss the moat

desirable basis of any social organisation that may hs of permanent raluo

to humanity. But he rejects the oarreat mode of division according to birth

( Jarma-vama ) which has been oarried to the extreme creating a hideous

number of autos sud 3ubcastee. Originally the division mi Into four

classes baaed on natural aod fnactioual differences between nun and roan
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(
Su&'wM-kfima-mrM ) and id «M no: the intention of tho schema Hint

it should bo lunxxUtnry u it caino Ui l*> sulwtnently undo under booUI or

political oiicumsbuiocs when tho original principle was either forgotten or

neglected. Nor was tho division bused an tturt. ililforonoiH of complexion us

tho Vorni vnnia might suggest hy its litoral moaning. Thl* unciont Bohomo

of division of mon according U: their natal teudaitaia* mul consequent

functional capacities apponni to tho nutlior to ho mi sound for any desirulilo

social organisation that ho would suggest the mloptioii or thin ancient sohomo

of Voilia Tmlin, pb formulated nnd preaontod hy Slnnu in his Dhamasattra,

with nooMBary modification* hi innko it xuiUUdc for Mm> present ago. And

ho uppoars to lw as optimistically confUmit that nothini! hut the adoption

of this Bohomo would sorvo the purpose of any social organisation in

removing tho trouble* of tho day or making them Io»h |«*rnieiouB-

Now the question is—Con any scheme of social organ ixucinn on similar

lino* be auoptod in tho modem ago 7 It. in doubtful if that can l» oiioatiToly

done on a largo node. Tt surpsssos our uiiderKtanding how this sohomo oouid

bo revived in its ancient form or njiirit- And oven if tlmt wure attempted

daringly in any spocial W'Olbui of humanity a* an experiment, would it l>e

successful V Tho orgnnhviw might try hanl and keep it under ooutrol during

tlioir lifo-timo. Put could it lu mndo permanent 7 We nro afmkl It would

again mu it* old eouiwo from tho Kama^jali to Jamw-jati with all its ovil

oonwquoncos, or it would dio out in limo n* ft in snUmlly doing now among

tho 'hifihor' otesses nnd wilightojiod' member* of Hindu Society. A« a

matter of fact, the printout day toudonoy is found to Im advancing Uiwnrds

something of tlio kind, though not exactly to any division of obuwus Ly

Varna, as tbo author would ham it. Would it l«i dcuirohlo Ui introduce any

clear-out diviiiou of tlio kind, however sound the prinnipln might appear to

be? Wo spprooir.to tho cnllmniusni with which tlio author upholds the

sohoi&o nnd tho idoal underlying it
;
wo value tlui sound criticisms ho oiTois

on the existing state of things in human society. Hut tlio doubt lands how

far tbo plan ho sjggcst* is feaBildo.

P. P. Adhikari.

TUB TESTAMENT OF IMMORTALITY : an Anthology odited hy N. G-

Fabor and Fnbor, Loixlon-

TUB illcBory securitise of a sophisticated urban life tend to screon from

the eyea of "civilUol" mac the fundamental rhythm* of birth and death, of

growth and decay : and it is usually only when tho Bhook of a jwrsoasl

wamant tears aside that vail of oonveution, that ho is brought face to

Uty, and sooks for hineolf with orgenoy tlio answer to tho
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uooiflot question of Job : "If a mao die, shall be lire again ?" Today,

however, over a large aroa of the world, and eepeoially In Weetera

Enropt, the oondiUoca oi modern war havo stripped away for aillioaa of

people all illusion of physical security, and made death and bereavement on

a largo scale an ever-present possibility. There is therefore a peenliar

appropriateness in the appoaraaoe in these times o' an anthology inch as

this, dealing with “the positive assuronoo of a life beyond death", and

published by tho author, as he saya. "in the belief that a need which I

felt is shared by otborB."

Pcrhape in the nature of the case no anthology can ever fce oomplotely

satisfying to anyone except ita author. Just bscauBe personal taste esters

so largely into the olicico, the reader will nearly always miss some favourite

poem or passage which he himaelf would hovo included. 3ut on the other

haDd he will And new treasures which be did not know before, or see old

treasures in a new light, and can thus enjoy the delight both of recognition

and of discovery. The Teitawnl of Immortality is rioh in the variety

of the sources on which the compiler has drawn
;
ancient 2gypc ard India

tend side by side with modern America ( whiob is especially well represen-

ted ): a> passage from St. Augoitino neighbour! an extract from tbo London
Safi. Hindu and Obriatian myasice all give their testimony

;
letters,

memoirs, poetry’ and philosophy are all laid under contribution. The recall

is stimulating, and the look oi any formal arrangement, cither in too book

as a whole or within its different Motisaa. is rathor on advantage than
otherwise. It prevonts the reader from looking for whas ia not there—

a

logically developed philosophical position—and ooconrages him to appraise

eaoh passage or poem for itaolf, * tho expression of the insight attained by
nne great personality into a universal mystery.

Hero aDd there In tho book errors have crept in which are doebtleaa

due in most cases to printers’ oversight, though when they occur in a
familiar poem they obtrude themaelveD and jar unpleasantly. Masefield's

grand lines "By a Dier-aide" are misquoted in a manner which detract*

sorioutly from their dignity and strength. 8uoh a blemish ia the more

rogrcbtablo in a book whiob otherwise maintains a high standard in the type

and arrangement no lees than In the quality of the material.

Marjorio Dykes,

THE NUMBER OF RASAS : by Dr. V. RaghaTan, M.i.,Ph.l>-

Published by the Adyar Library. Adyar, Pp. xxii A 192.

IN this volume of ten chapters—she chapters were originally published in

the form cf artiolee in the Journal of Oriental Research, Madras—the
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author undertake* X double task. In the first plant lu- outlines ilia develop,

moat, through sumo fifteen or more ceul urio*, of a number of related ami

conirxnlcd dosLrince conoarnlng the numlier ami nature nf Jfo«q-rDi‘cv]iC In

Sanskrit l’ectic*. In tlw Second ptooc ho sets forth tvliat 1 10 behove* to lw

too essential points for a oorroct numbering nf the Rams.

An investigation into the literatim1 <»« » psrtiouinr subject mm] tho

study of the tlioorio* uud onnoepU cmibisliwl in Hint literature should go hand

in band. Unfortunately, in many u field of oH Indian culture, such u

combination in a raw occurrence. In wnw cnwi w# Imvo only hisloriord

accounts of tho library output on tho subjects concerned, whiUi ill otlior*

wo have descriptions of what uro Indioved to Iw tho main doctrinal of

particular systoras of thought with scanty rofmiKW to tho history of tlialr

evolution. Sanskrit Poclics is going to Iki an honoursMe exception in tliis

matter. While scholars hko Dr. S. K. De and l\ V. Kane wore, in their

pior.ocr work. priuaipally oouoenwd with furnishing an olnbeiato nocount of

tho literature and a good trentmeut nf tho auhjeot. a haul of scholar* Itavo

seriously taken up dotnikxi historical investigations of various individual

theories and doctrine* expounded and olaboruUil by numerous writeie at

different times.

The work under review gives in ten chapters n oompitdioiisivo and

scholarly account of the history of some peculiar and original views and of

tho controversy over tho oxset number uf iliffercul Ra.ji/ In Sanskrit rooties

from lihniata ( beginning of tho Christian urn ) down lo Jagunnr.lh
(
17th

century ). Tho views of difforonn writers hnvo boon clearly sot fortli uid

fully explained with profuse quotations from published au well ns «ui-

puliNsbed works. Tlw hamllhig of llio hlilorieal olonumU is oxUnmoly skilful.

Dr. Hnglnvnn ho» nn unusual gift for piwonting complex material in such

a way as to make it soom intclligibio and significant to the lay reader without

missing tlie floor points of interpretation that nro of intorott to sclnilars.

In tho first firo ohaiAcrs of this study, liotli HkoncBsos and divorgonoes in

the thought 0: a number of tnoionS writers on literary criticism who

as3ort tho inclusion of tho Quiotistio ( SanlA-rnsa ) as against its oxaluslon

are vividly displayed, and some of their implications suggested. In tho

suoaoodiuE ohaptors. a similar troutsnonl is given u> tho divorgout opinions

of tho writsrs who disouoo tuple* like ( i ) Rasas other than tlio goiiorally

accepted ones, ( li ) Tho different varieties of the sarno Rata, ( iii ) Now’

accessory moods, ( iv ) Are oJl Ra .iat plonacrahlo ond ( v ) lastly tho Haul-

synthorns. Although tho author dismisses all them problems moro or loss

in detail, the mwn part of his discussion, to quoto tho foreword by Prof. M.

Hiriyxnni, ie concerned with the admissibility of tho Quiotistio ns tlio ninth

3a,-a. A brief reference to St may not ho out of plooo.
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Thu Quiotistic, fur from not hoing a ram, ae it ia argued by acme

scholar*, is llio highcwl typo of ntu, slut crowning of all mstbetio, iutelloKual

noii moral fulfilment. Analysing tlio nature of tha Quietistlo we find that the

entire mental fabric remains from tbo vory beginning void of nil amost as

well an dullness. It U eonoontralod on the inner spirit, and, gg snob, tha

psycho*:- is Lost suited for tho appreciation of the Quietistio
;

«Dd hsnoo it

is oullod tho ntM par oscellouoo-

Tlioro is a class of thinbora who emphatically deny that tho QnieSietio

has a place in the drama, though Ihoy arc not prepared to repudiate

ita very oxistasoo. The drama being primarily meant for stage-representa-

tion, tho Qulctintio is out of plaeo in it as it is capablo cf being enacted by one

who is possessed of lama ( tranauibty ). But, hod it been a troth, the

representation of the Terrible and tbo Furious would have been tmpowible,

ns tho a«or is not really possessed of the corresponding permanent ejnotwn.

Another objection may be pul forward from tho side of the audience that

the rood ond instrumental muaio, an indlepensablo pert of drainolio represen-

tation. does not permit the Sa\jdaya to form tho peculiar psychosis, necessary

for tbo proper appreciation of the rata. But it may be argued that there is

music. and music, os aacli, Is certainly not opposed to the tranguilliy of mind.

Thus does Dr. Bagbavao, following the instance of Jagantath. establish tho

claim of the Quietistio to be called a ninth rasa in the Ualya even.

In conclusion it should be mentioned that the author has not only

analysed and explained the all-parvaeiveaws of rasas and showed the process

of Ijieir evolution, but also the reverse prooces of synthosis has boon

explained and by bhls process ho has arrived at one rasa n* the rasa or tho

cardinal principle in life and literature. .Raia-experience being oomprehentivo

of two oloraonts—ono ontological and the ocher psychological—ia a compo-

site whole, of which contradictory sttributBB can be predicted. This apparent

contradiction in its Constitution sharply demarcates rata from other

experience and this is the reason why it has been obaraoterised by all

writers on Poetics as a supernormal ( aiaukitoi ) expsrieaoc. Henos, a

eympnthetle raiud will read in them one principle, and deolaro with our

author. Dr. Baghavun, tho eternil troth.

There la a lull index of authors and worlrB appended at the end,

showing the kind of reference and notes on which the study ia based and

supplying details of information prised by the 6tadsnt of IndiaD literary

oriticism. Tho author, aa well as the Adyar Library of Madras, is to ba

congratulated fer bringing out this axoellent work-

Kagen-iranath Chskravarty.
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KRISHNA AND UTS SONO : by D. R. Snrma. ( Puhlished

by International Rook Ilonso, Ash Law, KapUnndo Rm.i1,

Bombay. Pp. 93. Prioo : Bp. 1/8/. ).

"THE Oita is pir tseellanu thn flonp of Krishna." b.-ij-b rrofoiwor Sarma in

tho opDnirR chapter and then coop on to o*tnblinh bliu title of Krishna to i!io

rank of a world-teacher. TbwnntB thin isul, ho has touched upon Mio funda-

mental u*|oct6 of tlio truth ns cnuuoiatal in Uio Bhaffomtl-Oila undor tho

following bond* : Krishna.—tho toucher of Non-violence, Dburtnn—moohanl-

o»l and oruenicnl, froodom tli rough eervloo ; reel in work and work in n« :

devotion ; meditation
:

action
; knowledge of tho Ouo r.nd devotion Uo

Uumtnity.Ae Uieso nro problems in which the man of tho world in vitally jn .

Uwoted. the OUa in onlled "tho layman'* Upnnfchad.” Thu*. life is pixmontod

no n eyntboiie of various value* aiul riow(ioinl« which, broadly s|ieuklnfl, fall

uodor tho categories of ethical nnd metaphysical.

—

1

"tho former wjttirig

forth what man ought to do end tiro InUer what God ie." Consequently, what

at timae »»cis to bo cciilwdiolory io only oomidemcnUry ; for example, now
God iB referred to aa tho Supra- perunnnl Absolute and again ns tho personal

Iswara, "who creates, protect* and dontroya all Idilnge," whilo tho truth is

that He is both, Farther, "tlio Gita", soya tho author, "ie uiiuiuo among
our scriptures in that it inaiata shot oven tho highest myatio should do

•orvico to Bacsoty and should worship God in all beings" • honco, tho

reoonoilintion of morality anc religion, scriptural nutliority and Solf-rcalizn-

tioo, solitude and socloty.

Professor Sarma'a short studies in tho many-sided touching of Krishna

ore marked by hie usual clarity of UicughL. simplicity of stylo and cnnieat-

ness of tho enquiring spirit. Those who cannot read ‘.ho original in Sanskrit

text or commentary will find Kritkxa aiul hit Sme handy ns well as

helpful.

G.M.

PREPARATION FOR 0JTI2BN8HTP : By Sophia Wadia.

( Publiahod by International Book House. Ash I*no.

Esplanade Rood, Bombay. Pp. 72.

Prioe: Ro. 1/- ).

"Thb present world confu6ioo ie due to a faleo evaluation of tho principle of

heterogeneity", soya the author. The true evaluation, according to Iter, is a

el ooncopt of Democracy, os laid down by tlio groat TWliers of

v, who emphasised the truth of the oneness of all life. As tho

imiatad soys : "Of the measure of the thumb, Puruaha. the Spirit,
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dwo 111 over in U10 heart of all beings M bho Inner Ego." The Spirit express-

es itaolf, however, iu varioua forms, so our system of education, society and

Ihe Stnte should joiu hands in creating for the citizens an atmosphere in

wliloh ihe lnlsar's diversitios of typee, tempjraments, tastes and tiled*

nili bo rolatod to tho troth of Ono Lifo "as tho rnys of the son are related

to tho sun." Truly does tho onthor observe, "The State is n ploygroond

for human spiritual evolution.

”

Tho great problotn of Demoornoy, then, ia right ©donation, wbioh

consists In oultivatiug capacity for "gamins pcrooption and ©oovioticn in

ail maoterB in life"
;

!• e., ealf-eduoatdon, ealf-diaoipline, self-knowledge.—in

other words, knowledge of our aoul-nature. This will bring home to man
the truth that "the very eaasr.oe of Democracy ia toe grcateat good of tho

largos* numbsr"tog85her with its oorollsry of dedicating oneself and ote'a

work te the service of humanity. Thus will be obviated the ugly exiatono©

and ooniliot of "have's" and "have-rot’a”, the so-oalled "baokward" and "pro-

gressive" oommunitiew, She "saint" and th* “ainner". For, in tho economy

of life all thaee have their proper [dace and purpose.

In short, though sbo thesis cf the anthor in her present book ia practi-

cally the oame aa expounded by her in her "Brotherhood of Bcligiona,"

yet tho attempt at application of the truth of Ono life to our several current

problems has made Preparation for CiUaenMp stimulating.

O. U.

LIFE OF SOBABJEE S3APOOBJ3E BENGALEE, 0. I. E.,

:

by Kowrojee Sorabji Bengalee

( Pries and PuhUaher’a nune cot mentioned ).

Bombay ia rightly known a* a city where the beginnings of a proper public

life in our country were laid during the last oentory. The subject of the

biographical sketch ( which la Illustrated and ia both In English aa well as

in Gujarati ), under review, who died in 1893, at the age of 63, wae a

pioneer it several social, political, educational and economio reforms, not

only in his own Parai oommnnity, but also in the field of making some

of the prwont-day eivio institutions in Bombay, like the Moniaipel Corpora-

tion and th« vernacular preae, examples in integrity, effloienoy. and broad-

fcoaed humanism. The story cf Borabji'a rite from poverty to power reads

like a romanee
;

it is, therefore, cf absorbing intercot to ihe yotmg. More.

It afford* a fasoinatiog study in the evolution of Bombay aa the nervo-

oentre of our Nationalism. The various incidents, mentioned la tho

biography, confirm the author’s estimate of Bortbjes "aa a front-rank leader

of his time" who, Id dealing with others, was "straight as a die” and who,

13
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»? .» public man, vns ‘actuated by 1 hiRli and sorious purpose, disinterested,

independent and showing unflinching courngo nnd determination." If history,

as Ciriylo Bays, is "0 Boric* of biogreidiiee" li>c:i live nhovu biography in nn

opiteme of she history of Bombay of tho sovonfcies and eighties of the Use
eo-.tury,

(i. M.

ENLIST INDIA NON PNEED01I

:

by Edward Thompson.

( Go'lanw. 2*. 6d-

)

APATHY, bom of almost dolihereto ignorance, towards Iivdi* and the

aspirations of hor people, among ‘bo ruling olas* in England i« nl tho lmtlom

of prnotior.Uy nil tho hadron* ami randnesR of tho Ilritiab Indian ndminialm-

tiro system. And whatever onn lio done to dissipate tlio darkness which

oloodi tho mind and blurs she vision of oar masters is woleotnu. Nobcdy
today is perhaps boater fitted for this task than Pr. Rdvrord Thompson, whose

association with Bengal is ovon today romombered with affection by

thousands of hie studonte. Though ho left India nearly two dorado* ago, ha

has kopO alive bia interest in tho oountiy. Ilia knowledge about India is quite

uptedate for he has marie almost every otl>cr yosr n journey 60 India to hob

things for hlmsolf and is also known to ho intimate with smno of tho moat

important of our political leaders. I remember ho wac at Wnrdlm when

the Congress Working Committee took tho dodaivo step of oalling out the

ConRrcaB Ministers from office.

Tho book, within tho short span of 1 20 pngos, contains a mine 01 useful

and pertinent information about India ami I fervently hope tho hook will bo

widoly road by, and bo known amctiCBS, tho people for whom it in meant. Tho

chapters, particularly on the Moslems and Indian Pmcos. arn moot important.

Thoy very conclusively drivo home tho hollowness of lliolr roapootivo claims,

astounding alike in thoir immensity nnd falsity. lion I wiali it woro possiblo

to disteiboto gratis a pamphlet containing at least theso two chapters to the

moral*™ o' ParUnnienl I

Whotber India onn still bo rotriovod for tlic British Empire is an

interesting speculation, whioh it would bo risky for us to outer into at tho

moment- Ono cannot, however, but agree with the irrepressible Dr- Johnson

that most schemes of political improvement are very ltughnhlo things.

A. 1L C.
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.

A Noto! by Ahmad Ali.

Tho Hogarth Preas, London, Prieo 7 s. 0 d. net.

Tars ia tho first novel in English by an author whoso name should b«

familiar to the readers of "New Writing.” The author, we are nemod, is

also one of tho leading literary lights in Urdu aod belongs to the group of

young writers who call themssloas "Progressive." No! knowing Ordu, we

aro deprived of acquaintance with his work in that beautiful language, but

we hope his novels in Urdu are of better quality than tho ono under review.

The novel sets out to give us an intimate glimpse into the lifo of two

generations of an old Muslim family of Delhi, whiob retains poignant

memories of the vanished Moghul grandeur. Members of a proud and

virile row which onoe ruled in Delhi have now psrforoe turned traders and

clerks and lire a! the meroy of imported rulers. How great has been the

moral and menial degeneration caused by Shis change, how slowly and day

by day physical and moral squilor Invades the life of a defeated race, is the

undertone of the author’s theme. It is a pathehe picture. Tho brave, proud

and sensuous have besoms bitter, sentimental and voluptuous. No doubt

tho author is aware of a now formant in tbo national consciousness, of a now

India burning into shape oah of the bavoo of the old,—but tbe boros* cf

that new India will oosne of another stock. Anyway, the BUthor in the

novel under rsriow is not conoerced with the new, but with tho decaying,

glory.

The novel's defect is that it is much rooro of a chronicle than a

character study and lends to drag on as a record of commonplace details in

tho dally life of an Indian household. To foreign readers, unfamiliar with

such life, the novelty of it may prove entertaining, even "fascinating." Wo

hove the testimony of do Ires a critio than Mr. E. M. Forster to that effort.

Perhaps tbe book is meant for such readers only- We await tho young

writer’s next novel with interest-

K. K.
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